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REF: A. STATE 209648  ¶B. RABAT 22312  ¶C. RABAT 2407  ¶D. RABAT 2425  ¶E. RABAT 
2363  ¶F. RABAT 1052 Classified By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for Reasons 1.4 (b) and 
(d) 
¶1.  (C) Summary:  During a December 1 meeting with the Ambassador, Deputy FM Fassi 
Fihri defended recent Moroccan actions in the Western Sahara, stressing that the GOM 
was responding appropriately to violent acts by demonstrators. He fended off any suggestion 
that demonstrators were rounded up merely for expressing their views.  He reaffirmed that 
an investigation was on-going into the death of Hamid Lembarki, and appropriate action 
would be taken against those responsible for his death, citing the arrest already of two police 
officers.  He put much of the blame for the current unrest in the Sahara squarely at the feet of 
Algeria and the Polisario; they were deliberately inciting the population as part of a broader 
policy of non-cooperation with Morocco driven by Morocco’s refusal to acknowledge the 
legitimacy of the Baker Plan.  Fassi Fihri said he had seen new Algerian Ambassador Larbi 
Belkheir on several occasions but was reserving judgement on whether Belkheir had really 
come to Rabat to engage with the GOM.  He said the GOM welcomed a visit to the Sahara by 
the OHCHR, provided it was not a commission of inquiry and provided the delegation 
also stopped in Algiers and Tindouf.  The GOM, he said, would also work to reschedule the 
aborted visit by Nordic countries to the Western Sahara, under certain conditions. 
 Ambassador stressed the importance of outside visitors being able to make accurate 
assessments of the situation, even if the picture was not perfect.  End Summary. 
¶2.  (C) As instructed Ref A, Ambassador met with Minister Delegate for Foreign Affairs 
Taieb Fassi Fihri on December 1 to discuss the human rights situation in the Western 
Sahara. (Fassi Fihri’s intensive travel schedule did not permit an earlier meeting; as a result, 
DCM raised US concerns with MFA Americas Director Tazi and MFA Bilateral Affairs 
Director Amrani in separate meetings.  See Refs B and C).  Ambassador was accompanied by 
Polcouns and Econoff, while Fassi Fihri was joined by MFA SecGen Omar Hilali and MFA 
Director of Multilateral Affairs Mohamed Loulichki. Other issues covered in the 90-minute 
meeting were the Free Trade Agreement (Ref D), the King’s December visit to Japan, and the 



visit to Morocco of Mauritanian President Ould Vall (septels). Ambassador noted that a 
number of events had taken place recently focusing attention on human rights in the 
Western Sahara — the death of Hamdi Lembarki, hearings on Capitol Hill, an aborted Nordic 
diplomatic visit, and potentially an upcoming mission from the UN High Commissioner for 
Human Rights — and there was a sense that things were worse in the territory in terms of 
human rights.  It was difficult to get an accurate picture of the situation. 
¶3.  (C) Fassi Fihri said the situation was not as delicate as some made it out to be.  Recent 
events in the Western Sahara needed to be seen in a global context.  Algerian 
President Bouteflika had told Spanish FM Moratinos recently and in very clear terms that 
Algeria refused to cooperate with Morocco as long as the King refused to recognize the 
international legitimacy of the Baker Plan.  Bouteflika told Moratinos he would go to 
Barcelona (for the ten-year anniversary of the Barcelona Process) but, erroneously thinking 
that King Mohammed would be there, « would say nothing to the Moroccans. »  The Algerian 
position was pretty clear: maintain the status quo.  In the Algerian view, progress 
in Moroccan-Algerian relations was tied to the Baker Plan. 
¶4.  (C) Ambassador noted that he had the chance to greet new Algerian Ambassador to 
Morocco Larbi Belkheir, and he had the impression Belkheir wanted to see progress in 
relations with Morocco.  Fassi Fihri said he had met with Belkheir on a few occasions since 
his arrival, and he was hearing that Belkheir was planning to stay only for a year. 
 Ambassador interjected that Belkheir perhaps wanted to see what he could do in one year. 
 Fassi Fihri wondered how Belkheir would define success; did Algeria plan to open the border 
with Morocco? Normalize relations with Morocco?  Revitalize the Arab Maghreb Union? 
 Those were common ambitions between the two countries, and if that’s what Belkheir 
wanted to work toward, relations would go forward.  Morocco was willing to separate out the 
Western Sahara from other bilateral issues.  Morocco was ready to work with Belkheir. 
 Speaking on behalf of King Mohammed, Fassi Fihri said he had told Belkheir that 
his success in Rabat would be Morocco’s success.  But Algeria places conditions on dialogue, 
Fassi Fihri said, by still insisting on the Baker Plan.  This approach creates problems. ¶5.  (C) 
Fassi Fihri said there was a second area of concern: Algeria’s support for a Sahrawi republic. 
 That « republic » now has a « territory » — the east side of the berm.  This is a new 
development, which Fassi Fihri noted the GOM has raised with the US previously as a 
concern.  The Polisario does not refer to this area as « liberated territory; » rather, they refer to 
the west side of the berm as « occupied territory. » There was a big celebration in Bir Lahlou 
(in the northeastern corner of the Western Sahara) to mark the independence of the territory. 
GOM Response is Appropriate ————————— 
¶6.  (C) Fassi Fihri continued that problems arose in the Western Sahara in part because of 
Morocco’s own internal evolution and promotion of democracy.  The Polisario has sought to 
take advantage of the situation by calling on people — especially women and children — to 
agitate.  When people resorted to violence, as had happened in the last month, there had to be 
a judicial process in response. Throughout the many demonstrations that had occurred 
in recent months, the authorities had intervened only when public order was disturbed — 
when protesters threw molotov cocktails, for example.  The GOM does not routinely 
put demonstrators in prison, Fassi Fihri insisted, but the organizers might be detained.  If there 
is violence, there must be a proportionate reaction. 
¶7.  (C) The death of Hamdi Lembarki was under investigation, Fassi Fihri said.  The GOM 
was not hiding those responsible for his death.  Frankly it was not always easy to apply 
the law evenly; sometimes it was bad for morale among the police. There were two policemen 
in detention for the killing of Lembarki, and the investigation into the circumstances of 
his death was proceeding.  The GOM was careful about applying the law; Morocco could not 
be a model of democracy in the north and a dictatorship in the south.  The situation in the 



south (Western Sahara) was complicated by the Baker Plan, Algeria, 
and the Polisario.  The security forces had to act when there was violence. 
¶8.  (C) Fassi Fihri turned to leading Sahrawi activist Ali Salem Tamek, claiming that in 
Barcelona recently Tamek had called on the Sahrawis to take up arms in the Sahara. 
 Yet Tamek benefitted from full legal protection, not only in the north but in the south. 
 Tamek claimed to be in prison simply because he is an activist.  But no, Fassi Fihri said: 
 Tamek is operating in a context of violence.  The GOM does not round up hundreds of 
people — just the perpetrators.  Tamek has lawyers and enjoys the full protection of the law. 
 Tamek has said if there is no referendum, he advocates violence. He has said so publicly. 
 Other Sahrawis were in prison not for political activism but for commiting violence; they 
went beyond simply calling for self-determination.  Such actions necessitated a reaction from 
the GOM. 
¶9.  (C) In the last two weeks, Fassi Fihri continued, there were aggressive actions by some 
people who have lived in the territory for many years.  When they reacted aggressively, 
we responded in a similar manner.  The GOM respects the rules of the game.  We need to 
react when there is a flag burning.  We try to maintain a balance.  If someone is killed, there is 
an investigation and prosecution. 
Nordic Visit ———— 
¶10.  (C) Turning to the aborted Nordic visit to Laayoune (Ref C), Fassi Fihri said he had 
spoken recently to the Swedish FM about the situation.  The FM asked why the GOM 
authorized contacts in the Western Sahara for some diplomats (comment: likely referring to 
the US) but not for the Nordic countries? Fassi Fihri said the Norwegian Ambassador in 
Rabat had requested meetings with people in jail (comment:  Nordic diplomats in Rabat, 
including Norwegian Ambassador Aasheim, have consistently maintained that they never 
requested to see anyone in prison).  Fassi Fihri said he told the Swedish FM he was ready to 
take another look at the Nordic visit, but there needed to be agreement on its terms.  He had 
asked MFA Director Loulichki to meet with the Nordic ambassadors to discuss rescheduling 
the visit (comment:  the meeting took place on December 5.  The Nordics are currently 
planning to make their Sahara visit in late January 2006, the earliest the diplomats from 
Norway, Sweden, and Finland are all available). 
OHCHR —– 
¶11.  (C) Fassi Fihri said that Loulichki and MFA SYG Hilali had met recently with the 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Geneva to plan their visit. 
 Fassi Fihri stressed the GOM accepted OHCHR’s visit, but the framework needed to be 
clear.  It was not a commission of inquiry.  The visit had to include stops in Algiers 
and Tindouf and not simply Morocco.  Hilali said the GOM understood the OHCHR would 
also look at the issue of violations against our « detainees » in Tindouf.  When the OHCHR 
scheduled the Morocco stop, however, they suddenly dropped Algiers from the itinerary.  The 
OHCHR needed to respect its regional commitments and make all three stops. The visit now 
appeared to be back on track for the January/February timeframe. 
¶12.  (C) Fassi Fihri added that over the years no one listened to Morocco’s presentation on 
human rights violations in Tindouf.  There should be an international census to determine the 
population in Tindouf, and the international community should investigate the diversion of 
humanitarian aid.  There were people in the camps who had spent as many as ten years in 
Algerian prison, only to be detained by the Polisario.  The Ambassador added that the US 
supported the conducting of a census in the camps.  Fassi Fihri said that had been Morocco’s 
demand for 30 years, but Algeria still refused.  Hilali commented that OHCHR Commissioner 
Louise Arbour told him that she regretted that her institution had never reacted to the 
Moroccan concerns about Tindouf. Morocco was ready to work with her. 
¶13.  (C) The Ambassador noted that there was a great deal of contradictory information 



circulating about the situation in the Western Sahara.  It was important to have 
independent observers assess the situation there, even to visit prisons. The Ambassador said 
the more such observers see, the better. There was a feeling that no one was being allowed to 
see the situation and report on it accurately.  Visitors might say the situation was not perfect, 
but it was important that outsiders be allowed to make assessments.  Fassi Fihri 
said unfortunately Algeria and the Polisario communicate better than the GOM.  They 
distribute photos alleging various abuses, even though the photos are doctored.  For 
Morocco’s part, the Equity and Reconciliation Commission had announced the discovery of 
mass grave in the Sahara, something the GOM had acknowledged publicly. 
GOM Ready for a Solution ———————— 
¶14.  (C) Fassi Fihri closed by stressing that the US should know that Morocco remained 
ready for a solution to the Western Sahara conflict, including a solution based on regional 
autonomy.  Morocco had presented a paper on that. King Mohammed had recently called for 
consultations with political parties on the Sahara.  A process was underway. What more could 
Morocco do?  Algeria took advantage of the people of the Western Sahara, especially the 
youth, yet Algeria was under no pressure to make a deal.  Furthermore, the GOA refuses a 
census.  Algeria in the meantime exploits the immigration issue to Morocco’s disadvantage. 
 A Spanish journalist had recently visited migration camps in northwestern Algeria and found 
them well-organized by nationality, essentially run by mafias.  No one talks about that, Fassi 
Fihri said.  Algeria continues to pursue a conflict over a territory that has no phosphates, no 
oil, and no minerals.  All the Western Sahara has in terms of resources is fish.  (As outlined in 
Ref F, the economy of the Western Sahara is based almost entirely on fishing for export, 
which employs two-thirds of the workforce, along with small bits of mining, agriculture, and 
tourism.  Phosphates in the territory represent less than two percent of national reserves, and 
the industry employs only about 1900 people). Taking a parting shot at the Spanish, Fassi 
Fihri said the Spanish were the worst colonizers in the world; they left nothing behind when 
they pulled out — no electricity, no development.  And Polisario leader Abdelaziz called 
on countries not to invest in the Western Sahara.  Loulichki noted the Polisario had recently 
threatened Kerr McGee. 
CBMs —- 
¶15.  (C) As the meeting broke up, Loulichki noted his satisfaction that family visit flights 
had resumed as part of the CBM package negotiated with UNHCR. 
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- Israeli Participation in EuroMed Assembly Sparks Controversy - Mauritanian President 
Receives Warm Welcome by the King - Morocco Renews Demand for Release of Moroccan 
Hostages in Iraq - Morocco-South African Relations Still in the Tank - Istiqlal Opts for 
Socialist Allies over Islamists - Survey Shows Poor Conditions in Moroccan Prisons - Join a 
Protest, Earn a Quick 30 Euros 
——————————————— —————  
Israeli Participation in EuroMed Assembly Sparks Controversy ————————————
——— ————— 
¶2.  (C) As part of the Euro-Mediterranean (EuroMed) Parliamentary Assembly,s 
extraordinary session held in Rabat November 20-21 to celebrate the tenth anniversary of 
the Barcelona Process, two Israeli parliamentarians (Deputy Education Minister Majali 
Wahbe and Punlun Daniel (phonetic) participated in the event alongside Syria and other 
Arab countries.  Protesting Israeli participation, the Moroccan Association for Human Rights 
(AMDH) organized a sit-in on November 20 that drew 50-100 people, according to 
various Moroccan press sources.  The French-language daily L,Economiste reported 
November 21 that the two Israeli parliamentarians threatened to leave the assembly, 
saying they did not appreciate being used as a « punching ball » by Arab parliamentarians. 
 Other Moroccan press reported that two well-known Moroccan journalists who participated 
in the sit-in decided to leave the demonstration after alleged Islamists began chanting slogans 
against Royal Advisor Andre Azoulay. (NB: Royal Counselor Andre Azoulay is the 
most senior Jewish official in the Moroccan government and has traditionally served as a 
Palace,s link to the Moroccan Jewish community and to the Israelis). 
——————————————— ———-  
Mauritanian President Receives Warm Welcome by the King —————————————
—— ———- 
¶3.  (U) In his first trip to Morocco since he came to power in early August, Colonel Ould 
Vall, Chairman of the Mauritanian Military Council for Justice and Democracy (CMJD), was 
well-received by King Mohammed VI during his two-day state visit to Marrakech November 
21-22.  Morocco, it seems, pulled out all the stops to welcome the new regime in Nouakchott, 
as Vall met with the King, Prime Minister Jettou, Foreign Minister Benaissa, and other senior 
GOM officials. In addition to discussing the overall strengthening of bilateral ties, the King 
and Vall chaired the signing of three cooperation agreements in the fields of drinking 
water, fisheries, and agriculture. (NB: Colonel Vall is a graduate of the Military School of 
Meknes.) 
——————————————— —————–  
Morocco Renews Demand for Release of Moroccan Hostages in Iraq —————————
—————— —————– 
¶4.  (U) The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation on November 20 released a 
statement strongly reiterating its demand for the unconditional release of two Moroccan 
citizens being held captive in Iraq.  The two Moroccans, Abdelkrim al-Mouhafidi and 
Abderrahim Boualem, were taken hostage October 20 by an Iraqi group affiliated with Al-



Qaeda. According to the Maghreb Arab Press website, the NeoMaroc association, a local 
NGO, plans to soon hold a rally calling for the liberation of the two Moroccans and to 
denounce an « act that is contrary to Islam and all international conventions. »  The two 
Moroccan hostages are now featured in a box each day on the front page of French-language 
daily Le Matin, along with a caption noting how many days they have spent in captivity. 
——————————————— —-  
Morocco-South African Relations Still in the Tank ——————————————— —-
 ¶5.  (C) TDY South African Charg Janice Strachan told Polcouns November 15 that the 
GOM continued to drag its feet on agrement for the new South African Ambassador (NB: 
The previous South African Ambassador departed this past summer and was replaced 
temporarily by Strachan, a mid-level MFA official.  Relations between the two countries 
plummeted when South Africa recognized the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) in 
2004, prompting Morocco to withdraw its ambassador from Pretoria).  Strachan reported that 
she has access to the MFA when she needs to, but said her government is incensed that the 
GOM has not even acknowledged receiving the request for agrement.  Strachan will end her 
six-month stint in Morocco in December, and said a temporary successor has not yet been 
identified. 
——————————————— —-  
Istiqlal Opts for Socialist Allies over Islamists ——————————————— —- 
¶6.  (SBU) Istiqlal party executive committee member and upper house parliamentarian, 
Mohamed El Ansari, told Poloff November 16 that there was serious debate with the 
committee leading up to party leader Abbas El Fassi,s announcement on November 11 that 
Istiqlal would join forces again with its 2002 elections ally, the Socialist Union of Popular 
Forces party (USFP), for the 2007 parliamentary elections.  El Ansari confided to Poloff that 
while he and several others on the committee favored an alliance with the Islamist Party 
for Justice and Development (PJD), especially in light of the USFP,s recent courting of leftist 
opposition parties (NB: Istiqlal is a center-right party), a majority of the committee voted to 
stick it out with the USFP.  El Ansari said that while he will honor the party,s decision, which 
he noted was decided democratically, he does not rule out a day when Istiqlal and the PJD are 
seen as allies. 
——————————————— —  
Survey Shows Poor Conditions in Moroccan Prisons ——————————————— — 
¶7.  (U) The Moroccan daily L,Economiste on November 22 reported the Moroccan 
nongovernmental organization, the Moroccan Observatory of Prisons (OMP), had recently 
completed a survey of prisoners incarcerated in Kenitra, Souk Larbaa, Sale, and Casablanca. 
 According to the daily, the 331 prisoners who responded to the questionnaire revealed 
that conditions are poor in these four prisons, including physical and mental abuse.  Prisoners 
apparently become accustomed over time to being incarcerated, as the survey 
indicated reports of abuse decreases as the period of imprisonment increases.  Prisoners also 
described problems with health services and family visits. 
————————————-  
Join a Protest, Earn a Quick 30 Euros ————————————- 
¶8.  (SBU) PolFSN reported that during a recent visit to Algeciras in southern Spain, he 
happened upon a pro-Polisario demonstration taking place in the center of town.  To 
his surprise he noticed a number of apparently non-Sahrawi Moroccans participating in the 
demonstration.  PolFSN approached several of the Moroccans to ask why they 
were demonstrating for the Polisario.   »Thirty Euros, » was the eager response. 
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3.3.   
  
VZCZCXRO4274 OO RUEHBC RUEHDE RUEHKUK RUEHMOS DE RUEHRB #2296 
3141312 ZNY CCCCC ZZH O 101312Z NOV 05 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO 
RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 2037 INFO RUEHEE/ARAB LEAGUE 
COLLECTIVE PRIORITY RUEHDM/AMEMBASSY DAMASCUS PRIORITY 0549  C O N F I 
D E N T I A L RABAT 002296    SIPDIS    SIPDIS    DEPT FOR NEA    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
11/10/2015  TAGS: PREL PGOV MO SY SUBJECT: MOROCCO: URGING ISOLATION OF 
SARG IN WAKE OF UNSCR  1636    REF: A. STATE 205436         ¶B. STATE 
205225    Classified By: Pol/C Timothy Lenderking for reasons 1.4 (b), (d).    ¶ 
 
1. (C)   
Poloff met November 10 with MFA Director of Arab and  Islamic Organizations Hassan 
Hami to discuss ref(a) demarche  urging isolation of the Syrian government (SARG) 
following  the passage of UNSCR 1636.  Hami emphasized that Morocco  respects the 
Security Council resolution and would never take  any steps to contravene « international 
legality. »  Hami said,  however, that Morocco and Syria enjoy a « good 
bilateral  relationship, » which is dependent on a range of interests  beyond the « single 
issue » of Syrian involvement in Hariri’s  assassination.  As a result, according to Hami, it 
would be  hard to refuse a requested meeting with the SARG, either in  Morocco or Syria, 
especially since many other Arab countries  have already accepted visits by Syrian officials. 
 That said,  Hami emphasized that he was not aware of any upcoming  meetings that are being 
planned.    ¶ 
2. (C) By way of background, Hami explained, Syria and  Morocco did not always have a 
strong bilateral relationship  due to Syria being among the first Arab countries 
to  acknowledge the independence of the Western Sahara.  Indeed,  according to Hami, the 
SARG may still have a limited  relationship with the Polisario, which had been maintaining 
a  representative in Syria.  The GOM considered this to be an  extremely serious matter as it 
relates to Moroccan national  security, said Hami.  
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4.4.   
  
ZCZCXYZ0000 OO RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #2231/01 3041104 ZNY CCCCC ZZH O 
311104Z OCT 05 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 
IMMEDIATE 1936 INFO RUEHAS/AMEMBASSY ALGIERS PRIORITY 
3531 RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 2639 RUEHNK/AMEMBASSY 
NOUAKCHOTT PRIORITY 2843 RUEHFR/AMEMBASSY PARIS PRIORITY 
3852 RUEHTU/AMEMBASSY TUNIS PRIORITY 8463 RUEHCL/AMCONSUL 
CASABLANCA PRIORITY 0819 RUEHGV/USMISSION GENEVA PRIORITY 
0871 RHEHNSC/NSC WASHINGTON DC PRIORITY RUCNDT/USMISSION USUN NEW 
YORK PRIORITY 0377  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 002231    SIPDIS    DEPT FOR 
NEA/MAG, DRL    E.O. 12958: DECL: 



11/01/2009  TAGS: MO PGOV PHUM PREL PBTS SUBJECT: ICRC BRIEFS ON LATEST 
HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES IN  WESTERN SAHARA AND MOROCCO    REF: A. RABAT 
2227         ¶B. RABAT 1229    Classified By: POL/C  
 
Timothy Lenderking for Reasons 1.4. (b) and (d)    ¶1.  (C) Summary:  ICRC Regional 
Delegate Bernard Pfefferle  met with Poloffs October 27 to review humanitarian 
issues  concerning the Western Sahara and to update us on ICRC  activities in Morocco. 
 Pfefferle said the ICRC was somewhat  put off by Moroccan insistence, conveyed in a 
meeting between  MFA SecGen Hillali and ICRC President Kellenberger a few  weeks ago, 
that the ICRC publicly absolve Morocco of any  outstanding human rights cases concerning 
the Western Sahara.   Pfefferle said the ICRC continues to believe both sides have  more 
information to impart concerning missing people and/or  their remains.  Pfefferle said 
debriefings with the POWs  released in August had been useful and allowed ICRC to 
close  several cases.  Pfefferle noted he had met with Equity and  Reconciliation President 
Driss Benzekri and MOJ SecGen Lididi  earlier in the week concerning the possibility 
of  establishing a formal agreement with the GOM to conduct  regular prison visits in 
Morocco, as the ICRC does now in  Tunisia; both officials thought the time was right 
and  encouraged ICRC to draft an agreement.  To better follow its  activities in Morocco and 
the Western Sahara, the ICRC will  send a staffer on long-term TDY to Rabat.  Pfefferle 
thanked  the US again for facilitating the release of the remaining  POWs in August.  End 
Summary.    The Moroccans are « Stressed »  —————————-    ¶ 
2.  (C) Polcouns and Poloff met October 27 with Tunis-based  ICRC Regional Delegate 
Bernard Pfefferle, in country on a  periodic visit, to review ICRC’s latest activities in 
Morocco  and to share with Pfefferle a read-out of our meetings with  human rights activists 
in Laayoune earlier in the week  (septel).  Pfefferle explained that he had met with the 
MFA  Director of UN and International Affairs Madame Alaoui  earlier in the week and 
found the Moroccans « stressed and  tense » concerning the Western Sahara human rights 
dossier.  This agitation was also reflected, Pfefferle said, in a  meeting three-four weeks ago 
between MFA SecGen Omar Hillali  and ICRC President Jacob Kellenberger.  In that 
meeting,  Hillali pressed the ICRC to give Morocco a clean bill of  health on past Western 
Sahara rights issues, and to say so  publicly.  Pfefferle said the ICRC found the demarche 
unusual  and inappropriate and responded to Hillali that as many cases  were not closed, the 
ICRC could not take such action.    ¶ 
3.  (C) Pfefferle said the question of « closing files » was a  difficult one in general.  Was a 
file closed when the  relatives of the disappeared were satisfied no information  was being 
withheld?  Was a case closed when the ICRC felt  both sides had provided as much 
information as they had, or  as much as they were going to give?  Pfefferle said 
new  information concerning past abuses in the Western Sahara  continued to turn up: 
 investigations by the Moroccan Truth  and Reconciliation Commission (IER, see ref A) had 
lead to  the discovery of gravesites and photos from the battlefield.  The IER had no mandate 
to share this information with the  ICRC, however, or to meet with representatives of 
the  Polisario, which Pfefferle thought could be useful.  Debriefings with the 404 POWs 
released in August had also  yielded information that allowed ICRC to close a number 
of  outstanding cases.    ¶ 
4.  (C) Referring to seven well-documented cases of missing  civilians which the ICRC had 
gleaned from interviews in  Rabouni camp (ref B), Pfefferle said the Moroccan MFA 
had  some information to impart which he hoped to obtain later in  the week.     
5.  (SBU) Pfefferle handed to Poloffs an information sheet  updating the current figures of 
missing from both sides,  noting that he anticipated the information would be made  public 
later in the week (document transmitted in its  entirety in para 11).    ¶ 



6.  (C) Polcouns noted that pro-Polisario human rights  advocates had stacks of cases which 
they alleged represented  missing persons about whom the GOM had still not provided 
any  information.  Poloffs had seen the well-kept documents,    representing some 115 
individuals seized between 1975 and  1993, during a visit to Laayoune earlier that week. 
 The  Sahrawi activists had said that the information had been  provided to the ICRC, and they 
were eager for any information  the ICRC could provide.  Pfefferle said he was aware of 
the  cases and believed the ICRC’s numbers included those 115 or  so individuals.    Human 
Rights Education Project  ——————————     
7.  (C) Polcouns asked how ICRC’s project with the Ministry  of Education to introduce 
principles of international  humanitarian law into school curricula was going (Ref 
B).  Pfefferle said it was not going well; there was turn-over in  some of the key positions in 
the GOM, and the project was in  limbo.  Getting this project back on track would be one 
of  the priorities of the ICRC employee who would be temporarily  assigned to Rabat in the 
coming weeks.    Prison Access  ————-    ¶ 
8.  (C) Pfefferle was pleased that both Benzekri and MOJ  SecGen Mohamed Lididi had been 
encouraging about pursuing a  formal agreement with the GOM for the ICRC to gain 
regular  access to Moroccan prisons, as ICRC had succeeded in doing in  Tunisia.  Benzekri 
had indicated to Pfefferle that the  decision would have to be made by King Mohammed 
himself, but  the timing was good.  Lididi told Pfefferle that Morocco « had  nothing to hide. » 
 (Note:  the lack of a formal prison  visitation agreement with the GOM prevents the ICRC 
from  conducting ad hoc visits, such as we explored with Pfefferle    ¶ 
9.  (C) Polcouns endorsed the idea, noting that Moroccan  prison administration and behavior 
by the security services  was now regularly in the spotlight because of the Sahrawi  hunger 
strikes, which resumed on October 20.  It was  important for the Moroccans to get in front of 
this issue,  stop reacting in a defensive manner, and give the Moroccan  people and the 
international community information — facts  – about the detention of these 37 individuals. 
 Apart from  this particular issue, Polcouns noted that Moroccan prisons  are cited in the US 
annual human rights report for their  overcrowding and poor conditions, and having a 
credible  international organization like ICRC visit them periodically  could ultimately benefit 
Morocco.  It was a good sign the GOM  was receptive to this idea, and Polcouns hoped the 
ICRC would  go forward.    Thanks on POW Release  ———————    ¶ 
10.  (C) Pfefferle reiterated his thanks to the US for  facilitating the release of the remaining 
POWs and for being  so easy to work with in making all of the logistical  arrangements.  He 
shared US hope that the parties would take  advantage of the release to make progress on the 
political  front.    Latest ICRC Figures on the Missing  ———————————-    ¶ 
11.  (SBU) Following is unofficial embassy translation of  ICRC’s latest document on the 
numbers of missing in  Morocco/Western Sahara, assed by Pfefferle to poloffs:    Begin 
Text:    I April 1991, the United Nations Security Council aopted,  in its resolution 690, the 
settlement pla proposed by the  Secretary General of the United ations, which 
included    SIPDIS  notably an exchange of prisoners of war under the auspices of  the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).    The settlement plan specified that 
repatriation of prisoners  would happen at the end of a process of registration of all  the people 
allowed to vote during the referendum.  This  condition led the ICRC president to write to the 
King of  Morocco, the Secretary General of the Polisario Front and the  Secretary General of 
the United Nations, to advise the    SIPDIS  parties concerned against linking the 
humanitarian issues to  the political aspects of the conflict settlement.      Following those 
steps, cooperation with the parties has been  strengthened. The ICRC, which was therefore 
able to offer  better protection to the prisoners and play its traditional  role within the 
framework of several repatriation operations,  was granted the authorization to regularly visit 
the  prisoners.    The ICRC visited combatants from the Polisario Front who had  been 



detained by Morocco until 1996. On October 31, 1996,  Morocco released 66 prisoners who 
were repatriated to Tindouf  by the ICRC, and has reaffirmed since then that it did not  detain 
any prisoners from the Polisario Front subsequently.    The ICRC visited Moroccan soldiers 
detained by the Polisario  Front until 2005. On August 18, 2005, the Polisario Front  released 
the 404 Moroccan prisoners it was still holding;  they were repatriated to Morocco that same 
day under the  auspices of the ICRC.    This operation puts an end to a long imprisonment 
and  constitutes an important step in the process of resolution of  the humanitarian 
consequences of the Western Sahara issue.    To that end, the ICRC continues its efforts so 
that the fate  of all the people who were reported missing because of the  conflict could be 
explained, and reminds that the parties to  the conflict are obligated to contribute to get to the 
bottom  of those cases.    Regarding the problem of the Sahrawi refugees, which is 
the  responsibility of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees  (UNHCR), the ICRC wishes 
for this humanitarian issue, which  affects a population in exile for 30 years, to be solved 
in  the respect and dignity of all.    Outstanding humanitarian issues:    –From the beginning of 
the conflict, and even more after the  1991 cease-fire agreement, the ICRC dealt with requests 
from  the parties regarding people reported missing during the  conflict, be the disappearance 
linked to a brush with the  enemy or to an alleged arrest. It received a few death  certificates 
for prisoners who died during their  imprisonment. Information necessary to identify the 
exact  location and the designation of the tombs must be kept by the  responsible parties in 
order to be conveyed as soon as  circumstances allow.     
Polisario Front combatants reported missing:    In December 2000, the ICRC received from 
the Polisario Front  a list of 179 combatants who had been reported missing. The  cases were 
submitted in stages to the Moroccan authorities  that gave written answers. Those written 
answers were  conveyed to the Polisario Front. Moreover:    In November 2001, 22 persons 
who were on this list were found  and an ICRC delegate met them in Laayoune;    – During 
that same period of time, a prisoner captured by  Morocco at the beginning of the conflict, but 
whose status  was disputed and who had been regularly visited by the ICRC,  was released;  – 
In September 2002, the Polisario Front closed eight other  cases;  –  
In May 2003, four persons whose names were on the list  given by the Polisario Front were 
found and an ICRC delegate  met them in Laayoune and Dakhla;  – In January 2004, a person 
whose name was on the list given  by the Polisario Front was found and an ICRC delegate 
met  that person in Nouadhibou, Mauritania;  –  
In January 2005, the Polisario Front closed one other case.    –The ICRC continues 
consultations related to the other  unresolved cases.    Moroccan soldiers reported 
missing:    In April 2002, the ICRC received from the Moroccan  authorities a list of 253 
Moroccan soldiers and five Moroccan  civilians who were reported missing during the 
conflict. The  majority of cases has been submitted to the Polisario Front,    the other ones will 
need to be further investigated by  Moroccan authorities. Moreover:    – In December 2003, 
19 cases of missing Moroccans for whom  the ICRC received information confirming their 
death in  combat, were closed;  – In February 2005, Moroccan authorities closed 32 
other  cases and reopened six older cases;  –  
In July 2005, Moroccan authorities closed one other case.    –The ICRC continues 
consultations related to the other  unresolved cases.    Civilians reported missing:    In 
November 2004, the ICRC received from the Polisario Front  a provisional list of 262 
Sahrawi civilians reported missing.    
In April 2005, the ICRC contacted the families of those  missing civilians to complete their 
files.  In May 2005,  seven cases were conveyed to the Moroccan authorities, which  have not 
yet answered.  The other cases on this list will be  conveyed to the Moroccan 
authorities.    Other persons reported missing:     
The ICRC continues its efforts in order to also take care of  all documented cases, submitted 



by families or any other  source, of persons reported missing but who do not appear on  the 
above-mentioned lists.    End Text.      
 RILEY    ——————————————————- 
 
 
  
5.5.   
 
 
ZCZCXYZ0001 PP RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #2218 3001647 ZNR UUUUU ZZH (CCY 
ADX53AF3C MSI6036 540A) P 271647Z OCT 05 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO 
RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 1923 INFO RUEHAS/AMEMBASSY ALGIERS 
PRIORITY 3526 RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 
2634 RUEHNK/AMEMBASSY NOUAKCHOTT PRIORITY 2838 RUEHFR/AMEMBASSY 
PARIS PRIORITY 3847 RUEHTU/AMEMBASSY TUNIS PRIORITY 
8458 RUEHCL/AMCONSUL CASABLANCA PRIORITY 0813  UNCLAS RABAT 
002218    SIPDIS    SENSITIVE, SIPDIS    C O R R E C T E D C O P Y  (ADDED 
CAPTION)      STATE FOR NEA/MAG, DRL    E.O. 12958: 
N/A  TAGS: PBTS PHUM PINR MO SUBJECT: WESTERN SAHARA:  LETTER TO 
SECRETARY RICE FROM  SAHRAWI DISSIDENT    REF: RABAT 2098 AND 
PREVIOUS    ¶1.  (U) This cable is sensitive but unclassified, protect  accordingly.     
¶2.  
 (SBU)  The evening of October 25, emboffs met with 10  Sahrawi dissidents in Laayoune, 
Western Sahara, as part of  our regular reporting and fact-finding visits to the  territory 
(details of the discussion to follow septel).  During the meeting, former political prisoner 
Mohamed Dadach  gave to Poloff the following letter addressed to Secretary  Rice, written in 
Arabic.    ¶ 
3.  (SBU) Begin informal embassy translation:    Dear Madame Secretary,    Due to the 
effective role that you have always played to  provide just treatment for the victims and to 
stand with  oppressed nations, I am pleased to write you this letter  requesting your immediate 
intervention to save 37 Sahrawi  political detainees whose health conditions are 
deteriorating  and who have been subject to inhuman treatment by the prison  headmasters 
and the civil servants.  On October 20, the 37  Sahrawi political detainees decided to resume 
their  open-ended hunger strike to denounce the continuous  harassment that both the 
detainees and their families are  subjected to.  It is worth noting that on September 29, 
2005  Sahrawi political detainees suspended a 52-day hunger strike.    The Sahrawi political 
prisoners in the Black Prison (Embassy  note:  The popular name for Laayoune Prison is a 
holdover  from the days of Spanish rule in the Western Sahara, when the  prison was known 
as « Casa Negre. »  End Note.) started their  unlimited hunger strike protesting the barbarous 
treatment  they are subjected to by the prison administration.  They are  put in cells where the 
simplest conditions of treatment are  not provided; they are subjected to inhuman treatment by 
the  prison headmasters and the civil servants; they are deprived  of visits (from) their families 
and friends; they are  deprived of their right to medical treatment and (are placed)  in one cell; 
and those subjected to torture are left alone in  cells.    We call for the immediate release of 
the detainees,  especially since most of them have not been accused (of a  crime).    Signed, 
Sidi Mohamed Dadach    ¶ 
4.  (SBU)  Biographical Note:  Mohamed Dadach was imprisoned  for his support of the 
independence of the Western Sahara for  approximately 20 years.  He was pardoned by King 
Mohammed VI  in 2000.  He received the Rafto Award from Norway in 2002.  He is a well-
known Sahrawi human rights activist.  End  Biographical Note.     
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6.6.     
 
  This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not 
available.  C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 03 RABAT 002032    SIPDIS    DEPT 
FOR NEA/MAG, DRL    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
11/02/2009  TAGS: MO PBTS PHUM PREL SUBJECT: SAHRAWI PRISONERS:  THE MFA 
RESPONDS    REF: RABAT 2015 AND PREVIOUS    Classified By: Pol/C Timothy 
Lenderking for Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary and Comment:  On the evening of September 23,  the MFA passed us the 
following document concerning the  status of the Sahrawi prisoners discussed reftel. 
 The  document is entitled « Elements of Information Relating to the  Campaign Orchestrated 
by Algeria and the Polisario on the  Conditions of Detention in the Prison of Laayoune. »  It 
is  the first official document we have received from the GOM  concerning the prisoners and 
the first sign of tangible  engagement by the MFA in the issue.  The document,  unfortunately, 
offers only a modicum of factual information  – the kind of details the international 
community is seeking  about the status of the prisoners and how the Moroccans 
would  counter the charges being made — before deteriorating into a  diatribe against the 
Polisario and Algeria for whipping up a  propaganda campaign against Morocco.  While we 
probably the  first mission to receive this document, it was distributed to  a dozen or so donor 
embassies at an MFA briefing on Western  Sahara issues on September 26 (septel).  The 
version provided  to the US, however, contains paragraphs with additional  criticism of 
Algeria and the Polisario not found in the  document provided to other embassies on 
September 26.  End  Summary and Comment.    ¶ 
2.  (SBU) Begin document (MFA translation):    Similar to other penitentiary institutions of 
the Kingdom,  the prison of Laayoune is indeed experiencing overpopulation  due to the 
number of prisoners being presently held in  detention which exceeds the normal capacity of 
the prison.    This prison, designed for 400 detainees, actually houses 600  prisoners as 
follows:    – 10 prisoners guilty of murder  – 80 prisoners guilty of theft;  – 30 prisoners guilty 
of rape;  – 190 prisoners guilty of drug trafficking;  – 80 prisoners guilty of complicity in 
illegal immigration;  – 190 prisoners detained for various offenses.    To this figure we need to 
add the approximately 20 detainees  being questioned following the events which took place 
in the  city of Laayoune, namely for having perpetrated acts of  violence and vandalism 
(throwing stones and Molotov cocktails  at security forces, attacking police posts, burning 
the  national flag, destroying public property, etc.)    The following clarifications are 
appropriate in relation to  the 37 prisoners whom the Polisario claims are 
political  prisoners:    – 1 person is guilty of having caused the death of another  with no 
relation to the events of Laayoune (Hassan Mekki),  – 1 person has already been released after 
having served his  sentence (Mohamed Bahia Errachdi),  – 20 detainees have already been 
found guilty in relation to  the incidents of Laayoune,  – 15 detainees have been referred to 
the examining  magistrate.    This situation, about which reports have been produced 
by  national NGO’s such as the Consultative Council of Human  Rights (CCDH), the 
Moroccan Human Rights Association (AMDH)  and the Moroccan Human Rights 
Organization (OMDH), (embassy  comment:  CCDH is the only organization to date that 
has  actually visited the prisoners since the hunger strikes  began) has already been brought to 



the attention of the  penitentiary administration, which has begun to take measures  designed 
to improve the conditions of detention of prisoners,  in conformity with generally observed 
norms and standards.    Moreover, anxious to improve the conditions of detention in  all the 
penitentiary establishments of the Kingdom, the  Moroccan authorities have created relevant 
mechanisms, namely  the Prison’s Observatory and the Mohammed V Foundation for  the 
Rehabilitation of Prisoners.    The shameful use of the situation of the detainees for  political 
ends is an exercise of pure propaganda orchestrated  by the Polisario and its supporters in 
order to falsely  inflame international public opinion by resorting to lies.    Indeed, it has been 
duly established, on this day, that the  photographs being circulated showing the conditions 
of  detention in the prison of Laayoune — the staging of a  macabre scenario — demonstrate 
nothing more than the  perpetrators’ minimal respect for humanity.    Through this rude and 
false campaign, the Polisario is  seeking to demonstrate that all the detainees in Laayoune 
are  political prisoners.  This is, undoubtedly, a vile maneuver  as proven by the 
abovementioned classification of prisoners  according to the crimes committed, who all 
belong to the  category of common law.    The Kingdom of Morocco, as a responsible and 
peaceful State,  has never circulated any propaganda – which is, beyond any  doubt, a sordid 
tool of communication – and never intends to  do so.  On the contrary, Morocco remains 
committed to  pursuing the bold reforms undertaken in various fields,  namely reinforcing the 
rule of law, and expanding individual  and collective liberties.  (In the version provided to us 
on  September 23, the sentence continues, « which bothers and  destabilizes certain countries, 
in particular Algeria, due to  the « domino effect » that such advances may trigger 
in  neighboring countries).    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) The following additional paragraphs were included  in the document shared with 
the Embassy on September 23 but  were not part of the draft shared with other embassies 
on  September 26.    US-only text continued:    Likewise, the serenity demonstrated by 
Morocco in its  management of the Sahara issue – namely by its continuously  reiterated 
disposition to settle the issue in the framework  of a consensual political solution – is 
countered by an  Algerian intransigence that gains in intensity each time the  direct 
responsibility of this country, concerning the  continuation of this artificial conflict, is 
underlined.    Observers will easily discern that the clear and unambiguous  position of certain 
great powers regarding the Sahara  conflict, a position which confers a bilateral character 
to  this issue (Morocco/Algeria) today utterly disconcerts the  Algerian authorities, who 
desperately seek to block this  evolution by orchestrating untrue campaigns.  They 
create  false problems in the hope of diverting the international  community’s 
attention.    With the release of the 404 Moroccan prisoners, which was  recently made 
possible by international pressure and namely  by the direct intervention of the United States 
alongside  Algerian authorities, Algeria hoped to rid itself of the  responsibility relating to the 
atrocities committed on its  soil.  It did not, however, take into account 
Morocco’s  determination to take all the necessary steps to make sure  that these crimes of 
war do not go unpunished.    In this sense, former prisoners of Tindouf have filed a 
case  before the International Criminal Court against those  responsible for human rights 
violations committed in these  camps, among them high-ranking Algerian officials.    Former 
Polisario members, as survivors of the Tindouf  detention camps, are stepping up  awareness-
raising campaigns  and testimonies denouncing atrocities carried out on 
Algerian  territory.    This unanimously expressed determination further irritates  and 
destabilizes the Algerian authorities, who attempt to  create a diversion in order to mislead the 
international  community and escape its obligations.    One must recall that Algeria has no 
respect for human rights  as is daily shown by the international Press and NGO’s, 
which  never cease to denounce the brutal methods used by the  Algerian security services and 



demand the truth about the  missing thousands, be they Algerian or Moroccan.    Morocco 
cannot be lectured to by Algeria, let alone by the  Polisario which is implicated in 
international terrorism, as  is proven by its involvement in the theft of large quantities  of 
dynamite from the Zouirate mines of Mauritania, in arms  trafficking, in the attack on the 
Mauritania garrison of  Lamgheiti, and in trafficking in illegal immigrants.  End document.   
  
BUSH 
 
——————————————————————————— 
 
 
7.7.   
 
This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not 
available.  UNCLAS SECTION 01 OF 02 RABAT 002016    SIPDIS    STATE FOR 
NEA/MAG, NEA/OFI  PARIS FOR ZEYA AND DEA  LONDON FOR TSOU  ROME FOR 
ROSE    E.O. 12958: N/A  TAGS: PREL PGOV PBTS SNAR MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO 
POLITICAL HIGHLIGHTS      ¶ 
 
1.  Table of Contents      - King Mohammed Shows He’s a Man of the People    - Swedish 
MPs Visit Laayoune    - Socialist Alliance Holds Town Meetings in Western Sahara    - PJD 
Organizes « Brotherhood Caravan »    - Drug Seizure in the North    ——————————
————–   
KING MOHAMMED SHOWS HE’S A MAN OF THE PEOPLE  ——————————
————–    ¶ 
 
2.  Foregoing an opportunity to lobby the world on the  Western Sahara at UNGA, King 
Mohammed VI elected instead to  stay home in Morocco to launch projects related to 
the  Palace-initiated National Human Development Initiative (INDH)  and demonstrate to 
Moroccans that he is a man of the people.  Coming on the heels of his widely covered visits to 
urban  sites in Tetouan and Casablanca, the King — accompanied by  his brother, Moulay 
Rachid, and local officials — traveled  to Meknes on September 19-22 where he kicked off 
INDH  projects on drinking water and liquid sanitation;  construction of a socio-cultural 
center; olive tree  cultivation; and rural roads and highways.  Ditching at the  last minute his 
pre-arranged program, which had him visiting  freshly painted neighborhoods on a red carpet, 
the King  instead ventured tie-less into popular neighborhoods where he  talked with local 
residents, kissed babies and got his shoes  dusty.  Powerful images of the King on television 
kneeling to  embrace a severely disabled youngster at Meknes’ El Ichrak  Center of 
Education, Training and Integration of Disabled  Children have caused the most sensation. 
 The King’s travels  have been a huge hit with the people and the press and have  set a 
powerful example for government ministers — who were  invited to accompany him — to 
emulate.  King Mohammed next  travels to Oujda on the Algerian border in the north.    ——
——————–   
 
SWEDISH MPs VISIT LAAYOUNE  ————————–    ¶ 
 
3.  A delegation of Swedish parliamentarians (MPs) visited  Laayoune and Rabat on 
September 15-21, according to  
Moroccan  news reports.  In Laayoune, the Swedish delegation met with  the new Wali, 
Charki Draiss; Sahrawi MPs; local elected  officials; members of civil society; and former 



Polisario  officials.  In his meeting with the delegation, the Wali  restated Morocco’s call for a 
« negotiated political solution »  to the Western Sahara that would guarantee Morocco’s 
unity  and sovereignty over its « southern provinces. »  He reportedly  recounted the suffering 
of Moroccan citizens « sequestered » in  Tindouf who, having been forced to go to Tindouf, 
have become  a « bargaining chip » for the « enemies » of Morocco’s  territorial integrity.  In 
Rabat, the delegation met with  Parliament Speaker Abdelwahed Radi, Minister of 
Health  Mohamed Cheikh Biadillah (a Sahrawi) and Ministry of Foreign  Affairs Secretary 
General Omar Hilal.  Interviewed on  Moroccan national television on September 20, the 
Swedish MPs  said they were pleased to see for themselves the « real  picture » of what is 
going on in Laayoune rather than being  told by others.  They said they were « surprised » by 
the level  of development and infrastructure they witnessed in Laayoune.    ———————
———————— ———–   
SOCIALIST ALLIANCE HOLDS TOWN MEETINGS IN WESTERN SAHARA  ————
——————————— ———–    ¶ 
4.  According to Moroccan daily Al Bayane, members of  parliament’s Socialist Alliance 
caucus held a series of town  gatherings in Boujdor, Dakhla, Laayoune and Smara in 
the  Western Sahara on September 18-21.  The purpose of the  meetings was to give the local 
population an opportunity to  vent freely and openly their frustrations with the 
national  government.  Socialist Alliance caucus leader Mohammed  Ahajjam, who visited the 
US earlier this year, pledged to the  participants that his caucus would transmit their 
comments  and complaints to the appropriate authorities and take up  their cause with vigor in 
parliament.  Frequent problems  cited by the participants, according to Al Bayane, 
included  complaints about 1) the absence of politicians in their  districts except at election 
time; 2) elected officials who  forget their election promises; 3) elected officials who 
only  take care of their friends and those close to them once in  office; 4) lack of jobs, 
especially among Sahrawi youth; 5)  unhealthy living conditions; 6) a public school system 
that  does not measure up to expectations; 7) a poor public health  system;  abuses of power; 
and 9) a suffocating and slow  bureaucracy.  Al Bayane reported that not one participant  ever 
denied or questioned their identity as Moroccans during  the discussions.    ———————
————–   
PJD ORGANIZES « BROTHERHOOD CARAVAN »  ———————————–    ¶ 
 
5.  In an initiative conceived by the Islamist Party of  Justice and Development (PJD), 
Morocco’s political parties  will launch the « Brotherhood Caravan » on October 
23,  according to Moroccan news reports.  The caravan will feature  the voyage of 16 families 
— chosen to represent each of  Morocco’s 16 regions — through 7 Moroccan cities 
to  destinations in Laayoune, Smara and Dakhla in the Western  Sahara where they will take 
up residence with 16 Sahrawi  families.  Symbolizing that all Moroccans are members of 
the  same family, the 16 Sahrawi families will then make a similar  trip in reverse traveling 
north to take up residence in a  home located in each of Morocco’s 16 regions.  According 
to  reports, the caravan will depart Fes (Istiqlal) on October 23  and travel through Meknes 
(PJD), Rabat (National Movement),  Casablanca and Marrakech (Constitutional Union), 
Agadir  (Socialist Union of Popular Forces), and Tiznit (Party of  Progress and Socialism) 
where the traveling families will be  treated to a big rally hosted by the respective 
locally  elected mayor (whose respective party affiliations are  indicated above in 
parentheses).  In addition to members of  the Moroccan press, 16 foreign journalists will be 
invited to  travel with the caravan.  According to PJD parliamentarian  Lahcen Daoudi, the 
caravan is being organized to coincide  with the 30th anniversary of the Green March on 
November 6.    ————————-   
 



DRUG SEIZURE IN THE NORTH  ————————-    ¶ 
 
6.  According to Moroccan daily L’economiste, the Royal  Gendarmerie of Tetouan seized 
two tons of hashish in a rural  village near the northern mountain town of Chefchaouen 
on  September 19.  One drug trafficker was arrested in the  operation.  
 
 RILEY 
 
——————————————————————————— 
 
8.8.   
 
 This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not 
available.  C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 03 RABAT 002008    SIPDIS    DEPT 
FOR NEA/MAG, PRM; GENEVA FOR RMA    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
11/02/2009  TAGS: MO PBTS PHUM PREL SUBJECT: WESTERN SAHARA:  EMBASSY 
RABAT VIEWS ON NEXT STEPS    REF: A. RABAT 1776 AND PREVIOUS         ¶B. 
ALGIERS 1793       ¶C. STATE 73908       ¶D. ALGIERS 866       ¶E. RABAT 278    Classified 
By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) The August 18 release of the remaining 404 Moroccan  POWs from Tindouf closed an 
important humanitarian file in  the Western Sahara conflict.  In Morocco, the United 
States  gained considerable goodwill from our involvement in the  effort; in fact, we believe 
this is certainly one of the most  positive public diplomacy acts — it seemed to 
genuinely  touch the Moroccan people — we have facilitated in Morocco  in years. 
 Numerous embassy contacts, including other  ex-POWs, have told us privately how much 
they appreciate what  the US did, and how they hope this accomplishment heralds  movement 
toward a resolution of the broader political  conflict.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) While the prisoner release has altered the political  landscape in a positive way, and 
does create momentum  (despite the sour grapes attitude on the part of the senior  Moroccan 
leadership), it did not appear to diminish the  climate of mistrust that prevails between the two 
sides, and  between King Mohammed and President Bouteflika in particular  – which is a 
fundamental stumbling block to improved  Moroccan-Algerian relations.  We believe there 
will be little  serious engagement between the two sides without a thawing of  the personal 
relations between the two leaders.  Both the  Moroccan leadership and numerous contacts 
have expressed the  pessimistic view that real progress in bilateral relations is  not likely to 
come until Bouteflika passes from the political  scene.  FM Benaissa, while often an overly 
dramatic  raconteur, has remarked to us « it will take a generation » for  any real progress to 
take place, as not only Bouteflika but  the people around him move off the political stage. 
 The  image of the King returning empty-handed from Algiers in  April (« like a beggar, » 
King Mohammed told Senator Lugar),  when the GOM believes it has made all of the 
gestures to  Algeria, is something the Moroccans will aggressively seek to  avoid 
repeating.    The Border  ———-    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Of critical importance to the Moroccans is the  re-opening of the border with Algeria, a 
point re-emphasized  by FM Benaissa in his September 21 meeting with U/S Burns.  In 
Moroccan eyes, this is probably the most significant step  the Algerians could take to 
demonstrate serious engagement  with Morocco.  The Moroccan senior leadership continues 
to  complain, as the King did with Senator Lugar (ref A) that the  Algerians are constantly 



shifting the goalposts on what they  need to re-open the border.  But there is no question 
that  opening the border is not only a symbolic step forward but is  firmly in US interests and 
facilitates opportunities for  exchanges that can bolster ties in a myriad of ways.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) For the most part, the Moroccans see Larbi Belkheir’s  appointment as Algerian 
Ambassador to Morocco as a positive  sign.  The King mentioned Belkheir several times in 
his  meeting with Senator Lugar (Ref B) as a possible discreet  channel between Morocco and 
Algeria, though he complained  that the Algerians had never followed up to allow a 
back  channel to exist.  Nevertheless, we concur with Embassy  Algiers’ assessment that this 
designation represents a step  forward.    Coordination with the Europeans  ———————
———-    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) We see opportunities for greater coordination between  the US and key European 
players — especially the Spanish and  French — on Morocco-Algeria relations and the 
Western  Sahara.  We believe our message to the Europeans during UNGA  – join us in 
pushing for Algerian-Moroccan rapprochement –  is the right one.    The Autonomy Plan  —
————–    ¶ 
6.  (C) The other key piece of the equation is pushing the  GOM to produce a credible 
autonomy plan — one that goes  beyond what the GOM offered PRSG Baker in late 2003. 
 We  believe that a central message from PRSG Van Walsum to the  Moroccans, as he takes 
up his mandate, is to press the GOM  for an expansion of their previous concept of autonomy. 
 The  Moroccans have intimated on many occasions that they are  looking at a variety of 
autonomy models, but they have yet to  produce anything concrete.  Since there appears to 
be  substantial consensus within the USG and elsewhere that  autonomy under Moroccan 
sovereignty is the best political  solution to the Western Sahara conflict, the 
international  community needs to force Morocco’s hand to produce a credible  plan that can 
serve as the basis for negotiations.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Thus we believe the preparation of a credible  Moroccan autonomy plan — 
recognizing that the GOM will not  do so seriously until there is an improved climate of 
trust  with Algeria — should move to the center of our efforts on  the Western Sahara.  The 
GOM does not want to be seen to be  negotiating autonomy with itself and is unlikely to 
expand on  its autonomy proposal without strong pressure or incentives.  We see little value in 
PRSG Van Walsum, for example, spending  a lot of time « taking the temperature » of the 
parties; Alvaro  De Soto did that for a year.  While Van Walsum — and we in  conjunction 
with our European friends — press Morocco to  « stretch its thinking » on autonomy, the 
PRSG should be  pressing the Algerians and the Polisario for ideas on how to  meet their 
needs on self-determination short of a full-scale  return to the Baker Plan.    A Census  ——–
    ¶ 
8.  (C) One way to incentivize the Moroccans on the autonomy  issue is to redouble our 
efforts to press for a census in the  Tindouf camps.  At Department request (Ref C), 
Embassy  Algiers raised this issue with the GOA and the Polisario in  May.  The Polisario is 
on record (Ref D) as committing to  provide full cooperation « in any effort to count 
the  refugees, » though Polisario « Ambassador » Beisat said the  census was the sole 
responsibility of Algeria.  We should  revitalize this effort, building on the Polisario’s 
stated  commitment — both to gain a more accurate picture of the  dimensions of Polisario 
political authority and support, and  to ensure accountability of US funds dedicated to support 
the  refugee population.  As part of the effort, we can call on  the Moroccans to provide solid 
evidence of their  long-standing claims that international food aid is being  sold on the market 
to line Polisario pockets.  Now is the  time for a serious international effort to pursue 



this.    Other Initiatives  —————–    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) As we have reported in the past (refE), there are  other concrete steps we should 
encourage the two sides to  take, some of which are areas that offer potential for joint  action 
with the Europeans:    – encourage greater Algeria-Morocco military to military  engagement, 
including direct communication on issues  concerning the border, terrorism, and illegal 
immigration.  The US-Morocco-Algeria naval exercises in June-July in the  Mediterranean 
were a small but significant step forward in  this regard.    – continue to press for the 
resumption of the  confidence-building measures in the Western Sahara, which the  US has 
committed funding for.    – actively encourage the two countries, through the  bilateral 
commissions, to develop joint strategies for common  concerns, especially illegal migration 
and human trafficking.    – promote further exchanges between business representatives  from 
both sides, building on the September 20-22 OPIC  regional investment conference in 
Marrakech.  We believe  significant increases in investment activity from the US and  EU will 
result if the Morocco-Algeria border is re-opened.       
RILEY   
———————————————————————————— 
 
9.9.   
  
This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not 
available.  C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 RABAT 001821    SIPDIS    DEPT 
FOR NEA/MAG, NEA/PD    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
11/02/2009  TAGS: MO PBTS PHUM PREL SUBJECT: DRAMA IN AGADIR:  RECAPPING 
THE POW RELEASE    REF: RABAT 1776 AND PREVIOUS    Classified By: Ambassador 
Thomas T. Riley for Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) The two US charter aircraft carrying the final 404  Moroccan POWs held by the 
Polisario touched down at Agadir  Airport shortly after 7:30 pm local time on August 
18.  Arrayed at the bottom of the stairs to greet the POWs as they  came off the aircraft were 
Foreign Minister Benaissa,  Minister of Interior Mustapha Sahel, Deputy Foreign 
Minister  Fassi Fihri, Moroccan Royal Armed Forces General Bennani,  Senator Lugar, and 
Ambassador Riley.  This was an  unprecedented line-up for returning POWs; in the past, 
POWs  had been flown to the military airport in Agadir, offloaded  in perfunctory manner, 
and driven directly to the barracks in  Agadir for processing.  They were released to their 
families  2-3 weeks later and were accustomed to fading away into  Moroccan society with no 
fanfare.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) Sporting new track suits, most of them red and  green (Morocco’s colors), and 
freshly shaven, the POWs  descended the stairs one by one, each man carrying one or 
two  small duffel bags.  They shook hands with the Moroccan  officials, who welcomed them 
somberly, and then with the two  beaming Americans before being directed to large 
tourist  buses lined up near the tarmac.  Ambassador noted that most  of the men avoided eye 
contact with their greeters, perhaps  reflecting their years of subservience as prisoners.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) The Moroccans had done their best throughout the  organization of the Lugar mission 
to keep the event low-key,  but their best laid plans came to naught on the tarmac in  Agadir. 
 Throughout the afternoon, prior to the arrival of  Senator Lugar and the POWs, Embassy 
officers had wrangled  with airport officials and their superiors to allow Moroccan  and 
international press to have access to the tarmac.  Authorization was granted and revoked 



several times over the  course of the afternoon; at one point, emboffs started to set  up a 
podium and lay down a carpet on the approximate site  where the charter planes would park, 
only to be ordered off  the tarmac by the regional military commander, who only an  hour 
earlier had granted authorization for the move.   »There  has been a change, » he said without 
elaborating.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) The leaking of the Lugar mission in the international  press more than 24 hours before 
his arrival created intense  interest in the mission in Morocco, and ultimately enhanced  media 
coverage.  By the afternoon of August 18, some 40  journalists and cameramen had 
congregated outside Agadir  Airport (even while the embassy had invited many 
Moroccan  journalists to a formal press conference in Tetouan the  following day).  Shortly 
before 6 pm, airport officials  agreed to provide the journalists with badges so they 
could  enter the airport, but on condition that they be corralled in  one of the departure 
lounges.  The authorities instructed us  that Senator Lugar was free to come to the lounge to 
address  the press, but the journalists would not be allowed onto the  tarmac.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) There was not a sufficient security presence to carry  out that directive, however, and 
as soon as Senator Lugar’s  aircraft landed at approximately 7:00 PM, a number of 
the  journalists walked unrestrained toward his plane to take  pictures.  Though they could not 
get physically close to the  Senator, or to the Moroccan officials and Ambassador Riley  who 
went out to receive the Senator, they could film his  arrival without obstruction.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) The scene at the VIP lounge, however, where the  Senator, Ambassador, and 
Moroccan ministers gathered to await  the arrival of the POW plane, was more chaotic.  The 
embassy  had granted requests to four prominent TV stations — RTM and  2M from 
Morocco, Al-Jazeera, and al-Hurra — for short,  exclusive interviews with Senator Lugar. 
 Once on the ground  and realizing there was some time before the POWs arrived,  Lugar’s 
staff suggested the Senator begin his interviews  right away.  As the four lucky TV crews 
were summoned to the  VIP lounge, other members of the press corps surged forward  and 
had to be restrained by a combination of Moroccan  security and embassy PAS officers.  As 
Senator Lugar prepared  to start his first interview in one corner of the VIP lounge,  emboffs 
grabbed the PAS FSN slated to oversee the interviews  and pulled him into the VIP lounge, 
away from agitated  members of the press corps demanding access to the site, and  Moroccan 
security closed the door firmly behind him.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) As the first POW plane touched down around 7:30 PM,  Lugar and the Ambassador 
got up to head out to the aircraft  to greet the arrivals.  The four Moroccan officials 
departed  also, and all assembled planeside.  The Moroccans had staged  the offloading on a 
distant runway, and all of the buses to  ferry the prisoners to the barracks were concealed 
behind a  wall of high trees.  But by this time news of what was  happening had circulated all 
over the airport, and airport  personnel and all of the journalists from the pen, along 
with  dozens of security officials, had gathered on the tarmac.  A  crowd of roughly 150 
people was now on hand.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Security officials attempted to keep the press corps  from approaching the POWs 
directly, but several cameramen  eluded them and got next to the stairs before being 
hustled  away.  The security officials eventually locked hands to form  a semi-circular 
« cordon sanitaire » around the area to keep  the press at bay, but newsmen were still plenty 
close to  collect footage and capture the moment.    ¶ 
 



9.  (C) The POWs looked weary and somewhat disbelieving as  the door of the aircraft opened 
and they filed down the  stairs.  There were no shouts or raised fists or waving.  Most of them 
probably had little idea who was greeting them  at the bottom of the stairs — with the 
exception of Senator  Lugar, whom they may have seen on the Tindouf side.   The  airport 
staff who had come out to witness the proceedings  were riveted and displayed visible 
emotion.  Most of the men  exited on their own, but a few descended on crutches or 
with  assistance, and several were placed directly into wheelchairs.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) One prisoner broke the mold, however:  when his feet  touched the tarmac, he pitched 
forward and fell to his knees,  kissing the ground and crying out in anguished relief. 
 The  press swarmed around him.  Another man excitedly shook  Senator Lugar’s hand and in 
heavily accented English  exclaimed, « Thank you! » and « Viva George Bush. »    ¶ 
 
11.  (U) When the first plane was empty, Senator Lugar  returned to the VIP Lounge. 
 Completing his last interviews,  he swept out to the podium, and under bright lights (it 
was  now dark), read his prepared statement to the press and  departed.    ¶ 
 

12. (U) Senator Lugar was wheels up from Agadir at  approximately 8 PM.     
RILEY 
———————————————————————————- 
 
10.10.   
 
 This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not 
available.  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 001810    SIPDIS    STATE FOR EUR/RPM, 
EUR/SCE, NEA, NEA/MAG, IO  DOD FOR FOSTER, SKOCZ  NSC FOR SHINAGEL    E.O. 
12958: DECL: 08/25/2015  TAGS: MARR PREL XF MR MO NATO SUBJECT: GOM 
EXPLORES USG INTEREST IN NATO DOCUMENTATION  CENTER    REF: USNATO 
00453    Classified By: Pol/C Timothy Lenderking, Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ¶ 
 
1.  (U) This is an action request.  See para 3.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On the margins of a meeting with MFA Bilateral  Affairs Officer Karim Halim on 
August 26, and drawing on  Reftel, Poloffs inquired about Morocco’s stated offer to  establish 
a NATO documentation center in Rabat.  Halim said  that he was aware that the center had 
been discussed and  agreed upon within the MFA, but that the Ministry still  needed to decide 
on a location and what the contents of such  a documentation center would be.  The MFA 
library is one  possible locale for the center, Halim said; however, the  library is not currently 
large enough to facilitate  conferences and/or seminars.  Ultimately, Halim said, the  Minister 
will make the decision.  Halim inquired how  interested the USG is in the center, leaving 
Poloffs with the  impression that USG interest might make the documentation  center come to 
fruition sooner.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Action request:  Post would appreciate guidance from  the Department or USNATO on 
whether Embassy should continue  to raise the idea of establishing a NATO documentation 
center  in Rabat with Moroccan officials.  Given the GOM’s apparent  interest in expanding 
ties to NATO, we would be prepared to  raise other issues pertaining to Moroccan 
participation in  NATO activities or Med Dialogue as well.   
 
RILEY 



————————————————————————————— 
 
11.11.   
  
 VZCZCXYZ0028 PP RUEHWEB 
DE RUEHRB #0168/01 0561812 ZNY CCCCC ZZH P 251812Z FEB 10 FM AMEMBASSY 
RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 1261 INFO RUCNMGH/MAGHREB 
COLLECTIVE C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000168 
SIPDIS SENSITIVE 
DEPT FOR DRL/NESCA AND NEA/MAG 
E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/23/2020 TAGS: PHUM PREL PREF MO WI SUBJECT: MOROCCO 
GRANTS TRAVEL DOCUMENTS TO WESTERN SAHARA INDEPENDENCE ACTIVSTS 
REF: A. RABAT 41  ¶B. 09 RABAT 977  ¶C. 09 RABAT 849  ¶D. USUN 91 
Classified By: Classified By Political Counselor Gregory Thome For Reas ons 1.4 (b) and (d) 
¶ 
 
1.  (C) SUMMARY: The GOM has returned previously confiscated travel documents to 14 
Sahrawi activists.  Upon receiving their passports, several promptly departed for Algeria, 
ostensibly to see relatives in the refugee camps near Tindouf but no doubt also to consult with 
Polisario officials. Western Sahara-based Sahrawi human rights activists have suggested that 
the GOM timed the returns as a calculated maneuver designed to mitigate Polisario and 
Algerian criticism of Morocco’s human rights record at the informal UN discussions in 
Westchester County.  Nevertheless, the Embassy has frequently raised the withholding of 
travel documents and other GOM limitations on Sahrawis’ freedom of movement with the 
government as part of our ongoing human rights dialogues, and we view the returns as a 
positive step. END SUMMARY. 
——————————————-  
High Profile Activists Again Free to Travel ——————————————- 
¶2.  (SBU) Between February 10 and 22, Moroccan authorities in the Western Sahara issued 
or returned previously confiscated passports, national ID cards, Spanish residency permits and 
cell phones to at least twelve high-profile Sahrawi pro-independence and human rights 
activists.  On February 11, Djimi Elghalia, Vice-Chairwoman of the Sahrawi Association of 
Victims of Grave Human Rights Violations (ASVDH) was among the first activists to receive 
her passport in Laayoune.  The following day, officials in Dakhla issued Aatik Brai a passport 
and returned his national ID card, and also returned national IDs to Sahrawi activists Dadach 
Mohamed, Messoud Larbi, Sbai Ahmed and Ismaili Brahim.  Also on February 12, 
authorities issued a passport and returned a Spanish residency permit to Khayya Sultana. 
 Sultana’s case had gained particular notoriety among Moroccan, Sahrawi and international 
human rights NGOs because of the fact that she was suffering from a serious eye ailment –
 which she alleged was inflicted by Laayoune-based police (Ref A) — that required medical 
attention abroad.  Upon receiving her documents, Sultana immediately departed for Spain to 
consult with her doctors. 
¶ 
3.  (C) Surprisingly, authorities also issued a passport for the first time in nearly 20 years to 
prominent pro-independence advocate Brahim Sabbar.  Sabbar spent a total more than 10 
years in Moroccan jails, and Sahrawi celebrations to mark his most recent release, in June 
2008, were marked by violent confrontations with police.  International human rights NGOs 
frequently cited Sabbar’s case as an obvious GOM limitation on Sahrawis’ freedom of 
movement.  In response to periodic Embassy inquiries, GOM officials repeatedly noted 
that Sabbar’s case was « special » and that, under Moroccan law, no passport could be issued 



because an arrest warrant against him remained pending.  In a December 2009 meeting with 
PolCouns, Sabbar confirmed that the warrant was, indeed, the « official » explanation. 
 However, he noted sardonically, he had presented himself on more than one occasion to 
authorities to demand that they either issue him a passport or execute the arrest warrant; until 
now, they had always politely declined to do either, he reported. 
¶ 
4. (SBU) On Feb. 17, Sabbar again asked authorities in Guelmin (a largely Sahrawi city that 
is actually north of the « border » between Western Sahara and internationally recognized 
Morocco) to issue him a passport.  They refused, and Sabbar responded by launching a 
hunger strike in protest.  On February 22, the GOM relented and granted Sabbar his travel 
document. 
————————  
Why the Change of Heart? ———————— 
¶5. (SBU) The GOM’s rather abrupt decision to issue or 
return travel document took many Sahrawi activists by surprise.  Our contacts in Laayoune, 
Dakhla and Guelmin reported receiving phone calls from the local police – and, in some 
cases, visits from plain-clothes officers – asking them to present themselves at regional 
Ministry of the Interior (MOI) offices to claim their passports and/or other identification 
papers.  In some cases, authorities handed over new passports promptly based on previous 
applications (some of which had been pending for years), while in others the activists were 
told to re-apply.  Laayoune-based authorities and Sahrawis have also reported having to wait 
for passports confiscated in Casablanca or elsewhere to be delivered to Western Sahara. 
¶ 
6.  (C) Brahim Elansari, a Sahrawi activist closely associated with Aminatou Haidar’s NGO 
the Collective of Sahrawi Human Rights Defenders (CODESA) told Poloff by phone that he 
expected at least three additional activists to receive their travel documents soon, bringing the 
number of resolved cases to 14.  This leaves three cases remain unresolved, he noted. 
 Interestingly, Elansari — who is often a vehement critic of the GOM’s efforts to prevent 
Sahrawis from traveling, noted that in these cases Moroccan officials have been 
uncharastically responsive.  When asked why GOM officials experienced such a sudden 
change of heart, Elansari and others have alleged that the returns represented a political 
maneuver timed to coincide with the informal, UN-sponsored Western Sahara talks held 
February 9-10 in Westchester County under the auspices of the UNSG’s Personal 
Representative Christopher Ross (Reftel D).  The GOM expected the Polisario and Algerian 
delegations to criticize Morocco’s human rights record in the territory, and sought to mitigate 
those attacks, Elansari claimed.  A senior MFA official, for the GOM’s part, stated simply 
that the return of the passports was the result of normal legal and administrative processes. 
 MOI officials had denied or delayed delivery of the documents; the courts had ruled that 
those officials’ decisions were incorrect and that the passports should be delivered; and 
the officials complied, he said. 
 
First Stop: Tindouf ——————- 
¶7.  (C) A number of activists who received their new or renewed passports immediately 
scheduled trips to the Tindouf refugee camps in Algeria, Elansari said.  Sabbar was 
among those who immediately traveled, ostensibly to see family members — but also, it 
appears, to meet with Polisario leaders. 
¶ 
8.  (C) COMMENT: We find credible our contacts’ suggestion that the return of the passports 
might have been timed to influence the informal UN talks in Westchester County. Whatever 
the case, we see the return of the Sahrawis’ documents as a significant, positive step.  The 



Embassy had frequently raised the withholding of travel documents and other GOM 
limitations on Sahrawis’ freedom of movement with government officials as part of our 
ongoing human rights conversations with the GOM, and we are pleased that, for whatever 
reason, they have begun to respond.  What remains to be seen is how the GOM will respond 
to activists – especially high profile independence advocates like Sabbar — who openly 
traveled to Tindouf once they return. END COMMENT. 
 
 
——————————————————————————— 
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¶ 
1. (SBU) SUMMARY: Conditions have improved a great deal in the last year and a half at the 
Laayoune prison, the only official prison facility in the Western Sahara.  GOM authorities 
have reduced the prison population by nearly half although a large portion of the reductions 
are due to the transfer of prisoners to other, often more crowded detention facilities in 
internationally recognized Morocco. Some Sahrawis characterize these transfers 
as punishments, saying the moves make it difficult for families in the Western Sahara to visit 
their imprisoned relatives.  Amongst the 448 prisoners currently being held in the Laayoune 
prison, there are 39 women and 31 teenagers, all held separately from the men.  The 
Moroccan Observatory of Prisons (OMP) reports that two known Sahrawi 
independence activists (convicted of non-political offenses) are imprisoned in Laayoune and 
17 are held elsewhere.  However, Sahrawi NGOs say the number of such prisoners is between 
52.  END SUMMARY. 
———————-  
A View from the Inside ———————- 
¶2. (SBU) During a February 2-4 trip to Laayoune, we met with Nourredine Darif, the 
Laayoune-based OMP representative and Benziza Kaltoum, Director of the Association Al-
Fath, an NGO that works on prisoner education and efforts to reinsert them back into society 
upon their release.  Darif has been based out of Laayoune and Smara for years and was 
inspired to work toward improving prison conditions after he himself spent four months 
in Laayoune’s then-badly overcrowded prison in 2004. Benziza has worked in the Laayoune 
facility for eleven years and her NGO has recently expanded its activities thanks to an 
injection of government funding.  Her NGO has predominantly focused on literacy and job 
training for prisoners.  Her employment training programs, which often continue after the 
prisoner has been released, focus on small business development skills to prepare 
prisoners economically for life after prison. 
 



¶3. (SBU) Both Darif and Benziza confirmed that they have regular access to the prison in 
Laayoune.  Benziza actually holds a badge which grants her daily access. Darif, on the other 
hand, must as an OMP representative still receive specific approval on a case-by-case basis in 
order to gain entry. Both acknowledged that GOM authorities are much more forthcoming in 
granting prison access to NGOs such as Al-Fath that focus strictly on ministering to prisoners’ 
educational, religious or other needs, as opposed to those such as OMP that are specifically 
concerned with human rights.  That said, Darif confirmed that he rarely faces problems or 
extensive delays in gaining access. 
———————————  
Background on the Laayoune Prison ——————————— 
¶4. (SBU) The Laayoune prison is the only official detention center in the Western Sahara 
region, aside from meager holding cells co-located in the Smara, Boujdour and Dakhla police 
stations (respectively 2, 3 and 7 hours from Laayoune by car).  The Spaniards built the prison 
when Laayoune was still under colonial rule and it underwent a renovation in the 
1980s. Despite a GOM announcement in 2008 that a new prison would be built — or the 
current facility at least renovated — Darif said that such plans are now off the table for 
budgetary reasons.  The prison has a capacity of 300 but is currently holding 448 prisoners – 
still overcrowded, but down substantially from the 900 inmates it housed in 2005.  At the 
moment, the prison holds 417 men, 39 teenagers and 31 women.  Darif confirmed that both 
the group of teenagers and the females are held separately from the men.  This is in contrast to 
the majority of other prisons throughout Morocco in which juveniles are often held in the 
same cells as adults due to the lack of adequate juvenile prison facilities. 
¶ 
5.  (SBU) The dramatic reduction in Laayoune’s prison population comes in part as a result of 
King Mohammed VI’s annual amnesty which, in the absence of a functioning parole system, 
permits the GOM to release hundreds of prisoners throughout Morocco prior to 
the completion of their full sentences.  However, the lion’s share of the reduction is due to a 
systematic transfer of prisoners from Laayoune to other prisons throughout the southern areas 
of internationally recognized Morocco, especially to Agadir and Marrakesh. While Darif and 
Benziza applauded this GOM effort, which has served to dramatically improve conditions 
for the prisoners, they acknowledged that some have criticized the transfer program.  Some 
Sahrawi families complain that the transfers have made family visits more difficult, Benziza 
said.  In addition, Sahrawi pro-independence and human rights activists have alleged that the 
authorities often move prisoners as a punishment for bad behavior or because of their political 
views.   Darif admitted that the transfers have not addressed Morocco’s overarching problem 
of overcrowded prisons — especially since the authorities transferred most of the Laayoune 
prisoners to prisons in Morocco proper that are themselves overcrowded. (NOTE: This 
information tracks with data that Hafidh Benhachem, head of the Directorate General for 
Prison Administration (DGAP), released in early January of ¶2010.  END NOTE.) 
 
 Other Improvements —————— 
¶6. (SBU) Darif and Benziza also described other improvements within the prison.  With the 
reduced population, prison officials can manage family visits better and allow them to occur 
more frequently. Regional officials have increased food budgets, and prisoners’ diets are now 
adequate enough that family members do not need to supplement them.  Prisoners have access 
to a gym and a soccer field, as well as a library, a small computer lab, and adequate spaces 
for prayer.  Benziza noted that the new Wali (i.e., the regional administrator and senior 
Laayoune-based Ministry of Interior official) has taken a special interest in post-prison 
reinsertion of prisoners, and has begun providing funding for her organization to provide 
increased vocational training in auto repair, hair styling, and small business management. 



——————–  
Political Prisoners? ——————– 
¶7. (C) Darif emphasized that all the inmates at Laayoune had committed — or at least been 
tried and found guilty of — actual crimes.  However, he cited nineteen cases of known 
Sahrawi pro-independence activists who are currently serving time in Moroccan prisons — 
two in Laayoune and 17 in internationally recognized Morocco.  In each of these cases, 
authorities arrested the Sahrawis and convicted them of a legitimate offense; however, 
Darif suggested, their known political beliefs may have influenced authorities’ decision-
making regarding their convictions, sentences, or current location.  (NOTE: In a separate 
meeting, members of the Collective of Sahrawi Human Rights Defenders, the pro-
independence NGO that Aminatou Haidar leads, alleged that the GOM currently held 52 such 
prisoners at various prisons in Western Sahara and Morocco.  END NOTE.) 
¶ 
8. (C) COMMENT: The dramatic reduction in overcrowding and the improved conditions for 
prisoners in Laayoune is encouraging, and clearly comes as part of a GOM effort to improve 
the basic human rights situation in the territory.  However, the transfer of prisoners out of the 
Laayoune prison doesn’t reduce overall prison overcrowding in Morocco.  As for the 
political questions surrounding some Sahrawi prisoners, Moroccan law does not recognize the 
concept of political prisoners and the GOM argues that there are none in the country. 
 However, we do not doubt our contacts’ suggestion that there may be political overtones to 
the cases against some Sahrawis.   
 
END COMMENT.  
———————————————————————————— 
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¶1.  (C) SUMMARY:  
DAS Janet Sanderson held separate meetings in Rabat January 21 with Director-General 
for Studies and Documentation (DGED) Mansouri and MFA Chief of Staff Bourita. 
 Mansouri indicated that Morocco intends to remain deeply involved in assisting 
Guinea’s transition.  On counterterrorism, he highlighted Moroccan fears regarding possible 
AQIM attacks in sub- Saharan Africa, and alleged links between AQIM and the Polisario (but 
did not elaborate).  Both interlocutors welcomed UNSG Personal Envoy Ross’s invitation to 
resume informal Western Sahara talks Feb. 9-11 and said Morocco would participate; 
however, they held out little hope for progress if the Personal Envoy (and the U.S.) failed to 
convince Algeria to participate officially and to play a less obstructive role.  At the MFA, 
Bourita further argued that Ross’s mandate is two fold: to reinvigorate the talks, but also to 



find ways to improve relations between Morocco and Algeria.  He also unleashed a spirited 
case against enlarging MINURSO’s mandate to include human rights, when it comes up 
for renewal in April.  END SUMMARY. 
 
¶2.  (SBU) Deputy Assistant Secretary Janet Sanderson visited Morocco January 20-23.  In 
addition to meeting Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri (Reftel A), she met separately in Rabat 
with DGED (Morocco’s Director of National Intelligence and National Security 
Advisor equivalent) Mohammed Yassine Mansouri and with Ambassador Nasser Bourita, 
MFA Director-General for Multilateral Cooperation and Chief of Staff to the Foreign 
Minister. 
—————————  
Model Cooperation on Guinea ————————— 
¶3. (C) In each meeting, Bourita and Mansouri highlighted the French-U.S.-Moroccan 
cooperation in response to the Guinea crisis (Reftel B), saying that our shared efforts to 
convince junta leader Moussa Dadis Camara not to return to Conakry should serve as a 
« model » for dealing trilaterally with future crises in Africa.  Guinea remains fragile, « and 
King Mohammed VI has asked me – not as national intelligence director, but personally – to 
remain involved in the transition, » Mansouri said. For that transition to succeed, Camara 
cannot go back to Conakry, but he also cannot come back to Rabat, he added.  Sanderson 
responded by commending Morocco’s efforts, and thanked the GOM for « creating the 
space » for the U.S. to work with its partners to resolve the crisis. 
—————————  
The Terror Threat in Africa ————————— 
¶4.  (C) On counterterrorism, Mansouri highlighted Moroccan fears regarding possible AQIM 
attacks in sub- Saharan Africa.  He emphasized that, in combating the AQIM threat, the 
Magreb cannot be disassociated from Africa, and that Morocco sees the potential for 
AQIM attacks in Nigeria, Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire.  AQIM has begun to develop two 
separate cells in southern Algeria – one of which, Mansouri alleged, may have links to 
the Polisario — but he offered no further detail.  In responses to Sanderson’s question, 
Mansouri admitted that Moroccan/Algerian counterterrorism cooperation and intelligence 
sharing is non-existent.  He described various unofficial triangulation schemes, 
whereby information is shared through third parties, but admitted that over the course of the 
past year direct communication has ceased. 
—————————————  
Algeria Undermining Sahara Negotiations ————————————— 
¶5.  (C) Highlighting a theme Sanderson heard throughout her visit, Mansouri welcomed 
UNSG Personal Envoy Christopher Ross’s invitation to resume informal Western Sahara 
talks Feb. 9-11 and said Morocco would participate.  However, he expressed frustration with 
Algeria’s apparent refusal to participate officially in informal discussions, stating that the 
GOM needs Algeria to become « an interlocutor of good faith. »  Mansouri also laid a small 
portion of the blame for Algerian intransigence at the feet of the U.S., saying that Algiers has 
misinterpreted the Obama administration’s less outspoken support for Morocco’s autonomy 
play as « a change in position on the issue, » and is using this as an excuse not to participate. 
 From a security perspective, the DG also alleged that Morocco has evidence that small 
numbers of « individuals with narcotics and terrorist connections » are moving from 
the Tindouf camps into Moroccan-controlled Sahara at Algeria’s behest, potentially to create 
unrest.  At the last round of informals in Austria, Mansouri recounted, Minister Delegate and 
Algerian Western Sahara negotiator Abdelkader Messahel even stated to Ross, « We are 
capable of creating unrest in the Western Sahara. » 
¶ 



6.  (C) Sanderson responded that the USG shared some of Morocco’s concerns about the 
Algerians’ reluctance to play a formal role in the negotiations and said she would urge them 
to play an active role at the meeting. However, she noted that the USG wants the talks to 
move away from formalities and toward substance — something all sides needed to work to 
achieve.  She reassured Mansouri that the USG’s position regarding Morocco’s autonomy 
plan as one viable option for resolving the dispute has not changed. 
¶ 
7.  (C) At the MFA, Bourita echoed many of the same themes as Mansouri regarding 
Morocco’s willingness to participate in the next round of informal talks.  That said, he 
acknowledged the poor relations between Morocco and Algeria, and noted that the UNSC had 
given Personal Envoy Ross two missions: to get the GOM-Polisario talks back on track, and 
to seek ways to improve Moroccan- Algerian relations.   »We are doing OK on the first, 
but failing on the second, » he admitted.  On a positive note, Bourita added that there has been 
no better hope in recent years for progress in resolving the Sahara crisis, given that both 
Morocco and Algeria are in a position to negotiate from a position of strength; that there is 
international political consensus in favor of a negotiated solution; and that « we have the best 
mediator since (former UNSG Personal Envoy James) Baker. » 
——————————————— ——–  
GOM Strongly Opposes Human Rights Mandate for MINURSO ———————————
———— ——– 
¶8.  (C) Bourita also gave a spirited defense of Morocco’s longstanding opposition to adding 
a human rights component to the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara’s 
(MINURSO) mandate, which comes up for its annual renewal in April.  First, he 
argued, MINURSO’s implementation of such a mandate would be easy on the Morocco side, 
because Morocco has willingly become party to all the relevant UN human 
rights conventions; however, the Polisario — to whom Algeria has « abdicated its 
sovereignty » — is party to none of them, and would never agree to permit MINURSO to 
carry out its human rights role.  Second, a human right mandate would introduce a political 
component into a ceasefire agreement that is purely technical – potentially creating 
« unnecessary tension between Morocco and MINURSO. »  Third, Bourita said, Algeria 
and the Polisario would politicize any MINURSO human rights activities and distort them as 
a means to « give separatists more freedom to operate. »  Finally, adding the human rights 
mandate would be simply unnecessary, given that Morocco has already opened its doors to 
UN and European Union human rights monitors, international NGOs and U.S. diplomats who 
freely travel to and examine the human rights issues in the territory. 
 
¶9.  (C) Sanderson emphasized that the USG has made no decisions yet regarding how it will 
react in New York in April to the question of enlarging MINURSO’s mandate; however, she 
cautioned, some UNSC members intended to press the issue and the GOM needed to be 
prepared and consider how best to manage this.   Bourita urged the USG to inform the GOM 
early in the process if its position changes and to « explain to us how it is in U.S. interests. » 
¶ 

10. (U) DAS Sanderson has cleared this cable. 
 
—————————————————————————————– 
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¶1.  (C/NF) Summary:  General Conway, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, visited 
Rabat, February 3-5.  During his meeting with General Bennani, the two Generals 
discussed exercises, exchanges and support.  General Conway expressed his desire to 
strengthen AFRICAN LION.  He said that U.S. Marines were on tough ground in 
Afghanistan, and he appealed to General Bennani to consider sending Moroccan troops 
to Afghanistan and back to Haiti as part of the UN peacekeeping mission there 
(MINUSTAH).  General Bennani said that he has used the U.S. Marines as a model for the 
Moroccan Royal Armed Forces.  As for MINUSTAH, Embassy subsequently learned 
that Morocco will not send peacekeepers there because Haiti recognizes the Sahrawi Arab 
Democratic Republic.  End Summary. 
 
¶2.  (SBU) Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC), General James T. Conway, 
visited Rabat February 3 ) 5, 2010 to meet the Ambassador and members of the country team, 
as well as the Inspector General of the Moroccan Royal Armed Forces, General de Corps 
d,Armee Abdelaziz Bennani.  The Commandant was accompanied by the USMC Deputy 
Commandant for Manpower and Reserve Affairs, Lieutenant General Richard C. Zilmer, the 
Deputy Commandant for Plans, Policies, and Operations, Lieutenant General Thomas D. 
Waldhauser, and Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps Carlton W. Kent.  General 
Conway reinforced the strong relationship between the U.S. and Moroccan militaries, and 
discussed the possible enlargement of Exercise AFRICAN LION, the improvement of 
infrastructure for exercises, USMC interest in a renewed Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA), 
the opportunity for Morocco to contribute force to the United Nations Stabilization Mission in 
Haiti (MINUSTAH), and the prospect for Morocco to contribute training forces to the NATO 
mission in Afghanistan. 
¶ 
3.  (SBU) General Conway characterized his visit to Rabat as supporting DoS and DoD 
objectives.  He expressed satisfaction that his travel provided an opportunity for a stop 
in Morocco.  He acknowledged that Marines were on tough ground in Afghanistan, as they 
had been in Iraq, but that they were where Marines were needed and best-suited in order to 
achieve the environment required for indigenous security forces to be able to sustain a lasting 
peace.  He appreciated that Morocco is a strong partner in countering extremism in the trans-
Sahara region, that Morocco provides an excellent training opportunity for reserve Marine 
forces in Exercise AFRICAN LION, and offered to consider the possibility of Marine 
Expeditionary Unit augmentation of this year,s AFRICAN LION if training and transit 
schedules permitted. 
 
¶4.  (C/NF) General Conway thanked General Bennani for the opportunity to meet, and 
recounted his appreciation for the long ties between the two countries.  He stated he sought 



to strengthen those ties through exercises, exchanges, and support.  He expressed his desire to 
increase the sophistication of AFRICAN LION, in conjunction with U.S. Africa Command, 
possibly this year.  He noted the need for infrastructure improvement in the exercise area in 
order to support increased participation and expressed his strong desire for an updated SOFA 
in order to provide Marines enduring protection as they increased numbers during 
the exercise.  He asked General Bennani if Morocco would consider force contribution to 
MINUSTAH in the wake of the earthquake, alongside the U.S., and asked him to consider the 
addition of Morocco to the large circle of countries providing support to the NATO mission in 
Afghanistan as trainers of Afghan security forces. 
¶ 
5.  (C/NF) General Bennani welcomed General Conway,s visit both professionally and 
personally, expressing his esteem for USMC training, esprit, and capability.  He related how 
he had sought to model his forces after the USMC and how he had sought their participation 
in exercises in Morocco.  He emphasized that cooperation was strong between the 
Royal Armed Forces and all U.S. military forces but especially strong with the USMC.  He 
thanked the Ambassador for the assistance given to get Moroccan medical relief to Haiti. 
 He stated that he would communicate to the King the request for Moroccan contribution to 
MINUSTAH, and the possibility for Moroccan support to NATO in Afghanistan in a training 
role, and that a response would be provided at the appropriate level with the assumption that 
this same request would be extended through formal diplomatic channels. 
¶ 
6.  (C/NF) General Bennani appeared subdued throughout the 
discussion and ensuing luncheon.  He was scrupulously courteous but not particularly 
talkative, permitting subordinates to carry the conversation over lunch.  He was philosophical 
in response to a question from General Conway on the role of moderates in overcoming 
extremism, positing that it is the role of governments to study and apply only those means that 
will work; that force is necessary as a threat but that only economic and social development 
will push back extremists.  He did not appear eager to become involved in Afghanistan, 
offering that ethnicities, terrain, religions, and history would make any task very difficult. It 
was notable that he took a phone call reportedly directly from the King during the meeting. 
¶ 
7.  (SBU) Comment:  In sum, General Conway,s visit reinforced the already strong 
relationship between the U.S. and Moroccan militaries, supported well-known U.S. interest in 
exercise infrastructure improvement and SOFA, opened a window to potential robusting of 
AFRICAN LION, and served to request Moroccan consideration of force contribution 
to MINUSTAH and NATO in Afghanistan. 
¶ 
8.  (C) Comment Continued:  Embassy subsequently learned that Morocco will not send 
peacekeepers to Haiti because that nation recognizes the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic. 
 In fact, it was the act of recognition that led Morocco to withdraw its previous peacekeepers 
from Haiti.  End Comment. 
¶ 
9.  (U) General Conway did not have an opportunity to clear this message. 
 
 
———————————————————————————– 
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(SBU) PolCouns raised the question of a Moroccan contribution to reinforce the MINUSTAH 
mission with MFA Director General for Multilateral Cooperation Nasser Bourita Feb. 5, 
noting that Morocco had contributed to MINUSTAH until 2006.  Bourita said that Morocco 
recognized the humanitarian crisis in Haiti and was pleased to have responded with a 
donation of medical supplies as a strictly humanitarian gesture.  However, he said, the GOM 
would not contribute soldiers, gendarmes or police to MINUSTAH because of the Haitian 
government’s 2006 decision to recognize and establish diplomatic ties with the Sahrawi Arab 
Democratic Rebublic (SADR). 
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BISOGNIERO BRIEFS NATO  CHIEFS OF MISSION ON MEDITERRANEAN 
DIALOGUE    Classified By: Ambassador Samuel L. Kaplan for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  NATO Deputy Secretary General Bisogniero  had a full day of meeting 
with Moroccan officials and  diplomats from NATO countries on January 25.  After 
opening  an all-day seminar on the Mediterranean Dialogue, he met with  the Minister of 
Interior, the Chief of Staff of the Armed  Forces, the Director General of the external 
intelligence  service, Moroccan parliamentarians and diplomats.  Bisogniero  emphasized 
Morocco,s positive role in the Mediterranean  Dialogue; foresaw a larger role for Morocco; 
requested that  the next meeting of the NATO Policy Group take place in  Morocco; and 
praised Morocco,s moderate role and policies,  thanking Morocco for participating in K-FOR 
and Operation  Active Endeavor (OAE).  Bisogniero said Morocco wanted an  official 
intelligence exchange program with NATO; wished to  continue to increase the level of 
military-to-military  cooperation; and deserved praise for hosting the November  2009 
Intelligence Exchange Conference in which all seven  Mediterranean Dialogue countries 
participated.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (U) On January 25, following a day-long seminar at the  Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
Cooperation on the  &Mediterranean Dialogue and the New NATO Strategic Concept:  Seize 
the Momentum for a Boosting and Reinforcing the  Dialogue,8 Ambassador Claudio 
Bisogniero, the North Atlantic  Treaty Organization (NATO) Deputy Secretary General, 
briefed  NATO Chiefs of Mission resident in Rabat.    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) Ambassador Bisogniero started the one-hour brief by  covering the principal 
messages from NATO to the Moroccans  presented during the seminar.  He then discussed his 
three  private meetings:  with Moroccan Minister of Interior Taieb  Cherkaoui; the Inspector 



General of the Royal Armed Forces  (FAR), &General de Corps d,Armee8 Abdelaziz 
Bennani; and  the Director General of Morocco,s external intelligence  agency (DGED) and 
de facto national security advisor,  Mohammed Yassine Mansouri.  Ambassador Bisogniero 
noted that  these meetings had not been scheduled as part of the seminar  and were a complete 
surprise to him.  Additionally, he  briefly commented on his meeting with 
Moroccan  parliamentarians.    ——————   
Principal Messages  ——————    ¶ 
4.  (C) Bisogniero summarized his principal messages as  follows:  – NATO viewed Morocco 
as a leading country in the  Mediterranean Dialogue;  – NATO desired to strengthen both 
political and military  relations with Morocco;  – NATO requested that the next meeting of 
the NATO Policy  Group take place in Morocco; and  – NATO praised Morocco,s moderate 
role and policies within  the region and especially with regard to Morocco,s role in  Kosovo 
(K-FOR) and its upcoming participation in Operation  Active Endeavour (OAE).    ————
—  Being Practical  —————    ¶ 
5.  (C) Bisogniero said on a practical level that:  – Morocco was seeking an official 
Intelligence Exchange  program with NATO;  – Both parties wished to continue to increase 
the level of  military-to-military cooperation;  – 156 Moroccan officers participated in NATO 
events in 2009,  a 112 percent from the previous year (Note:  He may have  meant Moroccan 
persons and not just officers.  End Note.);  – Morocco deserved praise for hosting the 
November 2009  Intelligence Exchange Conference in which all seven  Mediterranean 
Dialogue countries participated;  – NATO wanted Morocco to participate in civil 
affairs  programs;  – NATO stressed the importance of the Individual Cooperation  Program 
(ICP).  Morocco wanted a signed ICP, similar to those  of Jordan, Israel, and Egypt by 
February 2010; and  – NATO was drafting a new Strategic Concept, with a larger  role for 
Morocco.    ——————————–   
Meetings with Moroccan Officials  ——————————–    ¶ 
6.  (U) Ambassador Bisogniero briefly mentioned that in his  meeting with Moroccan 
parliamentarians, he both noted, and  asked for, a continuation of the increase in links 
between  the NATO Parliamentary Assembly and the Moroccan Parliament.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) During Bisogniero,s meeting with Minister of  Interior Taieb Cherkaoui, the Deputy 
Secretary General said  the two had discussed the defined &Moroccan Area of  Operations8 
in relation to the security of the Sahel and the  Sahara.  The Minister stressed that the Sahel 
was the &rear  base of the development of terrorism.8  He further stressed  that Morocco was 
able to link drug trafficking to terrorism.  (Comment:  This is a relationship that the Mission 
has  not/not been able to confirm in Morocco.  End Comment.)  Cherkaoui stressed Morocco,s 
eradication of 60,000 hectares  of cannabis fields and its disruption of 2,300 illegal  migrant 
networks.  Ambassador Bisogniero asked that Morocco  would increase participation in Civil 
Emergency Action  Planning exercises.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Ambassador Bisogniero spent the longest part of the  hour discussing his meeting with 
the leader of the Moroccan  FAR.  He said General Bennani desired to increase  military-to-
military cooperation with NATO.  General Bennani  also discussed Moroccan peacekeeping 
operations in the  Balkans, adding that Morocco would soon present its plan for  a decrease in 
K-FOR operations as NATO withdrew in what was  termed a &scale-down.8   General 
Bennani asked Ambassador  Bisogniero for NATO,s scale-down plan before 
presenting  Morocco,s plan.  The two also discussed Morocco,s  participation in Operation 
Active Endeavour (OAE).  Ambassador Bisogniero noted that Morocco had signed 
the  Tactical Memorandum of Understanding (T-MOU) on October 22,  ¶2009.  The next 
phase for Moroccan participation in OAE would  be the certification of their ships — 



probably in 2011.  Morocco planned to deploy one of its two current Floreal  class frigates to 
OAE, with plans that one of its newly  acquired Sigma class frigates could deploy to OAE 
after 2013.   Ambassador Bisogniero pointed out that the Moroccans did not  raise the 
politically sensitive issue of participating in OAE  alongside Israeli naval units.  Ambassador 
Bisogniero said he  had requested Moroccan participation in NATO,s 2011 
Crisis  Management Exercise (CMX) and asked that Morocco participate  permanently in 
NATO,s Euro-Atlantic Disaster Relief  Coordination Center (EADRCC).  Finally, 
Ambassador Bisogniero  asked if Morocco would provide training — in Morocco — 
to  Afghan National Army and security forces.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) During the meeting with the Director General of  Morocco,s external intelligence 
agency (DGED), Mohammed  Yassine Mansouri, the Deputy Secretary General said the 
two  men had discussed the enhanced intelligence cooperation since  ¶2007.  The Moroccan 
DGED formally requested that Morocco be  linked into the NATO Battlefield Information 
Collection and  Exploitation System (BICES), a classified multi-nation  intelligence exchange 
intranet.  Ambassador Bisogniero  replied that this would be difficult in that it would 
require  unanimity among all 28 NATO members to authorize, plus  Moroccan financing if 
authorization were approved.  Mansouri  replied that financing was not a problem. 
 Ambassador  Bisogniero invited Mansouri to Brussels for an upcoming  Special Committee 
meeting of the intelligence services.    ¶10.  (SBU) In closing, Spanish Ambassador to 
Morocco Luis  Planas Puchades stated that Spain and Morocco had recently  established very 
strong ties regarding counter drug smuggling  and counter clandestine migration.      
 
 
————————————————— 
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Classified By: Ambassador Samuel Kaplan for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).  
  
¶1.  (C) Summary:  Moroccan Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri  
offered DAS Sanderson a decidedly downbeat assessment both of  
Moroccan-Algerian relations and of recent developments  
surrounding the Western Sahara.  He stated Morocco’s  
willingness to participate in an informal round of  
UN-sponsored talks in February, but predicted that Algerian  
non-participation and intransigence would undermine their  
usefulness.  He rebuked Algeria repeatedly for blocking  
progress on the Sahara, Maghreb integration and regional  
counterterrorism cooperation, and accused Algerian  
intelligence agents of manipulating Sahrawi independence  
activists.  On a more positive note, Fassi Fihri emphasized  
King Mohammed VI’s « strong desire » to further strengthen  
U.S.-Morocco relations and the GOM’s willingness to work with  
to promote security in Africa.  Fassi Fihri’s remarks  
reflected continued, deep Moroccan frustration with what the  
GOM perceives as a lack of clear U.S. support for their  
Western Sahara strategy.  End Summary.  
  
¶2.  (U) NEA Deputy Assistant Secretary (DAS) Janet Sanderson  
met January 22 with Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi  
Fihri as part of her January 21-23 visit to Morocco.  
Ambassador Kaplan and PolCouns (notetaker) accompanied the  
DAS; Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita, Director of the Americas  
Division Fouad Yazourh and U.S. Desk Director Abderrahmin  
Rahhaly joined Fassi Fihri.  
  
————————————-  
Making a Strong Relationship Stronger  
————————————-  
  
¶3.  (C) The Foreign Minister, who had just returned from  
France and had hurried to the meeting directly from the  
airport, opened on a positive note by praising the  
U.S.-Morocco relationship and our history of cooperation.  
King Mohammed VI respects the leadership of President Obama  
and deeply appreciates his friendship with the Secretary,  
Fassi Fihri said.   »And I want to confirm to you how strong  
the desire of His Majesty is to strengthen our two countries’  
relationship. »  The FM suggested that the U.S. and Morocco  
create a « strategic dialogue » to formalize further their  
cooperation on Africa, the Middle East, counterterrorism and  
counter-radicalization, and what he termed a dialogue between  
Islam and the West.  Regarding the latter, Fassi Fihri noted  
that « without government encouragement, such dialogue will  
not occur spontaneously, » and he offered the GOM’s continued  
good offices — in partnership with Washington — to advance  
the process.  Finally, he asked for U.S. and international  



support for Maghreb integration, noting that « all the  
countries of the region — not just Algeria — need to become  
more serious » about working together.  
  
————————————  
Deep Frustration with the UN Process  
————————————  
  
¶4.  (C) Fassi Fihri then quickly turned the conversation to  
the Western Sahara and bluntly accused Algeria of  
exacerbating and prolonging the conflict.  Morocco welcomes  
resuming informal negotiations February 9-11, as UNSG  
Personal Envoy Christopher Ross has suggested, he said.  
However, GOM does not hold out much hope for the talks’  
bearing fruit, given Algeria’s refusal to join Morocco and  
the Polisario around the table.  The Algerians are a party to  
this conflict, Fassi Fihri insisted, and they cannot be  
permitted to manipulate Polisario negotiators and undermine  
the talks from behind the scenes, as they did during past  
negotiations.  And in addition to undermining the  
Ross-sponsored talks, he continued, the GOA has stepped up  
its obstructive activities in the territory.  Algerian  
intelligence operatives have increased efforts to incite  
Sahrawi activists to engage in « expression that is free but  
not peaceful, » he alleged.  Yet when the GOM takes action to  
ensure peace, the international community accuses it of human  
rights violations, and Algeria uses it as an excuse not to  
join the UN talks.  Nowhere was this more evident than in the  
case of Aminatou Haider, whom the FM described as a pawn of  
Algiers and not, as many in the U.S. or Europe would have it,  
a real human rights defender.   »If this continues, » Fassi  
Fihri concluded, « it could kill the political process. »  
  
¶5.  (C) More widely, Fassi Fihri accused Algiers of blocking  
Maghreb integration; of undermining regional counterterrorism  
cooperation and economic development; and of preventing UNHCR  
from conducting a census of the refugees at Tindouf.  He  
reminded us that the UN had given Ross a two-fold mandate –  
  
i.e., to broker talks aimed at resolving the Sahara conflict  
AND to find ways to improve relations between Algeria and  
Morocco — and he asked that the U.S. press both Ross and  
Algiers, particularly on the latter.  DAS Sanderson promised  
to explore how the U.S. could support that part of Ross’s  
mandate.  
  
—————————————  
Only Autonomy is &Credible and Serious »  
—————————————  
  



¶6.  (C) Finally the FM reiterated Morocco’s deep desire for  
more robust Washington support for Morocco’s autonomy plan.  
In 2007, Washington and Rabat presented the plan together.  
The Bush Administration had asked the GOM to soften some  
language and be more flexible, Fassi Fihri recounted, and it  
accepted that advice.  He acknowledged that there were other  
options for resolving the Sahara conflict, but insisted that  
only Morocco’s is « credible and serious. »  The other sides  
have offered nothing new, and the Polisario knows that a  
referendum is simply not possible, Fassi Fihri concluded.  
  
¶7.  (C) DAS Sanderson responded to Fassi Fihri’s lengthy  
presentation by stating that Secretary Clinton has instructed  
the Department to place more focus on the Maghreb.  In that  
regard, the key to progress in all areas centers on resolving  
the Sahara conflict, and the U.S. has become very concerned  
about the long delays in the UN process.   »We do worry that  
the longer this goes on, the more it will continue to poison  
Algerian-Moroccan relations. »  As for the autonomy plan,  
Sanderson noted that the U.S. does support the autonomy plan  
as one solution among many, but that it was important for  
Washington not to pre-judge the work of the UNSG Personal  
Envoy.  Looking forward, she also noted that there was much  
work to do in preparation for the renewal of MINURSO’s  
mandate in April (septels), and that the U.S. and Morocco  
needed to work together to find a strategy for managing that  
process.  
  
——-  
Comment  
——-  
  
¶8.  (C) Fassi Fihri’s pessimistic analysis of the UN process  
and his 25-minute tirade against Algeria reflect the GOM’s  
deep, but understandable, frustration with what it perceives  
as a lack of clear U.S. support for Morocco’s autonomy play.  
More difficult for us to understand — and therefore more  
difficult to respond to — are the GOM’s vehement allegations  
regarding the role of Algerian intelligence in Western Sahara  
and its continued bewilderment over our negative reaction to  
the Haidar case (reftel).  End Comment.  
  
¶9.  (U) DAS Sanderson has cleared this message.  
  
 —————————————————- 
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¶1.  (U) Summary:  Senator Cardin, we look forward to your  
arrival in Morocco, a long-standing U.S. ally and model in  
many respects for other Arab, Muslim and African countries.  
The U.S. mission’s goals in Morocco are promoting economic  
growth, enhancing democracy and governance through political  
and economic reform, resolving regional conflicts while  
maintaining close strategic cooperation by promoting  
U.S.-Moroccan partnership in diplomacy, military engagement  
and countering terrorism.  Morocco itself is undergoing  
far-reaching transformations, albeit unevenly, addressing  
economic development, political reform, gender equality and  
religious tolerance.  Morocco has made strides in freedom of  
the press and remains a leader in the region, but those who  
cross redlines still face jail and/or the closure of their  
offices.  Other human rights have grown as well, although  
Morocco remains very much under the control of a monarchy.  
Morocco’s top foreign policy priority is winning U.S. and  
other countries’ support for its position on the Western  
Sahara territorial dispute and for North African integration.  
 A bumper crop in 2009 buttressed growth against the backdrop  
of reduced exports, lower investment and declining  
remittances. Thus, despite the global economic crisis  
Morocco’s economy grew by over five percent in 2009.  Slums  
are coming down and so is unemployment.  We believe expanding  
Morocco’s economic base will do as much to address popular  
dissatisfaction with the political system as will  
strengthening democratic institutions.  End Summary.  
  
——————————-  
Government and Political Reform  



——————————-  
  
¶2.  (SBU) Government:  Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi’s  
government, formed after the September 2007 legislative  
elections, represents a three-party coalition.  On January 4,  
King Mohammed VI appointed five new ministers, the second  
cabinet reshuffle in six months.  The new ministers are  
Minister of Interior, Minister of Justice, Minister of  
Tourism, Minister in Charge of Relations with the Parliament,  
and Deputy Minister to the Prime Minister in Charge of  
Modernizing Public Sectors.  The changes at Interior and  
Justice were significant and will potentially impact major  
Moroccan initiatives including regionalization, judicial  
reform and Western Sahara policy.  The way in which the King  
imposed the changes on a weak government does not necessarily  
represent a step forward in the democratization process.  
  
¶3.  (SBU) At the same time, internal democracy is growing  
within political parties.  A political formation founded by  
Fouad Ali El Himma, an intimate of the King, has evolved into  
a new Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM) by grouping  
several smaller parties.  It now constitutes the largest  
political bloc in Parliament, and could lead should the  
current coalition falter.  In addition to the PAM, the  
leading parties are El Fassi’s Istiqlal, the  
Islamist-referent Party of Justice and Development (PJD), the  
pro-Berber Popular Movement (MP), the National Rally of  
Independents (RNI) and the Socialist USFP, which has seen its  
support decline steadily since 2007.  
  
¶4.  (SBU) Parliamentary Reform:  Despite the emergence of the  
PAM and the increasingly democratic internal structures of  
the parties, we currently see no prospect for a significant  
shift in Morocco’s foreign and security policies, nor in the  
way in which policy is formulated.  Neither Parliament nor  
the Prime Minister has much say in these issues, which the  
King manages directly with the concerned ministries.  
Morocco’s political parties and the bicameral parliament are  
weak and structurally hamstrung from taking legislative  
initiatives or strongly articulating dissent.  Changing the  
Constitution would be necessary in order to change the power  
imbalance, but both Parliament and parties will have to  
improve their capacity and performance first.  Nonetheless,  
the parties and Parliament have made some technical  
improvements, largely thanks to USG-funded programs from the  
National Democratic Institute (NDI) and the State University  
of New York (SUNY), which have modestly improved the body’s  
administrative capacity.  These include establishment of a  
budget analysis office, a verbatim transcription service, a  
consistent forum for training and debate among parliamentary  



members and staff, and the introduction of question time.  
This innovation has required the Government to answer over  
2,800 questions in the last two years, with the PAM posing  
over 1,000, and focusing on the work of the Ministries of  
Interior, Education, Health, Agriculture, Transport,  
Employment, Justice and Communications, in that order.  
  
¶5.  (U) Political Reform:  Although the September 2007  
parliamentary elections were the most transparent in the  
country’s history, record low participation (37 percent of  
registered voters) reflected the lack of voter confidence in  
the institution.  Despite this challenge, the State  
Department’s Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI) funded  
NDI to run the first ever international election observation  
in Morocco.  MEPI also supported an ambitious training  
program for women running for municipal councils in June  
after a quota was established reserving 12 percent of the  
seats for women.  Voter turnout in the June municipal  
elections was approximately 54 percent, and women captured  
nearly 13 percent of the seats, exceeding the number reserved  
for them.  The USG had also sponsored the training of over  
3,500 women via an unusual collaborative project between the  
National Democratic Institute (NDI) and International  
Republican Institute (IRI).  The entry into politics of over  
3,000 elected women office holders and many thousands more  
candidates may have a potentially transformational impact.  
  
————-  
Social Reform  
————-  
  
¶6.  (U) Human and Women’s Rights:  King Mohammed VI has  
embarked on a determined and continuous program of human  
rights reforms that include the Arab world’s first truth  
commission and a revised Family Code (Moudawana), granting  
expanded legal rights to women, growing government  
transparency, accountability and rule of law.  Palace support  
has produced more elected women officials than in any other  
Arab country.  Women now serve as policymakers and religious  
leaders, instructing women about their new-found legal  
rights, and advocating a more moderate view of Islam.  
Although Morocco has become the leader of reform in the  
region, the reforms are still not deeply rooted in law,  
tradition or the Constitution and could be rolled back.  
Continued support and encouragement from partners like the  
United States and Europe are essential.  Another recent  
development has been the expansion of cultural rights and  
outlets for Berbers, one of the largest groups in Morocco and  
perhaps the largest.  
  



¶7.  (U) Religious Freedom:  The Moroccan Constitution  
provides for the freedom to practice one’s religion, although  
Islam is the official state religion.  The GOM tolerates  
several small religious minorities but prohibits the  
distribution of non-Muslim religious materials and bans all  
proselytizing.  It also occasionally restricts Islamic  
organizations whose activities have exceeded the bounds of  
« acceptable religious practice » and become political in  
nature, lately targeting Shi’a. Morocco has become protective  
of and even positive toward the tiny remnant of its once  
substantial Jewish minority.  
  
¶8.  (U) Social Reform:  Morocco benefits from several MEPI  
programs, including country-specific projects and inclusion  
in regional efforts.  Recent and ongoing programs include the  
above- mentioned program for women candidates, breast cancer  
awareness, sustaining civil society and youth associations,  
developing freedom of expression via the Internet, supporting  
development of democratic leaders, supporting technical  
assistance to meet environmental obligations under the FTA,  
political party training and capacity building, and the  
Financial Services Volunteer Corps, efforts to expand access  
to banking and to venture capital.  Other USG-funded projects  
support anti-corruption efforts (with the American Bar  
Association) and prison reform to undermine the foundations  
of extremism.  
  
¶9.  (SBU) Recent Developments:  Over the past several months,  
there have been some setbacks on the human rights front.  The  
Aminatou Haidar case represented an extreme example of the  
difficulties those Moroccans who advocate the independence of  
Western Sahara or the right to self-determination of the  
Sahrawi people face when they seek to express their views  
publicly either domestically or internationally.  On November  
13, the GOM refused to allow Haidar, a prominent Sahrawi  
pro-independence activist and human rights defender, to enter  
Morocco, confiscated her passport after she began the process  
of renouncing her Moroccan citizenship and sent her to the  
Canary Islands.  Once there, she embarked on a 34-day hunger  
strike until the GOM relented and allowed her to return on  
December 18.  The case attracted significant international  
attention and widespread accusations that the GOM had come  
dangerously close to forced exile.  Likewise, there have been  
several recent incidents of limitations on the free press,  
including court cases in which journalists and bloggers have  
been sentenced to jail terms.  Most recently, the GOM shut  
down the French language weekly publication « Le Journal, »  
ostensibly over non-payment of taxes, in a move widely seen  
as the latest effort to rein in the independent media.  
  



————————  
Regional Security Issues  
————————  
  
¶10.  (U) Algeria:  Moroccan foreign policy is dominated by  
defending and seeking international recognition of its  
sovereignty claims over Western Sahara.  The issue remains  
the most visible source of tension with long-time rival  
Algeria, which has historically supported the POLISARIO  
Front’s quest for independence by way of an UN-sponsored  
referendum.  Algeria closed the border between the two  
countries, and it remains closed.  While the King and other  
GOM officials have publicly proposed opening the border and  
upgrading bilateral relations between the two countries,  
their entreaties have been repeatedly rebuffed.  The  
Government of Algeria (GOA) has linked progress on the border  
to all issues, particularly the Western Sahara.  The issue  
led Morocco to leave the African Union and has been an  
obstacle to regional integration through the Arab Maghreb  
Union.  
  
¶11.  (SBU) Western Sahara:  In April 2007, Morocco proposed a  
new autonomy plan for Western Sahara, and a series of  
UN-sponsored negotiations with the POLISARIO have taken place  
in Manhasset, New York.  The Moroccan proposal would provide  
Sahrawis, the indigenous people of Western Sahara, autonomy  
in administering local affairs under Moroccan sovereignty.  
In April, the UN renewed the mandate of the UN peacekeeping  
operation MINURSO until 2010.  Following the controversial  
lapsing of the contract of the former UN Secretary General’s  
Personal Envoy, the UN selected retired U.S. Ambassador  
Christopher Ross to be the new Personal Envoy, and he made  
his first visit to the region in February 2009 and his second  
in July.  He hosted informal talks near Vienna in August;  
while they produced no breakthroughs, the parties agreed to  
continue negotiations.  The next round of informal talks is  
scheduled to take place February 10-11, 2010, in New York.  
  
¶12.  (U) Western Sahara Continued:  Western Sahara  
experienced gross violations of human rights from 1975 until  
the end of King Hassan II’s regime, and repression  
intensified after the short-lived Sahrawi uprising of 2005.  
Since late 2006, Morocco has improved the human rights  
situation in the territory.  Arbitrary arrests have sharply  
diminished and beatings and physical abuse by security forces  
have all but disappeared.  However, dissenters still face  
harassment and sometimes even criminal charges if they  
publish or speak too publicly in support of independence or  
on a vote for self-determination.  
  



—————————————-  
Economic Development and U.S. Assistance  
—————————————-  
  
¶13.  (U) The economy is relatively healthy, although marred  
by disparities in wealth.  Moroccan authorities are  
concerned, however, by the impact of the global recession on  
important export, tourism and remittance earnings.  Growth is  
expected to continue, despite the global economic slowdown,  
thanks to a record agricultural harvest in 2009.  Since  
implementation of our Free Trade Agreement (FTA) on January  
1, 2006, bilateral commerce has more than doubled.  A number  
of U.S. firms have increased their investment in Morocco,  
seeing new markets develop as a result of the FTA.  The  
Department of Commerce’s Commercial Law Development Program  
and the U.S. Trade and Development Agency conduct capacity  
building and technical assistance projects to assist Morocco.  
 Both agencies help the Kingdom to create an open and  
transparent trading environment and to fully develop its  
trading potential.  However, significant export growth to  
U.S. and other markets will also depend on Morocco’s ability  
to capture a larger share of value added in its export  
products.  
  
¶14.  (U) Millennium Challenge Account:  In 2007, building on  
decades of USAID and Peace Corps efforts, the Millennium  
Challenge Corporation (MCC) signed a five-year, USD 697.5  
million Millennium Challenge Account Compact with Morocco in  
order to reduce poverty and increase economic growth.  
Currently, through the MCC the USG is advancing programs in  
Fruit Tree Productivity to stimulate growth in the  
agricultural sector and reduce volatility of agricultural  
production.  It is also working on an Artisanal Fisheries  
Program to modernize the means of catching, storing and  
marketing fish, thereby improving the quality of the catch,  
maintaining the value chain, and increasing fishermen’s  
access to both local and export markets.  It seeks to  
stimulate growth by leveraging the links between the craft  
sector, tourism and the Fes Medina’s cultural, historic and  
architectural resources.  The Compact will also increase  
financial services for micro-enterprises in Morocco by  
addressing key constraints to the development of the broader,  
market-based financial sector.  Moreover, it will help reduce  
high unemployment among young graduates and encourage a more  
entrepreneurial culture through two existing Moroccan  
government initiatives, Moukalawati (a program for supporting  
small businesses) and the National Initiative for Human  
Development (INDH), a framework of efforts aimed at creating  
opportunities for the poor, vulnerable and socially excluded.  
Finally, the program is investing approximately USD 40  



million in functional literacy.  
  
—————————————–  
Military and Counterterrorism Cooperation  
—————————————–  
  
¶15.  (U) Military Cooperation:  The GOM has been formally  
invited to participate in the Global Peace Operations  
Initiative (GPOI).  Under the GPOI program, the U.S. intends  
to provide peace operations training and other support to the  
Moroccan military so that it can continue to develop and  
sustain peace operations capacity.  The current plan is to  
provide training and facilities refurbishment to a peace  
operations training center in Morocco.  In order to ensure  
long-term sustainability, the GPOI program incorporates  
train-the-trainer elements into its training events.  The  
Mission is working with the Moroccan Ministry of Foreign  
Affairs and Cooperation, which will coordinate Morocco’s GPOI  
request, to finalize the program.  In addition, the Embassy  
is currently engaged in negotiations with the GOM on a Status  
of Forces Agreement (SOFA).  
  
¶16.  (U) Military Cooperation Continued:  The Moroccan  
military has undertaken a sweeping effort to modernize a  
military force that fields predominantly Korean and Vietnam  
War-era equipment.  While F-16 and T-6 sales form the bulk of  
the dollar figure for this modernization, the total Foreign  
Military Sales and Foreign Military Financing portfolio  
totals some 120 cases in excess of USD 3 billion.  Military  
modernization further strengthens the Moroccan military by  
continuing and expanding exposure to U.S. doctrine, tactics,  
techniques, procedures and personnel.  The expanded  
requirement to train operators and maintenance staff for the  
F-16 and T-6 aircraft alone will practically equal the  
current annual training allocation for all Moroccan personnel  
across all the services and government organizations.  
Moreover, the integration of a fourth generation fighter into  
the Royal Moroccan Air Force will stimulate a full spectrum  
modernization approach from operating and sustaining such  
aircraft, maintaining facilities, logistics and aerial  
deployment to command and control.  This provides an  
unparalleled opportunity to shape our engagement with the  
Royal Moroccan Air Force.  A superb boost this year was the  
selection of Morocco to participate in the Chief of Staff of  
the Air Force Counterpart Visit program, as well as Morocco’s  
decision to send an observer to AMC’s Airlift Rodeo.  These  
engagement activities add to a robust exercise program that  
includes AFRICAN LION, PHOENIX EXPRESS, SAHARAN WIND, AFRICAN  
PARTNERSHIP STATION, AFRICAN ENDEAVOR and FLINTLOCK, in  
addition to at least two annual Joint Combined Exercise and  



Training activities (JCETs).  
  
¶17.  (SBU) Counterterrorism:  The terrorist threat in Morocco  
emanates especially from small grassroots radical Islamic  
cells, which have shown some capacity to attack.  In 2008,  
security forces disrupted six terrorist and foreign fighter  
cells, prosecuting 100 people.  In 2009, the security  
services disrupted five terrorist and foreign-fighter cells  
totaling 50 people, including one group of 24 who were  
detained in September.  The biggest threat is that attacks  
could deter tourism, an important component of the economy.  
The GOM’s implementation of a comprehensive counterterrorism  
strategy emphasizing vigilant security measures,  
counter-radicalization policies, and robust international  
cooperation has been largely successful in containing the  
threat.  Economic disruption, whether from attacks or the  
global economic crisis, remains the principal threat to  
stability here, but most observers believe Morocco will  
manage to contain the threat.  
  
¶18.  (U) Counterterrorism Continued:  In early-October, a  
multi-agency mission team participated in two days of  
wide-ranging, frank discussions with representatives of the  
Moroccan Ministry of the Interior.  Those discussions  
addressed issues including counterterrorism, trafficking in  
persons, illegal migration, drug  
trafficking/counternarcotics, regional threats and stability,  
human rights and assistance/development efforts.  Designed as  
a strategy session to share information and lay the  
groundwork for future engagement, both sides agreed that the  
talks were useful and could lead to substantive programmatic  
and other collaboration.  Under the King who as « Commander of  
the Faithful » leads Moroccan Muslims and Jews, Morocco has  
standardized religious doctrine, consolidated control over  
religious schools and sent specially trained imams to Europe  
to preach moderate messages to the Moroccan Diaspora.  The  
vast majority of Morocco’s population rejects Salafist and  
Wahhabist approaches to Islam and does not support terrorist  
groups.  
  
 —————————————————- 
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SUBJECT: CODEL GREGG DISCUSSES ALGERIA, WESTERN SAHARA,  
MEPP, DEMOCRATIZATION AND MICROFINANCE WITH PRIME MINISTER  
  
¶1.  (SBU) Summary:  CODEL Gregg held a wide-ranging  
discussion with the Prime Minister on January 5.  Prime  
Minister El Fassi addressed Moroccan relations with Algeria,  
stating that Algeria wanted to maintain the status quo on  
Western Sahara.  The Prime Minister emphasized progress on  
the Israeli-Palestinian peace process as a key to improving  
U.S.-Moroccan relations, and Morocco’s role as a model of  
tolerant Islam.  He also discussed human rights, the role of  
women in Moroccan politics, and microfinance.  End Summary.  
  
¶2.  (U) During the CODEL’s visit to Morocco from January 5 to  
7, Senators Judd Gregg, Evan Bayh, Arlen Specter, Michael  
Enzi, John Cornyn and Amy Klobuchar met with Prime Minister  
Abbas El Fassi on January 5.  The Ambassador accompanied the  
Senators, and the Prime Minister was accompanied by his  
Secretary General, Mohammed Hajoui.  
  
———————-  
Relations with Algeria  
———————-  
  
¶3.  (SBU) In response to a question about the situation in  
Algeria, El Fassi called Algeria a centralized state run by  
the army despite the fact that « its people want to govern  
themselves. »  It was the army that wanted to maintain the  
status quo on the Western Sahara because prolonging the  
conflict benefited the army and kept it in power, he opined.  
By contrast, the Western Sahara issue is « sacred » for all  
Moroccans — not just the Government.  El Fassi expressed a  
desire for better relations with Algeria, especially for  
opening the border between the two countries.  The Arab  
Maghreb Union would be much stronger with open borders;  
furthermore, the Maghreb region would be stronger in lobbying  
Europe if it presented a united front rather than each state  



going to Europe individually, said the Prime Minister.  
  
———–  
Middle East  
———–  
  
¶4.  (SBU) In response to questions about fostering better  
Moroccan-American understanding, El Fassi emphasized the  
importance of progress on the Israeli-Palestinian peace  
process (MEPP).  He lamented the « genocide » against  
Palestinians and « violations » of their human rights, as well  
as the « silence of superpowers » on the issue.   »Verbal  
protests » against Israeli settlements are not enough, he  
added, and « we are waiting for President Obama’s steps to  
reinforce peace. »  These criticisms notwithstanding, El Fassi  
reiterated Morocco’s support for the MEPP and reminded the  
delegation that Morocco was an example of tolerance and  
coexistence that reflects universal values.  Morocco’s  
version of Islam, he concluded, « combats violence, respects  
human and women’s rights, and promotes justice. »  
  
————————-  
Democracy and Development  
————————-  
  
¶5.  (U) El Fassi also underscored Moroccan projects for  
democracy, modernization and reform, noting in particular the  
King’s efforts to increase women’s participation in politics.  
 Morocco required a 12 percent quota of women on all parties’  
electoral lists in the local council elections last June, he  
explained, and as a result women won 13 percent of the seats,  
compared less than one half of one percent representation  
after the 2003 elections.  He expressed his government’s  
desire to continue on this path towards more elected women.  
On human rights, he highlighted Morocco’s Consultative  
Council for Human Rights, made up of scholars and political  
party members from the majority and opposition.  The  
government also issued a law making torture a crime and  
compensating those who were victims of torture during the  
« Years of Lead » under the late King Hassan II.  He also  
discussed the government’s respect for freedom of the press  
in Morocco.  
  
¶6.  (U) On the economic development side, El Fassi addressed  
rural development and pointed to projects to build airports,  
seaports and highways.  The Government was building 2,000  
kilometers per year of roads in rural areas, he added.  
Comparing unemployment in Morocco to Algeria, he drew  
attention to the fact that Morocco in 2008 had a 5.6 percent  
GDP growth rate while Algeria only had a two percent GDP  



growth rate in the same year.  In response to a question on  
microfinance, the Prime Minister explained that Morocco was  
trying hard to fight poverty and represented a model in the  
region in this respect.  Microfinance loans — under USD  
  
6,000 ) mostly benefit poor women in rural areas who are  
under 35 years old.  He stated that approximately 500,000  
people had already benefited from this type of loan.  
  
¶7.  (SBU) Comment:  El Fassi’s focus on Algeria reflects both  
Morocco’s national obsession with its neighbor and the  
dismally low point to which relations between the two  
countries have sunk over the past several months.  Regarding  
the MEPP, he painted a much harsher picture of Israel than  
did Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri in his meeting with  
the CODEL (septel) — reflecting his more populist view and  
the fact that he spends much less time working directly on  
the issue.  End Comment.  
  
¶8.  (U) CODEL Gregg cleared this message.  
   
—————————————————– 
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¶1.  (U) Summary:  In its first year, Morocco’s  
Central Authority for Corruption Prevention (ICPC),  
established by the Government as the coordinating  
body for the fight against corruption, has initiated  
work on several draft anti-corruption laws.  While  
Morocco’s Transparency International corruption  
ratings worsened in 2009, recently the Government  
has sought to reinvigorate anti-corruption efforts.  
In December 2009, the Government set up an inter-  
ministerial commission to oversee and update  



Morocco’s anti-corruption strategy.  In January, in  
cooperation with the private sector, the government  
instituted an ethics and corruption oversight body  
for the Customs Administration.  At a recent meeting  
with Ambassador, the ICPC put forward several ideas  
for possible cooperation with the Embassy.  End  
summary.  
  
————————————  
FOCUS ON ANTI-CORRUPTION LEGISLATION  
————————————  
  
¶2.  (U) On January 14, the Ambassador, Economic  
Counselor and EconOff met with ICPC President  
Abdesselam Aboudrar and several members of his ICPC  
team.  Aboudrar, one of the founders of NGO  
Transparency Maroc, outlined the ICPC’s plans.  The  
ICPC became operational in January 2009 with a  
mission to ensure inter-ministerial coordination in  
anti-corruption efforts and to evaluate the  
effectiveness of the Government’s actions (reftel).  
Aboudrar emphasized that the ICPC’s focus is  
prevention, not prosecution and investigation of  
corruption cases.  
  
¶3.  (U) The ICPC has emphasized areas of corruption  
that most directly affect common citizens, including  
traffic enforcement, public health services, the  
justice system and urban planning.  Aboudrar told  
the Ambassador the ICPC is drafting legislation on  
whistleblower protection and on public access to  
information.  The ICPC is also developing tools for  
prevention of conflicts of interest.  Aboudrar  
explained that although the ICPC does not adjudicate  
corruption cases, it forwards corruption complaints  
it receives to the Ministry of Justice for follow-  
up.  
  
¶4.  (SBU) Aboudrar said that in 2010 the ICPC plans  
to increase its staff from 25 to 45 members and open  
several regional offices.  He conceded that the  
Moroccan Government has not yet allocated sufficient  
funding for these projects.  He felt confident that  
the ICPC would obtain an increased budget, he said,  
since the ICPC « enjoys support of the highest  
level. »  
  
————————–  
NEED TO INCREASE SANCTIONS  
————————–  



  
¶5.  (SBU) Aboudrar noted that increasing sanctions  
for corruption was essential, since Moroccans will  
not believe that there is political will to fight  
corruption unless criminals are punished.  He  
explained that in Morocco corruption is often not  
considered a crime, but a common fact of everyday  
life.  Aboudrar opined that the Government needs to  
tackle both high-level and petty corruption.  Petty  
corruption, he explained, affects daily lives of  
people, and it can even be a « question of life or  
death » if someone needs to pay a bribe to get  
medical care.  Aboudrar also stressed the need to  
regulate monopolies and introduce measures to  
increase the government’s transparency and  
accountability.  
  
——————————————  
TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL RANKING WORSENS  
——————————————  
  
¶6.  (SBU) The Ambassador emphasized that corruption  
in the judiciary is a serious deterrent to increased  
American investment in Morocco.  Aboudrar told us  
that the ICPC would address corruption in the  
judicial system through a series of public debates  
planned for 2010.  Although government officials  
frequently cite corruption as one of the key  
obstacles to development, the public perception is  
that the problem worsened over the last decade.  
Transparency International (TI) ranked 89th Morocco  
in a list of 180 countries included in its 2009  
Corruption Perception Index Survey.  With a 3.3  
index on a scale from 0 to 10, Morocco’s ranking  
slid by 9 places from 2008.  According to TI, real  
estate is the sector perceived as most affected by  
corruption, and the judiciary is considered the most  
corrupt public institution.  Aboudrar recently told  
the press that the fight against corruption is a  
long-term undertaking and it would take some time  
for the country to reap the benefits of the efforts  
it makes to curb the phenomenon.  
  
——————————————— —  
GOVERNMENT REINVIGORATES ANTI-CORRUPTION EFFORTS  
——————————————— —  
  
¶7.  (SBU) In December 2009, the Government of  
Morocco formed a ministerial-level commission tasked  
with updating the government’s anti-corruption  



strategy and developing a set of new laws, including  
a draft law on access to information and a draft law  
on whistleblower protection.  The ICPC will work  
closely with the ministerial commission.  On January  
19, the Customs Administration, in cooperation with  
the quasi-official private sector association, the  
General Confederation of Moroccan Companies (CGEM),  
established a watchdog body tasked with collecting  
information and providing analysis on ethics  
problems and corruption within the Customs  
Administration.  The « observatory » will help  
identify areas particularly prone to corruption and  
will follow up on implementation of its  
recommendations.  
  
¶8.  (SBU) The Government of Morocco has recently  
taken part in several international and regional  
initiatives to improve public governance.  In  
November 2009, Morocco took over the co-presidency  
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and  
Development’s (OECD’s) Middle East and North Africa  
(MENA) Initiative on Good Governance and Investment  
for Development.  Morocco will also chair the third  
Convention of the State Parties to the UN Convention  
against Corruption (UNCAC) in 2011.  
  
——————————————— ——-  
ICPC OUTLINES IDEAS FOR COOPERATION WITH THE EMBASSY  
——————————————— ——-  
  
¶9.  (SBU) ICPC Secretary General Rabha Zeidguy  
presented several areas for possible cooperation  
with the Embassy to help Morocco’s anticorruption  
effort.  These include:  promoting ethics in the  
public sector; developing tools and indicators for  
evaluating effectiveness of inspection and control  
bodies of the government and judiciary; promoting e-  
government as a tool to fight corruption; and  
engaging speakers to participate in debates on  
corruption in the judiciary.  
  
¶10.  (SBU) Comment:  We agree with many observers  
that the public perception of the government’s  
determination to tackle corruption will depend  
largely on whether there are prosecutions of well-  
connected, large-scale operators.  If all the « big  
fish » appear to escape the net, broad support to  
crack down on petty bribe-taking by police and  
health care personnel will dissipate.  It is too  
early to conclude that Aboudrar and his colleagues  



on the ICPC have the high-level backing they will  
need to pursue an evenhanded approach to rooting out  
corruption.  The Mission intends to continue to  
support the ICPC’s efforts while waiting for the  
evidence to come in, financing not only performances  
of an anti-corruption play through public diplomacy  
and Middle East Partnership Initiative funds but  
also seeking new vehicles to highlight the anti-  
corruption message.  End Comment.  
  
Kaplan 
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 ¶1.  (SBU) Summary: Throughout late December and early  
January, PolOff met with various Sahrawi and human rights  
activists to confirm that the seven Sahrawis arrested in  
Casablanca in October (Ref B) who were placed in the Sale  
prison near Rabat are no longer in solitary confinement and  
are enjoying improving prison conditions.  Our Sahrawi  
contacts also provided an update on the atmosphere in  
Laayoune since Aminatou Haidar’s return (Ref C).  Our  
contacts report a significant security presence around  
Haidar’s neighborhood, as well as checkpoints on Haidar’s  
street, limiting circulation to those who live or work in the  
area.  Until she departed for medical treatment in Spain on  



January 20, access to Haidar had been limited to relatives.  
Moroccan security services appear to have been keeping tabs  
on Haidar’s movements at all times.  There was one instance  
soon after Haidar’s return when teenagers hoisted up the  
Polisario flag; yet police seem to have been warned by local  
authorities to act with caution and were able to dispel the  
situation without violence.  End Summary.  
  
¶2.  (C) In separate meetings with El Ghalia Djimi,  
Vice-President of the Sahrawi Association of Victims of Grave  
Human Rights Violations (ASVDH); another Sahrawi activist and  
long-time embassy contact; and Khadija Marouazi (Strictly  
Protect), Secretary-General of the NGO Mediator For Democracy  
and Human Rights (MediateurDDH), PolOff learned that the  
seven Sahrawis arrested in Casablanca on October 8 have been  
removed from solitary confinement and placed in normal prison  
cells.  PolOff was also informed of improving prison  
conditions for the seven and of the current atmosphere in  
Laayoune since the return of Sahrawi activist Haidar.  
  
—————————-  
Prison Conditions and Access  
—————————-  
  
¶3.  (SBU) During their December trip to Laayoune), PolCouns  
and PolOff learned from ASVDH and CODESA members of Degja  
Lachgar’s deteriorating mental state due to her placement in  
solitary confinement.  Lachgar was the only female arrested  
for her involvement in the October trip to Tindouf.  During a  
follow-up December 30 meeting with Djimi in Rabat, PolOff  
heard further details of Lachgar’s mental situation.  Djimi  
was visiting Rabat from Laayoune with the express hope of  
visiting the seven and had earlier that day received verbal  
confirmation from prison authorities that she would be  
permitted to visit with both Lachgar and Ali Salem Tamek,  
Vice-President of Collective of Sahrawi Human Rights  
Defenders (CODESA).  (Note: Haidar is the President of  
CODESA.  End Note.)  Djimi also described how various family  
members of the seven prisoners had complained that during  
past visits, prisoners were separated from each other by a  
metal mesh and had not been left alone during their short  
15-minute visits.  Djimi later informed PolOff that during  
January exchanges, family meetings had become less formal in  
rooms where prisoners could physically interact with their  
visitors.  Family members have also been able to take the  
prisoners food, hotplates to cook their food with, and  
newspapers on a regular basis.  (Note: Prisons do provide  
meals three times a day, but the quality of the food is very  
low.  End Note.)  
  



¶4.  (C) Marouazi, a friend of Djimi’s, met with PolOff on  
January 8 to share details of her visit to the prison in  
Sale.  Marouazi and her NGO’s focus with the seven Sahrawis  
has primarily been on the medical condition of Lachgar.  On  
January 4, Marouazi accompanied Lachgar’s sister and two  
doctors to the Sale prison in order to produce a medical  
report.  They were allowed to meet in the office of the  
director of the Sale prison for over three and a half hours,  
during which time the doctors concluded that Lachgar is  
suffering from mental stress.  
  
¶5.  (C) PolOff questioned why the solitary confinement was  
considered necessary by security forces and Marouazi  
clarified that when Lachgar had initially been placed in  
prison, she had been very vocal about her pro-separatist  
views.  Many of the female Moroccan prisoners were offended  
by her, as the majority of Moroccans believe that Western  
Sahara is a part of Morocco.  For her safety, prison  
officials moved her to solitary confinement.  Later, Lacghar  
  
is said to have requested being placed with other Sahrawi  
inmates.  Marouazi and Djimi joked with Lacghar during a  
visit that the only way that would be possible would be if  
Djimi were to get herself arrested.  Soon after Marouazi’s  
visit with the doctors, Lacghar was moved from solitary  
confinement to a cell with five other female prisoners.  All  
reports indicate that Lacghar’s mental and physical condition  
has begun to improve.  However, human rights and Sahrawi  
activists are hoping that her medical reports might help her  
receive an early release.  
  
¶6.  (C) Noting PolOff’s surprise that a non-family member had  
visited a politically sensitive prisoner, Marouazi clarified  
that legally both family and friends are allowed to visit  
prisoners.  She noted that though Moulay Hafidh Benhachem,  
the Delegate General or Head of the Prison Administration,  
has not been very receptive to civil society involvement with  
prison administration, he is flexible with NGOs with which he  
has built rapport.  She noted that there are NGOs in Morocco  
who « make a lot of noise », and then there are NGOs that like  
to focus on the small concrete steps that can improve  
people’s lives; she expressed her desire to focus on the  
latter.  She explained that she often refuses interviews with  
the media in the hopes of not arousing mistrust or anger from  
prison officials.  Marouazi apparently had her first personal  
exchange with Benhachem in a three hour meeting yesterday to  
discuss Lachgar’s medical condition and next steps she hopes  
to see after her submission of the medical report to the  
Ministry of Justice.  
  



¶7.  (U) This same week, Benhachem released statistics  
indicating that about 20,100 visits were paid to Moroccan  
jails in 2009; 900 by the judiciary authorities and 600 by  
NGO’s and associations.  Regional and local committees,  
headed by governors are said to have paid 30 visits to  
penitentiaries.  Benhachem went on to clarify that they are  
managing between 55,000 and 60,000 inmates nationwide and  
that the budget amount per inmate was just increased to 15  
Dirham (2 USD) per day; this amount covers food, medical  
care, and utilities.  However, Benhachem complained that  
water and electricity costs are putting stress on the budget  
as prisoners insist on having individual electric heaters and  
hotplates.  
  
———————-  
Atmosphere in Laayoune  
———————-  
  
¶8.  (SBU) Djimi’s statements confirmed previous reports by a  
long-time embassy contact that things have remained calm  
since Haidar’s return.  Both activists reported a spontaneous  
gathering of people the night of Haidar’s return and noted  
the significant security presence around Haidar’s  
neighborhood.  They also reported the establishment of  
checkpoints onto Haidar’s street, limiting circulation to  
those who live or work in the area.  Haidar’s house is  
located in a populated part of Laayoune next to various small  
shops and Djimi noted that some business owners have been  
upset by the disruption to their businesses.  There was one  
incident soon after Haidar’s return when teenagers hoisted  
the Polisario flag; yet police seem to have been warned by  
local authorities to act with caution and were able to dispel  
the situation without usage of violence; jostling and shoving  
was also reported, which is to be expected with any large  
gathering of people.  
  
¶9.  (C) According to our sources, until Haidar departed for  
Spain on January 20, security forces were only allowing  
relatives of Haidar to visit.  Djimi recounted how she sat in  
the middle of a car filled with Haidar’s relatives in the  
hopes of sneaking past; yet the police noticed her and asked  
her to step out; one of Haidar’s cousins from her maternal  
side stopped by to visit, but because her last name was  
different from Haidar’s, she was not allowed access.  In  
another instance, one of Haidar’s relatives came to pick up  
Haidar to take her to the local hammam (Moroccan bathhouse).  
The police stopped her and informed her that from now on,  
they would need to fill out forms detailing where and with  
whom Haidar would be travelling – even when simply around  
Laayoune.  After filling out some forms, they were allowed to  



proceed to the hammam, but were apparently followed by four  
vehicles.  
  
———————————-  
To be Pro-Morocco and Pro-Sahrawi?  
———————————-  
  
¶10.  (C) Surprisingly, Marouazi is not an ethnic Sahrawi, and  
lives in the urban neighborhood of Agdal in Rabat. However,  
she is very close to many Sahrawi activists.  She noted that  
  
though she may disagree with her Sahrawi friends and firmly  
believes that Western Sahara is part of Morocco, she also  
believes that everyone’s human rights must be respected.  
With a chuckle, she described how every encounter with El  
Ghalia has ended in a disagreement over politics; yet she  
confided that the two women, who have known each other for  
quite a while, respect each other one hundred percent.  She  
believes that at the grassroots level, there is a great sense  
of brotherhood amongst the Sahrawis and the Moroccans, but  
she worried that the longer the conflict continues, the  
better the government might become at dividing the people, in  
order to strengthen itself.  In various conversations with  
Moroccans, PolOff has heard variations of anti-Sahrawi  
sentiments that are almost always based on the fiscal burden  
that Western Sahara poses on the Moroccan Government.  In  
some instances, many older Moroccans seem to believe that  
before Morocco ‘took over’ Western Sahara, unemployment was  
non-existent in Morocco; they believe that some of the blame  
for the current economic condition in Morocco can be blamed  
on the Sahara conflict.  
  
——-  
Comment  
——-  
  
¶11.  (C) The Mission will continue to follow the trials of  
the seven Sahrawis arrested in Casablanca and events in  
Laayoune.  PolCouns plans on visiting Laayoune within the  
month to confirm conditions in Laayoune since Haidar’s  
return.  End Comment.  
  
—————————————————————————-  
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REF: RABAT 0746 
Classified By: Ambassador Samuel L. Kaplan for reasons 1.4(b) and (d). 
¶1.  (C) SUMMARY:  In late September, an interagency embassy team enjoyed the unique 
opportunity to travel to both sides of the « berm, » the 1,500-kilometer stone and sand wall 
that separates Moroccan-administered Western Sahara from the POLISARIO-controlled 
areas.  The situation on the ground underscored that while the GOM-supported autonomy 
option for the region is not without problems, it remains the most viable medium-term 
solution.  Meanwhile, a small minority,s dreams of independence for Western Sahara appear 
to be an unlikely reality.  END SUMMARY. 
¶ 
2.  (SBU) An embassy team consisting of the Defense Attache, Army Attache, and Deputy 
Political Counselor visited the United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western 
Sahara (MINURSO) in Laayoune September 22-25.  Warmly welcomed by MINURSO staff, 
who see only 12-15 visitors per year, the team received briefings on MINURSO operations 
and visited Team Sites on both sides of the berm.  In addition to the Force Commander, Team  
Site commanders, political advisors, and MINURSO staff, the embassy team met with the 
African Union Senior Representative to MINURSO and with UNHCR Confidence-Building 
Measures (CBM) staff. 
———————————–  
THE VIEW FROM TWO SIDES OF THE BERM ———————————– 
¶3.  (SBU) Because they were traveling under UN auspices, the embassy team had the unique 
opportunity to travel to MINURSO Team Sites on the eastern side of the berm aboard a 
UN helicopter as part of its regularly scheduled route.  The landscapes southeast of the berm 
— in the areas ostensibly controlled by the POLISARIO — are forbidding and inhospitable. 
 The birds-eye view revealed the seemingly endless desolation of the desert in which the only 
signs of life were scrub vegetation and the occasional small herd of goats.  Opportunities for 
viable economic activities appear sparse, at best.  The town of Tifriti, suggested as a potential 
tourist attraction and source of revenue in the region, was barely visible from the low-flying 
helicopter. When the team touched down at Team Site Bir Lahlou, there was noticeable in the 
distance a small, run-down shack, but no indication that anyone lived there.  Viewed from the 
air, the white walls and fences around the Team Sites accentuate the vast brownness 
surrounding them. 
 
¶4.  (C) All this offered a sharp contrast to the Moroccan-administered areas north and west of 
the berm. Laayoune, the regional capital, has a population of as many as 200,000 people, with 
government offices and commercial districts.  he city is young and has grown rapidly since 
the Spanish began developing the area in the 1940s.  Most of the construction is newer, dating 
from the early 1990s after the conclusion of the cease-fire and the end of armed 
conflict between Moroccan and POLISARIO forces.  Some of the older residential and 
commercial districts resemble similar areas in Rabat, Casablanca or other Mediterranean 



cities, while the city continues to grow.  The region has rich fisheries and extensive deposits 
of phosphates, the exploitation of which may provide some of the capital that drives growth. 
 Most, however, comes from the Moroccan Government, which has injected significant 
development funding and other economic stimulus into the region.  In addition to supporting 
the administrative personnel who staff the various government offices, MINURSO reports 
that the GOM has an estimated 120-150,000 troops stationed in the Western Sahara along 
the berm, which we were told they maintain meticulously. (COMMENT:  Other observers 
who have visited the berm report that the state of repair varies enormously and is 
often dependent upon the importance that the local Moroccan commander assigns to 
maintenance.  END COMMENT.) 
————————————-  
MINURSO: JUST THE FACTS (NO OPINIONS) ————————————- 
¶5.  (C) MINURSO and other UN personnel have a unique role in the Western Sahara and 
must carefully walk a very fine — and very apolitical — line.  All MINURSO interlocutors 
were professional and courteous, engaging in discussion that was, at times, animated. 
 However, they rarely offered personal insights or reflections on the mission.  On one 
occasion, one officer intimated that the POLISARIO may exert « pressure » to ensure that 
families from the Tindouf refugee camps in Algeria who travel west of the berm to visit 
family members under the UNHCR-sponsored CMBs actually return to the camps,but he 
would not elaborate.  (COMMENT:  Clearly it would not be in the POLISARIO,s interests for 
large numbers of camp residents to abandon them for a better life in the Morocco-controlled 
areas west of the berm.  While the embassy team did not visit the camps around Tindouf, we 
were told by many interlocutors, including the UNHCR CBM Program Director, that living 
conditions were exceedingly difficult.  END COMMENT.) 
 
 AFRICAN UNION VIEWS ——————- 
¶6.  (C) Other international representatives appeared more free to speak their minds.  The 
African Union Senior Representative, Ambassador Yilma Tadesse, has served in Laayoune 
for 12 years.  He discussed at length the history of the conflict and the various efforts to 
resolve it, noting that the AU has, since the beginning, been closely involved in attempts to 
broker an agreement.  Tadesse reiterated the AU’s position, which is based on the « principled 
resolution » that the people should decide.  When it was suggested that the withdrawal of 
more than 100,000 Moroccan troops from the region in the event Western Sahara gained 
independence could destabilize the region, Ambassador Tadesse disagreed, adding that other 
issues, i.e., regional security and stability, could be dealt with after the status was resolved. 
 He admitted, however, that they were difficult issues. 
—————  
KEEPING IT REAL ————— 
¶7.  (C) COMMENT:  The brief visit was limited in scope, but it added insight into the 
situation on the ground in Western Sahara.  The harsh environment in the entire area makes 
life difficult, but Moroccan investment west of the berm, especially in Laayoune and Dakhla, 
has created a sense of normalcy.  Citizens go about their lives as students, shopkeepers, 
businessmen, bureaucrats, etc.  To our knowledge, Moroccans and others do not relocate to 
Laayoune to seek better lives, and some youth there, like many places, seek to leave. 
 However, the city has been created by Morocco, and enough basic infrastructure and 
commerce with the rest of Morocco exist to support economic life in the area.  The reality on 
the other side of the berm simply does not support the dream, held by some, of an 
independent, economically viable Western Saharan state.   
END COMMENT. 
————————————————————— 
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DEPT FOR NEA/MAG, PRM/AFR, IO/UNP, H, AND DRL/NESCA 
E.O. 12958: DECL: 11/29/2019 TAGS: PHUM PREF PREL MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO 
CONVOKES P5+SPAIN TO REVIEW HAIDAR CASE 
REF: A. RABAT 0915 (NOTAL)  ¶B. RABAT 0935 (NOTAL) 
Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) Summary:  The Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs on November 26 summoned 
representatives of the P5 and Spain to discuss the Aminatou Haidar case and its potential 
effect on UN-brokered negotiations over the status of the Western Sahara.  The GOM asserted 
that the next move is Haidar’s and encouraged those present to ask her what she wanted. 
 P5 representatives reiterated support for the UN process, urged a quick resolution of Haidar’s 
case, and warned the GOM that it was losing the public relations battle.  End summary. 
——————————–  
Moroccan Law v. Public Relations ——————————– 
¶2.  (C) MFA Director General for Multilateral Relations and Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita 
convoked senior U.S., British, French, Chinese, Russian, and Spanish diplomats to discuss the 
Aminatou Haidr case and to once again review what happened at the Laayoune Airport on 
November 13 (Refs A and B).  Bourita stressed that Moroccan actions were in accordance 
with Moroccan law and asked that negotiations on the Western Sahara not be held hostage to 
Haidar’s actions. In addition to reiterating the events of November 13, Bourita used the two-
hour meeting to emphasize that to have made an exception and allowed Haidar to enter 
Morocco without filling out the entry card would have required a change to 
Morocco’s Constitution and legal code — something Morocco was not prepared to do. 
 Bourita noted that she was not arrested but was returned to the location from which her 
flight originated, adding that the U.S. would have done the same thing.  He stressed that the 
GOM believed it had done nothing wrong and was only adhering to its own laws. 
¶ 
3.  (C) The U.S., UK, and Spanish representatives responded by underscoring the need to find 
a quick and pragmatic solution to the standoff.  Notwithstanding Bourita’s assertions about 
the legality of the GOM’s actions, the British DCM warned that Morocco was rapidly losing 
the public relations battle, as human rights groups throughout Europe and elsewhere were 
increasingly of the opinion that Morocco was not interested in finding a solution — a 
sentiment echoed by all except China and Russia.  (Note:  The Russian DCM made no 
comment, and the Chinese DCM stated only that if Haidar had refused to sign an entry card in 
China, she would have been returned to her point of origin.  End Note.)  The U.S. also 
underscored concern about Haidar’s health. 
———-  
Next Steps ———- 
¶4.  (C) Apparently concerned about the potential impact of the incident on the UN process to 
find a negotiated solution to the conflict over the Western Sahara, Bourita called it an attempt 
to derail the process, adding that the Polisario was already using it as an excuse to defer 
negotiations.  He called upon the P5 1 representatives to not hold the negotiations hostage to 
the Haidar incident and to appeal to the UNSYG and Personal Envoy Christopher Ross to 
pressure the Polisario and Algeria to continue the planned talks.  Bourita again stated that the 



GOM would consider reinstating Haidar’s Moroccan citizenship if she was willing to admit 
that she was Moroccan. 
————————————————————– 
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SIPDIS 
STATE FOR NEA/MAG, PRM/AFR, IO/UNP, H AND DRL 
E.O. 12958: DECL: 11/25/2019 TAGS: PHUM PREF PREL PGOV MO SUBJECT: 
UPDATE ON THE AMINATOU HAIDAR CASE 
REF: A. RABAT 0915  ¶B. ALGIERS 1041 
Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) SUMMARY:  Prominent pro-independence and human rights activist Aminatou 
Haidar remains in Spain following the GOM’s refusal to allow her to enter Morocco on 
November 13.  The GOM has now announced that Haidar will be granted a new passport if 
she re-applies for one at the Moroccan consulate in the Canary Islands and declares that she is 
a Moroccan. However, Haidar has indicated that she does not intend to apply for a new 
passport.  The Spanish MFA has confirmed to the GOM that it will consider granting her 
asylum if she remains in Spain, even though she has a valid residency permit.  The actual 
facts in this case remain hotly disputed, with the GOM insisting that Haidar has initiated a 
formal process to renounce her nationality and Haidar herself insisting that the GOM expelled 
her against her will.  We continue to urge the GOM to find a way to resolve this case and not 
to allow it to negatively impact on the upcoming resumption of UN-brokered talks on the 
Western Sahara.  END SUMMARY. 
———————————-  
Haidar is Still a Moroccan Citizen ———————————- 
¶2.  (C) PolCouns met with MFA Chief of Staff and Director General for Multilateral Affairs 
and Global Cooperation Nasser Bourita on November 24 to get an update and 
further clarification on the exact status of Aminatou Haidar, who has remained in Spain since 
November 13 when Moroccan immigration authorities refused to allow her entry at the 
Laayoune Airport in the Western Sahara.  Bourita confirmed Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi 
Fihri’s November 19 press statement, in which he stated that Haidar could be re-issued a 
Moroccan passport if she were to apply for one at the Moroccan Consulate in the Canary 
Islands.  Bourita clarified that, technically, she has not « lost » her Moroccan nationality 
and is still eligible for a passport.  The process of renouncing citizenship is complicated and 
requires a full legal procedure before a Moroccan court.  The first step in that process is a 
formal written statement before a state attorney declaring an intention to renounce citizenship. 
 Haidar made such a declaration before a state attorney at the Laayoune Airport, Bourita 



maintained.  Next steps would involve hearings before a judge and additional formal 
statements reaffirming the intention to renounce, and, finally, a written « judgment » from the 
court that indicating citizenship has been rescinded.  Since Haidar has only completed the first 
step in the process, Bourita further explained, no written « judgment » has been and no 
revocation of citizenship has occurred as of this point; therefore, Haidar is still a citizen. 
¶ 
3.  (C) Bourita further confirmed that Haidar’s written statement of intent to renounce 
citizenship would be disregarded if she presented herself at the Moroccan Consulate, declared 
that she is a Moroccan, and re-applied for a passport through the normal procedures. 
 However, he cautioned, his understanding was that she had no intent to declare herself 
Moroccan or to re-apply for a passport. 
————–  
Haidar’s Views ————– 
¶4.  (C) Haidar’s own public and private statements suggest that she is unlikely to apply for a 
passport any time soon. In a November 17 telcon with PolCouns, Haidar did express that she 
intended to return to Laayoune but confirmed that Moroccan immigration officials had 
confiscated her passport. However, she described the Moroccan process as corrupt, politicized 
and illegitimate, and accused the Governments of Spain and Morocco of colluding to « violate 
my rights. »  She also confirmed that she was allowed to enter Spain because she holds a valid 
residence card, but stated that Spanish authorities would not allow her to leave Spain.  During 
the telcon, Haidar did not confirm or deny that she had signed a statement indicating an 
intention to renounce citizenship during her ordeal in Laayoune, but she has 
subsequently stated to the Spanish and Moroccan press that she did so. Privately and publicly, 
Haidar has strongly contested the GOM’s allegation that she returned to the Canary 
Islands willingly, restating her view that the GOS and the GOM made her go there against her 
will. 
¶ 
5.  (C) Meanwhile, the Spanish MFA has confirmed to the GOM 
that it would consider granting Haidar asylum if she refused to re-apply for a Moroccan 
passport.  The GOM maintains that it has records indicating that Haidar had Spanish 
citizenship in the past based, on her birth in Rio del Oro during the Spanish colonial period. 
 However, she allegedly renounced it when she applied for a Moroccan passport in the late 
1990s. (NOTE:  Haidar had to be a Moroccan citizen in order to qualify for the indemnity 
payment she received from the GOM based on the Reconciliation Commission’s finding that 
her human rights had been violated during her imprisonment in the 1990s.  END NOTE.) 
——-  
COMMENT ——- 
¶6.  (C) The truth of what actually happened in the Haidar case remains hard to unearth, not 
least because both Haidar and the GOM have waged their war of words either through 
a clearly biased Moroccan media or through the web sites of apparently sympathetic NGOs. 
 Even our interlocutors’ private conversations with the Embassy have been infused with 
anger and political ulterior motives, making objectivity a rare commodity.  We have urged 
Haidar to reconsider her hunger strike, given her already-precarious health, but aside 
from this our ability to impact her intentions and actions is minimal, in particular given her 
current location.  As for Moroccan officials, with whom we have more influence, we 
are making every effort to detach ourselves from their angry and overly nationalistic 
arguments — which they have repeated to us ad nauseum — and continue our effort to urge 
them back onto the high road.  In particular, we continue to press for a diplomatic solution to 
this particular standoff but, more importantly, we will encourage the GOM not to let 
incidents of this type jeopardize upcoming Western Sahara negotiations under the auspices of 



UN Personal Envoy Christopher Ross, tentatively scheduled to resume in the next two weeks. 
 END COMMENT. 
 
JACKSON 
—————————————————————- 
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 C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000915 
SIPDIS 
STATE FOR NEA, H, IO/UNP AND NEA/MAG 
E.O. 12958: DECL: 11/16/2019 TAGS: PHUM PGOV MO WI SUBJECT: SAHRAWI 
ACTIVIST RENOUNCES MOROCCAN CITIZENSHIP 
REF: A. RABAT 0908 ¶B. RABAT 0849 
Classified By: DCM Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) SUMMARY:  On November 13, prominent Sahrawi independence activist Aminatou 
Haidar renounced her Moroccan citizenship at the Laayoune international airport. 
 Although her family and a government attorney had urged her to reconsider, she opted to 
return to the Canary Islands. Immigration officials had been ordered to facilitate her entry in 
hopes of avoiding a publicity stunt, but were surprised when she took the drastic step of 
renunciation. GOM officials did question Haidar about aspects of her recent trip abroad, but 
they never formally arrested her, and she was in no way mistreated.  Haidar made no secret 
during her travels abroad over the past two months — often in the company of Algerian or 
Polisario officials — that she intended to challenge GOM authorities in some way upon 
her return.  The Mission will continue to remind both GOM officials and Sahrawi activists 
that incidents like this do nothing to advance future UN-sponsored Western 
Sahara negotiations.  END SUMMARY. 
—————————-  
What Happened at the Airport —————————- 
¶2.  (U) On November 13, Aminatou Haidar, a prominent Sahrawi human rights and 
independence activist, returned to Morocco from a multi-week international tour that had 
taken her to Nigeria, the U.S., Belgium and Spain.  While abroad, she had held meetings with 
high-level officials and prominent NGOs in all countries and accepted several awards, 
including the Civil Courage Prize from the Train Foundation in the U.S. Upon her much-
publicized arrival from the Canary Islands, Haidar refused to present her Moroccan passport 
to immigration officials at the Laayoune international airport and insisted she would fill out 
standard immigration paperwork only if she were permitted to declare her nationality as 
« Sahrawi. »  Immigration officials subsequently referred her to « secondary, » where the 
chief of airport immigration again urged her to present her Moroccan passport and to enter the 
country quietly.  She again refused and, at this point, announced her intention to renounce her 
Moroccan citizenship. 
¶ 
3.  (U) Moroccan immigration officials responded by calling in a Ministry of Justice attorney, 
who explained to Haidar the legal ramifications of such a decision.  She also met separately at 
the airport with several members of her family and with the leader of her clan, all of whom 
urged her to reconsider her decision.  Despite their efforts, Haidar insisted on signing a 
document formally renouncing her citizenship.  She did so in the presence of the attorney 
and her family members.  At this point, according to press reports, she handed over her 
passport over to MOJ officials. With her refusal to enter the country, immigration 



officials then gave her the option of returning to her place of departure, which she accepted. 
 Haidar boarded the next flight back to the Canary Islands, which departed early on the 
morning of November 14. 
——————  
What Else Happened —————— 
¶4.  (C) Senior GOM officials in both Laayoune and Rabat had been expecting Haidar to 
engage in some type of publicity stunt upon her return but admitted that they were 
surprised that she went so far as to renounce her nationality. According to the chief of staff 
(COS) to Laayoune’s Wali, i.e., the senior Laayoune-based MOI official, the MOI had given 
airport immigration authorities specific instructions to facilitate Haidar’s entry and to do 
everything possible to minimize a possible publicity stunt in connection with her return.  The 
GOM was fully aware that she would be traveling in the company of Spanish and Moroccan 
journalists.  The Collective of Sahrawi Defenders of Human Rights (CODESA) – the 
Moroccan NGO that Haidar leads — had issued press releases publicizing the date and time 
of her return. However, the COS said, immigration officials were unprepared for Haidar — 
who holds a Moroccan civil service job and whose family is Moroccan — to take the dramatic 
step of renouncing her citizenship. 
¶ 
5.  (C) CODESA and some other NGOs quickly issued press statements denouncing the 
whole event and accusing the GOM of arresting, detaining and even « abducting » Haidar. 
 This was not the case.  MFA and other MOI contacts acknowledged that immigration and 
police officials asked Haidar questions about her trip abroad.  In particular, they were 
concerned about money they alleged she had accepted from a Nigerian NGO as well as her 
extensive contacts with Algerian and Polisario officials in Nigeria and Europe.  However, 
they insisted that at no time was she formally arrested or imprisoned.  In response to our 
specific expressions of concern about Haidar’s human rights, several senior GOM sources 
have repeatedly assured us that immigration officials treated her with dignity and fully 
respected her basic rights — a claim consistent with press reports. 
——————  
Comment: What Next —————— 
¶6.  (C) According to press reports and CODESA representatives, Haidar arrived safely in 
Spain but has now threatened to go on a hunger strike until Moroccan authorities agree to 
permit her to return to Laayoune as a « Sahrawi national. »  Her demand will not be met any 
time soon.  Meanwhile, Moroccan officials recognize that the whole episode has been poorly 
interpreted internationally, and they lament that events like this and like the arrest of the 
seven activists last month (reftels) are likely to continue.  The Moroccan view of this recent 
spate of « provocations » engineered by the Polisario and by Algiers in an attempt 
to undermine the upcoming informal round of UN talks tentatively scheduled for late 
November.  Whether there is any truth to that argument, we have repeatedly over the past four 
days urged GOM interlocutors to remain on the positive paths they had already charted in 
terms of supporting a resumption of the UN-sponsored negotiations; calling for dialogue 
and increased confidence building measures with Algeria; continuing to improve social, 
economic and human rights in Western Sahara; and tolerating dissenting opinions no 
matter how distasteful or insulting they find them.  Our MFA interlocutors do not need to be 
convinced of these arguments. However, others in the GOM ) in the MOI and elsewhere – are 
less likely to take the high road in response to future provocations as blatant as Haidar’s.  End 
Comment. 
 
Kaplan 
__._,_.___ 
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SIPDIS 
STATE FOR NEA, IO/UNP, AND NEA/MAG 
E.O. 12958: DECL: 11/10/2019 TAGS: PGOV PBTS PINS PHUM PREL MO WI SUBJECT: 
KING ANNOUNCES BIG CHANGES IN MOROCCAN WESTERN SAHARA POLICY 
REF: A. RABAT 0776  ¶B. RABAT 0849 
Classified By: PolCouns Gregory Thome for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) SUMMARY:  King Mohammed VI has announced several significant changes to 
Morocco’s « domestic » policies for the Western Sahara.  These include a concerted effort to 
entice refugees from the Tindouf camps « to repent and return » to Moroccan-controlled 
Sahara and a five point plan that aims to accelerate democratic decentralization and devolve 
more self-governing authority to the region.  At the same time, the King underscored what 
appears to be a policy of decreasing tolerance toward Moroccan separatists and those who 
sympathize with them.  There is much good in the king’s calls to reinvigorate decentralization 
and explore refugee return.  His more worrisome rhetoric regarding « treason » represents, in 
large part, a populist effort to stoke national support for Saharan integration, and may result in 
a major crackdown on Saharan activists.  The Secretary’s recent public reaffirmation of 
support for Morocco’s autonomy plan for the Sahara may help the GOM regain its 
international equilibrium and reduce the chances for overreactions.  END SUMMARY. 
———————————————  
King Proposes New Policies for Western Sahara ——————————————— 
¶2.  (U) The GOM commemorated the 34th anniversary of the Green March with much more 
pomp, circumstance and patriotic fervor than usual.  November 6 is normally a less 
boisterous holiday that commemorates the day when former King Hassan II led hundreds of 
thousands of peaceful, « spontaneous » Moroccans on a march into Western Sahara to force 
Spain to relinquish the territory to Moroccan control.  This year, however, the GOM marked 
the anniversary of the 1975 event with a series of parades, rallies and a major policy 
speech from King Mohammed VI, in which he outlined a series of new domestic and 
international policy initiatives for the region. 
¶ 
3.  (SBU) Most noteworthy among the King’s proposals was a five point plan aimed at 
accelerating democratic decentralization in the « Southern Provinces. »  The Palace has long 
expressed its desire to expand self-governance in all regions of Morocco, but it is no secret 
that a large part of the motivation for this slow-moving initiative is aimed at the Western 



Sahara.  GOM leaders are well aware that the credibility and feasibility of Morocco’s 
proposed solution to the Sahara impasse — its autonomy plan — are dependent on the real 
devolution of significant authority, currently tightly controlled by the Palace, to the Western 
Sahara. With this in mind, the King announced that « the spirit of the Green March should be 
rekindled » via a plan that aims to: 
– accelerate decentralization of governing authority nationwide, and to the Southern 
Provinces in particular; 
– enhance good governance by sending to the region a cadre of more effective administrators 
and expanding their authority; 
– launch a major restructuring of the Royal Advisory Council for Saharan Affairs, a body of 
hand-picked Sahrawis who are supposed to work hand in hand with the Palace to promote 
the political, economic and cultural integration of the region into Moroccan society; and 
– enlist greater civil society participation in all these efforts. 
 
¶4.  (SBU) Notably, and perhaps somewhat more problematically, the King also announced a 
series of human development and job creation projects specifically designed to entice 
refugees from the Tindouf camps in Algeria « to repent and return to their motherland. » 
 Morocco already favors increasing family visitation between the camps and the GOM-
controlled regions, and even expressed its strong support for building a direct road link as part 
of an effort to enhance the confidence building measures (CBMs) currently being 
implemented by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (Ref A).  Now, the 
King specifically reiterated a call on UNHCR (and Algeria) to « fulfill their international 
commitments » and begin accelerating repatriation. 
——————  
Carrots and Sticks 
—————— 
¶5.  (U) While the King’s speech focused heavily on carrots like decentralization, good 
governance and job creation, it also included unvarnished sticks and clear 
warnings. Mohammed VI said that the GOM would no longer tolerate the activities of 
separatists and other « enemies of Morocco who cloak themselves » under the guise of human 
rights organizations but are in truth collaborating with « foreign agents » to undermine 
Moroccan territorial integrity.  Making a clear reference to the seven Sahrawi activists who 
were arrested in Casablanca in October after they participated in a Polisario military parade 
(Ref B), the King condemned such activists as « traitors » and informed the nation in 
strident terms that, on the question of the Sahara, there was « no middle ground between 
patriotism and treason. » 
¶ 
6.  (SBU) In response to the king’s Green March speech, the Party of Authenticity and 
Modernity (PAM), which is closely linked to the Palace, quickly announced that it 
would introduce legislation to further criminalize treason and to better define the crime of — 
and the potential punishments for — collaboration with foreign intelligence agents. Several 
PAM MPs sought publicly to pre-empt criticism from human rights activists by clarifying that 
their draft legislation would seek to protect both the rights of the accused and the society at 
large by requiring that such crimes be tried in a civilian court.  (NOTE:  Currently, the case of 
the seven Sahrawi activists is being prepared for trial before military tribunals.  END NOTE. 
  
Swedish Diplomat PNG’ed ———————– 
¶7.  (C) The same week as the king’s Green March speech, the GOM decided abruptly to d 
eclare a Swedish diplomat « persona non grata » over her allegedly inappropriate contacts 
with Saharan independence activists.  The diplomat, a close Embassy contact, was pro-active 



on Saharan issues and maintained extensive contacts with Sahrawi separatists and human 
rights NGOs.  GOM officials told us that the timing of the PNG decision and the King’s 
speech was purely coincidental.  However, they had also complained bitterly to us in the past 
about the Swede’s vocal criticisms of alleged human rights abuses in the Sahara and their 
perception that she tended to take any allegation of abuse at face value without considering 
the possible ulterior motives of those making them.  She did admit privately that she has 
shared with an activist a packet she had received from the MFA that contained open-source 
materials and Ministry of the Interior comments regarding the allegedly treasonous activities 
of the seven currently facing the military tribunal.  However, she also opined that the GOM 
expelled her less because of her activities in Morocco and more because of two other 
factors: (1) the Swedish government,s awarding of a major human rights prize to a prominent 
separatist last month and (2) the Swedish Social Democratic Party,s public promise last 
week to, if returned to government, recognize a Polisario government. 
——-  
COMMENT ——- 
¶8.  (C) Moroccan reaction to the Secretary,s public and private affirmations of USG support 
for Morocco,s autonomy plan has been universally positive.  GOM officials are both relieved 
and certain that this will reinforce the excellent bilateral relationship. 
¶ 
9.  (C) Despite the harsh rhetoric toward alleged Saharan separatists, there is much good in 
King Mohammed VI’s Green March speech.  We find the detailed calls for more 
democratic decentralization and good governance to be encouraging. These long-standing 
initiatives are not proceeding quickly, but as with all policy in Morocco the king’s speech 
will serve as a royal instruction to step up the process.  His focus on refugee repatriation is 
also very positive.  UNHCR still faces a tough task in getting Morocco and Algeria to agree 
but, again, the King’s focus is always a first step – at least on the Moroccan side — toward 
enhancing this and other CBMs.  As for the tough warnings regarding « treason » and 
decreased tolerance of separatist opinion, they largely represent a populist effort to stoke 
national opinion in favor of the GOM’s Sahara policies.  We do not believe they will translate 
into a massive crackdown, although activists 
who make a practice of overtly antagonizing the authorities (like the seven currently being 
held) are likely to think twice until this storm blows over.  As for the expulsion of the Swede, 
we are hopeful that the Secretary’s renewal of public support for Morocco’s autonomy plan 
during her November 1-3 visit to Marrakesh will help the GOM regain its equilibrium in the 
international arena, thereby reducing the chances for similar over-reactions.  
 END COMMENT. 
 
Kaplan 
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¶1.  (S/NF) Summary:  The United States and Morocco maintain several security dialogues. 
 Bilateral engagement includes discussions of border control and related issues, military-to-
military consultations, and a State Partnership Program with the Utah National Guard.  In 
addition to the formal Defense Consultative Committee, we also have a formal defense 
intelligence-sharing agreement.  These dialogues support U.S. foreign policy goals in 
Morocco and help ensure the country is a stable ally in the region.  End summary. 
—————————————-  
Security Dialogue with Interior Ministry —————————————- 
¶2.  (SBU) In early October, a multi-agency U.S. engagement team met with a Ministry of 
Interior delegation led by the Assistant Director of Migration and Border Security for 
two days of frank, wide-ranging discussions.  The dialogue addressed trafficking in persons, 
migration, counterterrorism, drug trafficking/counternarcotics, regional threats, human rights, 
and assistance/development efforts. Established by informal agreement to collaborate, the 
talks marked the beginning of what is expected to become a regular, ongoing dialogue on 
these crucial issues, with the next meeting anticipated in late November. 
——————————  
Defense Consultative Committee —————————— 
¶3.  (C) Morocco and the United States have maintained formal military-to-military 
discussions for many years under the auspices of a bilateral Defense Consultative Committee 
(DCC). Discussions take place every 18 months; the next iteration is scheduled to be held 
December 3-4 in Washington, DC.  In some ways pro forma, both sides share an interest in 
making these consultations more substantive and using them to advance negotiations on a 
status of forces agreement (SOFA) and other agreements. 
——————————  
Intelligence Sharing and TSCTP —————————— 
¶4.  (S/NF) The U.S. and Morocco also maintain a long-standing military intelligence sharing 
agreement.  Renewed every five years, the agreement is accompanied by annual 
consultations in Morocco and/or the U.S. about how to improve intelligence sharing. 
 Moreover, the Directors of Military Intelligence meet at least annually in the context of the 
Trans-Saharan Counterterrorism Partnership (TSCTP). 
—————————  
Financial Management Review ————————— 
¶5.  (SBU) Hosted by the Defense Security Cooperation Agency and the Moroccan Ministry 
for the Administration of National Defense, senior staff meet annually to review fiscal 
aspects of foreign military sales/foreign military financing (FMS/FMF).  There is no formal 
agreement, but the review is part of the FMS/FMF process.  The most recent 
Financial Management Review was held in June. 
———————————  
Theater Security Cooperation Plan ——————————— 
¶6.  (SBU) In the context of the Theater Security Cooperation Plan (TSCP) and under the 
auspices of Africa Command, senior field grade officers from the Moroccan military’s 
operations directorate and AFRICOM officials hold an annual bilateral planning conference 
to review strategic plans and policies. Predating the establishment of Africa Command, the 
TSCP and associated conference are long-standing vehicles that govern the Office of Security 



Cooperation’s engagement in Morocco. 
————————-  
State Partnership Program ————————- 
¶7.  (U) The National Guard’s State Partnership Program (SPP) links Utah with Morocco to 
promote and enhance bilateral relations.  The partnership began in 2004 and includes military-
military, military-civilian, and civilian-civilian engagement, with two annual planning 
conferences each year. Utah National Guard Adjutant General Tarbet visits annually during 
unit-level exchange exercises and holds meetings with Moroccan military officials.  His next 
visit is scheduled for March 2010. 
—————————————–  
Global Peacekeeping Operations Initiative —————————————– 
¶8.  (SBU) The GOM has been invited formally to participate in the Global Peacekeeping 
Operations Initiative (GPOI), through which the U.S. intends to provide training and other 
support so the Moroccan military can sustain and continue to develop its peacekeeping 
operations capacity.  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will coordinate Morocco’s GPOI 
request, and the Mission maintains regular dialogue with MFA officials in working to finalize 
the program. 
——-  
Comment ——- 
¶9.  (SBU) Morocco has been an exemplary partner in the struggle against terrorism, and our 
military and political cooperation is growing.  Morocco serves as a regional model for 
economic and political reform, and continued U.S. political/military assistance and 
engagement will help advance the positive changes underway and ensure the country remains 
a stable ally and a leader in the North Africa region.  End Comment. 
 
Kaplan 
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Classified By: Ambassador Samuel L. Kaplan for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) On October 28, in preparation for the Secretary,s upcoming visit, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Cooperation Taieb Fassi Fihri and his Chief of Staff, Ambassador Nasser Bourita, 
reviewed the issues that King Mohammed VI would like to raise with the Secretary.  In 
addition to inviting the Secretary to attend the launch of Morocco,s clean energy program on 
November 2 (Ref C), the Minister focused on bilateral issues, the Middle East peace process 
(Refs A and B), Western Sahara, and the situation in the Sahel and Sub-Saharan Africa. 
 However, he only elaborated on some of those issues. 
——————-  
BILATERAL RELATIONS ——————- 
¶2.  (C) Fassi Fihri explained that Morocco,s relationship with the United States really began 
to transform following King Hassan II,s 1998 U.S. visit and then-First Lady Hillary Clinton,s 
visit to Morocco.  The relationship continued to develop during the Bush Administration, with 
Major non-NATO Ally status; the first Forum for the Future in Rabat in 2004; negotiation, 
signature and ratification of the Free Trade Agreement; the Millennium Challenge Account 
(MCA) Compact; and significant military purchases, including the 24 F-16s and 24 T-6s. 
————–  
WESTERN SAHARA ————– 
¶3.  (C) Turning to Western Sahara, the Minister noted that the Obama Administration had 
explained that the change in its Western Sahara language was tactical.  However, the 
current position was far less clear that the Bush Administration,s position that &autonomy 
was the best solution.8  Fassi Fihri said the King would seek assurances that 
the Administration,s position has really not changed.  In fact, the King hoped that the USG 
would return to its previous position because Algeria has become more radical since 
the MINURSO renewal in April, using language like &colonization8 and &exploitation of 
resources8 to characterize Moroccan activity in Western Sahara.  &Such language does not 
help Ambassador Ross,8 opined the Minister.  He asserted that Algeria,s claim that it 
imposed no pre-conditions for negotiations with Morocco was absurd given Algeria,s refusal 
to work within the Arab Maghreb Union or to discuss opening the Moroccan-Algerian 
border before the future of Western Sahara is resolved.  The Minister concluded by appealing 
to the U.S. to rephrase its position on Western Sahara to clearly support Morocco,s autonomy 
plan once again. 
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Classified By: Ambassador Samuel L. Kaplan for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
¶1.  (C) SUMMARY:  Secretary Clinton, we look forward to your return to Morocco.  Since 
your visits as First Lady, and in particular in the ten years since King Mohammed VI 
ascended to the throne, the Kingdom has made great strides in promoting gender equality, 
sound economic principles, and religious tolerance.  Your visit can lend valuable support 
to Morocco’s ambitious reforms in the fields of justice and women’s empowerment, 
encourage continued improvements in human rights, and highlight U.S. support for the 
Morocco’s continued development.  The status of the Western Sahara dominates the 
Government of Morocco’s (GOM’s) foreign policy, and public expectations are high that, 
during your visit, you will openly support Morocco,s autonomy plan for the territory.  END 
SUMMARY. 
REFORM —— ¶ 
2.  (SBU) Through an ambitious and continuous program of reforms, Morocco has become a 
leader in the Arab world in the fields of justice and women’s empowerment.  Major 
advances include the Arab world’s first truth commission, a revised Family Code granting 
expanded legal rights to women, and growing government transparency and accountability. 
 As a result of support from the Palace, Morocco now has more elected women officials than 
any other Arab country and has dramatically increased the visibility of women as leaders 
and policy makers (Ref B).  Women also serve as religious leaders, educating women about 
their newly won legal rights and promoting a moderate and inclusive Islam (Ref C). 
¶ 
3.  (SBU) Recognizing that a weak judicial system remains an impediment to broader 
development and reform efforts, the King has called for a comprehensive overhaul of the 
judiciary (Ref A), including upgrading and expanding courts, increasing the number of 
judges, and raising the standards of training for judges and other legal professionals in 
Morocco.  The GOM has made efforts to address corruption, creating a Central Commission 
for the Prevention of Corruption and prosecuting government officials complicit in drug 
trafficking and other offenses.  Support and encouragement from partners like the United 
States is essential to ensure that such reforms, still not deeply rooted in law or Constitution, 
continue. 
ECONOMY ——- ¶ 
4.  (SBU) The economy is relatively healthy, with growth expected to exceed five percent this 
year, but marred by increasing disparities in wealth.  Morocco escaped direct damage from 
the financial crisis in 2008, but its balance of payments has suffered through the recession in 
Europe, the most important destination for Morocco’s exports and primary source of tourists 
and remittances.  Since the 2006 implementation of our Free Trade Agreement (FTA), 
U.S. exports to Morocco have tripled, and Moroccan exports to the U.S. have almost doubled. 
 U.S. firms are increasing their investments in Morocco, as they see the FTA develop 
new markets.  The Department of Commerce’s Commercial Law Development Program and 
the U.S. Trade and Development Agency conduct capacity-building and technical assistance 
projects to assist Morocco in creating an open and transparent business environment and 
developing fully its trading and investment potential. 
U.S. ASSISTANCE ————— ¶ 
5.  (SBU) U.S. assistance to Morocco is focused on four priorities:  economic growth, 
counterterrorism, democracy and governance, and supporting quality education. 
 This assistance takes the form of a USAID mission with a budget of USD 18 million, the 
world’s second largest Peace Corps program with 210 volunteers, the Millennium 
Challenge Corporation’s (MCC’s) second largest Compact, and a variety of Middle East 
Partnership Initiative (MEPI) projects.  USAID supports Morocco’s reform efforts in 
democracy and governance, economic growth (principally agriculture), and education.  The 



five-year, USD 697.5 million MCC Compact supports five major projects selected for their 
potential to increase productivity and improve employment in high potential sectors of 
Morocco’s economy:  Fruit Tree Productivity, Small Scale Fisheries, Crafts, 
Financial Services, and Enterprise Support.  MEPI programs include training for women 
political candidates in 2009′s local elections (during which women’s representation increased 
from 0.3 percent to over 12 percent), governance training for newly elected women 
politicians, breast cancer awareness, support for civil society and youth organizations, 
technical assistance to meet environmental obligations under the FTA, and support for far-
reaching financial sector and central bank reforms through the Financial Services Volunteer 
Corps. Other USG-funded projects support the GOM’s nascent judicial reform program, anti-
corruption efforts (with the American Bar Association), and prison reform to counter 
extremism. 
HUMAN RIGHTS ———— ¶ 
6.  (C) Despite some setbacks, Morocco has significantly improved its human rights record 
over the last ten years and should be encouraged to continue this course.  Morocco 
has actively sought to address past human rights abuses, including torture, with the goal of 
preventing future violence and restoring dignity to victims.  Freedom of the press has 
expanded significantly, but restrictions remain, and those who challenge them can suffer 
heavy fines, libel judgments and more rarely, jail (Ref D).  Morocco’s press code permits the 
Government to seize publications that threaten public order or show a lack of respect for the 
royal family or Islam. 
¶7.  (C) Political freedoms have grown as well, but diverging from the GOM’s position on the 
Western Sahara, or questioning the legitimacy of the monarchy or the Malikite rite of 
Sunni Islam, remains unacceptable.  The human rights situation in the Western Sahara is 
similar to the situation in Morocco proper, with a reduction in serious violations and 
some increases in political openness.  Known police abusers have been transferred out of the 
territory and those left behind increasingly respect human rights standards.  Harassment 
of some independence activists continues. 
MILITARY ——– ¶ 
8.  (SBU) The Moroccan military has undertaken a sweeping effort to modernize its 
antiquated military force.  U.S. Foreign Military Sales to this Major Non-NATO Ally exceed 
USD 3 billion, led by Morocco’s purchase of F-16 and T-6 aircraft.  Modernization further 
strengthens the Moroccan military by continuing and expanding exposure to U.S. doctrine, 
tactics, techniques, procedures and personnel, increasing the Moroccan military’s positive 
contributions to maintaining regional stability, combating terrorism and extremism, and 
responding to threats to peace and security. The Mission is working with the Moroccan 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation to finalize a Moroccan role in the Global Peace 
Operations Initiative (GPOI), including a peace operations training center in Morocco. 
THE WESTERN SAHARA —————— ¶ 
9.  (C) The status of the Western Sahara dominates Morocco’s foreign policy to the exclusion 
of almost everything else. Even ties with Western Europe and the U.S. are built 
upon countries’ support for Morocco’s autonomy proposal.  Until 2009, the U.S. vocally 
supported this proposal, which had been carefully negotiated with the Bush 
Administration. Expectations are high that during your visit, the U.S. will once again publicly 
support Morocco’s plan for autonomy, and highlight the GOM’s significant accomplishments 
in the Western Sahara.  You should certainly voice support for the UN effort to achieve a 
settlement and for Ambassador Christopher Ross, the UN Secretary General,s Personal 
Envoy. 
 
¶10.  (C) Morocco has invested tremendous resources in the territory, and some observers 



estimate that it spends USD 2.7 billion per year on the Western Sahara and its 
385,000 residents.  The level of development and social services clearly exceeds the level in 
Morocco proper.  Extensive interviews in the territory suggest that the principal goal of most 
Sahrawis is self-government rather than self-determination; a desire for protection and 
identity instead of independence.  The small vocally pro-Polisario minority, including many 
of the human rights activists, formerly enjoyed the support of the « silent majority » of these 
Sahrawis, particularly during periods of repression. Development and improved observance of 
human rights have reduced this support.  Most Sahrawis in the territory have been intrigued 
by the prospect of autonomy (Ref E). 
MIDDLE EAST PEACE —————– ¶ 
11.  (C) Morocco can play an important, if secondary, role in Middle East Peace efforts, and 
will be eager to discuss this topic with you and Special Envoy Mitchell.  The GOM 
is supportive of the Annapolis Process, has been a strong backer of President Abbas, and is 
perhaps the sole Arab state to refuse any dealings with HAMAS.  It also has cordial, open and 
high-level, if irregular, contacts with Israeli officials.  Moroccan Jews living in Israel, many 
of whom support Likud, maintain strong ties to Morocco.  However, internal anger over last 
year’s Israeli actions in Gaza forced the GOM and Palace to scale back their 
public engagement with Israel although back-channel communication continues.  The King, 
as Chairman of the Organization of the Islamic Conference’s Al-Quds (Jerusalem) 
Committee, is in a position to use his influence and good offices to positive effect, although 
his engagement through that committee has been inconsistent. 
EMBASSY MANAGEMENT ISSUES ————————- ¶ 
12.  (SBU) This Mission of 380 urgently needs to construct a New Embassy Compound 
(NEC) in Rabat and new Consulate General in Casablanca.  We own the land for the NEC, 
but we still need the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to confirm approval of our request to build a 
three-storey NEC.  We would like to purchase one of two identified sites in Casablanca for 
the new Consulate General, and are similarly awaiting government approval for the purchase. 
 
Kaplan 
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1.  (SBU) SUMMARY:  Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi welcomed the Ambassador to 
Morocco during a one-hour call on October 12.  El Fassi emphasized our excellent relations 



as well as Morocco’s ties to Africa and the Arab World.  El Fassi appealed for U.S. support 
for Morocco’s autonomy plan for Western Sahara.  The Ambassador highlighted his desire 
to build on the President’s Cairo speech, the Nobel Peace Prize, the Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA) and the Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) Compact.  END SUMMARY. 
———————— RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ———————— 
¶2.  (SBU) The Ambassador began his courtesy calls with a one-hour call on the Prime 
Minister on October 12.  The DCM was also present.  El Fassi emphasized our privileged 
relations, as exemplified by the FTA and the MCA Compact.  He underscored Morocco’s 
choice to be allied with the United States both in the 1700s and after regaining 
its independence in 1956.  The Prime Minister noted that the 1958 Constitution guaranteed 
political pluralism.  El Fassi also pointed to Morocco’s political and human rights advances 
over the last 10 years.  Highlighting the status of women, he pointed to King Mohammed VI’s 
decision to reserve places for women in the 2002 and 2007 parliamentary elections and the 
2009 municipal elections.  He noted that the King and the Government were now focused on 
judicial reform.  In fact, he said that earlier in the afternoon, he had chaired a meeting to 
review ministers’ prerogatives, with a view toward eliminating most discretionary authorities. 
——————————- UNIQUE IN AFRICA AND ARAB WORLD ————————
——- 
¶3.  (SBU) The Prime Minister then turned to Morocco’s uniqueness in Africa and the Arab 
World. Going back and forth between Morocco’s establishment as a state in the 700s and its 
changing borders, El Fassi noted that Morocco has existed with similar borders since the first 
Arab dynasty established itself over 12 centuries ago.  Following occupation and resistance, 
Morocco negotiated with France and Spain to reclaim its territory, with the 
French withdrawing in 1956; the Spanish ceding the north in 1957; Spain subsequently ceding 
Sidi Ifni; and Spain ultimately returning the Western Sahara in 1975.  He pointed out that the 
world changed significantly, however, between 1956 and 1975.  Algeria, which had not 
existed until 1962, used those 20 years to build links with 20 or more like-minded one-party 
states and military dictatorships in Sub-Saharan Africa. Algeria persuaded those countries that 
the Polisario deserved their support and recognition. 
¶4.  (SBU) El Fassi emphasized that since Morocco withdrew from the Organization of 
African Unity (OAU) over the OAU’s admission of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, it 
has courted African countries.  More than 8,000 Sub-Saharan African students are currently 
studying everything from agronomy to medicine in Morocco on full scholarships. 
¶5.  (SBU) Morocco, according to El Fassi, has also created a unique role for itself in the 
Arab World. It is a moderate in the Arab League.  It refuses to deal with HAMAS.  It 
represents a bulwark against extremism. 
————————— AUTONOMY FOR WESTERN SAHARA ————————— 
¶6.  (SBU) The Prime Minister then turned to Western Sahara, explaining that Morocco had 
developed the 2007 autonomy plan for Western Sahara to offer an honorable compromise to 
settle the dispute.  The plan includes Sahrawi control over most executive, legislative and 
judicial functions.  Moreover, it is a serious and credible proposal.  El Fassi stressed that the 
Polisario and Algeria lacked credibility; one had only to look at the 3,000 people who 
have fled Tindouf since 1975, with none leaving Western Sahara for the camps.  The Prime 
Minister concluded 
his remarks by appealing for U.S. support for the autonomy plan. 
———————— BUILDING ON CAIRO SPEECH ———————— 
¶7.  (SBU) The Ambassador used the remaining 15 minutes to stress his pride in being the 
President’s personal representative.  He said he looked forward to building on the FTA, the 
MCA and the President’s Cairo speech, which had certainly contributed to the Nobel 
Committee’s decision to award President Obama the Nobel Peace prize.  As the meeting 



ended, the Prime Minister and the Ambassador compared notes on their experiences as 
lawyers and diplomats. 
¶8.  (SBU) COMMENT:  While Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri chose to save the Western 
Sahara discussion for a subsequent meeting, Prime Minister El Fassi made it a central issue 
for the Ambassador’s first meeting with him.  In fact, he subtly built his whole presentation 
about a changing world to lay the groundwork to appeal for U.S. support for the autonomy 
plan.  END COMMENT. 
KAPLAN 
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¶ 
1.  (C) SUMMARY: Seven Sahrawi activists who had participated in a heavily publicized 
visit to Algiers and to the Polisario camps in Tindouf, Algeria, were arrested in Casablanca 
upon their return on October 8.  The activists were charged with « intelligence cooperation 
with a foreign entity » after they made inflammatory comments about King Mohammed VI, 
expressed their support for the Polisario, and participated in a military parade in what is 
technically still a war zone under ceasefire.  Moroccan media and civil society 
expressed widespread indignation over the behavior of the activists, while GOM officials 
expressed deep concern to us privately that the activists were seeking, in part, to undermine 
the recently resumed UN-brokered Western Sahara negotiations. Other pro-independence 
human rights activists have confirmed that, following a brief detention, the seven had been 
in contact with their families and lawyers.  The Embassy has received assurances from the 
Moroccan Government that it will treat the activists in accordance with human rights 
norms. END SUMMARY. 
————- Seven Arrests ————- 
¶2.  (SBU) Seven Sahrawi human rights activists who had participated in a controversial visit 
to the Polisario camps in Tindouf, Algeria, were immediately arrested by Moroccan police in 
Casablanca upon their return on October 8.  Those arrested include:  Ali Salem Tamek, 
Brahim Dahane, Rachid Sghair, Nassiri Hamadi, Yahdih Terrousi, Saleh Loubeihi and Degja 
Lechgar (the only woman among the group).  All seven of the Sahrawis are members or heads 
of various recognized or unrecognized human rights NGOs.  Their pro-Sahara independence 
views were generally known but, until recently, they had mainly focused their activism on 
legitimate human rights questions.  As importantly, they had always maintained a distance 
from the Polisario, knowing that close, overtly political ties might undermine their legitimacy 
on human rights issues.  In this way, they had established contacts with Human Rights Watch 
and other legitimate human rights groups, and wide access to the media.  This visit to 



Tindouf was a stark departure from those practices, and the seven clearly used their credibility 
and contacts with the media to attract a large press presence for their visits in Tindouf, which 
they then used to make extremely harsh criticisms of the GOM.  In one press conference, 
which aired on Algerian television, they referred to King Mohammed as a « fascist » 
and made other highly provocative statements that enraged both the GOM and most of the 
Moroccan press. 
 
 GOM Fears Impact on W. Sahara Negotiations —————————————— 
¶3.  (C) Ambassador Nasser Bourita, the Moroccan MFA Director General for Multilateral 
and Global Affairs (and Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri’s Chief of Staff), informed 
PolCouns prior to the arrests that the seven would be detained, although he was unsure at the 
time what they would be charged with.  The GOM subsequently informed the press that 
the individuals would be charged with « intelligence cooperation with a foreign entity » and 
brought before a Casablanca court. 
¶ 
4.  (C) Bourita explained to PolCouns why the Moroccans were so incensed by these 
developments.  In addition to the fascist comment about the King and other rash statements, 
the seven held highly publicized meetings with several members of the « shadow » Polisario 
government; while their pro-independence views had been known and tolerated, the 
GOM was furious that they had now made such open endorsements of the Polisario. 
 Moreover, the Polisario organized festivities for the group that included an actual military 
parade complete with men in uniform and tanks (he showed PolCouns photos that the seven 
had apparently released to their press contacts).  Bourita viewed this as a tremendous 
provocation and quite likely a violation of the cease-fire that is still in effect in an area that 
remains, technically, a war zone. He also expressed concerns that the seven intended to 
turn their visit into a publicity stunt that would provoke a negative impact on new UN Special 
Representative Ross,s effort to revitalize Western Sahara negotiations by increasing Polisario 
and/or Algerian intransigence. 
———————-  
 
Human Rights Respected ———————- 
¶5.  (C) In the past, authorities have been known to mistreat Sahrawi activists, especially 
when they engage in overtly political activities that the GOM considers dangerous to 
its interests.  However, in the case of these arrests, our contacts expressed confidence that 
their rights would be respected.  Ahmed Herzenni, President of Consultative Commission on 
Human Rights (CCDH) told PolOffs that, « as a citizen, » he considered the activists, 
behavior extremely unpatriotic and even treasonous.  However, from a human rights 
standpoint, he said he was absolutely sure none of them would be harmed, due to both their 
positions and the extensive media coverage they were receiving.  Separately, Brahim Sabbar, 
Secretary General of the Sahrawie Association of Victims of Grave Violations of Human 
Rights (ASVDH), told PolOffs that the activists had been in contact with their families and 
with their lawyers.  And even before they were arrested, Bourita reassured PolCouns that the 
seven would not be mistreated. 
¶ 
6.  (C) COMMENT: In recent years, the GOM has made significant progress both in 
tolerating public « questioning of Morocco,s territorial integrity » (local code for advocating 
Saharan independence) and in permitting Sahrawi separatists to travel abroad and voice their 
opinions. However, in this case the seven activists clearly went well beyond the Moroccans, 
slowly widening comfort zone.  One of the seven, Ali Salem Tamek, told us privately several 
weeks ago that he intended to « get arrested » as a means of pushing the envelope, and this 



most recent provocation had truly touched a nerve.  At this point, the GOM has remained 
well within its obligations in terms of respecting the seven activists, human rights, and we 
remain confident that there will be no mistreat.  What remains to be seen is how this incident 
might affect what has been a growing Moroccan tolerance in terms of Sahrawi freedom of 
expression and movement.   
END COMMENT. 
 
Kaplan 
———————————————————————————————– 
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¶ 
1. (C) D/PolCouns delivered on September 16 reftel points to Azzeddine Farhane, Moroccan 
MFA Director for United Nations and International Organizations.  Farhane, who will 
accompany Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri to the UNGA, was not optimistic that the 
GOM would meet with the Kosovar delegation.  Farhane reiterated Morocco’s reluctance 
to recognize Kosovo, stating that recognition could not be accorded on the basis of Kosovo’s 
unilateral declaration of independence.  He added that this applies to all « frozen conflicts. » 
¶ 
2. (C) Comment. « Frozen conflict » is a euphemism for the Western Sahara.  The GOM 
continues to believe that recognition of Kosovo would create pressure for Morocco to accept 
the POLISARIO’s unilateral declaration of independence for the Western Sahara–a point that 
Serbian diplomacy in Morocco continues to exploit.  The Moroccan news agency 
MAP reported September 14 on a meeting between Fassi Fihri and his Serbian counterpart, 
Vuk Jeremic, in which Fassi Fihri is cited as saying Morocco does not acknowledge the 
Republic of Kosovo based on the principle that it cannot acknowledge a « province’s » 
unilaterally proclaimed independence.   
End comment. 
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¶ 
1. (C) SUMMARY: UNHCR Antonio Guterres briefed US and Swedish diplomats on his 
Sept. 8-12 trip to Algeria, Morocco and Western Sahara.  He described as generally positive 
the Moroccan, Algerian and Polisario responses to his calls for larger and more frequent 
family visitations; for a direct land link from Tindouf to Western Sahara; and for an effective, 
non-politicized registration process in the refugee camps.  However, he cautioned that, while 
supportive, all sides attached potentially troublesome « caveats » to their willingness to move 
forward.  Separately, Guterres also pressed the GOM to implement a legal mechanism for 
registering refugees and adjudicating asylum claims in Morocco, emphasizing that Morocco 
will not be able to fully control illegal immigration unless such structures are in place. 
 Overall, Guterres expressed optimism regarding the progress being made on UNHCR’s 
short-term objectives in Morocco, but he was pessimistic about a long-term solution to the 
Western Sahara situation and the refugee predicament it has produced.  END SUMMARY. 
¶ 
2. (SBU) On September 11, UN High Commissioner for Refugees and former Portuguese 
Prime Minister Antonio Guterres visited Rabat as part of a wider regional tour. In addition to 
meeting with the Moroccan Prime Minister and Ministers of Interior, Justice and Foreign 
Affairs, Guterres also briefed US and Swedish diplomats (the latter as representatives of the 
current EU Presidency) on his Sept. 8-10 visit to Algiers, Tindouf and Rabat as well as his 
plans for a Sept. 12 visit to Western Sahara. 
Tindouf: Family Visitations Could Increase —————————————— ¶ 
 
3. (C) Regarding Tindouf and the refugee camps, Guterres said he pressed Algerian, 
Moroccan and Polisario leaders to strengthen and expand the ongoing confidence 
building measures (CBMs).  All sides agreed that the UNHCR- sponsored family visitation 
program continued to represent the most important CBM, from both humanitarian and 
political perspectives, and they committed to allow UNHCR to increase the number and 
frequency of those visits.  The demand for visitation is enormous; to date, UNHCR has 
facilitated 8000 visits, but more than 40,000 persons have registered. 
¶ 
4. (C) Guterres also described as « positive » the agreement he heard from the GOA, the 
GOM and the Polisario regarding creation of a direct land link from Tindouf to Western 
Sahara via Mahbes, rather than via the long, circuitous and — for all intents and purposes – 
unworkable route through the « liberated areas. »  The zone is heavily mined and the creation 
of the land route will not be easy, but Guterres welcomed the political will expressed by all 
sides as a significant first step. 
Registration Still A Problem in Tindouf ————————————— ¶ 
 
5. (C) Guterres described as « much less positive » his conversations regarding registration in 
the Tindouf camps.  The GOM and the GOA remain very far from agreement on permitting 
UNHCR to conduct census, and Guterres suggested that he made little headway in bringing 
them closer together.  A Spanish-funded program to provide ID cards to refugees is ongoing, 



but has become politically problematic because the Polisario continues to insist that the cards 
be issued in the name of the « Government of Western Sahara. »  Camp 
conditions themselves have improved and, Guterres emphasized, they in no way resemble 
« concentration camps, » as some Algerian and Polisario officials occasionally allege. Still, a 
lack of clear numbers — which all sides manipulate — makes providing assistance and 
protection a challenge.  (COMMENT: Guterres estimated that there about 100,000 refugees 
— a figure conveniently midway between the typical GOM estimate of 50,000 and 
the Polisario estimate of 150,000.  END COMMENT.) 
Morocco Needs An Asylum Policy —————————— ¶ 
 
6. (C) Aside from Tindouf, the Guterres’ other objective in Morocco was to press the GOM to 
create a government office that will register refugees and adjudicate asylum claims and to 
pass the necessary asylum legislation.  The GOM has assured UNHCR since 2007 that it will 
soon implement asylum procedures. However, concrete action has not been 
forthcoming (reftel).  The GOM fears that if it adopts such procedures, it would create a « pull 
factor » that would encourage economic migrants to claim asylum, while also providing 
Europe with an opportunity to « dump » illegal immigrants that it expels into Morocco. The 
GOM does permit UNHCR to adjudicate asylum claims and to grant identification cards to 
refugees.  As a result, UNHCR notes that refugees and asylum seekers do not face significant 
physical protection issues; however, legal protection will remain problematic until the GOM 
also provides them identity cards and some sort of legal status under Moroccan law. 
¶ 
 
7. (C) In lobbying the GOM to take that next step, Guterres noted that he hoped to create a 
greater sense of urgency within the GOM by focusing his demarche more on « homeland 
security » issues than on Morocco’s commitments under the Geneva conventions.  Until 
such time as the GOM creates such adjudication mechanisms, he told his interlocutors, it will 
never be fully in control of its complicated illegal immigration problem. As a sweetener, he 
also explained to officials that resettlement for registered refugees that are in Morocco 
(UNHCR reports about 500) could become available, but again only after Moroccan 
procedures are in place.  Overall, Guterres reported that he received cautiously positive 
responses to his arguments, and asked that the US and the EU also help move the GOM in the 
right direction. 
Comment ——- ¶ 
 
8. (C) Guterres was optimistic and upbeat about UNHCR’s short- and medium-term goals in 
Morocco, suggesting that his visit clearly either advanced — or at least improved the tone of 
discussions regarding — Tindouf visitations and the asylum issue in Morocco.  However, he 
cautioned that all sides were quick to add « caveats » that could quickly derail cooperation, 
especially on CBMs and other issues in Tindouf.  And more broadly, he was decidedly less 
optimistic about a long term solution to the Western Sahara question, noting that the GOM 
and the GOA are still unable even to define many key challenges in the same terms.  END 
COMMENT. 
 
Millard 
__._,_.___ 
———————————————————————————————————– 
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1.  (C) Summary:  The Moroccan judicial system suffers from both a lack of independence 
and a lack of public confidence, and it remains an impediment to the country’s development 
and reform efforts.  Recognizing these problems, King Mohammed VI has called for a 
comprehensive reform of the judicial system to include greater independence and efficiency, 
but it is as yet unclear how committed the Government is to making meaningful reforms. 
 Judges are not even minimally independent of the Ministry of Justice, and officials use direct 
intervention, career consequences, and political pressure to influence outcomes.  This is 
further exacerbated by many judges’ inability to apply the law correctly, even without outside 
meddling.  Judicial incompetence and lack of independence are stumbling blocks that the 
GOM and the King must overcome to achieve their stated social and political reform goals. 
 The Mission will continue to assist as the Government demonstrates its willingness to act. 
 End Summary. 
————————-  
The King Announces a Plan ————————- 
¶2.  (SBU) On August 21, the King, looking healthier and thinner than he has in years, 
unveiled the framework of his much-anticipated judicial reform plan, which focused on six 
priorities: 
– a more independent judiciary; – modernizing the legal system to include a new penal policy, 
the establishment of a national crime observatory, and the promotion of alternative sentencing 
mechanisms; – upgrading administrative mechanisms in the court system and delegating 
authority to judicial officers; – upgrading training and performance of judges and 
judicial staff; – increasing efficiency, and – preventing corruption. 
He appointed the Ministry of Justice to develop and implement these priorities, explaining 
that judicial reform would support the other major modernization and development projects 
initiated by the Palace.  The plan comes at a time of general public disaffection with the 
judiciary and amid calls for greater judicial independence from Moroccan non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs). 
 
 Phone Call Justice and Political Meddling —————————————–  ¶ 
3.  (C) When PolOff asked prominent judicial reform activist Abdelaziz Nouyidi to comment 
on the degree of judicial independence in Morocco, he laughed.   »When it deals with 
anything political, there is zero independence.  When it has to do with the press, there is zero 
independence.  With all other cases, there is more room for independence, but not very 
much, » he told PolOff.  Nouyidi described an encounter with a judge who received a phone 
call from the Ministry of the Interior during their conversation.  The judge, responding to the 
caller’s questions, stated, « The verdict was what you wanted. »  Nouyidi said the judge 



immediately became embarrassed by having this conversation in front of an activist for 
judicial reform, but had been so accustomed to reporting on his cases to ministry officials that 
he had forgotten to be discreet.  ¶4.  (C) XXXXXXXXXXXXX said the lack of independence 
allows the court system to be manipulated into an instrument of political repression. « Other 
countries use the army or the police to control politics, » he mused, « but in Morocco, we use 
the justice system. »  ¶5.  (C) In one recent case, Said Yabou, an attorney and member of the 
Istiqlal Party (PI), was elected Council President of Youssoufia (a township outside of Rabat), 
in an alliance with the Islamist-inspired Party of Justice and Development (PJD).  The hotly 
contested council election required the intervention of security forces to prevent serious 
clashes between the PI-PJD coalition and the rival coalition made up of the Popular 
Movement Party (MP) and the Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM).  Immediately 
after winning the council presidency, and in violation of the code for lawyers and proper 
procedure, Yabou was arrested on charges of fraud.  He was speedily convicted, sentenced to 
two years in prison and lost his council seat.  Several contacts speculated that this was an 
entirely political move, and illustrated the way in which the judiciary may be used to achieve 
political ends. 
——————— No Legal Independence ———————–  
 
¶6.  (C) Despite language in the Moroccan constitution asserting the judiciary’s independence 
from the legislative and executive branches, this is not implemented.  According to Francois 
Ramsey, the Director of the American Bar Association (ABA) in Morocco, there is no judicial 
independence.  The Ministry of Justice (MOJ) is one of five Ministries under the direct 
control of the King, and it hires and fires judges, controls promotions, and decides who can be 
appointed, and where.  Judges can become civil servants in the MOJ, and can also serve 
concurrently as prosecutors.  It is not unusual for a judge to serve in his capacity as a 
magistrate one day, and the next day to serve as a lawyer and defend the interests of the state. 
 Legal reform advocates argue that this situation creates conflicts of interest and limits the 
degree to which judges can make impartial and independent decisions. 
¶ 
7.  (C) The High Judiciary Council, which is headed by the King, oversees the disciplining of 
judges.  The Minister of Justice also serves as a full-time member of the Council. Asked 
whether any judges had been prosecuted for corruption or other offenses, Rachid Filali 
Meknassi, Director of Transparency Maroc, noted that the High Judiciary Council had 
sanctioned 70 judges at its last meeting.  However, he added that « because of the lack of 
independence, we can’t tell if these ‘professional faults’ were for not following orders from 
above, or were for actual misdeeds. » 
¶ 
8.  (C)XXXXXXXXXXXXX, described the High Judiciary Council as willing to hold judges 
accountable for corruption-related offenses, provided there is sufficient evidence.  He argued, 
however, that the Ministry of Justice was unlikely to use Judiciary Council sanctions to 
punish judges for failing to deliver the desired verdict.   »If the Ministry wants to punish a 
judge for being too independent, » he explained, « they don’t bother with the Council.  They 
just appoint him to an unwanted post in the desert somewhere and don’t let him get 
promoted. » 
——— Influence ———  ¶ 
9.  (C) The MOJ’s ability to promote or reassign judges makes it difficult for justices to 
contradict ministry instruc 
tions, even if the judge’s independent verdict would be in line with the law.  Nouyidi, the 
judicial reform activist, opined, « When judges have not received explicit instructions on a 
case, they usually act in line with their expectation of ministry preferences, » because of their 



interest in avoiding the disfavor of ministry authorities, which would risk damaging their 
careers.  According to Nouyidi, instructions to judges can come from both inside and outside 
the Ministry of Justice.  Power to influence judicial decisions also resides in the hands of 
Palace insiders or friends, including the Head of the Supreme Court. 
¶ 
10.  (C) XXXXXXXXXXXXX.  Ironically, he declined to provide the names of any 
independent judges, noting that is the duty of the MOJ.   »Any meeting would have to be set 
through them, » he explained, « they control who can talk. »  He also added that any judge 
would « be afraid » to take action without first consulting the Ministry. 
¶ 
11.  (C) XXXXXXXXXXXXX blamed the political system, rather than the individual judges, 
for the lack of principled decisions by magistrates.  There are plenty of brave judges who are 
constrained by politics, he asserted, observing, « When it comes to politics, there is very little 
room for independence. »  Citing the irregularities that took place in the June communal 
elections, including the use of extra-political pressure tactics to influence mayoral elections, 
XXXXXXXXXXXXX wondered how 3,000 judges could change the system when even 
independent political parties succumb to pressure from the State (Ref A). 
————————— Corruption and Incompetence ————————— 
 
¶12.  (C) Filali Meknassi of Transparency Maroc underlined a growing culture of corruption 
that has made judges amenable to receiving directions from above without complaint.  Top 
level judges can earn as much as USD 4000/month, but even the highest salary is not 
commensurate with the lavish lifestyle enjoyed by many magistrates, he said. 
 
¶13.  (C) Particularly in cases that could have important implications, judges are so 
accustomed to receiving directions on how to rule that they find it difficult to assert their 
independence, Filali Menknassi explained.  In addition, the lack of transparency in judicial 
decisions makes it impossible to determine how many decisions are made under direct 
government influence.  A middleman with an agenda could sway judges’ decisions by 
claiming to represent officials in the Ministry, he observed, and even without specific 
instructions, the judges may act on their own personal biases rather than the law. 
¶ 
14.  (C) According to XXXXXXXXXXXXX, the incompetence of judges serves as another 
major hindrance to independence.   »A surprising number of judges do not know the law well 
enough to apply it correctly and therefore have no idea how to make an appropriate 
decision, » he said.  Judges therefore often rely on guidance or instructions from the Ministry 
as a crutch to compensate for their inability to apply the relevant legal principles.  In addition 
to a lack of knowledge about the law, judges receive very little ethics training, compounding 
the problem, XXXXXXXXXXXXX added. 
————————————  
Everyone Agrees It’s Time for Reform ———————————— 
¶15.  (SBU) The lack of independence, efficiency, and impartiality in the judiciary remain 
areas of concern for the Moroccan public, according to a series of focus group discussions on 
the judicial system conducted by the People’s Mirror, the first public opinion research center 
in the Arab World.  Focus group participants expressed their belief that case outcomes « have 
been decided by the Minister of Justice in consultation with other actors in the government — 
not by the judges, » a sentiment echoed by many embassy contacts. Participants emphasized 
that strengthening and improving the role of the judiciary, particularly judicial independence, 
are necessary but as yet missing steps in Morocco’s overall development.  ¶16.  (SBU) In 
April, a group of Moroccan NGOs submitted recommendations on justice sector reform to the 



Ministry of Justice.  Without an independent judiciary, they argued, the success of other 
reforms, including the advancement of women’s rights and implementation of the new family 
code, will be limited.  They called for constitutional and legislative reform to remove the 
judiciary from executive control, and for greater transparency in legal decisions.  It is too 
soon to determine whether and how these recommendations will be incorporated into the new 
legal reform plan. 
——- Comment ——-   
¶17.  (C) The judicial system’s lack of independence and the corresponding lack of public 
confidence are impediments to the country’s development and reform efforts.  Fortunately, 
the highest levels of the GOM appear to be aware of the need for reform and have shared 
some of the major principles of their reform plan (Ref B).  The King first described his 
judicial reform plans on July 30, 2008; after more than a year, details have emerged.  The 
GOM has also expressed a desire for U.S. support in strengthening judicial competence and 
independence.  The Mission will continue to work with the Ministry of Justice as it defines its 
plans, in order to find areas of possible cooperation.  Professional training of judges in both 
law and ethics would be one potential area for assistance.  However, assistance will only be 
« window dressing » without meaningful steps by the GOM to eliminate the opportunity for 
meddling by government officials.  The continued use of the judiciary for political purposes 
undermines the GOM’s otherwise laudable efforts to promote judicial reform and 
transparency.  Ultimately, to reach the societal and political results that the King and GOM 
leaders have identified as goals, they will have to give up this retrograde lever for political 
control.  In meeting with the Moroccan authorities, the Mission will continue to press for 
greater judicial independence.  End Comment. 
 
—-_______________________________________________________ 
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¶1.  (SBU) Summary:  Morocco is a country in the throes of change and reform, particularly 
with respect to human rights. King Mohammed VI has embarked on an ambitious and 
continuous program of human rights reform that includes greater political rights and 
participation by women, the Arab World’s first truth commission, a revised family code, and 
growing electoral transparency and government accountability. Freedom of the press has 
expanded, but there are still some restrictions, and those who challenge them can suffer 
heavy fines, libel judgments and more rarely, jail.  Political freedoms have grown as well, 
but divergence from the Government of Morocco’s (GOM’s) position on the Western Sahara, 
or questioning the legitimacy of monarchy or the Malekite rite of Sunni Islam, remain 
off limits.  The observance of human rights by the Moroccan authorities in the Western 
Sahara is the same as in the rest of Morocco.  Despite some setbacks, Morocco is a leader 
of reform in the region, and continued support and encouragement from partners like the 



United States is essential.  End Summary. 
————– Women’s Rights ————– 
¶2.  (SBU) Underscoring Morocco’s regional leadership in this sphere, the King has made the 
advancement of women’s rights a priority, calling it « the cornerstone » of Morocco’s 
strategy of building a modern democratic society.  As a result of support from the Palace and 
USAID, Morocco now has more elected women officials than any other Arab country and 
has dramatically increased the visibility of women as leaders and policy makers. 
¶ 
3.  (SBU) Following an agreement between the GOM and the political parties, 12 percent of 
the seats (approximately 3,000 elected positions) in June’s municipal council elections were 
reserved for women.  More than 20,000 women ran for office, 20 percent of whom received 
campaign training from a Middle East Partnership Initiative- (MEPI-) sponsored project. 
 Approximately 3,400 women won seats, a dozen of whom were later elected to chair local 
councils, making them mayors or mayor equivalents.  Prior to the June elections, women held 
less than 0.5 percent of elected positions and only two women had served as mayors. 
¶ 
4.  (SBU) The GOM has also enhanced legal protections for women, particularly through bold 
revisions to the Moudawana or family law code in 2004.  In 2007, the King instituted training 
for women to act as spiritual guides, and they now represent more than one-fourth of 
Morocco’s religious cadre. These female religious leaders help raise women’s awareness of 
their rights, and promote a moderate, inclusive Islam. 
——————————- Elections and Political Parties ——————————- 
 
¶5.  (SBU) Despite the relative transparency of the June 12 communal elections, the 
subsequent intra-council election of city and communal council leaders (mayors) was, 
according to press reports, marred by interference by a political party and the Palace.  The  
Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM) reportedly used extra-political pressure 
tactics, including invoking the name of King Mohammed VI, to pressure other parties into 
withdrawing from alliances with the Islamist-oriented Party of Justice and Development 
(PJD). Press reports charge that the Palace intervened in several areas to keep the PJD from 
controlling major cities, for example Casablanca and Tangier, while allowing them to 
run second-tier cites, such as Kenitra and Tetouan.  According to press reports, Palace 
interference was most blatant in the city of Oujda, where the local governor blocked a vote 
that would have produced a PJD-lead coalition in late June. National Police, with complicity 
from the PAM, reportedly intimidated PJD coalition supporters and beat into a coma a local 
PJD leader, who has since recovered. 
—————–  
Religious Freedom —————– 
¶6.  (SBU) The Moroccan Constitution provides for the freedom to practice one’s religion, 
although Islam is the official state religion.  The GOM prohibits distribution of non-
Muslim religious materials and bans all proselytizing.  It also occasionally restricts Islamic 
activities that it considers to have exceeded the bounds of « acceptable religious practice » 
and become « political in nature, » as was the case with the crackdown on Shi’a activism this 
year.  Morocco has become protective and even positive toward the tiny remnant of its once 
substantial Jewish minority, who now number 3,000 ) 4,000. 
 
¶7.  (SBU) In March, following its severing of relations with Iran, the Government launched 
an officially sanctioned pressure campaign against Shi’a in Morocco, seizing Shi’ite tracts 
from bookstores and libraries, and mobilizing imams to preach against Shi’ite influences. 
 Approximately 15 leaders of Shi’a associations were questioned by police but then released 



without charges.  The Ministry of National Education shut down a private Iraqi school 
following allegations that the school was teaching Shi’ite principles. 
¶ 
8.  (SBU) In April, Moroccan authorities expelled five expatriate female Christian 
missionaries from the country for proselytizing and for their involvement in leading a 
regular women’s Bible study group in Casablanca.  The Moroccan women in the study group 
were taken to the local police station, then released without charges.  The police were 
responding to an unrelated complaint from a neighbor and appear not to have been 
specifically targeting the meeting.  This was the first time in more than four years that 
Morocco had publicly expelled missionaries. 
——————— Freedom of Expression ——————— 
¶ 
9.  (SBU) Although Morocco has allowed increasing freedom of expression on many issues, 
divergence from the GOM’s position on the Western Sahara or questioning the legitimacy of 
the monarchy or the Malekite rite of Sunni Islam remain off limits.  On August 1, the 
Ministry of the Interior (MOI) seized editions of two influential weekly news magazines 
for publishing an opinion poll on the King’s first decade in power, even though the poll in 
question showed 91 percent support for the King.  The Ministry also banned import of 
an edition of French daily « Le Monde » that also published the results.  To justify its action, 
the MOI cited Morocco’s 1958 press code, which allows seizure of publications that 
violate public order or violate respect for the royal family or Islam.  The Moroccan 
independent press has united in a strong reaction against the Ministry’s action.  Morocco is in 
the process of reforming its press code, but the process has been slow. 
——- Torture ——- 
¶ 
10.  (SBU) Morocco has sought to actively address past human rights abuses, including 
torture, with the goal of preventing future violence and restoring dignity to victims. 
 Overall reported incidents of torture have decreased.  However, there were some reports that 
security forces abused individuals, particularly during transport and pre-trial detention. 
 Human rights NGOs have led the campaign against torture, recently creating a new group to 
monitor the country for torture practices, and to assist and rehabilitate victims. 
 The Consultative Council for Human Rights (CCDH), a quasi-governmental body, serves as 
the official clearing house for complaints.  The CCDH, along with NGOs, is lobbying for the 
ratification of the Optional Protocol on the UN Convention against Torture and encouraging 
government agencies to comply.  Anti-torture reforms undertaken in 2006 criminalized abuse 
of prisoners and require an investigation of abuse when any prisoner exhibits injuries.  Such 
reforms represent a step forward but have not been applied consistently. 
——————————————— ——- Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) 
Issues ——————————————— ——- 
¶ 
11.  (SBU) According to gay rights activists, Morocco is more liberal than many of its 
neighbors on the issue of homosexuality, with increasing acceptance by the government and 
press.  However, homosexuality continues to be illegal under the Moroccan penal code and 
may be punished by between 6 months and 3 years in prison, although this is rarely enforced. 
 In March, a highly publicized gay rights campaign prompted a series of protests by Islamists, 
which triggered a limited but high-profile crackdown.  Authorities arrested 17 men on 
suspicion of homosexuality, all of whom have since been released. 
————– Western Sahara ————– 
¶ 
12.  (SBU) The human rights situation in the Western Sahara continues to stabilize, with a 



reduction in serious violations and some increases in political openness.  Known police 
abusers have been transferred out of the territory and those left behind increasingly respect 
human rights standards.  Harassment of some independence activists continue but appears 
limited to administrative difficulties, rather than physical abuse.  In general, the observance 
of human rights by authorities in the Western Sahara is equivalent to that in the rest of 
Morocco. 
 
Jackson 
__._,_.___ 
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1. (C) Summary: Although the Western Sahara negotiations have now re-started (Reftel), the 
conflict is 34 years old. The Government of Morocco (GOM) has invested 
tremendous resources in the territory, and some observers estimate that it spends USD 2.7 
billion per year on the territory and its 385,000 residents. The level of development and of 
social services clearly exceeds the level in Morocco proper. Significant voter participation )- 
despite a Polisario call for a boycott — in the June 12 local elections may be a sign that 
support for independence is waning although support for self-government is real. Serious 
human rights abusers have been transferred, and respect for human rights in the territory has 
greatly improved, reaching the same plane as in Morocco. However, advocating independence 
is still a red line, and the GOM refuses to register pro-Polisario NGOs. Giving the territory 
more autonomy, improving Algerian-Moroccan relations, enhancing regional 
integration, building real confidence, and addressing all parties, propaganda seem essential to 
resolving the conflict. End Summary.   
 
¶2. (C) Since King Hassan II launched the Green March in 1975, the Western Sahara issue 
has been intimately linked to the stability of the throne and Morocco itself. Hassan, twice 
victim of coup attempts and for years at war with the left, used Western Sahara to bolster 
nationalism and park his army far away in the desert. More recently, however, that link has 
blurred. King Mohammed VI is more secure, maintained in power more by love than fear and 
facing no apparent major domestic threat. He recently has somewhat distanced himself from 
the issue, however, and has not visited the territory in three years, a stark contrast to 
his peripatetic ribbon cutting throughout the Kingdom.  ¶ 
 
3. (C) The GOM continues to subsidize the territory and provide tax and duty exemptions that 



form the base of much of the private fortunes there (mostly key clans loyal to the throne and a 
few senior military). Despite some siphoning, the investment has produced higher levels of 
urban development than in comparably sized cities in Morocco proper and made the capital, 
Laayoune, the first city without any shantytowns. Social indicators such as access to and 
level of education and availability of health care and social facilities exceed Moroccan norms 
and far surpass those in comparably sized Morocco,s cities. Growth in Morocco has made 
these expenditures much more bearable to Rabat,s exchequer than they once were.  ¶ 
 
4. (SBU) In April 2009, a local weekly newsmagazine TelQuel published an article laying out 
and likely even exaggerating what the Sahara was costing Morocco. TelQuel claimed that the 
GOM has spent 1.2 trillion dirhams on the territory since 1975 and is spending 3 percent of 
GDP or USD 2.7 billion per year, including the funds to maintain two-thirds of the 
Royal Armed Forces in Western Sahara. (Note: TelQuel faced no consequences for the 
article. Even with the relative expansion of the freedom of the press in Morocco to 
cover subjects formerly taboo, this was astonishing. End Note.)  ¶ 
 
5. (C) In the June 12 local elections, &First Friend8 Fouad Ali el Himma,s Party of 
Authenticity and Modernity (PAM) challenged local Laayoune strongman and 
Royal Consultative Council for Saharan Affairs (CORCAS) head Kalihenna Ould er Rachid. 
The PAM lost, despite having an el Himma protege installed. The Ould er Rachid family and 
clan control the Tammany Hall-like Istiqlal party machine that has run the territory for many 
years, and played a major part in winning the Prime Minister,s chair for party head Abbas 
El Fassi. Voter participation in the Sahara, stoked by clan rivalries, was far above the norm, 
despite a Polisario-declared boycott. Some pro-independence Sahrawis reportedly voted for 
the Ould er Rachid because they alone were deemed strong enough to stand up to the 
government in Rabat. This real political competition, while perhaps not democracy, seems far 
more open than the Cuba-like Polisario system. It underscores the fact that there is a 
significant part of the population of the Sahrawi territory, in addition to most immigrants, who 
support Moroccan sovereignty.  ¶ 
 
6. (C) After it took control of Western Sahara, Morocco tried to affect any vote by promoting 
immigration by its nationals, who now are well over half of the some 385,000 residents of the 
territory. Perhaps half of the immigrants, however, were themselves Sahrawis, from areas just 
north of the dividing line that were also home to some of the most nationalistic Sahrawis. In a 
referendum that could include independence, they are not seen by the GOM as reliable voters, 
partly explaining GOM reluctance to go to a vote. (Comment: Curiously, we know of no 
advocate of independence that has ever claimed the &Sahrawi8 territories in 
Morocco, Algeria or Mauritania as part of a national homeland, although some members of 
the CORCAS unsuccessfully tried to include the Moroccan parts in the autonomous region, 
when it was first proposed. The absence of such larger nationalism, along with the Polisario,s 
1970,s war against Mauritania –the world,s only Sahrawi state — suggest the conflict is less 
nationalist than geopolitical, linked to the much older dispute between Algeria and Morocco, 
and hardly boosts the case for an independent state. End Comment.)  ¶ 
 
7. (C) Given the small population at stake, Spain,s granting of Spanish nationality, with the 
possibility of migrating to Spain, its nearby Canary Islands or elsewhere in Europe, is 
significant, and, indeed in better times, resettlement could be a simple way of resolving the 
plight of the refugees. 
———– Who Counts? ———–  ¶ 
 



8. (C) The UN process recognizes the parties in the negotiations as Morocco and the 
Polisario. This asymmetry makes any resolution difficult, as it does not recognize 
the determinative role of Algiers, which the Moroccans see as their real adversary in this 
dispute. It also neglects the diverse views among the Sahrawis. 
——————————————— -  
Human Rights: Progress but Continuing Paranoia ——————————————— -  ¶ 
 
9. (U) The human rights situation in the territory has dramatically improved since a brief 
&intifada8 in 2005. Like Morocco itself, Western Sahara has come a very long way from the 
mass disappearances of the &years of lead8 during Hassan II,s reign. Pro-Polisario Sahrawis 
are able to organize under the rubric of human rights activists, which most of them 
legitimately pursue, such as last year,s RFK award winner, Aminatou Haidar from the 
Sahrawi Collective of Human Rights Defenders (CODESA). In just over a year, restrictions 
on their international travel have disappeared.  ¶ 
 
10. (C) Since mid-2008, once common beatings and arbitrary imprisonment have also 
essentially ceased. One key to the reduction in abuses last year was the transfer of long-
serving security officials with consistent records as abusers. Activists and officials confirmed 
in July 2009 that more transfers (many by promotion) had recently taken place, and most well 
known abusers are reportedly now gone. All sources report the territory is quiet, with 
residents hopeful for some political progress.  ¶ 
 
11. (C) What opponents of Morocco cannot do is explicitly organize in favor of independence 
or a referendum thereon, nor can they publish or even distribute tracts on the subject. In 
addition, they are denied by the government the right to operate as legal entities. Establishing 
these rights would not only be just, but would help build confidence in a consensual solution 
that would involve re-integration. The Sahrawi Association of Human Rights Victims 
(ASVDH) has even obtained court approval for its registration as an NGO and won on appeal 
lodged by the Interior Ministry (MOI), but has not been able to get local officials to accept its 
registration. The USG has pushed for this for some time. We recently heard that the local 
Wali has proposed to MOI that it accept the registration but the decision is pending. We 
should press the GOM on this both here and in Washington.  ¶ 
 
12. (C) Despite this substantial progress, which leaves the human rights situation in Western 
Sahara nearly equivalent to Morocco, Morocco campaigned for most of the year and 
spent scarce diplomatic capital in a successful effort to push back proposals for the UN to 
have a monitoring role on this issue. It is possible that they have understood the 
opportunity costs of that strategy and appear more recently to have been somewhat less vocal 
on the issue. 
——————–  
What the People Want ——————–   
¶13. (C) Extensive interviews and independent sources in the territory suggest that the 
principal goal of most Sahrawis is more self-government than self-determination; a desire 
more for protection and identity than independence, an army and embassies. The small 
vocally pro-Polisario minority, including many of the human rights activists, 
formerly enjoyed the support of the &silent majority8 of these Sahrawis, particularly during 
periods of repression. Development and reduced oppression have reduced this support. The 
Sahrawi &silent majority8 in the territory has been intrigued by the prospect of autonomy and 
has generally quietly awaited its development. Recently, a pro-Polisario activist, when asked, 
confided to us that he believed that in a free election held now a majority of voters in 



the territory would choose autonomy. 
 
—————————– On the Other Side of the Berm —————————–  ¶ 
14. (C) While not the competent Mission to comment on the Polisario or the camps, Embassy 
Rabat understands the situation for the refugees in Tindouf is difficult but support for the 
Polisario appears strong. Nevertheless, we hear from credible Sahrawis that there is growing 
interest there in a negotiated solution, belying the stories of unrealistic saber-rattling, 
frequently attributed to Sahrawi youth. GOM calls for a census and audit of 
international programs seem reasonable to us. Finally, if there is no prospect of a solution, re-
settlement should be considered an option. The Spanish decision in 2008 to accord passports 
to 1975 residents of its former colony could be implemented in Tindouf as it has been in 
Laayoune (but not in the current economic climate). 
 
——————- Frozen Negotiations ——————-  ¶ 
 
15. (C) Meanwhile, the UN Secretary General,s Personal Envoy for Western Sahara has 
struggled to get the UN negotiations back on track. The negotiation process re-started in 2007, 
after Morocco tabled a proposal for autonomy that had been carefully negotiated with the 
Bush Administration. The main impetus to getting the plan produced was then-USUN 
Permrep John Bolton,s threat (October 2006) to end MINURSO,s mandate. When first 
released, the USG called the autonomy proposal &serious and credible.8 In substance, the 
proposal was serious, including local police and some independence for the judiciary, and 
was accompanied by a declared willingness to negotiate. It was also viewed as credible by the 
international community, including explicitly Russia and implicitly China, which nearly 
universally expressed a willingness to accept this as a possible outcome, if agreed. Credibility 
was an issue, however, among Sahrawis on both sides of the berm, as there was little 
confidence, given past Moroccan evasions, that even if agreed, the GOM would implement 
the plan. This credibility gap has narrowed, but only slightly, due to the improvements in the 
human rights situation. Credibility is, therefore, key to winning hearts and minds.  ¶ 
 
16. (C) In April 2007, the United Nations Security Council lengthened the mandate of 
MINURSO to 12 months (from six) and the &Manhasset talks8 (named after the Long Island, 
New York town where they were held) began. The Moroccans, while negotiating with the 
Polisario, showed them no credence and sent Moroccan Sahrawis to seek defectors. CORCAS 
head Kalihenna questioned the Polisario,s right to be there. The Polisario broke diplomatic 
and Middle Eastern protocol by refusing to shake hands with the Sahrawis on the 
Moroccan delegation and walked out or turned away when they spoke.  ¶ 
 
17. (C) Neither side offered any compromise or considered the arguments of the other. This 
was hardened when, at the end of 2007, King Mohammed VI publicly instructed 
his delegation to discuss no solution but autonomy, creating little room for discussion. This 
hard-line stance may have been bolstered by what was perceived in the Palace as uncritical 
support from Washington. In the end, there was no result after four rounds of rotating 
restatement of static positions. Former UN Personal Envoy Peter Van Walsum 
cited immovable Moroccan commitment to retain sovereignty, and called the prospect of 
independence unrealistic. For this unusual frankness, the UN let Van Walsum go, at Algerian 
and Polisario insistence.  ¶ 
 
18. (C) The new Personal Envoy, Ambassador Christopher Ross, long one of the stars of U.S. 
diplomacy in the region, seems better positioned than anyone to budge President 



Bouteflika and his government. In recognition, he was granted the additional mandate to help 
improve Moroccan-Algerian relations. King Mohammed VI took note of this and 
conveyed through Ross an offer of unconditional, at-any-level and on-any-subject, bilateral 
talks. Ross did get Algeria to agree to go to the &informals8 but only as observers. He got no 
response on the bilateral issue, although it is still early in Bouteflika,s new term. The informal 
meeting this month in Vienna has at least re-launched the negotiations. 
——————————————— ——–  
Regional Link: Algeria-Morocco Key to Sahara Solution ——————————————
— ——–  ¶ 
19. (C) Algeria and Morocco are demographically similar but with differences in historical 
experience that go back hundreds of years. About a year after Algeria,s hard-
won independence, it and Morocco fought &The War of the Sands,8 over their then-disputed 
frontier, drawn by colonial France. In 1975, when the Algerians sheltered the Polisario, it 
was at least as much a reflection of their historical rivalry as ideological support for a fellow 
liberation movement. King Hassan II managed to work out a frontier agreement with 
the Algerians which the GOM maintains has been ratified, and needs only an exchange of 
instruments of ratification. The subsequent closure of the Algeria-Moroccan border is now 
an anomaly in a Mediterranean region of growing links. There have been modestly growing 
functional links in recent years, much of it under Arab Maghreb Union auspices and in 2008 
some technical agreements were signed. But direct high-level communication remains cut and 
both quiet and public GOM overtures to reopen it have been rebuffed. The Government 
of Algeria (GOA) turned down then-Secretary Rice,s invitation for a trilateral ministerial 
meeting on the margins of the 2008 UNGA. 
 Comment ——-  ¶ 
20. (C) Algeria, Morocco and the Western Sahara dispute is a chicken and egg situation. 
Algeria has indicated relations cannot improve until there is self-determination in 
Western Sahara. Morocco, follow 
ing the close links between the Polisario leadership and their Algerian hosts, 
remains convinced that there will be no agreement if relations with Algiers do not improve. In 
response, as of June 2009, the Moroccans have maintained that their principal goal now 
is rapprochement with Algeria, which could be discussed separately.  ¶21. (C) The 
international community is ready to support Maghreb rapprochement and integration, which 
can only occur in parallel with a settlement of the longstanding dispute over the Western 
Sahara and resettlement of the long-suffering refugees. Then-President Putin of Russia urged 
Algerian-Moroccan compromise in vain, as have the French, the Spanish, and the USG. We 
are not aware of any of the P-5 opposing an autonomy-based solution, nor have we seen real 
urgency or priority for the international community to resolve a dispute over which there has 
been no real fighting for 18 years. End Comment. 
 
Jackson   
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¶ 
1.  (C) Summary:  Charge and A/PolCouns met August 13 with Moroccan Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (MFA) Director General for Multilateral Affairs 
Ambassador Nasser Bourita, who had just returned from Vienna where he participated in the 
August 10 and 11 informal talks on the Western Sahara held under the auspices of UNSYG 
Personal Envoy Ambassador Christopher Ross.  Bourita was forthcoming and reflective in 
describing the atmospherics, participants and positions.  He thought the atmospherics were 
positive, and he was of praise for Ross.  Especially interesting was his discussion of the topics 
laid out by Ross, the role of referenda historically in resolving conflicts like the Western 
Sahara issue, and human rights as raised by the POLISARIO participants and addressed by 
Ross.  End Summary. 
 
¶2.  (C) Ambassador Bourita began by enumerating five issues identified by the UNSYG 
Personal Envoy to focus the two-day discussions:  1) the vision for the future of the 
Maghreb region over the next 20 years; 2) the future of the Sahrawi people; 3) the role of 
neighboring countries in resolving the dispute; 4) the role and importance of confidence 
building measures (CBMs); and 5) the importance of identifying principles for resolving the 
conflict. 
¶ 
3.  (C) Bourita thought the topics were well conceived and appropriate, and in his estimation 
the less formal structure of the talks should have been conducive to some 
substantive discussion of these important issues.  He praised the format and the organization 
of the meetings, but he pointed to a lack of flexibility on the part of the POLISARIO as 
an obstacle to real progress.  According to Bourita, the POLISARIO delegation came with 
what he described as two preconditions:  that there be a referendum that includes various 
options; and that independence be among them. 
¶ 
4.  (C) Despite its inflexibility, the POLISARIO delegation participated while Algeria and 
Mauritania only attended the opening and the meals.  Describing the Algerian delegation 
as &there for a holiday,8 Bourita compared Algeria,s presence in Vienna to similar behavior 
in New York.  He opined that the Minister-Delegate for Foreign Affairs and his 
team considered themselves &only observers,8 adding that for Morocco, alternatively, they 
must be part of the solution. For Bourita, Mauritania was more amenable to discussion but felt 
constrained by Algeria.  Bourita lamented that the talks could have been better; as it turned 
out, he called them very nearly « bilateral, » between the Moroccan delegation 
and Ambassador Ross. 
¶ 
5.  (C) Bourita highlighted Ross,s comments in response to POLISARIO insistence on a 
referendum to resolve the issue, relating how Ross asserted that it was not United Nations’ 
or international practice to hold a referendum to resolve such disputes.  In fact, apparently in 



only four of 20 similar cases have disputes been resolved through referenda; Bourita did not 
name the others cited by Ross, however. 
¶ 
6.  (C) Bourita also praised Ross,s handling of the human rights issue when raised by the 
POLISARIO, relating how the UNSYG Personal Envoy countered with pointed questions 
when the POLISARIO delegation raised human rights in Western Sahara, asking why there 
had been no mention of the issue prior to 2007 if, in fact, alleged abuses had been taking place 
since 1975.  Apparently, Ross also criticized the POLISARIO for grandstanding about human 
rights rather than working to address individual cases. 
¶ 
7.  (C) The MFA Director General for Multilateral Affairs reiterated that the Moroccan 
delegation did not travel to Vienna to impose a solution but to present ideas, especially given 
that UN efforts since 1991, and fighting before that, had borne no fruit.  He described the 
POLISARIO as part of the solution, with a leading role to play in the implementation of the 
autonomy plan, and he stressed that the Moroccan proposal was not designed to defeat the 
POLISARIO. He even intimated that the POLISARIO could be compensated for playing a 
constructive role, if it so chose, by taking credit for pushing Morocco to promote the 
autonomy plan.  The Moroccan delegation was not in Vienna, he said, to revisit the past, but 
to look ahead.  However, Algeria and the POLISARIO were not ready to move, concluded 
Bourita. ¶ 
 
8. (U) Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation Taieb Fassi Fihri, who headed the 
Moroccan delegation, told the media that the Vienna informals afforded an opportunity 
&to recall the purpose and philosophy of the Moroccan autonomy initiative.8  He deplored 
other parties, clinging to old visions and mechanisms.  However, he also said that as a result 
of the informals, Morocco was ready to resume negotiations. 
¶ 
9.  (C) Comment:  Unsurprisingly, Ambassador Bourita echoed many of the Minister,s themes 
as he spoke at length, at times animatedly, about the Vienna talks.  Despite the relaxed format, 
substance and well organized approach, both Fassi Fihri and Bourita made it clear that they 
felt the POLISARIO and Algeria were not earnest interlocutors.  At the same time, neither 
gave any indication that Morocco was willing to reconsider the proposed autonomy plan as 
the basis for negotiation.  With Morocco unlikely to reverse its position and accept a 
referendum that includes independence as an option, it may be necessary for us to urge 
Algeria and the POLISARIO to negotiate more seriously when the talks move back to 
Manhasset.  
 End comment. 
Jackson 
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REQUESTING 20 AIM-9X MISSILES AND 10 AIM-9X TRAINING MISSILES 
Classified By: Chief OSC-MO, LTC J. T. Wyatt, Sr, for reason 1.4 (b). 
¶ 
1.  (U) Purpose.  Embassy Rabat supports the sale of AIM-9X missiles. 
¶ 
2.  (U) Reason Desired.  The Royal Moroccan Air Force (RMAF) is modernizing its fighter 
aircraft with the purchase of 24 F-16C/D Block 52 aircraft and the AIM-9X would be in 
support of the F-16.  The AIM-9X acquisition would complement the 4th generation 
technology of the F-16, enhance interoperability with USAF systems and further U.S. access 
to the RMAF.  The AIM-9X, when coupled with the Joint Helmet Mounted Cueing System 
(JHMCS), allows the pilot to engage targets not captured by the aircraft,s radar, but ones that 
can be visually acquired, i.e., if the pilot sees a target within range, it can be engaged.  For full 
operational capability, the AIM-9X should be integrated in the current production of the 
RMAF,s F-16 C/D aircraft. 
 
¶3.  (C/NF) Effect on Force Structure.  The AIM-9X has no effect on force structure 
¶ 
4.  (C/NF) Contribution to both U.S. and Moroccan Defense/Security Goals.  U.S. 
Government interests will be served by improving the RMAF,s F-16 armament capability 
in order to participate in combined exercises and coalition operations.  Building Partnership 
Capacity (BPC) is a DoD core competency and the acquisition of AIM-9X missiles fulfills 
this objective.  For Moroccan security goals, the AIM-9X missiles will increase RMAF,s air 
defense and deterrent capability. 
 
¶5.  (C/NF) Justification of type and quantity.  The choice of the AIM-9X is consistent with 
the other capabilities being procured with the F-16 acquisition.  RMAF has purchased AIM-
120C7 missiles, AIM-9M missiles, AGM-88B missiles, JDAM weapons and the Joint 
Helmet-Mounted Cueing System.  The AIM-9X complements this F-16 armament 
acquisition.  The AIM-9X does introduce a new defensive capability when coupled with the 
JHMCS.  The quantity of 20 live missiles and 10 training missiles meets the RMAF,s needs 
and is not considered excessive, as the number of missiles is consistent with Morocco,s 
deterrent posture. 
¶ 
6.  (C/NF) Reaction of Neighbors.  Reaction from the Government of Algeria may be 
expected, although this Mission defers to Embassy Algiers to assess the GOA Reaction. 
 With the aging of RMAF,s military equipment, Morocco is seeking to modernize all of its 
capabilities, including air-to-air armaments.  The acquisition of AIM-9X missiles is 
consistent with its modernization plan and deterrent posture.  The Governments of Mauritania 
and Spain would possibly take note of the sale, but both countries enjoy good relations 
with Morocco. 
¶ 
7.  (U) Ability to Account, Safeguard, Operate, Maintain, and Support.  Excellent.  Morocco 
currently has a wide variety of classified and sensitive U.S. origin equipment and 
has demonstrated considerable expertise in its security, maintenance and operations. 



 Morocco was recently offered a Communications Interoperability and Security Memorandum 
of Agreement (CISMOA) by DoD, which upon signature, stipulates that Morocco will 
safeguard all U.S. origin sensitive military communication security items and equipment. 
¶ 
8.  (C/NF) Training Requirements.  The RMAF will have loading, maintenance and pilot 
training requirements.  Those requirements will be definitized after signature of a Letter of 
Offer and Acceptance. 
¶ 
9.  (C/NF) Impact of In-Country U.S. Forces.  We anticipate no need for additional in-country 
staff support. 
¶ 
10.  (C/NF) Source of Financing.  Morocco states it will use national funds. 
¶ 
11.  (U) Human Rights Impact.  As noted in the 2008 Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices, Morocco,s human rights situation has improved considerably although problems 
remain. During the reign of King Mohammed VI, in particular, increased freedoms and rights 
have been given to women. While violations continue, we do not now perceive the 
Moroccan Air Force to be a human rights abuser.  Post sees little risk that these missiles could 
be used for human rights violations. 
¶ 
12.  (U) End-Use Monitoring Plan.  OSC Rabat has an End-Use Monitoring Plan in effect and 
will ensure all sensitive items are accounted for and disposed of in accordance with 
US regulations. 
¶ 
13.  (U) Approval Recommendation.  Embassy Rabat recommends approval of sale of 20 
AIM-9X missiles and 10 AIM-9X training missiles.  Modernizing the RMAF,s armament is 
consistent with USG objectives and the AIM-9X foreign military sale continues our support 
of the Government of Morocco’s security and regional stability. 
¶ 
14.  (U) OSC POC is Capt CJ Johnson, Rabat commercial telephone: 212 661-09-6117. 
 
Jackson 
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¶1.  (SBU) Summary:  Representative Rush, Embassy Rabat warmly welcomes you and your 
delegation to Morocco.  Politically and economically, Morocco is a country « on the move, » 
deeply engaged in reform and development, albeit unevenly.  Morocco has averaged over 5 
percent annual growth in recent years and products and services are increasingly 
specialized to take advantage of international trade opportunities and boost local growth.  The 
country has made substantial advances in political and social reforms in the areas of human 
rights, equal rights for women and press freedom.  Nonetheless, King Mohammed VI retains 
extensive political power while Parliament remains weak.  At the local level, however, we 
have seen encouraging progress.  For example, 12 percent of the seats, i.e., over 3,000, were 
reserved for women in the nationwide communal elections on June 12, and women won 
additional contested seats even above the number reserved. 
¶ 
2.  (SBU) Morocco’s top foreign policy priority is securing international support for its claim 
to Western Sahara.  Morocco faces a serious, but largely contained, terrorism threat mainly 
from small, disorganized cells adhering to Salafia Jihadia extremist ideology.  Morocco has 
controlled this threat through the vigilance of its internal security services, emphasis on 
prevention of radicalization (in the religious, social and economic spheres), and robust 
international cooperation.  Morocco’s military is modernizing and shares a positive 
relationship with the U.S., as evidenced by increasing military sales, including the purchase of 
24 F-16s among other equipment, and training.  End Summary. 
 
 Economics, Trade and Assistance ——————————- 
¶3.  (SBU) Morocco’s economy is dynamic and diversifying, although marred by disparities 
in wealth and hampered by stiff export competition from other low-cost countries.  Over the 
past few years, the Government has replaced many slums with adequate housing, and 
unemployment has declined to below 10 percent.  Despite the global economic 
slowdown, economic growth is expected to exceed five percent this year, thanks in large part 
to a record agricultural harvest.  Recent evaluations describe the Kingdom as resisting 
economic contraction thus far, but feeling increasing strain from declining exports, 
remittances and tourism.  The financial sector is sanguine about Moroccan banks’ 
continued immunity to the financial turmoil that has affected other countries, and observers 
are optimistic about the country’s economic prospects. 
¶ 
4.  (U) Since implementation of the U.S.-Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA) on January 
1, 2006, bilateral commerce has nearly tripled.  Seeing new markets develop as a result of the 
FTA, U.S. and other foreign firms have increased their investments in Morocco.  Recent 
studies by Moroccan business groups have concluded, however, that Moroccan firms are not 
taking advantage of opportunities that exist in the U.S., leading to some criticism of the 
value of the FTA to Morocco.  The Embassy sponsors outreach sessions to raise awareness of 
FTA benefits and reduce obstacles for Moroccan businesses to create commercial ties with 
American counterparts, and the USAID Mission has also supported economic growth in ways 
that take advantage of the FTA opportunities in targeted sectors such as agriculture. 
¶ 
5.  (SBU) United States bilateral assistance to Morocco focuses on youth and women, 
targeting four priorities:  economic growth, counterterrorism and counter-extremism, 
democracy and governance and quality education.  Assistance includes projects under the 
Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), USAID, Peace Corps, and the Middle East 
Partnership Initiative (MEPI).  Building on decades of USAID and Peace Corps efforts, the 



MCC signed a five-year, USD 697.5 million Millennium Challenge Account Compact with 
Morocco in 2007 to reduce poverty and increase economic growth.  The MCC will support 
five major projects selected for their potential to increase productivity and improve 
employment in high potential sectors of Morocco’s economy:  Fruit Tree Productivity, Small 
Scale Fisheries, Crafts, Financial Services and Enterprise Support. 
————————-  
Governance and Parliament ————————- 
¶6.  (SBU) Current Government:  Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi’s government, formed after 
the September 2007 legislative elections, is built on a minority coalition.  The Government, 
filled with young technocrats from within and outside El Fassi’s Istiqlal party, has performed 
better than many expected and looks capable of a full term despite its minority status. 
 Internal democracy is growing within political parties.  A political formation founded by 
Fouad Ali El Himma, an intimate of the King, has evolved into a new Party of 
Authenticity and Modernity (PAM) by grouping several smaller parties.  It now constitutes 
the largest political bloc in Parliament, won the most votes in the June 12 municipal elections 
and could be prepared to lead should the current coalition falter. 
¶ 
7.  (SBU) Parliament:  The bicameral Parliament has little power and provides no effective 
check on the monarchy.  Constitutional change, which most major parties call for openly, may 
help improve the system some day, but weak regional government capacity, high rates of 
illiteracy among the population, and mutual distrust among parties that are used 
to monarchical paternalism may slow changes.  Although the September 2007 parliamentary 
elections were the most transparent in the country’s history, the record low participation (37 
percent of registered voters) reflects the lack of voter confidence in the institution. 
¶ 
8.  (SBU) Local Government:  Morocco’s June 12 municipal and local elections were notable 
for the Government’s decision to reserve 12 percent of local council seats for women 
candidates.  In what has been called the « petite revolution, » women won 3,400 local seats, a 
25-fold increase in elected women officials in the country.  Although most were elected from 
the reserved women’s list, hundreds were elected from general lists in competition with male 
candidates.  Morocco now has more elected women officials than any other Arab country and 
has dramatically increased the visibility of women as leaders and policy makers, a critical step 
in shattering gender stereotypes and eliminating discrimination against women.  Of the 
recently elected officials, a dozen women won subsequent election by peers to chair local 
councils, i.e., to be mayors or the equivalent rural executives.  To support this historical 
advance of women’s participation, the USG, through a collaborative project managed by the 
International Republican Institute (IRI) and the National Democratic Institute (NDI), 
sponsored training for over 3,500 female candidates prior to the elections. 
 
 Human Rights and Reform ———————– 
¶9.  (SBU) King Mohammed VI has embarked on an ambitious and continuous program of 
human rights reforms that include the Arab world’s first truth commission, a revised family 
code, and growing governmental transparency and accountability.  In addition, there has been 
a recent expansion of cultural rights and outlets for Berbers, one of the largest ethnic groups 
in Morocco.  Morocco has made substantial progress on issues of freedom of speech and press 
freedom, but « redlines » remain around media discussion of the monarchy, Islam, and 
the Western Sahara, which, if crossed, can lead to debilitating financial penalties and even 
jail.  The government’s seizure at the beginning of August of newsmagazines that were 
preparing to publish the results of an opinion poll on the monarchy provided a vivid 
illustration of the limits of press freedom, as did recent high-profile libel judgments 



against newspapers.  Morocco is a leader in the region in press freedom and social reforms, 
but these positive changes are still not deeply rooted in law and could be rolled back. 
 Continued support and encouragement from partners like the United States and Europe 
are essential. 
———————  
 
Foreign Policy Issues ——————— 
¶10.  (SBU) Western Sahara:  Moroccan foreign policy is dominated by defending and 
seeking international recognition of its claims to sovereignty over Western Sahara.  The issue 
is a source of long- standing tension with neighboring Algeria, which has historically 
supported the POLISARIO Front’s quest for independence for Western Sahara by way of a 
UN- sponsored referendum.  In April 2007, Morocco proposed a new autonomy plan for the 
region, and a series of UN-sponsored negotiations with the POLISARIO have taken place in 
Manhasset, New York. The Moroccan proposal would provide Sahrawis, the indigenous 
people of Western Sahara, autonomy in administering local affairs, while the territory would 
remain under Moroccan sovereignty.  There have been four rounds of talks, and new 
informals began in Vienna, Austria on August 10.  The U.S. Government supports a UN-
brokered peaceful resolution to the dispute and has recently called for support for the UN 
Secretary General’s Personal Envoy on this issue, former U.S. Ambassador Christopher Ross, 
to advance the process. 
¶ 
11.  (SBU) Middle East Peace Process:  The late King Hassan II helped promote Middle East 
peace by welcoming then-Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres for an official visit in 1986, 
and King Mohammed VI could play a similar supportive role in the future. King Mohammed 
VI chairs the Organization of the Islamic Conference’s (OIC’s) Jerusalem Committee and has 
lobbied hard against any efforts to change the historically Islamic and Arab characteristics of 
the city, including residence demolitions. 
——————————  
Morocco’s Terrorism Challenges —————————— 
¶12.  (SBU) A relative lull following the 2003 Casablanca bombings, which targeted Jewish 
and Western interests and killed 45 people, was shaken in the spring of 2007 by a series of 
suicide bombings centered in Casablanca, and by another bombing in Meknes in August of 
that year. Throughout 2007, 2008 and 2009, the Government of Morocco (GOM) continued to 
dismantle, in a preemptive fashion, terrorist and foreign-fighter cells within the Kingdom. 
 Characteristics of attacks and disrupted cells in recent years support previous analysis that 
Morocco continues to be threatened by numerous small « grassroots » Salafi Jihadia groups 
willing to commit violent acts against the state, foreigners and innocent civilians.  Morocco’s 
primary external terrorism threat is the Algeria- and Mali-based al-Qa’ida in the Lands of the 
Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) terrorist group, which is known to be training Moroccans. Morocco 
is also combating the recruitment and movement of extremists willing to attack 
coalition forces in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
———————————–  
Morocco’s Counterterrorism Approach ———————————– 
¶13.  (SBU) The GOM’s implementation of a comprehensive counterterrorism (CT) 
strategy emphasizing security measures, counter- radicalization policies, and 
international cooperation has been largely successful in containing the threat.  As 
« Commander of the Faithful, » King Mohammed VI has moved to standardize religious 
doctrine and consolidate control over religious schools.  The GOM also continues 
to implement internal reforms aimed at ameliorating socio-economic factors that contribute 
indirectly to extremism.  The National Initiative for Human Development, launched by the 



King in 2005, is a USD 1.2 billion program designed to generate employment, combat 
poverty, and improve infrastructure.  The GOM also emphasized adherence to human rights, 
improved investigative standards, and increased judicial transparency as part of its strategy. 
 The vast majority of the population rejects the radicals, which has made the government’s 
vigilant security efforts more effective. 
—————  
Military Reform ————— 
¶14.  (SBU) The Royal Armed Forces of Morocco (FAR) are modernizing but remain 
burdened by corruption, inefficient bureaucracy, and political marginalization.  The U.S. 
enjoys a positive and robust military relationship with Morocco, as evidenced by increased 
U.S.-Moroccan military training exercises and Morocco’s recent USD 2.5 billion purchase of 
sophisticated weapons from the U.S., to include 24 F-16s — an apparent counter to an earlier 
Algerian purchase of advanced aircraft from Russia in 2007.  These decisions suggest 
the potential for military reform and increasing prospects for closer U.S. engagement. 
JACKSON 
__._,_.___ 
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¶1.  (SBU) Summary:  Minister of Foreign Trade Abdellatif Maazouz and Charge d,Affaires, 
a.i., Robert Jackson opened the Department of State,s (DOS,) Middle East 
Partnership Initiative- (MEPI-) sponsored « Maximizing Trade with the U.S. » seminar on 
June 9 in Casablanca.  Presenters explained U.S. market expectations, technical requirements 
for exporting to the U.S., how to use commercial partnerships and organizations as bridges 
between the U.S. and Moroccan markets, and marketing the « Moroccan story » abroad. 
 The audience asked questions focusing on sanitary certification and port requirements, and 
commented on their companies’ experiences.  While the seminar was much appreciated 
by Moroccan contacts, the wide range of topics was covered in too little time, and content at 
times veered from the objective, suggesting the need for closer program control by MEPI and 
the Mission for future events.  The Mission appreciates MEPI support for this public outreach 
event, which responded to Government of Morocco (GOM) and private sector requests for 
practical information that would allow them to take greater advantage of the Free Trade 
Agreement (FTA).  We hope to build on this event by continuing to improve businesses, 
willingness to increase commercial links with the U.S.  End Summary. 
 EXPORTERS SEEKING ADVICE ———————— 
¶ 



2.  (U) Despite the growth in bilateral trade sparked by the entry into force of the U.S.-
Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA), contacts at the Ministry of Foreign Trade (MFT), 
the General Confederation of Moroccan Enterprises (CGEM), and Moroccan businesses have 
consistently expressed their desire for outreach and assistance to help Moroccan 
businesses overcome perceived obstacles to exporting to the U.S.  Small and medium-size 
enterprises (SMEs) are afraid of the U.S. market, noted MFT’s Head of Bilateral Trade Souad 
Bennani on several occasions, and need reassurance on how to penetrate such a large market. 
 Bennani has advocated more targeted assistance directly aimed at SMEs.  In March 2009, 
EconOff met with CGEM Commission Label President Abdemalek Kettani to discuss ways to 
assist Moroccan businesses to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the FTA. 
  »Businesspeople need practical information on how to create more export, import and 
investment opportunities under the FTA, » asserted Kettani. 
¶ 
3.  (U) In response to these requests, the Mission coordinated with MEPI, the Department of 
Commerce (DOC), and the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) to develop an 
outreach seminar to demystify the process of exporting to the U.S., providing local businesses 
with the knowledge and tools they would need to develop commercial ties with American 
partners.  In addition to publicly promoting the advantages of the FTA, this event advanced 
the MEPI objective of strengthening economic reforms by promoting good business practices 
in small and medium-size enterprises.  This seminar was one of four similar events arranged 
with Arab FTA partners in the Middle East and North Africa (Morocco, Jordan, Bahrain and 
Oman) to address the technical concerns common to our FTA partners. 
—————————-  
HIGH INTEREST IN THE SEMINAR —————————- 
¶4.  (U) Over 200 public and private sector representatives attended the June 9 seminar, co-
sponsored by Maroc Export (the Moroccan Center for Export Promotion) and the 
American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham).  Minister Maazouz and the Charge looked 
forward in their remarks to « seeing Moroccan and American businesses create effective 
partnerships to attract investment and take advantage of the FTA’s opportunities. »  The first 
two panels emphasized how businesses could use the FTA as a tool for success. 
 Post’s Regional Agricultural Attache, Hassan Ahmed, asserted that a key market problem for 
Morocco continues to be the lack of promotion for its products in the U.S. market.  Jeff 
Povolny, Chief of Party for USAID’s New Business Opportunities Program, noted that Jordan 
and Egypt currently have a competitive advantage because they cater specifically to the U.S. 
market.  He concluded that investing in middle management and marketing professionals with 
English skills and increasing market integration will be key to Morocco,s success. 
—————  
 
TRADE RESOURCES ————— 
¶5.  (U) Other presentations outlined processes and resources necessary to export goods to the 
U.S.  Panelists included Maroc Export, Society of Moroccan Export Insurance 
(SMAEX), Foreign Commercial Service (USFCS), U.S. Trade and Development Agency 
(USTDA), Department of Agriculture/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
(USDA/APHIS), and the Moroccan-American Trade and Investment Center.  These panelists 
discussed with attendees topics such as advocacy for partnerships, APHIS import approval 
processes, and different programs and organizations, such as AmCham, that assist companies 
to export to the U.S.  Several Moroccan participants raised technical questions and voiced 
their frustrations with the long wait times required for sanitary certifications of consumable 
products, as well as a general misunderstanding of U.S. agricultural regulations. 
 GETTING MOROCCO READY FOR THE U.S. MARKET —————————————



– 
¶6.  (U) Trade experts from the International Executive Service Corps summarized the 
information provided throughout the seminar and advocated internet social 
networking. Presenters explained the technological expectations of potential U.S. partners, 
and endorsed the use of business plan software.  DOC North Africa Desk Officer Nathaniel 
Mason stressed that the keys to successful implementation of an FTA are market research, 
providing complete and timely information to regulatory organizations, and forming 
strong partnerships with U.S. companies and facilitating organizations. 
——————————–  
LESSONS LEARNED: CONTENT CONTROL ——————————– 
¶7.  (SBU) Comment:  The seminar succeeded in presenting useful technical information 
directly responding to public and private sector needs.  However, participants assessed that its 
effectiveness was somewhat diminished by too many topics covered in too little time, and 
diversion from the intended content that distracted attendees from trade promotion.  One 
outside presenter was expected to lead a discussion of labor rights standards and the business, 
trade, and societal benefits of upholding labor standards.  However, the presenter used the 
occasion to sharply criticize Moroccan businesses for past practices.  The intervention 
estranged the largely Moroccan audience, some of whom did not return to the remaining 
presentations.  Future events would benefit from either a more narrow set of topics or an 
additional day to address the large number of issues.  More detailed oversight of 
implementing contractors would ensure that content is appropriate to the audience and 
focused on the seminar objective. 
¶ 
8.  (SBU) Comment Continued:  The Maximizing Trade with the U.S. seminar attracted 
substantial interest from prospective exporters.  Panelists did not shy away from frank 
discussion, including responding to pointed questions from participants and addressing head-
on skeptical assessments of the FTA’s effects (Ref B).  The seminar successfully reinforced 
our message that the USG intends the FTA to be a mutually beneficial partnership, at a time 
when public commentary often questions the value of the FTA to Moroccan businesses. The 
Mission appreciates MEPI sponsorship of this conference, demonstrating USG commitment 
to Morocco’s entrepreneur-led economic growth.  Ultimately, the conference’s success, 
like that of the FTA itself, will depend on how effectively private sector participants take 
advantage of the information shared during the event.  End Comment. 
 
__._,_.___ 
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¶ 
1. (C) On instructions of his minister, Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs International 



Organizations Director Azzedine Farhane convoked Polcouns July 9, to protest the decision 
of United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) President Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann to 
schedule an « Interactive Thematic Dialogue of the UNGA on Decolonization, Democracy, 
and Human Rights, » planned for September 8 in New York.  A discussion of non-self 
governing countries was projected, according to Farhane, to focus on the Western Sahara and 
Puerto Rico, which he thought should raise U.S. concerns.  The Government of Morocco 
(GOM) was disturbed as d’Escoto Brockmann put this on the schedule without customary 
consultations.  In addition, the GOM believed that the UNGA was not the appropriate forum 
to discuss these subjects, particularly in connection with the Western Sahara, which was fully 
covered in the Fourth Committee.  The GOM hoped the USG could help stop this from taking 
place. 
¶ 
2. (SBU) Farhane was also convening the other P-5 embassies for the same discussion.  He 
said this would also be raised by Morocco’s Permanent Mission in New York. 
 
Jackson   
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Classified By: Charge d’Affaires, a.i., Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1 .4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (S) Summary:  UNSYG Personal Envoy for Western Sahara Christopher Ross left 
Morocco after his second visit June 30, without final agreement on proposed informal talks. 
 Despite positive statements in public, neither place nor date has been agreed for the 
informals, designed to re-launch UN-sponsored negotiations, stalled for almost a year and 
a half.  Apparently, after learning that the UNSYG’s Envoy had brought no reply from 
Bouteflika on better bilateral relations, King Mohammed VI declined at the last minute to see 
Ambassador Ross.  MFA contacts also told us that despite Algerian assent to attend the 
informals (as sought Ref B), the GOM now wanted assurances the GOA would 
« fully » participate, and asked Ross for a roadmap of how the informals would lead to 
negotiations.  The Polisario announcement that it would go to a Vienna meeting made 
it difficult for the GOM to agree, but Ross has other prospective venues.  While in Rabat, 
Ross also saw Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) Secretary General Habib Ben Yahya to 
talk regional integration and met rising politician and royal friend Fouad Ali El Himma.  The 



Moroccans agreed with Ross to follow up in New York.  They have asked for engagement by 
the USG and the other Friends with Algeria.  A diplomatic push for flexibility by both 
countries might help get the process back on track.  End Summary. 
—————————————  
 
Positive Spin on a Diplomatic Curveball ————————————— 
¶2.  (U) Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri was joined by external intelligence service chief 
and de facto national security advisor Mohamed Yassine Mansouri and MFA 
Director General for Multilateral Relations Ambassador Affairs Nasser Bourita for extended 
meetings July 29 with Personal Envoy of the Secretary General (PESYG) Ambassador 
Christopher Ross, who was accompanied by staffers from DPA and DPKO.  They were joined 
at dinner by CORCAS head Kalihenna Ould er Rachid, who also met with them separately. 
 Ould er Rachid was boosted by his party’s recent victory in local council elections 
in Laayoune, the capital of Western Sahara.  Ross and delegation also met with Minister of 
Interior Chakib Benmoussa.  In remarks to the press, Fassi Fihri declared Morocco 
was willing to participate in the informals. 
¶ 
3.  (C) According to a July 1 readout from local UN ResRep Mourad Wahba, the meeting 
produced Moroccan agreement to attend the informal meetings proposed by Ross, but with 
a condition:  that Algeria openly participate, albeit informally.  (Note:  Ref A reported that 
Algeria had accepted to join the informal talks, which the Moroccans had sought per Ref B. 
 End Note.)  Algeria had not agreed to the profile that the GOM has demanded as a condition. 
 Neither date nor site was fixed but Ross has a good offer from Norway to host the talks, 
which still could take place in early August. 
¶ 
4.  (S) Ross was kept on tenterhooks until the very last minute about whether he would have a 
meeting with King Mohammed VI.  The meeting ultimately did not happen.  It is likely that in 
his preparatory meetings with the Foreign Minister, Ross was not able to report that he had a 
direct answer from President Bouteflika, despite two intervening visits to Algiers, to the 
proposals on bilateral ties Ross had carried in February from the King to the 
Algerian President. 
———————  
What a Moroccan Wants ——————— 
¶5.  (C) MFA Director General for Multilateral Affairs Nasser Bourita, a GOM expert on the 
Western Sahara issue, subsequently told PolCouns that the King had already accepted the 
informal round in principle during the envoy,s visit in February.  However, Morocco still had 
questions that it needed Ross to clarify; Algerian agreement to attend as observers only was 
not sufficient.  In informals normally all would participate in the discussions.  Algeria needed 
to participate fully, if informally. 
¶ 
6.  (C) Bourita said Morocco also wanted from Ross a vision, 
RABAT 00000589  002 OF 003 
in effect a roadmap of where the informal will lead, before agreeing.  Would there be multiple 
informals?  Was there a target date for negotiations?  Would the informals produce 
an agenda?  He feared the informals could turn into a whole new process/format.  Finally, he 
said the GOM remained unhappy with the Vienna location, since it was announced by 
the Polisario.   Why should the GOM accept a Polisario fait accompli?  The Polisario’s 
announcement showed that the Front would not respect the confidentiality that Ross wanted 
for the informal talks. 
 



 Next Steps ———- 
¶7.  (C) Ambassador Bourita said Ross would continue to work details with the parties and 
the Friends in New York on the many open questions; these include the level of the 
informal meetings, which could be below the ministerial level of Manhasset.  On July 9, 
Bourita re-convoked PolCouns to underscore Moroccan interest in substantive 
Algerian participation in the informals, to include on bilateral issues.  He requested that the 
USG and other Friends engage with Algeria to urge flexibility.  PolCouns recalled traditional 
Algerian reticence, and hoped that Morocco could avoid putting at risk the informals, and a 
re-start of the long stalled negotiating process. 
—————————–  
Ross’s Side Meetings in Rabat —————————– 
¶8.  (SBU) At the embassy,s suggestion, Ross took the initiative to meet Arab Maghreb Union 
Secretary General Habib Ben Yahya, who briefed him on AMU efforts to promote low-level 
economic functional regional integration.  In his remarks to the press, Ross spoke of his 
efforts to promote integration, referring to the part of his mandate to enhance Moroccan-
Algerian relations. 
¶ 
9.  (C) On June 28, Ross, his team and PolCouns met informally with Fouad Ali El Himma, 
the closest friend of King Mohammed VI and the driving force behind the new Party of 
Authenticity and Modernity (PAM).  The PAM, although created only a year ago, won the 
most seats in recent local council elections.  PAM Party Secretary General 
Mohammed Sheikh Biadillah, a Sahrawi and former Minister of Health, joined the meeting at 
El Himma’s residence.  In addition to domestic politics, they detailed their failed efforts 
to defeat the political machine of Kalihenna Ould er Rachid, current Chairman of the Royal 
Sahara Council (CORCAS), in the municipal elections in Laayoune, capital of Western 
Sahara. While winning not a seat in the capital, the PAM was able to unite the opposition, and 
Biadillah himself, a former Polisario leader, was elected deputy chairman of the council of 
Samara, another town near the berm.  He and El Himma indicated that PAM would continue 
to work against the Kalihenna clan.  (Note: Ross had in February conveyed to the GOM 
Polisario objections to Kalihenna being a member of the GOM delegation.  End Note.)  That 
evening, at the embassy’s July 4 reception, Ross met some Sahrawis from this side of the 
berm, helping him gain perspective on the views of residents of the Western Sahara territory, 
which he has so far not visited. 
——-  
Comment ——- 
¶10.  (C) The visit led to the first public acceptance by the GOM of the proposed informal 
meeting, although it had earlier agreed in principle.  It is unclear whether GOM 
conditions and objections over details reflect issues of principle or pique; it may have moved 
the goalposts on its conditions for the talks.  The Moroccans surely remain concerned that 
their efforts to improve the environment with Algeria continue to get nowhere, despite Ross, 
efforts on his wider mandate.  It is far from certain that these questions can be resolved 
in time to permit the convening of the informals before mid-August.  Any later runs the risk 
of being disrupted by Ramadan, which would carry them into the September 
UNGA timeframe.  It is not certain that even with delegations limited to two, that Morocco 
would not use one seat for Kalihenna or another pro-Morocco Sahrawi.  For now, 
the discussion shifts to the corridors of the UN.  Encouragement by the Friends of flexibility 
from both the Algerians and the 
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Moroccans could help get this still-elementary stage in the rebirth of Western Sahara 
negotiations and inter-Mahgreb dialogue back on track.  End Comment. 



Jackson 
__._,_.___ 
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Summary and Comment ——————- 
¶1.  (SBU) President Obama’s July 1 letter to Moroccan King Mohamed VI, which focused 
on Middle East peace and Western Sahara, generated massive press coverage following 
release in its entirety by the Government of Morocco (GOM).  The government and pro-
palace press has been effusive in its praise of the letter.  Much of the independent press has 
been critical, perceiving the letter as demonstrating that the Obama administration has walked 
back from the previous administration’s overt support for Morocco’s autonomy proposal, and 
believing that the letter draws a linkage between Moroccan normalization with Israel, and 
U.S. support on Western Sahara.  For its part, the Government of Morocco (GOM) has 
studiously avoided making any public comments about the letter.  But the fact that the Palace 
chose to have the letter published, coupled with the extremely favorable coverage the letter 
received in the official and pro-palace press, suggests official satisfaction with the letter.  End 
Summary and Comment. 
¶ 
2.  (SBU) At direction of the highest levels of the GOM, President Obama’s letter was 
immediately translated into French and published in its entirety on the website of the 
government news agency, the Maghreb Arabe Presse (MAP), and in pro-palace daily « Le 
Matin. »  Its key points have been widely quoted in the Moroccan press.  2M television 
conducted an interview with CDA Jackson on the main points of the letter, portions of which 
were aired twice (during the French- and Arabic-language news) on July 6. 
¶ 
3.  (U) MAP has produced several articles praising the letter, featuring interviews with 
prominent Moroccan intellectuals stating that it reconfirmed Morocco’s central role in 
promoting Middle East peace.  These were reprinted in « Le Matin » and its Arabic-language 
sister, « Assahara. »   »Le Matin, » whose editorial page is usually assumed to reflect the 
views of the Palace, also carried an editorial on July 6 entitled « Obama and Mohammed VI: 
The Convergence, » which stated that the letter underscored the closeness of the American 
and Moroccan visions for Middle East peace and Western Sahara (see block quotes below). 
¶ 
4.  (U) Several independent and Islamist newspapers, including « Al-Massae, » the largest 
circulation daily in Morocco, have been promoting a very different, far more critical narrative. 
 They have opined that the letter demonstrates a linkage between what the USG would like 
Morocco to do for Middle East peace, and U.S. policy on Western Sahara.  The 



commentaries maintain that:  a) the USG is offering very little by way of support for Morocco 
on Western Sahara, and indeed the « new » USG policy represents a step backwards from the 
Bush administration’s support for the Moroccan autonomy plan; and b) Morocco has already 
done enough for its bilateral relationship with the U.S. and for Middle East peace to 
warrant U.S. support. 
¶ 
5.  (U) Block Quotes: 
« Obama and Mohammed VI: The Convergence, » editorial in « Le Matin: » 
« U.S. President Barack Obama has just sent a message to King Mohammed VI that was 
written with a rare scope.  On the political, spiritual, and human levels … this message, by the 
richness of its content and its human dimension and the president’s will, emphasizes the 
intellectual convergence between President Obama and King Mohammed VI.  … two 
components, among others, were essential … the situation in the Middle East, including the 
city of Al Quds (Jerusalem), and the evolution of the Sahara issue.  …  The letter from Barack 
Obama is a profession of faith, nourished by a conviction: shared values of justice, peace and 
tolerance.  It is also a sign that America will be working at the 
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side of the Kingdom of Morocco. » 
« All that Israel wants, » by commentary director Rashid Niny in independent daily « Al 
Massae » on July 7: 
« The letter by Hussein Obama in response to a previous letter by King Mohammed VI, in 
which he raised the Judaization of Jerusalem, contains many coded words that require 
interpretation.  … Morocco has committed itself to America at the level of the FTA (Free 
Trade Agreement), despite the fact that the agreement favors America alone.  Morocco has 
committed itself to the project of inter-faith dialogue, and during the time of General 
Laanigri, committed itself to the fight against terrorism, to the point of turning Morocco into 
the biggest factory of terrorists.  Morocco has accepted reform of the religious realm, to the 
extent that the Minister of Endowment and Islamic Affairs hired an American to bring order 
to Dar Al Hadith Al Hassaniya [the main religious school], and has dispatched murshidat 
[female preachers] to America for training, and severed relationships with both Iran and 
Venezuela, and has accepted the involvement of USAID in funding an awareness program 
about offering quotas to women in elections.  After all this, Obama comes to tell us that the 
utmost thing he could do on the Sahara issue is to wish good luck to his envoy, sorry, the 
U.N. envoy, Christopher Ross, in strengthening dialogue between the parties …  The letter is 
thus clear, and there is no need to ask Obama for more explanation.  There are some people 
who want the Sahara issue to remain permanently pending, to use it as a scarecrow to provoke 
Morocco and get all that Israel wants from this exhausted Arab world. » 
« Fourth Estate, » commentary in independent daily « Akhbar Al Youm » on July 8: 
« The Moroccan Foreign Ministry has not responded to U.S. President Barak Obama’s letter 
to King Mohammed VI, in which he has offered Morocco the initiative to lead a new 
campaign of normalization with Israel, to contribute to bringing the Jewish state out of its 
isolation, [but] for what?  For a promise by Obama that his administration ‘would make 
efforts with other parties in the region to reach a solution that responds to the needs of 
populations concerning transparent governance and confidence in a country of rule of the law 
and a fair and organized administration.’  Obama thus has announced a change in the position 
that was taken by the former Bush administration, which was to support the autonomy project 
as framework for negotiations and find a solution to the conflict in the Sahara.  Obama’s letter 
did refer to that project, for which Morocco has made major concessions  …  Why hasn’t 
Foreign Minister Taeib Fassi Fihri responded to that letter? The question remains pending, 
unanswered. » 



« Cheap Bargain, » editorial in Islamist daily « Attajdid » on July 6: 
« It is not too difficult to smell the bargain between normalization with the Zionist Entity 
and the Moroccan Sahara issue, especially given that U.S. President Barack Obama’s long-
awaited letter did not deal directly with the Moroccan proposal of broad autonomy for the 
Southern Sahraoui provinces. …  What is new in this letter is its frank intent to place 
Morocco in a specific position within the U.S. agenda in the region following the 
Cairo speech, and this through calling on Morocco to ‘be a leader in reconciliation between 
Arabs and Israel …?  The content of Obama’s letter has left us with only one option, which is 
to announce our rejection of the letter’s proposal and stand against it. » 
JACKSON    
__._,_.___ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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WESTERN SAHARA: ACTIVIST CONFIRMS HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENTS, NOTES 
POLITICAL EVOLUTION 
Classified By: Charge d’Affaires, a.i., Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1 .4 (b) and (d). 
¶ 
1.  (C) Summary:  Fresh news borne by a Sahrawi-American activist confirms other reports 
that the human rights situation in the Western Sahara continues to stabilize; serious violations 
are not occurring; and there seems to be somewhat more open political space.  This was also 
observed by Rabat) resident European diplomats, who recently met with both Moroccan 
officials and pro-independence human rights activists.  Our contact told us that recently, more 
known police abusers have been transferred out, and those left behind increasingly behave 
themselves.  A Sahrawi local MOI official confirmed the transfers and indicated the 
Government was looking at additional steps to open up.  The Embassy has pushed for such 
actions in our Human Rights Dialogue.  We assess that the Moroccans can now be persuaded 
to continue their opening, and in the current environment think it worth trying.  Our contact 
said pro-self determination Sahrawis on both sides of the berm were looking to a favorable 
evolution of USG policy away from support for the autonomy plan.  End Summary. 
——————————————— —-  
A Simultaneously Sahrawi and American Perspective ——————————————— 
—- 
¶2.  (C/NOFORN) On July 7, PolCouns and D/PolCouns met with U.S.-Moroccan dual 



national and Sahrawi activist [redacted] (strictly protect) to discuss current events in 
the Sahara.  [Redacted], who has worked for the U.S. military, is well plugged into — and has 
supported from the U.S. — the pro-self-determination human rights activists in the territory, 
where all his family lives.  In his biannual or annual visits to Embassy he has been a generally 
credible reporter and most of what he has told us has panned out.  He said the Sahrawis in 
Western Sahara, southern Morocco, Tindouf, Mauritania, and the diaspora living abroad are 
well acquainted with each other.  Security officials had kept him under surveillance but not 
harassed him. 
——————————————— ——  
Sahara is Quiet — Human Rights Situation Improving ——————————————— 
—— 
¶3.  (C) [Redacted] said that the Sahara has been quiet lately. He confirmed what we have 
heard from other sources that serious human rights violations, like unlawful arrests 
or beatings, have essentially ceased in the territory.  He reported that activists confirmed to 
him that in recent weeks numerous additional security personnel have been transferred out of 
Western Sahara to locations all over Morocco.  These include most, but not all, of the well-
known human rights violators in the security forces.  The Police Prefect (i.e., a Wali-level 
official responsible for police throughout Western Sahara and Morocco’s most southern 
provinces — not just the Laayoune region) was also transferred.  Authorities have effectively 
disbanded the infamous « Firqa al mawt » or « Brigade of Death, » an appellation going back 
to the days of mortal repression under King Hassan II.  Replacements apparently have very 
clear instruction not to act abusively. [Redacted] recounted one incident where well known 
human rights violator Aziz Annouche (still there) hauled in a youth for some protest, slapped 
him, and released him.  This is a far cry from harsher practices in the relatively recent past, 
he said. 
¶ 
4.  (C) The police transfers, which we had not heard about, were confirmed to PolCouns by a 
high ranking local Ministry of Interior (MOI) official.  The official, himself a Sahrawi, also 
told us that the Wali recently wrote the MOI asking for permission to legally register the non-
governmental organization (NGO) the Sahrawi Association of Human Rights Victims 
(ASVDH). 
¶ 
5.  (C) [Redacted] said this laissez-faire atmosphere was particularly evident during the hard-
fought campaign for the June 12 local elections.  Pro-Polisario activists held a demonstration 
just before election day in the Sahrawi neighborhood of Matala to promote the Polisario,s call 
for a boycott of the local elections.  They carried some Polisario banners and shouted slogans. 
 Police were present in force, but in a near unprecedented fashion, did nothing.  The Polisario 
boycott fizzled, with Sahrawis turning out in force to re-install CORCAS president Kalihenna 
Ould er Rachid and his family in control of the Laayoune City Hall.  (Note: Some half of 
Western Sahara’s population lives there, more than double the population of the refugee 
camps.  End Note.) 
——————————————— —-  
Tribes Turn Out High Local Election Participation ——————————————— —- 
¶6.  (C) [Redacted] said the local elections were mostly about tribal affiliations.  Turnout in 
the Western Sahara and in the south was higher than the rest of Morocco and double that in 
Casablanca.  [Redacted] said that part of the reason that voter participation rates in Sahara 
were among the highest « in the country » was because many pro-independence Sahrawi,s are 
trying to facilitate political changes regarding the independence of Western Sahara from 
within the existing mechanism of local government.  In any case, he confirmed others, 
observations that the Sahrawis voted mostly along tribal lines, with voters from the dominant 



Rguibat tribe split along clan lines between the Ould er Rachid family and the Joumani clan, 
with the Constitutional Union (UC), an out-of-government party traditionally associated 
with pro-palace urban political machines.  [Redacted] reported that on the night that election 
results were announced, there was a riot between supporters of Ould er Rachid and 
Joumani. (Note:  A Joumani gained control of Dakhla, despite not being from the dominant 
local tribe, the Ouled Dhlim.  End Note.) 
¶ 
7.  (C) [Redacted] noted that victories of both families and of Hassan Derham, another 
wealthy Sahrawi, who won on the USFP ticket from the port area, meant that efforts to plant 
Fouad Ali El Himma,s Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM) were crushed, winning no 
seats in Laayoune itself.  The PAM did succeed in organizing opposition to Kalihenna to 
join forces in the council vote for mayor, but they fell short by three votes.  This is widely 
viewed as a failed attempt by the Palace to move Kalihenna aside from the 
Sahara negotiations.  The Wali of Laayoune region, i.e., a MOI-nominated Royal Governor, 
new this year, is perceived as close to El Himma.  (Note:  Wali Mohammed Jalmous 
did postpone the mayoral vote for a few days, a move foiled when the Ould er Rachid spirited 
their supporters to some desert hideaway.  End Note.)  Nonetheless, the foes of the Ould 
er Rachid, many from the minority Izerguine tribe, won in the areas surrounding Laayoune 
city; so the leadership of the councils of the province and of Laayoune region still remained in 
play.  The PAM,s major success was in Samara, where party leader Mohammed Sheikh 
Biadillah, from yet another Rguibat clan, was elected deputy mayor. 
¶ 
8.  (C) A Swedish diplomat who just returned from her first visit to the territory with a 
Belgian counterpart (another ground-breaking diplomatic visit carried out with 
our encouragement) had told us earlier in the week that Polisario sympathizers defied their 
own boycott to vote, many for the Ould er Rachid, because, according to one, « as corrupt 
as they are, they stood up to Rabat,s machinations. »  They also heard from local activists that 
abuses have ceased, but intensive police presence continues as do restrictions on speech and 
assembly.  They described the overall situation in the territory as unexpectedly calm. 
 
 Sahrawis Confident in U.S. Policy Shift ————————————— 
¶9.  (C) [Redacted] said the many Sahrawis inclined toward referendum/independence were 
hoping for changes in U.S. policy toward the Western Sahara under the 
Obama Administration.  Expectations are running high because of what is being perceived as 
a new U.S. tilt toward referendum/independence and away from U.S. support for Morocco’s 
« autonomy plan, » he said.  The diplomatic visitors also saw this as a factor in the recent 
calm. 
——————————————— ——–  
Mauritania Unlikely to Play a Part in Sahara Solution 
——————————————— ——– 
¶10.  (C) [Redacted] said that he could not see a major role being played by the Mauritania in 
the peace negotiations on Western Sahara among Morocco, the Polisario and Algeria.  He 
said that Mauritania actually benefits from the status quo of an incomplete peace.  He said 
that many Sahrawis carry Mauritanian passports and can travel freely in Mauritania. Pro-self 
determination Sahrawis are numerous in Mauritania and have settled in places like the village 
of Zouarate Sahrawi.  The Mauritanian Government and locals welcome the Sahrawi presence 
because Sahrawis have a reputation for honest business. 
——-  
Comment ——- 
¶11.  (C) We believe this is solid confirmation of the continued improvement of human right 



situation in the territory, as documented in Embassy submission to the Country Reports on 
Human Rights Practices, and updates the 2008 report.  Transfer of abusers away from the 
Sahara, where many have been stationed for years has been a key objective of our human 
rights dialogue.  (Note:  They remain on our Leahy vetting watch list.  End Note.)  It tends to 
fit in with Morocco’s post- »years of lead8 approach to transitional justice as signaled by the 
Instance for Equity and Reconciliation (IER), which compensated victims but did not name 
abusers.  We have lobbied for over a year for the recognition of the ASVDH, which has won 
in court and on appeal an order for the Government to recognize it. Additional quiet 
Embassy/USG advocacy at the strategic level might help move forward this next step toward 
the political opening that may be Morocco’s best bet to enhance its prospects for an 
acceptable political solution.  The improvement of human rights situation in the Western 
Sahara brings it closer to, but not yet quite equal with the situation in Morocco, where there is 
greater freedom of the press and of expression, but where the recent trend has not been so 
favorable.  End Comment. 
 
Jackson 
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   SIPDIS    STATE FOR DRL/NESCA, NEA/PI AND NEA/MAG    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
06/26/2019  TAGS: PHUM PGOV PREL KPAO MO SUBJECT: CHARGE RAISES CASES 
WITH HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL  CHAIRMAN    Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson 
for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  Ahmed Herzenni, Chairman of Morocco's  Consultative Council on Human 
Rights (CCDH), told Charge that  the Council would look into the case of human rights 
activist  Chakib al Khyari, President of the Association for Human  Rights in the Rif (ARDH). 
Post will follow up in light of al  Khyari's June 24 sentencing to three years, imprisonment 
and  a USD 90,000 fine for "insulting state institutions."  The  Charge also pressed for greater 
freedoms for political  organizations in the Western Sahara and raised concerns about 
 harassment of those advocating independence.  The CCDH was  responsible for both 
domestic and international observation  of Morocco's recent elections.  Despite isolated 
complaints  of vote buying and bribery, Herzenni expressed satisfaction  at the turnout and 
overall integrity of the elections.  End  Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) Charge (CDA), PolCouns, PolOff and Pol Intern met  with Consultative Council for 
Human Rights (CCDH) Chairman  Ahmed Herzenni and a council staffer on June 24 to 
discuss  Morocco's progress in the human rights arena and the recent  local council elections, 
which the CCDH monitored.    -------------------------   
Trial of Chakib al Khyari  -------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) The CDA expressed our strong concern over the  continued detention of President 
of the Independent Human  Rights Association of the Rif Chakib al Khyari, who had  publicly 
questioned the effectiveness of Moroccan authorities  in preventing drug smuggling.  Asked 
why al Khyari continues  to be detained given the minor charges, Herzenni seemed taken 
 aback, remained silent for a while and then responded, "I do  not really have an answer."  He 



then explained that repeated  trial postponements are normal in the Moroccan judicial  system 
and stressed that the CCDH is more concerned with the  fairness of the trial than its length, or 
the length of  detention.  He agreed, however, that the CCDH would look into  al Khyari's 
case.  Shortly after the meeting, a judge in  Casablanca found al Khyari guilty of "gravely 
offending state  institutions" and sentenced him to three years in prison and  fined him USD 
90,000.    -------------------------------------------  " 
Political Detainees" in the Belliraj Trial  -------------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) Asked about irregularities in the trial of six men  accused of having connections to 
the Abdelkader Belliraj  terrorism network, including inability to call witnesses or  to present 
evidence, Herzenni acknowledged that the CCDH had  also noticed irregularities in the trial. 
 He stated that the  trial would soon close, at which point the CCDH would review  the 
process for any irregularities on the part of judges and  prosecutors.  If the CCDH determines 
that irregularities took  place, it will declare the trial unfair, he said, clarifying  that "we do not 
want to draw any conclusions before the end  of the trial."    ----------------------------------------
--  Political Expression in the Western Sahara  ------------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) Responding to the CDA's observation that the  Ministry of the Interior continues to 
defy court orders to  allow the Association of Sahrawi Victims of Grave Human  Rights 
Violations Committed by the Moroccan State (ASVDH) to  register as a political 
organization, Herzenni recommended  that ASVDH pursue its case through the 
Administrative Court.    ¶ 
 
6.  (SBU) The Charge also noted that the Mission recently  sent an ASVDH member to the 
U.S. for a training program and  that, while he was abroad, security forces visited his home 
 and asked his family to tell him to report to the police upon  his return.  Upon arrival in 
Morocco, he was briefly detained  and questioned at the airport.  Herzenni underscored that 
the  police have a right to do their job, including watching  people they suspect of illegal 
activities.  Since the ASVDH  member is still free and has not been "disappeared," arrested 
 or tortured, and his family has not lodged a formal  complaint, as far as the CCDH and 
Herzenni are concerned,  nothing of consequence has happened.  The CCDH is an "a 
 posteriori, not a priori" organization, he said, explaining  that the organization cannot act 
preventatively, they can  only judge past actions.    ---------   
Elections    ---------    ¶ 
7.  (SBU) Expressing satisfaction with the over 50 percent  turnout rate for the June 12 
communal elections, Herzenni  said the rate of participation demonstrated a continued 
 commitment to the democratic process.  He told the CDA he had  expected the turnout to be 
higher than the low 37 percent of  the 2007 legislative elections but was anxious until the 
 turnout reached the 52.4 percent mark.  He expressed  satisfaction that turnout in the Western 
Saharan provinces  was higher than in many other areas of the country, despite  calls for a 
boycott from POLISARIO President Abdelaziz.    ¶8.  (SBU) Asked about allegations of vote 
buying, Herzenni  responded that although it likely took place, and may even  have been 
common, full-scale fraud and manipulation of  elections is a thing of the past, particularly 
after the  intense scrutiny of the 2007 parliamentary elections.  He  added that such allegations 
are difficult to prove.  Herzenni  underscored the difficulty in distinguishing between local 
 traditions and bribery, observing that within Moroccan  culture, a host of a meeting or 
gathering is expected to  provide food, which could be seen as bribery in a political  context. 
 He noted that the CCDH has received very few  complaints of irregularities, and said that 
allegations of  voting misconduct are generally the responsibility of the  Ministry of the 
Interior.  Herzenni admitted that the number  of observers fielded in this election was too 



small to do  anything other than spot checking.  He noted that a U.S.  think tank, the Institute 
for Strategic Studies, had  approached the CCDH unilaterally with an offer to provide 
 observers.    -----------------------------   
Opportunities for Cooperation  -----------------------------    ¶ 
9.  (SBU) The CCDH is on the verge of completing its mandate  from the IER.  Most of the 
project is complete, but community  reparations will be an ongoing issue.  Currently, there are 
 32 community reparation development projects, with a total of  60 planned, though many 
more projects have been submitted.  Herzenni mentioned an opportunity for U.S. involvement 
to  support some of the worthy projects that the CCDH could not  implement because of 
budget or mandate constraints.  He  explained that, on a smaller scale, CCDH was promoting 
social  and economic rights by empowering the people and informing  them of their rights in 
this sphere.    -------  Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Herzenni, a Ph.D. from the University of Kentucky  and former political prisoner, has 
been criticized for being  overly solicitous to the Makhzen (the palace system), of  which he is 
clearly a part.  After a brief foray into the  Western Sahara, he now appears to be shying 
away.  Nonetheless, when it is mobilized, CCDH can be an important  advocate of pro-reform 
cooperation.  The openness with which  Herzenni addressed some sensitive issues illustrates 
 Morocco's commitment to expand human rights and prevent  serious abuse.    ¶11.  (C) We 
are concerned about the trial and sentencing of  Chakib al Khyari and plan to raise this issue 
again in  consultation with our European partners.  The Mission will  also monitor the on-
going Belliraj trial, particularly the  cases of the so-called "political detainees," continuing to 
 document irregularities as they appear (Septel) and raise  them with the Government as 
appropriate.  End Comment. 
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1.  (S) SUMMARY:  One June 23, before the visit of UNSYG  Personal Envoy (PE) 
Christopher Ross, Morocco's top foreign  policy officials told Charge and PolCouns they 
expected  little progress on Western Sahara or better relations with  Algeria, which now was 
their higher near-term priority.  Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri said he was &upset8 with the 
 Algerians, who were unresponsive to multiple GOM efforts at  dialogue, including via Ross. 
 He claimed the GOA was bent on  deceiving Washington by appearing flexible but showed 
no give  in reality.  The GOM wants Algeria in the proposed informal  sessions, but the 
parties have not yet agreed on any site for  those meetings.  Everything but sovereignty 
remained on the  table.  For the first time, we heard real interest in a  possible track two effort. 
   ¶ 



 
2.  (S) In a separate meeting, apparently choreographed at  the highest level, external 
intelligence (DGED) chief and de  facto national security advisor Mansouri, plowed the same 
 ground, but later &informally8 added that Morocco expected  the USG to be an effective 
intermediary.  Like the Minister,  he pleaded for past advances to be maintained, but also 
 sought assistance in improving relations with Algeria.  Neither responded to our suggestions 
to broaden human rights  and the political space in the Western Sahara.  End Summary.    -----
---------------  FM on Western Sahara  --------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation Taieb  Fassi Fihri, joined by Chief of 
Staff and Director General  for International Organization Ambassador Nasser Bourita,  told 
Charge and PolCouns that the GOM welcomed PE Ross,  visit.  One of Morocco's main goals 
was to ensure that  Algeria, the real decision maker, participated in the  informal discussions 
Ross wants to hold before convening a  formal session.  Looking forward to the informals, 
with their  limited delegations, he hoped they would improve an  atmosphere poisoned by 
rude Polisario behavior toward CORCAS  Head Kalihenna.  Morocco has the right to choose 
who sits on  its delegations, he maintained.  Morocco had made a major  concession by 
agreeing to meet with the Polisario separately,  but not if that meant Algeria's exclusion.     
 
¶4.  (C) Visibly fatigued from a long round of foreign travel,  Fassi Fihri said there had been 
no agreement yet on a  location for the informal meetings.  Morocco is uncomfortable  with 
Austria, due to the pro-Polisario statements in Vienna  by new Minister of Social Affairs 
Karin Scheele, a longtime  outspoken Polisario supporter, while the Polisario has nixed  a 
Portuguese offer.  The GOM could live with Switzerland.  He  underscored Moroccan 
flexibility within a framework of  discussions on autonomy.  Within that context, everything 
but  sovereignty was on the table.  Anything that would engage  Algeria and &break the ice,8 
would have Moroccan support.    -----------------------  New Opening for Track 2  ----------------
-------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) For the first time we recall, Fassi Fihri spoke with  some interest in Ross mobilizing 
some help for a Track 2  approach, perhaps from Search for Common Ground, but he was 
 skeptical about discussions of any involvement of Nobel Prize  winner Maati Ahtissari.  He 
was very concerned about USG  backsliding on its support for Morocco and the autonomy 
plan  in the April 30 Explanation of Vote on the Security Council  resolution.  (Comment:  He 
had not explicitly raised this  before, only querying the views of the new administration.) 
 Fassi Fihri said the GOM wanted to see the USG reengaged in  Sahara.  Per guidance, Charge 
replied that the decision in  New York to speak only of our support for Ross and the UN 
 process, was tactical rather than strategic, and a detailed  policy review was still pending.    --
-----------------------  Upset at Algerian &Games8  -------------------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Fassi Fihri said Morocco strongly supported PE Ross'  dual but separate mandates 
from the Secretary General; to  resolve Sahara and to work on Algerian-Moroccan 
 rapprochement.  This is Morocco's priority goal.  He was  upset with Algerian and Polisario 
exploitation of Western    Sahara human rights issues, when the human rights situation  was 
worse on their side of the border.  The compromise models  Algeria has talked about, such as 
Andorra, Monaco and Puerto  Rico, have been on the GOA agenda for many years.  They 
 appear to exclude Moroccan sovereignty (not even the flag and  postage stamp variant laid 
out by former King Hassan II).  The Minister said he understood that new Algerian 
Ambassador  in Washington Balli had been conveying an image of  flexibility to USG 
interlocutors.  He believed that in fact,  this was far from the case.    ¶ 



 
7.  (C) Fassi Fihri recalled that multiple Moroccan  initiatives, direct, indirect, public and 
private have  received no response from the GOA.  The King sent a personal  message to 
Bouteflika via Ross, during the latter's last  visit, proposing a joint meeting of Foreign and 
Interior  Ministers for both sides to discuss security issues, one area  where there is already 
ongoing cooperation.  &Radio  silence8 from Algiers, where the generals remain in charge, 
 characterized the Algerian response.  Algeria remains  petrified of the autonomy concept, he 
said.    ¶8.  (C) In response to CDA's query, Fassi Fihri denied  suggestions that Rabat had not 
ratified the treaty  demarcating its border with Algeria.  The Treaty was signed  in 1971 
during the post-coup period of emergency rule so that  parliamentary ratification was not 
possible at that time.  Nevertheless, Morocco had carried out its formalities and had  even 
exchanged instruments of Ratification with Algeria in  ¶1989.  What had not occurred was the 
creation of the joint  commission specified in the agreement to demarcate the  boundary.  In 
the meantime, the frontier is observed de facto  and when it needed small technical 
adjustments, such as when  rains moved the river valley, the two sides had worked that  out 
through Ambassador Belkheir in Rabat.  (Comment:  We see  this as potentially one area in 
which the USG could be a  catalyst for rapprochement by offering both sides technical 
 assistance on demarcation as a confidence-building measure  (CBM).  End comment.)    ------
-------------------------  Mansouri,s More Complex Message  -------------------------------     
 
¶9.  (S) We had arranged through indirect channels what we  expected would be an informal 
discussion with Director  General for Studies and Documentation (GED) Mohamed Yassine 
 Mansouri.  Before the meeting took place, however, the  dynamics changed, apparently on 
instructions from King  Mohammed VI.  Instead of another royal intimate, whom we 
 expected to participate, Mansouri was accompanied only by a  DGED notetaker, belying his 
repeated assertions that the  meeting would be informal.    ¶ 
 
10.  (S) After discussing regional issues (septel), Mansouri  turned to Western Sahara, 
generally repeating the Foreign  Minister's talking points.  After some time, however, 
 Mansouri, reaffirming the informality of his comments, turned  to U.S. policy.  He praised 
former negotiator Van Walsum, but  noted that his statement favoring autonomy weakened 
the  negotiator's status and did not help Morocco.  He added that  the Kingdom's leadership 
now understood that the last U.S.  administration also had appeared &too partial8 to Morocco. 
 He believed, however, that the U.S. position was not so much  pro-Moroccan as pro-solution. 
 The new Administration would  have different interests, including, he averred, in Algerian 
 hydrocarbons.  He counseled that the U.S. would be unwise to  abandon its true friends in the 
pursuit of petroleum.    ¶ 
 
11.  (S) Mansouri went on to explain that the GOM had told  French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy that it would be better for  France not to be perceived, as in the past, as completely 
 pro-Moroccan on Western Sahara.  It was better to be a good  mediator.  The Bush 
Administration,s strong support for  Morocco had put some pressure on Algeria, which helped 
launch  the Manhasset talks, but then they went nowhere.  He said the  GOM accepted there 
would be some adjustment in U.S. policies,  and welcomed anything the USG could do to 
bring Morocco  closer to Algeria.  Still, he also pleaded for maintaining  some past progress, 
underscoring flexibility on autonomy.  Charge assured him that the U.S. was not abandoning 
Morocco  but rather giving Ross room to maneuver by not highlighting  the autonomy 
proposal which remains a central part of the  unanimous Security Council resolution 
extending MINURSO for  another year.    ¶ 
 



12.  (S) Charge pressed Mansouri on continuing improvements    in human rights in Western 
Sahara, including by possibly  implementing the court decision that ordered the government 
 to give legal status to ASVDH, a pro-self determination human  rights NGO.  Charge noted 
that Morocco could enhance its  political position through more progress in this domain. 
 However, neither Mansouri nor the Minister before him gave  any sign of willingness to open 
up more in the territory.     
 
¶13.  (S) Comment:  These were rather more mixed, but at the  same time less nuanced 
messages from the Moroccans than we  usually get on the hot-button Sahara issue.  They 
subtly  signaled that they were coordinated but left details unclear.   The Minister's 
encouragement was the first we have really  heard for a track-two effort, although we have 
been aware of  SFCG's interest in facilitation.  Mansouri's was the first  GOM recognition of 
the potential evolution of U.S. policy,  which the Moroccans have glumly pondered since the 
April  rollover.  They seem to have taken on board that enhanced USG  neutrality might serve 
their now higher priority goal of  rapprochement with Algeria, perhaps motivated by 
economic  considerations.  We will likely hear more after the Ross  consultations.  Discussion 
on the Middle East and other  regional issues has been reported septel.  End Comment.  
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1.  (SBU) Summary:  Former President Carter, my  staff and I warmly welcome you and the 
delegation of  The Elders to Morocco.  The Kingdom of Morocco is a  country "on the move," 
in the throes, albeit  unevenly, of change and reform.  Economic growth  will continue to 
approach six percent per year  despite the global financial crisis.  A bumper crop  will offset 
drops in investment, tourism and  remittances, which have boomed in recent years and  have 
become important sources of income.  Slums are  coming down, and according to official 
statistics,  so is unemployment.  Freedom of the press is greater  than seen here ever before 
and than in the rest of  the region, but those who cross redlines can still  face jail.  Other 
human rights have grown as well,  although Morocco remains very much under the control  of 
a monarchy and a system with roots going back  hundreds of years.  Neither the Parliament 
nor the  33 political parties with seats in it have much  power.  Most voters stayed away from 
the last  parliamentary election in 2007 which saw the first  international observation ever, 
funded by the USG.  Some 35,000 local council seats are up for grabs in  elections on June 
12.  Morocco recently allocated to  women some 3,000 of those seats (12 percent, up from 
 0.5 percent or 130 seats at present), and the USG  has funded campaign training for over 
3,500 women  candidates in the last 90 days.  Morocco's top  priority in foreign relations is 
U.S. and other  countries is broader international support for its  position on the Western 
Sahara territorial dispute  and for North African integration.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) We understand that you will meet during  your stay here with Andre Azoulay, a 
close mission  contact and highly respected Counselor to King  Mohammed VI.  As the most 



prominent Jewish Moroccan  and a moderate voice on the Middle East, he promotes 
 Moroccan religious tolerance through a variety of  ways, including the arts.  Morocco is 
protective of  the tiny remnant of its once substantial Jewish  minority.  The late King Hassan 
II helped promote  Middle East peace by welcoming then Prime Minister  Shimon Peres for 
an official visit in 1986, and  Morocco can have a similar, peripherally supportive  role in the 
future.  King Mohammed VI chairs the  Organization of the Islamic Conference's (OIC's) 
 Jerusalem Committee and has lobbied hard against any  efforts to change the historically 
Islamic and Arab  characteristics of the city, including residence  demolitions.    ----------------
---------------  Economics, Trade and Assistance  -------------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) The economy is relatively healthy,  although marred by disparities in wealth. 
 Growth is  expected to be above five percent this year, despite  the global economic 
slowdown, thanks to anticipated  bumper harvests.  Moroccan authorities are  concerned, 
however, about the risk of more serious  impacts on important export, tourism, and remittance 
 earnings if the global recession continues.  Since  implementation of the U.S.-Morocco Free 
Trade  Agreement (FTA) on January 1, 2006, bilateral  commerce has more than doubled. 
 U.S. firms have  increased their investment in Morocco, seeing new  markets develop as a 
result of the FTA.    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) We are focusing our bilateral assistance  to Morocco on youth and women, 
targeting four  priorities: economic growth, counterterrorism,  democracy and governance, 
and supporting quality  education.  U.S. assistance includes projects under  the Millennium 
Challenge Corporation (MCC), USAID,  Peace Corps, and the Middle East Partnership 
 Initiative (MEPI).  Building on decades of USAID and  Peace Corps efforts, the MCC signed 
a five-year, USD  697.5 million Millennium Challenge Account Compact  with Morocco in 
2007 to reduce poverty and increase  economic growth.  The MCC will support five major 
 projects selected for their potential to increase  productivity and improve employment in high 
 potential sectors of Morocco's economy:  Fruit Tree  Productivity, Small Scale Fisheries, 
Crafts,  Financial Services, and Enterprise Support.    ---------------  Internal Issues  -------------
--    ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) Governance Reform:  Morocco's political  parties and the bicameral parliament are 
weak.  The  Parliament provides no effective check on the  monarchy or government. 
 Constitutional change may  someday lead to increased democracy, but both  Parliament and 
parties will have to improve their  capacity and performance.  Although the September  2007 
parliamentary elections were the most  transparent in the country's history, record low 
 participation, i.e., 37 percent of registered  voters, reflects the lack of voter confidence in the 
 institution.    ¶ 
 
6.  (U) June Local Elections:  The Government of  Morocco has allocated 12 percent of the 
seats in  hotly contested local and municipal council  elections on June 12, up from less than 
0.5 percent  now.  The entry into politics of over 3,000 elected  women office holders (the 130 
now in office have  historically been more effective and immune to  corruption) and many 
thousands more candidates can  have potentially transformational impact.  The USG  has 
sponsored the training of over 3,500 women over  the past 90 days, via an unusual 
collaborative  project between the National Democratic Institute  (NDI) and International 
Republican Institute (IRI).  NDI is also training party poll watchers, but we are  unaware of 
any formal international observation or  great interest in it for this election.  Some of the  most 
interesting contests, including in Marrakesh,  will involve a new Party, the Party of 
Authenticity  and Modernity (PAM), founded by a well-known friend  of the King and former 



Deputy Interior Minister  Fouad Ali el Himma.  Among the leading parties are  Prime 
Minister Abbas El Fassi's Istiqlal, the  Islamist-referent Party of Justice and Development 
 (PJD) and the Socialist USFP, which lost votes last  time out.    ¶ 
 
7.  (SBU) Human Rights and Reform:  King Mohammed VI  has embarked on an ambitious 
and continuous program  of human rights reforms that includes the Arab  world's first truth 
commission, a revised family  code and growing governmental transparency,  accountability 
and rule of law.  2008 saw some  incidents of concern related to freedoms of  expression and 
press.  Although Morocco is a paragon  of reform in the region, the reforms are still not 
 deeply rooted in law or Constitution and could be  rolled back.  Continued support and 
encouragement  from partners like the United States and Europe are  essential.  One recent 
development is the expansion  of cultural rights and outlets for Berbers, one of  the largest 
groups in Morocco and perhaps the  largest.    ---------------  External Issues  ---------------    ¶ 
 
8.  (SBU) Western Sahara:  Moroccan foreign policy  is dominated by defending and seeking 
international  recognition of its sovereignty claims over Western  Sahara.  The issue is a 
source of tension with long-  time rival Algeria, which has historically supported  the 
POLISARIO Front's quest for independence by way  of a UN-sponsored referendum.  The 
issue led Morocco  to leave the African Union.  In April 2007, Morocco  proposed a new 
autonomy plan for Western Sahara, and  a series of UN-sponsored negotiations with the 
 POLISARIO have taken place in Manhasset, New York.  The Moroccan proposal would 
provide Sahrawis, the  indigenous people of Western Sahara, autonomy in  administering 
local affairs under Moroccan  sovereignty.  There have been four rounds of talks  but none 
since the April 2008 renewal of the mandate  of the UN peacekeeping mission, MINURSO. 
 Following  the controversial lapsing of the contract of the  former UN Secretary General's 
Personal Envoy, the UN  selected retired U.S. Ambassador Chris Ross to be  the new Personal 
Envoy.  The U.S. Government has  called for the new envoy to maintain past progress.  In 
April, the UN renewed the mandate of the UN  peacekeeping operation until 2010.    ¶ 
 
9.  (SBU) Western Sahara Continued:  Sahara  experienced gross violations of human rights 
from  1975 until the end of the Hassan II regime and  repression increased after the short-
lived Sahrawi  "intifada" of 2005.  Since late 2006, Morocco has  slowly improved the human 
rights situation in the  territories.  Arbitrary arrests have sharply  diminished and beatings and 
physical abuse by  security forces have all but disappeared.  Even  dissenters now can travel 
freely.  They cannot,  however, publish or speak publicly in support of  independence, or a 
vote on self-determination.    Jackson 
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   RABAT 00000386  001.2 OF 003      Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 
(b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  Virginia Governor Tim Kaine had a highly  successful visit to Morocco on 
April 23, 24 and 25 that  helped energize overall bilateral relations as well as  achieve 
economic and trade development goals of his state.  Kaine, who is also Chairman of the 
Democratic National  Committee, met with Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi, Interior  Minister 
Chakib Benmoussa, Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi  Fihri, and Chairman of Morocco,s Human 
Right Commission  (CCDH) Ahmed Herzenni.  The governor also met with Commerce  and 
New Technologies Ahmed Chami, who urged the  administration to work toward Israeli-
Palestinian peace.  The  main focus of the trip was promoting economic ties.  Despite 
 Governor Kaine's protestations that he did not represent the  U.S. Government, the 
Moroccans gave him a royal welcome, in  an effort to convey a positive messages to the 
Obama  Administration, including on their top priority, recognition  of Moroccan sovereignty 
over the Western Sahara.  End Summary.    ------------------------------- 
-  Purpose of the Visit: Virginia,s    Search for Economic Partners  -------------------------------- 
   ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On April 23, 24 and 25, in his first official visit  to Morocco, hosted by the 
Government of Morocco (GOM) by  invitation from King Mohammed VI, Virginia Governor 
Tim  Kaine, had a series of political and economic discussions  with the highest levels of the 
Moroccan Government, save the  King.  Accompanied by Charge, PolCouns or D/PolCouns, 
 Virginia Director of Communication for Economic Affairs Rick  Richardson, Virginia 
Secretary of Commerce and Trade Patrick  Gottschalk, and Virginia Port Authority 
representative Russ  Held, Governor Kaine told his interlocutors that his primary  goal in 
coming to Morocco was to deepen economic ties between  Virginia and Morocco and to 
celebrate long-standing positive  ties between the U.S. and Morocco.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) In addition to engaging Governor Kaine on a full  spectrum of possible cooperative 
economic projects, there  were clear political overtones to his meetings.  No doubt  owing to 
his status as National Democratic Party Chairman,  Moroccan officials accorded Governor 
Kaine high protocol.  Apart from exploring "win-win" economic opportunities (See  septel), 
Moroccan officials used the opportunity to showcase  Morocco as a progressive, moderate 
and dynamic country and to  convey messages to the Obama Administration.    ------------------
--------------------------- ------- 
-  Prime Minister: "Morocco is Becoming More Democratic"  --------------------------------------
------- --------    ¶ 
4.  (C) In the opening meeting on April 23, Prime Minister  Abbas El Fassi underscored the 
progress on political reforms  Morocco had made by contrasting disputed election results in 
 most elections since 1963, against the last legislative  elections held September 2007, which 
he called  internationally recognized as transparent and fair.    --------------------------------------
------- ----- 
  Interior: "Morocco is Secure But Faces Challenges"  --------------------------------------------- --
---     
¶5.  (C) Interior Minister Chakib Benmoussa set the electoral  scene and provided Governor 
Kaine with the security backdrop  of Morocco.  Benmoussa underscored the importance of the 
 upcoming local government elections in June.  In addition to  highlighting recent reforms, to 
include reserving at least 12  percent of seats for women (up from 0.5 percent), Benmoussa 
 said that his Ministry was working to improve democracy at  the local level and improve its 
ability to provide services,  including security, to citizens.    ¶ 



 
6.  (C) At the regional level, Benmoussa said Morocco was  determined to combat social ills 
such as human and drug  trafficking and terrorism.  He highlighted the threats the  country 
faced, especially from the Sahel.  Benmoussa said  given the area's lawlessness, nomadic 
populations, and  remoteness, only international cooperation coupled with  intelligence 
sharing and knowledge of local tribes could  overcome these problems.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Benmoussa asserted that in the religious and societal  sphere, King Mohammed VI was 
dedicated to maintaining a  modern and moderate form of Islam in Morocco.  "He is 
 determined to preserve democracy, human rights, and certain  forms of the Moroccan 
identity," Benmoussa explained.  "At    RABAT 00000386  002.2 OF 003      the same time, 
as Commander of the Faithful, the King  oversees all faiths in Morocco:  Muslim, Jewish, and 
 Christian.  There are many contradictions in this country  that need to be managed; we must 
strike a balance to move  forward, while maintaining stability," he said.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Speaking on Morocco's autonomy plan for Western  Sahara, Benmoussa said that the 
plan called for reforms while  preserving national unity.  He speculated that other  countries in 
the region may see the plan, a unique model for  regional autonomy, as a threat.    --------------
----------------------------- 
  Foreign Minister: "Frustrated with Algeria"  -------------------------------------------     
 
¶9.  (C) Moroccan Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri praised the  long standing bilateral ties 
between the U.S. and Morocco.  Under Hassan II, the two countries established strong ties in 
 the military and intelligence spheres and now King Mohammed  VI hoped to expand this into 
the economic realm.  The U.S.  was a key partner, and Virginia a model of economic 
 cooperation with Morocco for other U.S. states.  In light of  the success of the Free trade 
Agreement (FTA) with the U.S.,  Fassi Fihri proposed that the FTA be used as a means of 
 encouraging joint production within the Arab Maghreb Union in  the hopes of increasing 
trade and improving relations with  Algeria (septel).    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Fassi Fihri described Moroccan relations with  Algeria as difficult, complicated by 
the Western Sahara issue  and Algeria's "Castro-like mind set."  Fassi Fihri expressed 
 frustration at the lack of "new blood" in Algeria,s  leadership ranks, saying that the lack of 
change in  leadership was contributing the perpetuation of the status  quo, adding that Western 
Sahara complicated cooperation in  other spheres like countering terrorism, drugs and human 
 smuggling.  On the Middle East, Fihri said that the time had  come for Israel to be allowed to 
live in peace with its Arab  neighbors, including a Palestine state.    -------------------------------
-------------- -----   
Human Rights Commission: "Painful Chapter Closing"  --------------------------------------------- 
-----    
 ¶11.  (C) Chairman of Morocco's Advisory Council for Human  Rights (CCDH) Ahmed 
Herzenni said the CCDH, created in 1990,  has served under King Mohammed VI to liberate 
political  prisoners, compensate victims, and provide accountability to  families of victims of 
the "disappearances" during the "years  of lead" of King Hassan II.  The Commission has 
compensated  financially or supplied free medical care to over 23,000  families affected by 
repression during the "years of lead."     
 
¶12.  (C) Twenty percent of the 23,000 were cases in the  Western Sahara, statistically the 
worst affected region of  government repression.  CCDH's office in Laayoune is 
 implementing an action plan for civil rights and democratic  development.  Herzenni, a 



former political prisoner himself,  said that while individual cases will probably always exist, 
 there is no longer a systemic problem of human rights abuse  at the hands of the Moroccan 
Government.  Herzenni added,  however, that judicial reform is needed but an action plan is 
 in the work.    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) Governor Kaine applauded the reform work of CCDH,  alluding to his own work as a 
civil rights lawyer working  against discrimination in minority housing.  Governor Kaine 
 encouraged Herzenni to reach out to the Institute of Judicial  Independence founded by 
former Supreme Court Justice Sandra  Day O'Connor.    ----------------------------------   
Message to President Obama:  "Make   the U.S. An Honest Broker Again"  ----------------------
------------    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) On April 23, during a discussion of cooperative  economic opportunities (septel), 
Minister of Industry,  Commerce and New Technologies Ahmed Chami, aware of the 
 governor's second role as Chairman of the Democratic National  Committee, urged Governor 
Kaine to convey a message to  President Obama.  "Morocco and the rest of the world were 
 waiting with hope for the United States to take up its  indispensable role in the peace 
negotiations between the  Israeli and Palestinian peoples.  We believe that under  President 
Obama, the U.S. has the opportunity to return the  U.S. to its place as honest broker, after 
many years of    RABAT 00000386  003.2 OF 003      obscurity.  This conflict has gone on 
too long; if it can be  resolved, terrorism groups that plague the region will also  lose a huge 
source of anger that sustains their ranks," he  predicted.    -------  
 Comment  -------    ¶ 
15.  (C) The Moroccans seized on Governor Kaine's visit to  Morocco as a chance to promote 
ties with both Virginia and  the rest of the U.S.  In addition to economic relations, they 
 looked to open a channel to the new administration, while  also sensitizing to Moroccan 
perspectives (especially on  Western Sahara), someone they consider to be a prospective 
 political "heavy weight."  Governor Kaine and his party heard  the same refrains we have 
been hearing over the last several  months: Morocco is more concerned about terrorism in the 
 Sahel; narcotics trafficking through West Africa and Morocco  is becoming a threat to 
regional stability; Middle East peace  must be a priority; and the FTA and the Millennium 
Challenge  Account Compact provide the basis for greater economic  cooperation.  End  
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 VZCZCXYZ0000 PP RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #0384 1251715 ZNY CCCCC ZZH P 
051715Z MAY 09 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 
0075 INFO RUEHPS/AMEMBASSY PRISTINA PRIORITY 0038 RUEHCL/AMCONSUL 
CASABLANCA 4580  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000384    SIPDIS    STATE FOR 
NEA/MAG, EUR/SCE, EEB/OMA, EEB/ODF    E.O. 12958: DECL: 05/04/2019  TAGS: 
PREL ECON EFIN KV MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO NOT YET READY TO RECOGNIZE 
KOSOVO    REF: A. STATE 41665       ¶B. STATE 43679       ¶C. RABAT 321    Classified 
By: PolCouns Craig Karp for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) "For the moment, Morocco does not intend to recognize  Kosovo," newly-appointed 
Director of Bilateral Affairs  responsible for Europe, Abdellah Zagour, told PolCouns and 
 Poloff on May 5 (his earliest available meeting).  He  described the GOM's position as 



moderate, explaining that  Morocco is waiting for a majority of the fifty-seven  Organization 
of Islamic Conference (OIC) member states to  recognize Kosovo before it would seriously 
review such a  step. "We are not against an independent Kosovo," he stated,  continuing that 
Morocco must consider Kosovo recognition  through the lens of its concerns in the Western 
Sahara.    ¶2.  (SBU) On the specific question of voting on Kosovo's IMF  and World Bank 
membership, Moroccan officials in the Central  Bank (Bank al-Maghrib) tell us that Morocco 
has not reached a  final decision of how to vote on the issue, and appears  unlikely to do so 
before voting closes on May 5.  Discussion  about the issue continues among Finance, 
Foreign Affairs, and  the Bank.  We reiterated our hope that Morocco would at least 
 participate in the process so that it achieves a quorum.  If  a decision is made by that 
deadline, Bank officials said they  would communicate it to us.  
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  VZCZCXRO3684 PP RUEHRN DE RUEHRB #0372 1201707 ZNR UUUUU ZZH P 
301707Z APR 09 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 
0060 INFO RUEHAS/AMEMBASSY ALGIERS 4981 RUEHAC/AMEMBASSY ASUNCION 
0001 RUEHBR/AMEMBASSY BRASILIA 0119 RUEHDK/AMEMBASSY DAKAR 
0493 RUEHJA/AMEMBASSY JAKARTA 0435 RUEHML/AMEMBASSY MANILA 
0163 RUEHTO/AMEMBASSY MAPUTO 0086 RUEHME/AMEMBASSY MEXICO 
0073 RUEHSA/AMEMBASSY PRETORIA 0262 RUEHSJ/AMEMBASSY SAN JOSE 
0064 RUEHSG/AMEMBASSY SANTIAGO 0044 RUEHWD/AMEMBASSY WINDHOEK 
0012 RUEHCL/AMCONSUL CASABLANCA 4579 RUEHRN/USMISSION UN ROME 
0009 RUCPDOC/DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHDC  UNCLAS RABAT 000372 
   SENSITIVE  SIPDIS    DEPT FOR OES/OMC - D WARNER-KRAMER  COMMERCE FOR 
NOAA/NMFS    E.O. 12958: N/A  TAGS: EFIS SENV ETRD AORC FAO MO SUBJECT: 
PORT STATES AGREEMENT - MOROCCO WILLING TO DISCUSS    REF: STATE 41661 
   ¶ 
 
1. (SBU) Econoff conveyed reftel points on the Port States  Agreement on Illegal, Unreported 
and Unregulated (IUU)  Fishing on April 30 to Director of Maritime Fisheries Zakia 
 Driouiche and Head of the Service of Control and Inspection  of Fishing Vessels Mohammed 
Benbari of Morocco's Department  of Maritime Fisheries.  Benbari, who will represent 
Morocco  at the May 4-7 Rome consultations, told Econoff that he  assesed from prior 
discussions that developing countries fear  that developed countries have ulterior motives in 
seeking to  conclude the agreement outside the FAO Constitutional  framework.  "We were all 
surprised" by the proposal that it  be removed from that framework, he said.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) After Econoff elaborated USG concerns about  following the Article XIV 
framework, Driouiche recommended  that the U.S. and other developed countries make a 
 "declaration" to other countries setting out our commitments  for assistance, as well as 
reviewing the pros and cons of the  two options and elaborating more clearly our rationale for 
 the proposed structure of the agreement.  Developing  countries like Morocco, she stated, do 
not have the resources  available to put in place all the measures required by the  draft 
agreement, and will hesitate to sign on to a  stand-alone pact without commitments from 
developed countries  to help finance the needed measures.    ¶ 



 
3.  (SBU) Benbari observed that developing countries are more  comfortable with an 
agreement under the FAO constitution, as  they expect that the formulas exempting the 
poorest states  from contributions under the FAO would be replicated for any  measures 
required by the new agreement.  They would be  hesitant to accept an agreement outside of 
the FAO  constitutional process absent a declaration of the  responsibilities of each state to 
provide funds, he  predicted.  Morocco will "do our part and try to understand  the U.S. 
perpsective," Driouiche promised.    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) Comment: Although the Moroccan representatives  emphasized their "surpise" at 
the proposal to take the  agreement out of the FAO context, for now they appear to be  open to 
the possibility.  Post recommends that USG  representatives at the Rome consultations reach 
out to  Benbari with more details on how the agreement, and  signatories to it, will benefit 
under our proposal.  Morocco  may be willing to mediate with countries who are less willing 
 at first to accept our proposal.  Any commitments the U.S. or  other developing countries can 
make now to technical  assistance in implementing the agreement will go a long way  to 
winning acceptance.    
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  VZCZCXYZ0000 OO RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #0363 1191710 ZNY CCCCC ZZH O 
291710Z APR 09 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 
0049 INFO RUCNMGH/MAGHREB COLLECTIVE IMMEDIATE RUEHBJ/AMEMBASSY 
BEIJING IMMEDIATE 0522 RUEHKM/AMEMBASSY KAMPALA IMMEDIATE 
0020 RUEHMO/AMEMBASSY MOSCOW IMMEDIATE 0440 RUEHGV/USMISSION 
GENEVA IMMEDIATE 1149 RUCNDT/USMISSION USUN NEW YORK IMMEDIATE 
0938  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000363    SIPDIS    STATE FOR IO/UNP AND 
NEA/MAG    E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/28/2014  TAGS: PREL PBTS UNSC WI MO SUBJECT: 
GOM REMARKS ABOUT LATEST UNSCR DRAFT    REF: A. RABAT 356       ¶B. USUN 
0434    Classified By: PolCouns Craig Karp.  Reason 1.4 (b) and (d).     
 
¶1. (C) MFA Chief of Staff and Director General for  Multilateral Affairs Nasser Bourita 
convoked P5 plus Spain  Heads of Mission April 29 on instructions of his Minister,  for an 
urgent demarche on the text of the Western Sahara  Resolution.  Polcouns represented CDA, 
who was traveling.    ¶ 
 
2. (C) Bourita stressed that Morocco,s approach to the UN  negotiations has been positive, 
based on international  consensus, and it supported special Envoy Ross, and his  approach, as 
reflected in the SYG,s report.  For this  reason, Morocco supported a simple restating of last 
year,s  UNSCR 1813, which has not yet had a chance to be implemented,  and supported the 
initial Friends, draft.  The UNSC debate  last week showed that all 15 members support Ross, 
all want  to renew the process and all are concerned about human  rights, as was Morocco. 
 Yet, three non-permanent members:  Mexico, Costa Rica and Uganda, which, he observed, 
recognized  the Polisario,s rump Democratic Arab Sahrawi Republic, were  trying to change 
the text, including by insertion of a  paragraph referring to human rights.  Bourita feared that 
 Uganda would want to do additional last minute violence to  the operative text, which he 
hoped the P-5 would oppose.  ¶ 



 
3. (C) Bourita said Morocco had seen and reviewed the text  approved by the Friends and 
distributed by the U.S. the  evening of April 28, which contained a newly inserted PP 8 
 regarding humanitarian issues, but did not offer a copy.  While the GOM was not happy 
about inserting this new and  irrelevant paragraph, if this was the price of a consensus 
 adoption, Morocco could live with the text as circulated last  night by USDEL, and viewed 
the language as sufficiently  ambiguous.  It could not accept, however, a further softening  of 
this position to include specific reference to human  rights monitoring.  In response to a 
question, Bourita noted  this was important for the GOM, not demurring when the UK rep 
 refered to it as a red line.  ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Both France and UK, which had copies of the April 28  draft referred to by Bourita 
from their missions in New York,  expressed their governments' support for the new text; 
others  murmured supportively.  Polcouns appreciated Morocco,s  support for the formulation, 
which reflected its constructive  approach to humanitarian issues in the territory.  
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FOR IO/UNP AND NEA/MAG    E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/27/2014  TAGS: PREL PBTS UNSC 
WI MO SUBJECT: GOM CONCERNED ABOUT PROPOSED CHANGE TO UNSC 
 WESTERN SAHARA RESOLUTION    REF: USUN 0434    Classified By: CDA Robert P. 
Jackson. Reason 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) On April 28, MFA Chief of Staff and Director General  for Multilateral Affairs Nasser 
Bourita raised with PolCouns  GOM concerns about the evolving Western Sahara UNSC 
 Resolution in New York.  With only three non-permanent  members not supporting basis 
draft circulated by the Friends,  he saw no reason for such a change.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Bourita said the GOM understood that a paragraph had  been submitted by the UK 
with reference to the improving the  human dimension in the Western Sahara, and it had heard 
that  the USG was prepared to support this.  This was distressing  to Morocco which had 
decided not to ask for anything more  than a repeat of last year,s resolution and had been told 
by  senior interlocutors in Washington that such was the USG  position.  The adoption of such 
a paragraph would be  portrayed by the Polisario and Algeria as a diplomatic  victory for them 
and thus would undermine rather than promote  progress in the negotiations.  The GOM was 
strongly opposed.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Bourita said that the GOM viewed the Polisario as its  political interlocutor, but from a 
legal perspective, the  Polisario had no role in guaranteeing human rights, as it was  not a 
signatory to the relevant international conventions.  Rather that role was in the hands of the 



Government of  Algeria, which was a signatory and so responsible for the  human rights 
situation in its territory.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) When pressed, Bourita said that at minimum, the GOM  opposed a separate paragraph, 
which would be seen as a  Polisario paragraph.  Morocco could live with reference to a 
 humanitarian rather than human dimension, a concept which had  little meaning to the GOM. 
 If some minor adjustment was  necessary, it preferred that this be through an adjustment of  a 
few words in an existing paragraph.    
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1.  (SBU) Summary:  Representative Smith, we warmly welcome  you and your delegation to 
Morocco.  Morocco has been an  exemplary partner in the struggle against terrorism, and it 
 serves as a regional model for economic change and democratic  reform.  Our military and 
political cooperation is growing,  and as a result, Morocco has been designated as a "Major 
 non-NATO Ally."  The Kingdom of Morocco, one of our strongest  allies in the Broader 
Middle East and North Africa (BMENA),  is a country "on the move", in the throes, albeit 
unevenly,  of change and reform.  Morocco has undertaken recent steps to  strengthen its 
abilities to combat terrorist financing and  money laundering.  Economic growth has averaged 
about five  percent per year and investment, tourism and remittances have  boomed in recent 
years, although the global financial crisis  threatens these important sources of income.  Slums 
are  coming down, and, according to official statistics, so is  unemployment.  Freedom of the 
press has expanded to a level  not seen here ever before and beyond the rest of the region,  but 
there are still some restrictions, and those who  challenge them can suffer heavy fines, libel 
judgments and  more rarely, jail.  Political freedoms have grown as well,  although they 
remain constrained by a system with roots going  back hundreds of years.  Morocco's top 
priority in foreign  relations is international support for its position on the  Western Sahara 
territorial dispute and for North African  integration.  End Summary.    ----------------------- 
 Mission Strategic Goals  -----------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) Mission strategic goals are, in order, economic  growth and reform, countering 
terror, promoting U.S.-Moroccan  partnership, enhancing democracy and governance, and 
 resolving regional conflicts while maintaining close  strategic cooperation.  Military-to-
military engagements  contribute to progress for at least four of these goals.  With regard to 



economic growth and reform, we believe  expanding Morocco,s economic base will do much 
to address  popular dissatisfaction.  With regard to countering and  combating terrorism, U.S. 
military engagement is focused on  professional training and education programs.  The 
continued  and expanded robust interaction between our two militaries is  an important 
example of institution building that is a  centerpiece of our relationship.  Finally, with regard 
to  regional stability, the reinforcement of the Moroccan  military helps to maintain the 
regional balance of power.  Close ties with Morocco facilitate U.S. regional objectives  not 
only in Africa but in the Middle East.    ----------------  Counterterrorism  ----------------     
 
¶3.  (SBU) The terrorism threat in Morocco emanates mainly  from small grassroots radical 
Islamic cells, which have shown  some capacity to attack.  Security forces disrupted six 
 terrorist and foreign fighter cells in 2008, arresting 105.  Morocco,s increasingly tourist-
oriented economy has  increased the GOM,s concerns about the threat of terrorism.  The 
GOM's implementation of a comprehensive counterterrorism  strategy emphasizing vigilant 
security measures,  counter-radicalization policies, and robust international  cooperation has 
been largely successful in containing the  threat to date.  Economic disruption, whether from 
attacks or  the global economic crisis, remains the principal threat to  stability here, but most 
observers believe Morocco can manage  it ways through such troubles.    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) Under King Mohammed VI, as "Commander of the  Faithful", Morocco has 
standardized religious doctrine,  consolidated control over religious schools, and sent 
 specially trained imams to Europe to preach moderate messages  to the Moroccan diaspora. 
 The vast majority of Morocco's  population rejects Salafist and Wahhabist approaches to 
Islam  and so does not support terrorist groups.    ---------------------------------  Military 
Reform and Modernization  ---------------------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) Military Reform: The Moroccan Royal Armed Forces  are modernizing but remain 
burdened by corruption,  inefficient bureaucracy, and political marginalization.  The  U.S. 
enjoys a robust military relationship, as evidenced by  increased U.S.-Moroccan military 
training exercises and  Morocco's purchase of sophisticated weapons from the U.S., to 
 include 24 F-16s and 24 T-6s in the last year.  These point  to a likely future reform of 
military doctrine, along with  greater prospects for positive engagement with the U.S.    ¶ 
 
6.  (SBU) The Moroccan military has undertaken a sweeping  effort to modernize a military 
force that fields  predominantly Korean and Vietnam War era equipment.  While  the F-16 
and T-6 sales form the vast bulk of the dollar  figure for this modernization, the total Foreign 
Military  Sales and Foreign Military Financing portfolio totals some  120 cases in excess of 
USD 3 billion.  The list of pending or  prospective sales includes 200 M1A1 main battle 
tanks, CH-47D  and SH-60 rotary wing aircraft, Gulfstream and Beechcraft 
 operational/Distinguished Visitor (DV) support aircraft,  Hawk, Chaparral, and Stinger anti-
aircraft systems, and  solicitations for surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft  and unmanned 
aerial vehicles.  Morocco is the second largest  recipient of excess defense articles (EDA) 
from the U.S.  These sales and transfers are necessary to permit the  Moroccan military to 
both hold its position as a regional  power and be able to interoperate and participate as a 
 coalition partner.  They further serve to solidify the  robust U.S./Moroccan military 
partnership, although there are  competitors that can dramatically underbid U.S. offerings, 
 and Morocco does not limit itself to U.S. equipment.    ------------------------------------------- 
 Modernization Can Drive Regional Leadership  -------------------------------------------    ¶ 
 



7.  (SBU) The Royal Moroccan Armed Forces enjoys a  well-deserved status as a regional 
leader in training,  humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping.  With regard to  training, 
Morocco has provided technical and operational  training to more than 300 officers and 1,400 
non-commissioned  officers, primarily from francophone sub-Saharan Africa over  the last 25 
years, with much of that occurring in the last  three years.  Morocco has further provided 
humanitarian  assistance to 13 countries in the same time frame, especially  in the areas of 
airlift and cloud-seeding operations.  Finally, Morocco has robust experience in the realm of 
 peacekeeping operations dating back to the 1960s.  It has  signed on to Operation Active 
Endeavor.  Morocco also  partnered with NATO in peacekeeping operations in Bosnia and 
 with the United Nations (UN) in Angola, Cambodia, Haiti and  Somalia in the past.  Morocco 
currently has peacekeepers in  the NATO-led mission in Kosovo and the UN-led missions in 
 Cote d,Ivoire and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.    ------------------------------ 
 Support for Longer Term Issues  ------------------------------    ¶ 
 
8.  (SBU) The Embassy is currently engaged in negotiations  with the GOM on a Status of 
Forces Agreement (SOFA) and an  Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement (ACSA). 
 Inspector  General of the Armed Forces General (CHOD) Bennani recently  indicated that 
both documents are nearly ready for signature.   Unfounded rumors of prospective U.S. 
basing in connection  with Africa Command have been publicly controversial.    --------------- 
 External Issues  ---------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (SBU) In October, Morocco signed an Advanced Status  Agreement with the European 
Union, which promises to give  Morocco free market access to the European Economic Area 
when  finally implemented.  It also provides for greater  coordination on other issues. 
 Morocco also participates in  French President Sarkozy's nascent Mediterranean Union.    ¶ 
 
10.  (SBU) Border Troubles with Algeria:  The Moroccan  relationship with Algeria is 
difficult, and the border  between the two countries was closed by Algeria and remains 
 closed.  While the King and other GOM officials have publicly  proposed opening the border 
and upgrading bilateral relations  between the two countries, their entreaties have been 
 repeatedly rebuffed.  The GOA has linked progress on the  border to the Western Sahara 
issue.    ¶ 
 
11.  (SBU) Western Sahara:  Moroccan foreign policy is  dominated by defending and seeking 
international recognition  of its sovereignty claims over Western Sahara.  The issue  remains 
the most visible source of tension with Algeria,  which has historically supported the 
POLISARIO's quest  efforts for independence by way of a UN-sponsored referendum.   The 
issue led Morocco to leave the African Union and has  been an obstacle to regional integration 
through the Arab  Maghreb Union.  In April 2007, Morocco proposed a new  autonomy plan 
for Western Sahara, and a series of  UN-sponsored negotiations with the POLISARIO began 
in  Manhasset, New York.  The Moroccan proposal, deemed "serious  and credible" by the 
USG, would provide Sahrawis, the  indigenous people of Western Sahara, autonomy in 
 administering local affairs while respecting Moroccan  sovereignty over the territory.  There 
have been four rounds  of talks but none since March 2008.  After the April 2008  renewal of 
the mandate of the UN peacekeeping mission, the  USG announced it considered 
independence for the territory  "not realistic."    ---------------  Internal Issues  ---------------    ¶ 
 
12.  (SBU) Current Government:  Prime Minister Abbas El  Fassi's government, formed after 
the September 2007  legislative elections, is built on a minority coalition.  There has been 
periodic speculation that it might not last  for the full five-year mandate of Parliament.  El 



Fassi's  government, filled with young technocrats from within and  outside his Istiqlal party, 
has performed better than many  expected.  El Fassi has participated extensively in 
 international events and diplomacy.  Internal democracy is  growing within political parties. 
 A political formation  founded by Fouad Ali El Himma, an intimate of the King, has  evolved 
into a new Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM)  by grouping several smaller parties. 
 It has now constituted  the largest political bloc in Parliament and could be  prepared to lead 
should the current coalition falter.  We see  no prospect, however, for a significant shift in 
Morocco's  foreign and security policies.  Neither Parliament nor the  Prime Minister has 
much say in these issues, which are  managed by the Throne directly with concerned 
ministries.    ¶ 
 
13.  (SBU) Parliamentary Reform:  Morocco's political parties  and the bicameral parliament 
are weak and structurally  hamstrung from taking legislative initiatives or strongly 
 articulating dissent.  The Parliament provides no effective  check on the monarchy or 
government.  Changing the  Constitution would be necessary in order to change the power 
 imbalance and institute formal democracy.  Nonetheless, both  parties and Parliament have 
made some technical improvements,  largely thanks to USG-funded programs from the 
National  democratic Institute (NDI) and the State University of New  York (SUNY), which 
have modestly improved the body's  administrative capacity.  These include establishment of 
a  budget analysis office, a verbatim transcription service, and  a consistent forum for training 
and debate among  parliamentary members and staff.    ¶ 
 
14.  (SBU) Parliamentary Reform Continued:  Although the  September 2007 parliamentary 
elections were the most  transparent in the country's history, record low  participation (i.e., 37 
percent of registered voters)  reflects the lack of voter confidence in the institution.  The State 
Department's Middle East Partnership Initiative  (MEPI) funded the National Democratic 
Institute (NDI) to run  the first ever international observation.  MEPI is now  funding an 
ambitious training program for women running for  municipal councils in June.    ¶ 
 
15.  (SBU) Human Rights and Reform:  King Mohammed VI has  embarked on an ambitious 
and continuous program of human  rights reforms that includes the Arab world's first truth 
 commission, a revised family code and growing governmental  transparency and 
accountability.  Nonetheless, 2008 saw some  incidents of concern related to freedoms of 
expression and  press.  Although Morocco is a regional reform leader, the  reforms are still 
not deeply rooted in law nor the  Constitution and could be rolled back.  Continued support 
and  encouragement from partners like the United States and Europe  is essential.    ¶ 
 
16.  (SBU) Religious Freedom:  The Moroccan Constitution  provides for the freedom to 
practice one's religion, although  Islam is the official state religion.  The GOM prohibits the 
 distribution of non-Muslim religious materials, bans all  proselytizing, but tolerates several 
small religious  minorities.  It also occasionally restricts Islamic  organizations whose 
activities have exceeded the bounds of  "acceptable religious practice" and become political in 
 nature), lately targeting Shi,a Islamic adherents.  Morocco  is protective of the tiny remnant 
of its once substantial  Jewish minority.    -------------------------------  Economics, Trade and 
Assistance  -------------------------------    ¶ 
 
17.  (SBU) Economics and Trade:  Economic growth has  accelerated in recent years, 
averaging above five percent.  While capital account restrictions have sheltered Morocco 
 from the international financial crisis, the recession in  Europe will affect exports.  An 
excellent agricultural  harvest should lessen the downturn and keep growth near five  percent 



this year.  Since implementation of our Free Trade  Agreement (FTA) on January 1, 2006, 
bilateral commerce has  more than doubled.  U.S. firms are increasing their  investment in 
Morocco, seeing new markets develop as a result  of the FTA.  USAID, the Department of 
Commerce's Commercial  Law Development Program and the U.S. Trade and Development 
 Agency conduct capacity building and technical assistance  projects to assist Morocco to 
create an open and transparent  trading environment and fully develop its trading potential. 
 However, significant export growth to U.S. and other markets  will also depend on Morocco's 
ability to capture a larger  share of value added in its export products.  Targeted USAID  and 
MEPI assistance programs aim at improving Morocco's  ability to produce and market its 
exports in key sectors.    ¶ 
 
18.  (SBU) U.S. Assistance:  We are focusing our assistance  to Morocco on youth and 
women, targeting four priorities:  economic growth, counterterrorism, democracy and 
governance,  and supporting quality education.  U.S. assistance includes  Millennium 
Challenge Corporation, Peace Corps, USAID and MEPI    activities.    ¶ 
 
19.  (U) The Millennium Challenge Corporation signed a  five-year, USD 697.5 million 
Millennium Challenge Account  Compact with Morocco in 2007 to reduce poverty and 
increase  economic growth.  The five-year clock started ticking on  September 15, 2008, with 
the Entry into Force of the Compact.   The Compact will support five major projects selected 
for  their potential to reduce poverty, increase productivity and  improve employment in high 
potential sectors of Morocco's  economy.  These projects include:  Fruit Tree Productivity, 
 Small Scale Fisheries, Crafts, Financial Services and  Enterprise Support.    
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1. (SBU) Summary: Morocco's new energy strategy aims to  avert an urgent electricity 
supply-demand imbalance, as well  as lessen Morocco's dependence on energy imports and 
exposure  to price swings, but geography and natural resources make the  latter goal elusive. 
 The Ministry of Energy's short term  plan will address electricity concerns by boosting 
generation  and reducing consumption.  Over the longer term, Morocco  seeks to diversify 
energy sources, reduce Morocco's expensive  dependence on petroleum (all imported), and 
eventually become  an exporter of electricity by exploiting domestic renewable  resources. 
 The success of the ambitious strategy will depend  on continued access to financing for 
infrastructure  development, improvements in the economics of new and cleaner  energy 
technologies, and luck (as regards domestic  hydrocarbon development).  Perhaps most 
important will be the  political mettle to raise prices and reform subsidies, and  establish and 



maintain a regulatory, financial and legal  framework to attract sufficient outside investment 
in energy  projects.  Barring an oil strike, however, Morocco will  continue to be at the mercy 
of fluctuations in the world oil  markets.  End Summary.    ----------------------------------------- 
 OUTLINES FAMILIAR, BUT A FEW MORE DETAILS  ----------------------------------------- 
   ¶ 
2.  (SBU) The public roll-out of the long-anticipated energy  strategy at a March 6 symposium 
confirmed the outlines  reported Ref B, but added further specifics regarding how the 
 Ministry of Energy, Mines, Water, and Environment (MEMEE)  anticipates easing electricity 
supply constraints and the  financial strain of high energy costs.  Our contacts at  Morocco's 
National Center for Nuclear Energy, Sciences, and  Techniques expressed (pleasant) surprise 
at hearing nuclear  power identified as an "open choice" (along with natural gas  and solar 
power) in the King's letter to the energy  symposium.  It was, they informed Econoff, the first 
time the  King had publicly endorsed nuclear power as an option for  electricity generation. 
   ¶ 
3.  (U) The strategy's short term and medium term objectives  principally aim at addressing a 
growing supply deficiency in  the electrical sector (Morocco imported 17 percent of 
 electricity consumed in 2008), through construction of new  gas- and coal-fired power plants, 
and wind production.  Wind  generation capacity is expected to grow to 1500 megawatts 
 (MW) by 2012 through identified projects, with a more vague  projection of 2200 MW by 
2020.  However, according to the  National Electricity Office (ONE), technical constraints 
 related to grid stability would cap wind generation at 1500  MW absent grid renovation and 
reinforcement.  The Ministry  further took action to reduce demand by allowing (after years 
 of requests from ONE) an augmentation of electricity tariffs  paid by business and industrial 
consumers effective March 1,  as well as introducing an incentive plan that offers smaller 
 customers the chance to reduce their rates in exchange for  lowering their consumption. 
 Other elements of the medium and  long term plan aim at boosting energy efficiency in 
 transport, buildings, and industry, in part through  legislation to authorize efficiency 
standards for the first  time.    ----------------------------------------   
 
WHAT MATTERS MOST: ELECTRICITY SUPPLY...  ---------------------------------------- 
   ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) The strategy responds unevenly to the two most  pressing energy problems facing 
Morocco.  The first is the  supply-demand imbalance for electricity (Ref D), a result of  6 
years of annual demand growth between 6 and 8 percent.  Assuming availability of project 
financing, and sufficient  interested investors for independent power producer-type  projects, 
the Ministry's and ONE's capacity expansion plans  should alleviate generation capacity 
constraints.  The  much-delayed tariff hikes are a start on the cost increases  needed to provide 
incentives for efficiency measures and  shore up ONE's finances to permit capacity 
investment.  ONE  Head of Regulations and Authorizations Mustapha Achour told  Econoff 
on March 30 that the tariff hikes, while finally  covering the losses ONE incurred selling 
power, were  insufficient to provide financing for new investment.  However, he affirmed, 
ONE has no plans to finance or  construct future production facilities itself, prefering to  sign 
power purchase agreements (PPAs) with independent power  producers (IPPs), of which two 
exist already in Morocco.  Only one new power plant currently under construction will be  an 
ONE-owned facility, a combined-cycle solar and gas thermal  plant at Ain Beni Mathar, 
which required state ownership and  financing to benefit from a Global Environmental Fund 
grant.    ¶ 
 



5.  (SBU) In a conversation with Econoff, MEMEE's Director of  Electricity Abderrahim El 
Hafidi argued that the  international credit crunch was unlikely to impact the  planned 
building of plants and infrastructure investment.  Because nearly all of the power plants on the 
drawing board  will be constructed subsequent to PPAs with ONE, with state  guarantees, 
they are "the safest investment possible" for  investors, he argued, and would easily attract 
domestic and  foreign financing.  The formal requests for proposals for the  biggest chunk of 
new generation, four coal-fired plants  totaling 2020 MW at two sites (Jorf Lasfar and Safi), 
should  be issued in June, he predicted.  Hafidi noted that the GOM  calculates Morocco's 
required energy sector investments  through 2012 at over USD 10 billion (two thirds of that 
for  electricity production), and welcomed U.S. firms' interest in  bidding on upcoming 
contracts.    ¶ 
 
6.  (SBU) On the demand side, allowing ONE to raise the  tariffs for business and industrial 
customers will help  encourage economies of consumption, as will the "-20/-20"  plan.  This 
incentive program, directed at residential  customers and local public agencies, proposes a 20 
percent  reduction of the per kilowatt-hour price if the customer can  demonstrate a 20 percent 
reduction in consumption from the  prior year.  The Ministry of Energy predicts that this plan 
 alone could reduce peak demand by 300 MW (equivalent to  adding a new mid-sized thermal 
power plant).    ----------------------------  ...  
 
AND PETROLEUM DEPENDENCY  ----------------------------    ¶ 
 
7.  (SBU) The second critical area facing Morocco is its  dependence on imported petroleum, 
but the GOM appears to have  fewer options to ease this concern.  Petroleum accounted for 
 61 percent of primary energy consumption in 2008, and over 87  percent of Morocco's energy 
costs for 2008.  The Ministry's  plan has two principal petroleum foci: diversification of 
 supply options and elimination of fuel oil for electricity  generation.  Removing petroleum 
from the electricity fuel mix  could reduce consumption needs by approximately 1.6 million 
 tonnes (MT) per year (of the total 9 MT consumed in 2009),  although some of the fuel oil is 
a byproduct of refining  other petroleum products and its phasing out may not result  in an 
equivalent reduction of import demand.  Plans to  improve vehicle efficiency by subsidizing 
the replacement of  older vehicles may help as well, but at the moment the GOM  targets only 
commercial truckers (with an anticipated budget  of USD 63 million), lacking sufficient funds 
to subsidize  replacement of the far greater number of old, inefficient  private vehicles.  (Note: 
The average age of Moroccan  vehicles is 13 years.  End Note.)  The Ministry of Energy 
 projects total petroleum demand to double nonetheless to 18  MT per year by 2030.    ¶ 
 
8.  (SBU) In the meantime, Morocco aims to reduce its  potential vulnerabilities as an import-
dependent country by  upgrading and increasing the number of ports able to receive 
 petroleum and product shipments to address a bottleneck in  capacity -- current ports are 
incapable of night operations  and often must suspend operations in heavy weather in  winters. 
 Said El Aoufir, Director of Combustible Fuels at  the Ministry of Energy, told Econoff that 
the  "multiplication" of importation points, and increases in  refinery capability, will ensure 
sufficient supply, although  Morocco will remain vulnerable to price swings.  MEMEE 
 regulations require refiners and distributors to maintain a  total of 90 days supply in stock, 
adding a cushion against  supply disruptions.  However, Morocco's supply options remain 
 limited, with Saudi Arabia, Russia, and Iran accounting for  96 percent of all imports. 
 Alternatives to these suppliers  are rare, El Aoufir, explained, because crude oil from most 
 other sources is either too heavy (and unsuited for Morocco's  refineries) or too light 
(producing too much gasoline and not  enough diesel for Moroccan markets).  Although the 



Ministry  sets rules for importers to follow in terms of stockpiles,  the Moroccan refiner 
SAMIR and other refined products  distributers are responsible for their own  commercially-
negotiated supply contracts (usually of one year  duration), El Aoufir said.  Moroccan 
petroleum importers do  not benefit from concessionary rates from any of their  suppliers, nor 
have they ever tried to hedge against price  increases, he added.    --------------------------   
ANY CHANCE OF FINDING OIL?  --------------------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (SBU) Moroccan officials remain optimistic that the  Kingdom could hold as-yet 
undiscovered hydrocarbon wealth.  M'hamed El Moustaine, Director of Exploration at the 
National  Office of Hydrocarbons (ONHYM), told Econoff that due to a  dearth of historical 
exploration activity, Morocco has a  "deficit" of 70,000 test wells compared to the "world 
 average" of 10 wells per 100 square kilometers of exploration  area.  (Note: Morocco's 
"deficit" is in part due to  exploration companies' lower expectations of finding  commercially 
viable deposits than in other regions.  End  Note.)  ONHYM has constantly fine-tuned its 
policies for  exploration and production concessions to attract exploration  partners, 
Moustaine explained, and assesses itself in the top  ten countries with the most favorable 
terms for explorers and  producers worldwide.  ONHYM allows 8 year exploration  permits, 
along with conversion to a 25 year production  concession on terms that allow ONHYM to 
partner up to 25  percent for investment and production, with the other  partners free to sell 
their 75 percent without conditions.  Moustaine explained that most exploration currently 
occurs in  well-understood formations in the northern part of the  Kingdom, where explorers 
have a very good chance of  discovering small, but exploitable gas deposits which are  usually 
sold locally.  A few explorers, however, have begun  drilling in less-well characterized 
formations, and some  offshore drilling has begun in both the north Atlantic coast  and the 
areas off of Western Sahara.  Moustaine noted that  exploration in Western Sahara is 
depressed due to companies  facing pressure from Algeria -- Algeria, he stated, tells 
 companies doing business in Algeria that they must avoid  Western Sahara or lose the right to 
work in Algeria.    ¶ 
 
10.  (SBU) Notwithstanding the uptick in drilling activity  this year (six active drilling rigs 
compared with the norm of  two, according to Moustaine), petroleum imports will continue 
 to command a large portion of Morocco's import bill,  continuing a serious burden on the 
Kingdom's balance of  payments (Ref A).  A parallel budgetary burden, and equally 
 worrisome in the long term, is the enormous bill for general  subsidies on petroleum products 
for transportation fuel  (whose cost to the government varies with world petroleum  prices), 
and especially for butane.  Subsidized generally as  a cooking fuel, butane sells for 
approximately half its cost  to the importer, with the treasury making up the difference.  As 
expected with general subsidies, the GOM believes the vast  majority of its subsidy spending 
supports middle and upper  class consumers, but it lacks the statistics to reveal the  true 
proportions.  Septel will explore the GOM's  deliberations of reforms to target subsidies to the 
 populations who are most in need.    ¶ 
 
11.  (SBU) Comment: Morocco's new energy plans appear to  adequately address the tight 
electricity market through  capacity expansion, but two question marks remain.  The first  is 
whether the Ministry's optimistic assessment of the  availability of credit to finance the 
required new generation  capacity is correct in the context of a global credit  shortage. 
 Morocco has witnessed slowdowns or stoppages in  2009 of many projects funded by foreign 
investment, so even  ONE's guaranteed PPAs may not attract financing as plentiful  or as 
affordable as expected.  The subsidy and tariff  question will be even more delicate, as long 
term financial  stability for ONE and increased efficiency of electricity and  hydrocarbon use 



will require difficult political decisions to  raise the costs of energy consumption for 
consumers.  No  amount of planning or strategy, however, can free the Kingdom  from its 
petroleum import dependency, so every announcement  of potential gas and oil finds will 
continue to make headline  news as Moroccans aspire to join their North African  neighbors 
as petroleum producers.    
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1.  (C) Summary:  On April 8, Moroccan Minister of Foreign  Affairs and Cooperation Taieb 
Fassi Fihri will present a  letter from King Mohammed VI requesting support for a  resolution 
on the Western Sahara favorable to Morocco and  rejecting a human rights monitoring role for 
the United  Nations peacekeeping mission in the territory.  Without  prejudicing a policy 
review on the issue, it would be  important to underscore our support for a political solution, 
 with autonomy as a potential basis for negotiations.  The  Kingdom of Morocco, a Major 
non-NATO Ally and one of our best  partners in the Broader Middle East and North Africa 
(BMENA)  region, is a country in the throes of change and reform.  However, the visit 
follows a crackdown on Shi,a, Christian  missionaries, and homosexuals.  The Minister is 
nonetheless  likely to press you to commit to attending the Sixth Forum  for the Future in late 
October or early November, which would  afford an opportunity to highlight U.S. and 
Moroccan programs  for youth, women, civil society and media.  End Summary.    -------------
-  Western Sahara  --------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri is coming  to Washington with a letter 
from King Mohammed VI that we  understand has been or will be delivered to the 
Governments  of China, France, Russia, Spain and the United Kingdom (Ref  A).  According 
to the Spanish, the letter requests support  for a strong resolution on UN Security Council 
resolution on  Western Sahara and asks that MINURSO, the UN peacekeeping  mission in 
Western Sahara, not get a mandate to monitor human  rights.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Our response could contain support for an agreed  political solution with autonomy as 
an element, and  recognition of the importance of improving Moroccan-Algerian  relations. 
 Morocco can do more to build confidence by  continuing to improve human rights in the 
territory, offering  political space to its opponents, even Polisario supporters,  and recognizing 
Sahrawi human rights organizations  sympathetic to self-determination.  Morocco should also 
 decisively signal its abhorrence of human rights abuses by  punishing, or at least removing 
from the territory, well  known security officials accused of multiple abuses, as it  did in 2008. 
   -------------------  Political Situation  -------------------    ¶ 
 



4.  (C) Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi's government, which is  built on a minority 
parliamentary coalition, has performed  better than most expected.  A political movement 
founded by  Fouad Ali El Himma, an intimate of the King, has evolved into  the new Party of 
Authenticity and Modernity (PAM), which  could be prepared to lead should the current 
coalition  falter.  Morocco's other 32 political parties, while becoming  more internally 
democratic, are structurally hamstrung in the  bicameral parliament.  Although the September 
2007  parliamentary elections were the most transparent in the  country's history, low 
participation, i.e., 37 percent of  registered voters, reflected a lack of voter confidence in  the 
institution.  Amending the Constitution would be  necessary to eliminate the power imbalance 
and make Morocco  into a constitutional monarchy.    --------------------   
Forum for the Future  --------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Morocco and Italy will co-host the 2009 Forum for the  Future (FFF) meeting in Rabat 
or Marrakech during the last  week of October or first week of November.  Morocco has been 
 a strong supporter of the Forum, and hosted the first in  ¶2004.  Secretary General Youssef 
Amrani, number two at the  Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, is personally 
 invested in the Forum's success and believes that your  participation in the 2009 meeting is of 
utmost importance.  Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern Affairs  Madelyn 
Spirnak traveled to Rabat on April 2 to coordinate  policy priorities, the agenda and 
organization for the 2009  FFF.    
 ------------  Human Rights  ------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) King Mohammed VI has embarked on an ambitious and  continuous program of 
reforms that includes the Arab world's  first truth commission, a revised family code and 
growing  governmental accountability.  However, many reforms are still  not deeply rooted in 
law or in the Constitution and could be  rolled back.  Continued support and encouragement 
from  partners like the United States are essential.  It would be  useful to note past progress on 
human rights and the need for  Morocco to take additional steps to stop abuses and open up 
 even more political space.    ¶ 
7.  (C) Religious and Press Freedoms:  While the Moroccan  Constitution provides for the 
freedom to practice one's  religion, and several small religious minorities are  tolerated, the 
GOM prohibits the distribution of religious  materials and proselytizing of non-Muslim faiths. 
 It also  occasionally restricts Islamic organizations whose activities  have become political in 
nature.  Morocco is protective of  the tiny remnant of its once substantial Jewish minority. 
 Morocco is a regional leader in press freedom, but criticism  of the monarchy, Islam and 
territorial integrity, i.e.,  advocating independence for Western Sahara, is restricted    - 
 
-------------  Women's Rights  --------------    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) The King has promoted equality for women,  underscoring Morocco's regional 
leadership in this sphere.  In January, the GOM reached an agreement with political  parties to 
reserve for women 12 percent of the seats  (approximately 3,000 elected positions) in June's 
municipal  council elections.  (Note:  Women currently hold 0.5 percent  of these seats.  End 
Note.)  A Middle East Partnership  Initiative- (MEPI-) funded project, implemented by the 
 National Democratic Institute (NDI) and International  Republican Institute (IRI), is actively 
encouraging and  training women candidates.  El Fassi's government includes a  record seven 
women; there are currently two women governors,  two women mayors, nine female 
ambassadors, and 34 women  Members of Parliament.  In 2007, the King instituted training 
 for women to act as spiritual guides, and they now represent  more than one-fourth of 



Morocco's religious cadre.  These  developments have raised women's awareness of their 
rights,  and served as an important counter-radicalization element.    -- 
 
--------------  Counterterrorism  ----------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) The terrorist threat in Morocco emanates mainly from  small grassroots radical Islamic 
cells since the vast  majority of Morocco's population rejects Salafism and  Wahhabism. 
 While there have been no suicide bombings since  the one across the street from the U.S. 
Consulate General in  Casablanca in April 2007, the Moroccans dismantled six  terrorist and 
foreign fighter cells with 100 terrorist  prosecutions in 2008.  The GOM's implementation of a 
 comprehensive counterterrorism strategy emphasizing security  measures, counter-
radicalization policies, and international  cooperation has been largely successful in 
containing the  threat to date.  The Mission has also proposed an innovative  deradicalization 
program that focuses on youth and that  complements the government,s efforts.  As 
"Commander of the  Faithful," the King, has standardized religious doctrine and  consolidated 
control over religious schools.    -- 
 
-----------------------------  Economics, Trade and Assistance  -------------------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (SBU) The economy is relatively healthy, although marred  by disparities in wealth. 
 Growth is expected to be above  five percent this year, thanks to anticipated bumper 
 harvests.  Since implementation of the U.S.-Morocco Free  Trade Agreement (FTA) in 
January 2006, bilateral commerce has  more than doubled.  USAID, the Commerce 
Department and the  U.S. Trade and Development Agency conduct technical  assistance 
projects aimed at further opening Morocco's  trading environment.    ¶ 
 
11.  (U) The Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) Compact  between the U.S. and 
Morocco entered into force on September  15, 2008, building upon USAID and Peace Corps, 
work here  over five decades.  The five-year USD 697.5 million  economic-growth and 
poverty-alleviation program supports five  major projects, i.e., Fruit-Tree Productivity, Small 
Scale  Fisheries, Crafts, Financial Services, and Enterprise Support  -- all selected for their 
potential to increase productivity  in high potential sectors.    
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1.  (C) Summary:  In his meeting with Secretary Clinton on  April 8, Moroccan Foreign 
Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri will  present a letter from King Mohammed VI requesting support 
for  a resolution on the Western Sahara favorable to Morocco and  rejecting a human rights 
monitoring role for MINURSO, the  United Nations (UN) peacekeeping mission.  The letter 
has or  will be passed to the "P5" and other "Friends of Sahara."  The Foreign Minister may 
complain about Algeria since the  King,s overtures to Algeria have been rebuffed.  Most 
 observers believe progress on Moroccan-Algerian ties is a  prerequisite for a Western Sahara 
deal, but no one seems to  know how to strike a deal, in view of Algerian reticence.  Without 
prejudicing a USG policy review on the issue, it  would be important at least to share our 
support for a  political solution, with autonomy as a potential basis for  negotiations, and solid 
backing for UN Personal Envoy  Christopher Ross.  On human rights, it would be useful to 
 note past progress and the need for Morocco to take  additional steps to stop abuses and open 
up even more  political space in the territory.  End Summary.    
 
 ---------------------------------  Answering the Moroccans on Sahara  --------------------------------
-    ¶ 
2.  (C) Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri is coming  to Washington with a letter 
from King Mohammed VI that we  understand has been or will be delivered to the 
Governments  of China, France, Russia, Spain and the United Kingdom.  According the 
Spanish, the letter requests support for a  strong resolution on Western Sahara and asks that 
MINURSO not  get a mandate to monitor human rights.  The Embassy fully  understands that 
the Administration has not fully parsed its  position on the Western Sahara issue.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) We believe elements of a USG response could contain:    -- A strong statement of 
support for an agreed political  solution with "autonomy" as an element, and recognition of 
 the importance of improving Moroccan-Algerian relation;    -- Recognition that Morocco can 
do more to build confidence  by continuing to improve human rights in the territory,  offering 
some political space to its opponents, even to those  who support the Polisario.  For starters, it 
could give legal  status to Sahrawi human rights organizations sympathetic to  self-
determination;    -- Morocco should also decisively signal its abhorrence of  human rights 
abuses by punishing -- or at least removing from  the territory -- well known security officials 
accused of  multiple abuses.  Such removals in 2008 successfully  encouraged those left 
behind to behave better for a time; and    -- On regional issues, we should listen carefully to 
Moroccan  concerns about Algeria and ask what the Government of Morocco  (GOM) would 
be willing to put on the table to help their  friends in the international community encourage 
the Algerian  Government to be more responsive.     
 
----------------------------------------  A Long-Simmering but Non-Violent Dispute  ----------------
------------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) The Western Sahara dispute has been frozen  diplomatically since April 2008 when the 
UN Security Council  mandated a 12-month rollover of the UN's peacekeeping Mission  for a 
Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO using the French  acronym) in Resolution 1813. 
 Because of disputes over who  might vote in the referendum, it has never been held and 
 MINURSO has lost its political role.  MINURSO now polices a  cease-fire that has hardly 
seen a single shot fired since it  went into effect in 1991.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) A year ago, Peter Van Walsum, the then Personal Envoy  of the UN Secretary General, 
took the unusual step of  tabling, outside the official report, his personal view that 
 independence for the territory was "not realistic," because  Morocco would never relinquish 



its control of the territory  and the international community would never force it to do  so. 
 After the vote to extend MINURSO,s mandate for one  year, the U.S. delegation explicitly 
endorsed that view, but    no other member did, not even traditionally pro-Moroccan  France, 
even though the international community, including  Russia, appears to agree.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Resolution 1813 recognized the four rounds of  UN-sponsored talks in Manhasset, 
New York, since Morocco  submitted its proposal for autonomy in 2007, as progress,  which 
the GOM took as an endorsement of its efforts.  In  fact, the talks were sterile, with the 
Polisario unwilling to  discuss the Moroccan proposal and the GOM delegation under  strict 
orders to discuss nothing else.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) After the vote, Algeria and the Polisario refused to  deal with Van Walsum, calling 
him partial, and UN Secretary  General (SYG) Ban Ki-Moon did not renew Van Walsum's 
 contract.  This deeply upset the GOM, which dragged its heels  into 2009 before accepting 
the appointment of new envoy,  former U.S. Ambassador to Algeria Christopher Ross.  Ross, 
 one of our own and among the world experts on the region,  recognized that resolution of the 
Sahara problem remained  linked to ameliorating the dispute between Morocco and  Algeria, 
and he obtained a mandate from the UNSYG to address  it.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) The term "unrealistic" was never used by Ross, who  considered it unbalanced.  The 
term also disappeared from the  last administration's discourse, with Secretary Rice's visit  to 
North Africa in September 2008.  The GOM has continued to  seek its enshrinement in USG 
policy and UN documents.     
¶ 
9.  (C) Ross believes that one provocative element of the  Moroccan approach is the inclusion 
in the delegation of  Kalihenna Ould Er Rachid, a Sahrawi who headed the local  government 
when the Spanish left and is current Chairman of  the Royal Advisory Council on Sahara 
(CORCAS).  The Ould Er  Rachid clan controls much of Sahrawi politics through the  best 
developed political machine in the Moroccan system, but  he is unpopular, even among many 
Sahrawi supporters of  Moroccan sovereignty.  His political machine won seats in the  Sahara 
that gave Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi,s Istiqlal  (Independence) party its margin of victory 
in the September  2007 parliamentary elections.  There have been signs  recently, however, 
that the GOM may be distancing itself from  Ould Er Rachid.     
 
------------------  The Algeria Factor  ------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) The closed Moroccan-Algerian border has stifled  trade, growth and regional 
integration and remains a major  political blockage.  In early 2008, King Mohammed VI made 
an  initially clumsy, but apparently sincere, effort to reach out  to Algiers, and has continued 
to pursue this.  Unfortunately,  for reasons possibly inked to internal dynamics and President 
 Bouteflika,s re-election, Algeria rebuffed these overtures.  It is clear there are personal 
tensions, perhaps  generational, between him and Mohammed VI.  Several world  leaders, 
including the French, Spanish and even Russian  (i.e., Prime Minister Putin), have attempted 
to mediate,  without success.  Algeria declined Secretary Rice's  invitation for a trilateral 
meeting on the margins of the UN  General Assembly last September.  However, it did 
participate  in Secretary Clinton,s Sharm el Sheikh meeting with the  Moroccans and 
Tunisians.  Nonetheless, a modest USG  initiative begun at the "P-level" in 2007 to encourage 
 regional stability by supporting North Africa's Arab Maghreb  Union (AMU) appears to be 
derailed.    - 
 



--------------------  In the Western Sahara  ---------------------    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) The Western Sahara territory itself is mostly calm,  and has been since the autonomy 
offer was tabled.  Morocco  has poured both people and money into the territory since it  won 
control in 1975 and overall social conditions are better  than in most of Morocco, although 
limited resources and local  industry constrain employment.    ¶12.  (C) A majority of the 
current population of some 400,000  appears to have migrated from the north of the territory 
or  are children of migrants, but this is complicated by the fact  that many of them are 
themselves ethnically Sahrawi, a  culturally distinct people who speak a separate dialect of 
   Arabic, i.e., Hassani.  Sahrawi tribes are the majority in  and rule Mauritania, and traditional 
tribal territory extends  well into southern Morocco and western Algeria.  Unlike with  the 
Kurds, whose situation is similar, neither the Polisario  nor any Sahrawi has laid claim to any 
lands outside the  Western Sahara, suggesting the dispute may be more a product  of regional 
state politics than ethno-nationalism.  Based on  consistent responses in conversations over 
the past three  years, we believe that a majority of the local population  defined as Sahrawi 
under the last Spanish census, and who are  currently resident in the territory, would accept a 
sincere  and meaningful autonomy framework.  (Note: This is the  criteria used by the UN in 
determining eligibility to  participate in a referendum.  End Note.)    ------------------------------- 
 
-------------- -  Human Rights Improving but Still a Major Issue  ------------------------------------
--------- -    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) The Western Sahara experienced severe repression  during the "years of lead" under 
the late King Hassan II.  The security force profile and human rights violations, both  high, 
declined since disorders in 2005.  By the end of 2008,  as noted in the annual Country Report 
on Human Rights  Practices, beatings and physical abuse had largely stopped.  Political rights 
remain sharply constrained, however.  Supporters of independence/self-determination can 
meet and  organize, and restrictions on their overseas travel  disappeared in 2008.  They may 
not, however, hold public  meetings or demonstrations or publicize their views.  Carrying a 
Polisario flag or literature will mean arrest and  confiscation.  The Embassy has pushed the 
GOM to allow full  political rights and freedom of assembly.  Morocco could give  legal 
status to Sahrawi human rights organizations whose  members are sympathetic to self-
determination.  In one case,  this was already ordered by Moroccan courts, but never 
 implemented, and then later appealed by the Ministry of  Interior (MOI).    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) The Embassy saw a spike in early 2009 in the number  of credible reports of abuses 
from contacts in the Western  Sahara.  This coincided with both the change in local  governor 
and the visit of an EU parliamentary delegation.  That visit represented an unprecedented 
lifting of  restrictions on the ability of activists to publicly meet  international observers, 
although some of those activists  were later briefly detained.  There were several allegations 
 against specific officers for physical and other abuses,  including a February report of sexual 
abuse, vehemently  denied by authorities, although Ministry of Justice contacts  told us they 
have opened an investigation.  The Charge  bluntly raised the increased abuses with the 
Foreign Minister  on February 25, and we have also expressed direct concern to  the MOI. 
 Whether there is a linkage or not, the reports of  abuses appear to have dropped dramatically 
since these  demarches.  Although some abuses continue, reports of abuse  appear to be often 
exaggerated by pro-Polisario activists.    ¶ 
 
15.  (C) Human rights monitoring is a major issue.  The  Polisario, with some support from 
international human rights  organizations and from some Members of Congress, has asked 



 that MINURSO do the monitoring.  Morocco opposes this  proposition.  Ambassador Ross 
believes that monitoring may be  useful, but MINURSO should not be the vehicle, suggesting 
a  possible role for UN human rights entities.  The Mission  believes that Morocco can best 
address this question by  improving the situation and continuing its opening to  international 
monitoring.    -------  Comment  -------  JFe (C) In sum, we believe that the Secretary,s April 8 
 meeting with Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri affords an  opportunity to press Morocco to show 
greater respect for  human rights in Western Sahara, explore ways to improve  Moroccan-
Algerian relations, and support Personal Envoy  Ross, efforts to get Morocco, Algeria and the 
Polisario to  talk as equals )- even if they are not.  The meeting could  also encourage the 
GOM to have more regular meetings with the  Algerian Government on issues of mutual 
concern and interest,  such as counterterrorism, energy, and production of cheaper  fertilizers 
using Moroccan phosphates and Algerian gas.  End  Comment.        
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   E.O. 12958: DECL: 03/26/2014  TAGS: PREL PHUM UNSC WI SP UK FR 
MO SUBJECT: RECEIVING A MESSAGE FROM MOROCCO'S KING ON SAHARA 
   Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson. Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1. (C) We understand that Moroccan Ambassador Mekouar has  passed a request in 
Washington for PM Abbas El Fassi  immediately to see POTUS to deliver an urgent letter 
from  King Mohammed VI, but that there are serious scheduling  issues.  MFA Secretary 
General (number 2) Youssef Amrani told  Charge March 27 that the letter addresses Sahara 
and that  subsequent to our discussions here, the GOM decided that it  could be flexible on 
messenger, that it could be Foreign  Minister Fassi Fihri.  There was room, to a limited 
degree,  on timing, but the message had to be delivered before USG  decisions on the Western 
Sahara UNSC vote due at the end of  April.    ¶ 
 
2. (C) Diplomats of the Friends countries told Polcouns March  27 that they had also received 
a request to receive a  high-level emissary with a message from the King.  The UK has 
 agreed that Justice Minister Radi could come to London and  meet a Deputy Foreign 
Secretary.  The GOM also proposed PM El  Fassi to go to Paris (where he had been 
Ambassador); Sarkozy  was not immediately available but our colleague anticipated a  time 
would be found for Sarkozy to see the PM.  The French  believe the substance of the King,s 
letter is that the  momentum of the last UNSC Resolution should be preserved and  that the 
UN and especially MINURSO, should not get a human  rights mandate.  The Spanish rep said 
Madrid received a  request for former Health Minister and Secretary-General of  the new 
(palace-associated) PAM party Mohammed Sheikh  Biadillah to see PM Zapatero.  No 
decision has been made and  Zapatero is &busy8 due to the economy and the uproar over 
 Spanish withdrawal from Kosovo.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C/NOFORN) Comment:  We recommend that Secretary Clinton  agree to receive the 
letter from the Foreign Minister,  whenever (and wherever) in early April it is convenient for 



 her.  This would permit discussion of the Moroccan position.  The PM would wax long, but 
not beyond familiar themes.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Comment continued:  Biadillah is a Sahrawi and is  being positioned as a political rival 
of CORCAS head  Kalihenna Ould Er Rachid, so his nomination as royal envoy is  of major 
import.  Biadillah told Polcouns March 26 it was  time for the Ould Er Rachid clan to move 
on.  Kalihenna,s  removal was earlier cited by UN Envoy Christopher Ross as a  key demand 
by the Polisario to build confidence in the  discussions.  End Comment.    
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     ¶ 
 
1.  This message provides requested updates for the  Department of Labor's annual report on 
the Worst  Forms of Child Labor in the Western Sahara. (Ref A)  The sovereignty of the 
Western Sahara is disputed  between the Government of Morocco and the Polisario,  an 
Algerian-backed organization seeking  independence.  The GOM maintains control over a 
 significant portion of the Western Sahara from the  coastal areas inward.  The GOM 
considers the  Western Sahara to be an integral part of its  national territory and applies the 
same laws and  administrative procedures that exist in the rest of  the country.  Post has 
submitted a report detailing  the overall situation of forced labor and child  labor in Morocco 
(Ref B).    ¶ 
 
2. Economic activity in the Western Sahara is  limited to phosphate mining, pastoral 
nomadism, and  fishing.  There is very limited industrial activity.  Emboffs visit the region 
frequently and Post is not  aware of any significant instances of forced labor  or child labor in 
the Western Sahara.  Traditional  Sahrawi practices of domestic slavery were  eliminated 
many years ago.  The only reports we have  heard of about slavery stem from allegations that 
 the practice continues in Polisario-controlled  refugee camps.  Child and labor issues are also 
 addressed in the Western Sahara Chapter of the  annual Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices  (Ref C).    ¶ 
 
3.  This message was prepared by Consulate  Casablanca Laboff Matthew Lehrfeld, and 
represents  coordinated Mission views. Further inquiries should  be directed to Consulate 
Casablanca, info Rabat.    
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1. (C) SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION: Morocco continues to work to  persuade 
countries around the globe to de-recognize the  Polisario Front's declared Sahrawi Arab 
Democratic Republic,  or at least freeze relations, beyond which they want  countries to 
recognize Moroccan sovereignty over the Western  Sahara.  It seems to be the principal focus 
of Moroccan  diplomacy and has had some success, but it has been slow and  piecemeal.  By 
their own count, the majority of members of  the United Nations (110 out of 150) do not 
recognize SADR,  nor do any Arab countries other than Algeria.  At the UN, the  Polisario 
does not have a formal observer status, like the  PLO, but has an informal status as a 
movement, they maintain.   We cannot confirm the GOM's judgments, but they appear 
 broadly to conform to what we know.  END SUMMARY.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) On March 6, in response to an Embassy, Rabat  request, the Moroccan Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (MFA)  provided us with a list of countries that do not recognize  the Sahrawi 
Arab Democratic Republic (SADR), those that do,  and those that recently changed their 
position to none  recognition.  According to this list, the majority of members  of the United 
Nations (110 out of 150) do not recognize SADR.   The record also indicates there are 
currently 40 countries  who recognize the SADR.  Probably owing mostly to Moroccan 
 diplomatic efforts, 41 countries which previously recognized  the SADR withdrew their 
recognition and froze their relations  with the SADR.  Morocco's effort to secure recognition 
of its  claims to Western Sahara (or at least the non-recognition of  the SADR) by other 
countries represents Morocco's dominant  foreign policy objective, which largely shapes its 
external  relations with countries.    ¶ 
 
3.  (U) There are 110 countries, including most countries on  the UN Security Council, who 
have never recognized the SADR,  including the following:    Africa: Cameroon, Central 
Africa, Comoros Islands, Ivory  Coast, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, 
Libya  (recognizes the Polisario but not the SADR), Niger, Republic  Democratic Congo, 
Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Tunisia.    Americans and Caribbean: Argentina, Bahamas, Brazil, 
Canada,  Chili, and the United States.    Asia and Oceana/Pacific:  Saudi Arabia, Australia, 
Armenia,  Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, China, South  Korea, United 
Arab Emirates, Fiji, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel,  Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Kuwait, 
Lebanon,  Malaysia, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Micronesia,  Myanmar, Nepal, 
New Zealand, Oman, Uzbekistan, Palau,  Pakistan, Philippines, Qatar, Samoa, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka,  Tajikistan, Thailand, Tonga, Turkmenistan.    Europe:  Germany, Andorra, Austria, 
Belorussia, Belgium,  Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Denmark,  Spain, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Greece, Hungary,  Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lichtenstein, Lithuania,  Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldavia, Monaco, Montenegro, 



 Norway, The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Great  Britain, Russia, St. Marino, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden,  Switzerland, Czech Republic, Turkey, Ukraine and The Vatican. 
   ¶ 
 
4.  (U) The below listed 41 countries previously recognized  the SADR but changed their 
stance by either withdrawing  recognition or freezing relations with the SADR.    Africa: 
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Congo, Guinea  Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya, Liberia, 
Madagascar,  Malawi, St. Thomas and Principe, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,  Chad, and Togo. 
   Asia and Pacific Ocean: Afghanistan, Cambodia, Solomon  Islands, India, Iran, Kiribati, 
Laos, Nauru, Tuvalu, Syria,  Vanuatu, Yemen and Vietnam.    Europe: Albania, and Serbia. 
   South, Central America and the Caribbean: Colombia, Costa  Rica, Dominique, Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay,  Peru, Dominican Republic, St. Lucia.    ¶ 
 
5.  (U) Countries who currently recognize the SADR include:    Africa: Algeria, Angola, 
Botswana, Burundi, Ethiopia, Ghana,  Lesotho, Mauritius, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, 
Namibia,    Nigeria, Uganda, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, and  Zimbabwe. 
   Asia and Pacific Ocean: East Timor, Papua New Guinea and  North Korea.    South, Central 
America and the Caribbean:  Antigua and  Barbuda, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Cuba, 
Equator, Grenada,  Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, St.  Vincent and the 
Grenadines, Surinam, Trinity and Tobago,  Venezuela, and Uruguay.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) COMMENT: Getting other countries to recognize its  sovereignty over Western 
Sahara, or to abstain from taking a  position on Western Sahara, has been a dominant focus of 
 Morocco's diplomatic efforts since 1975, when the Spanish  vacated Western Sahara. 
 Morocco's increased diplomatic  efforts, particularly over the last nine years, appear to  have 
been paying off, albeit slowly.  Since 2000, 23  countries have rescinded or frozen their 
relationship with  the SADR.  Morocco appears to have placed particular emphasis  on Africa 
with corresponding success.  Kenya's reversal of  its recognition of SADR in 2007 was seen 
as a particular coup  for Morocco in recent years. As an example of their  comprehensive 
approach to this quest, Morocco provided  weapons that were used to defeat putschists in the 
Comoros in  2008 (reftel), which directly preceded a shift by neighboring  and heavily 
engaged Seychelles. END COMMENT.      
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1. (C) Summary: The UN Secretary General,s Personal Envoy Christopher Ross appears to 
have had a positive visit to Morocco, February 17-21. At a roundtable hosted by Charge, Ross 



outlined a flexible approach, as reported by Algiers (Ref. A) that seeks to build confidence 
between Morocco and the Polisario, before a fifth round in Manhasset, so that another failure 
did not undermine the credibility of the process. Local &friends8 diplomats doubted there 
could be much movement before the Algerian election, but this would be a good time to 
prepare. Partly through his linguistic facility and experience, Ross seems to have already 
some hearts and minds among the Moroccans, and he may have already won more confidence 
from the King than ever enjoyed by his predecessor. During a farewell outbrief on February 
26, UN Mission for a Referendum in Western Sahara head Julian Harston told Charge and 
other P-5 Chiefs of Mission that the current confidence-building measures are not 
building confidence among negotiators, that Algeria does not appear ready for a summit with 
Morocco, and that Moroccan respect for human rights in the territory appears to have declined 
in the last few weeks, an impression that we share. End Summary.  ¶ 
 
2. (SBU) Charge hosted a roundtable of diplomats/experts for the UN Secretary-General,s 
Personal Envoy for Western Sahara Amb. Christopher Ross on February 19. The 
participants included UK Ambassador Tim Morris, Spanish DCM Alfonso Portabales, French 
PolCouns Frederic Clavier, Charge, A/DCM Millard and PolCouns. With Ross were UN 
Staffers Denise O,Brien (DPA) and Mikkel Brohold (DPKO) and UN 
Resident Representative Mourad Wahba.  ¶3. (C) Ross opened by noting the warm welcome 
he had received since his arrival. Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi had hosted a dinner for him 
with all the heads of the major parties and several ministers. He also had met with 
Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri along with Director General for Studies and 
Documentation (DGED) (external intelligence chief) M. Yassine Mansouri and separately 
with Interior Minister Chakib Benmoussa. He felt he had to overcome some Moroccan 
suspicion over his long years in Algeria.  
 
 ------------------------ Need for more confidence ------------------------ ¶ 
 
4. (C) Ross said the long wait for &confirmation8 had given him time to reflect. The 
Moroccans talk of consolidating past progress, but this seemed to refer just to certain key 
words, like realism. In fact, the four Manhasset rounds had produced no real progress. 
Another unproductive round could risk undermining the credibility of the process. He was 
suggesting a small, quiet meeting directly between Morocco and the Polisario, perhaps in 
Spain, to begin to discuss issues. He would not go to Mauritania because of the coup but had 
justified this to Nouakchott on logistical grounds.  ¶ 
 
5. (C) Ross added that he was also interested in enlarging the scope of Confidence Building 
Measures (CBMs). The existing UNHCR family exchange program was successful, but there 
needed to be more political confidence. He thought Morocco should renew the direct contacts 
with the Polisario in Rabat that took place many years ago under King Hassan II. One of the 
problems with the negotiations is that while the Polisario folks are the same, the Moroccan 
negotiators have changed; they no longer know each other. He had also suggested that 
Morocco either keep CORCAS head Kalihenna Ould er Rachid out of the talks or at least 
muzzle him. Polisario representatives maintained Kalihenna,s role in the talks had been a 
provocation. Ross said he underscored to Fassi Fihri that, like it or not, Morocco had to 
remember that the other party in the talks was the Polisario. The goal must be to attract them 
to a political solution. There were many types of autonomy, including that of Iraqi Kuridstan. 
He solicited ideas for additional CBMs.  ¶ 
 



6. (C) Ross said his meeting with Interior Minister Benmoussa was upbeat. Benmoussa had 
briefed on Morocco,s broader regionalization and decentralization plans, for which Sahara 
autonomy was just the leading edge. He urged Ross to convey that the autonomy offer is 
sincere, not just words. RABAT 00000179 002.2 OF 003  ¶ 
 
7. (C) Ross said that in addition to working the Sahara issue, UNSYG Ban Ki Moon had 
charged him with attempting to improve relations between Morocco and Algeria. He planned 
to propose to Algeria a reinforcement of existing cooperation on security matters as well as 
working on other peripheral issues. He believed it was premature even to address the closure 
of the border. While human rights issues were important, they were not part of his mandate. 
He personally thought it was not sensible to include human rights in the MINURSO mandate, 
but perhaps there were other UN agencies that could take on the issue. Any approach would 
have to address conditions on both sides. 
 
  ---------------------- Diplomats, Assessments ---------------------- ¶ 
 
8. (C) French Political Counselor Frederic Clavier said the situation was asymmetric between 
Morocco and the Polisario and the key was Algeria. In his view, the Moroccan public 
is heavily engaged, and a major setback on Western Sahara could hurt the country,s stability. 
In Algeria, however, the issue was between Bouteflika and the generals, not the public. 
Clavier thought France could not accept any independent state that would not be able to 
secure its territory. He thought 2009 would be a year of transition due to the Algerian 
elections, and he anticipated no movement before 2010. He feared that Algeria would try to 
move discussions back to UNSCR resolution 1754 rather than the current 1813, with its focus 
on a political solution.  ¶ 
 
9. (C) British Ambassador Timothy Morris said Western Sahara was a concern for HMG, 
which is focused on iron-clad support for the SYG and only a cool approach to the 
autonomy proposal. UK interest is focused on the security question, and HMG was looking at 
ways to bring the GOM and Algeria together on this, as part of a broader Sahara/Sahel 
strategy.  ¶ 
 
10. (C) Spanish DCM Alphonso Portabales said the visit of the Spanish (de facto) Deputy 
Foreign Minister underscored Western Sahara,s importance to Spain both as a security 
and political issue. Spain would be happy to support additional CBMs and host informal 
contacts, track two events or indirect CBM events. He noted a possible example could be 
the multiple varieties of autonomy exercised by the Spanish regions, including exercise of 
foreign relations and assistance. He noted some subtle progress on the diplomatic front. A 
flight from Rabat to Tindouf, as Ross would make on his Spanish-provided aircraft, would not 
have been possible two years before. He believed that the human rights issue was important, 
but Spanish information suggested conditions in Tindouf were no better than in the Western 
Sahara.  ¶ 
 
11. (C) Charge appreciated Ross,s briefing and noted that the new U.S. administration had not 
refined its views on this issue but that USG support for the Secretary General,s efforts to find 
a political solution would continue. It was important to consider views of the Sahrawis in the 
territory, not just those he would see in Tindouf. He urged Ross to visit the territory and meet, 
not only MINURSO, but a wide selection of the Sahrawi political spectrum. Moreover, 
the Charge indicated that we believe the Moroccans could now improve their own position by 
creating more political space in the Western Sahara for organizations whose members 



were known Polisario sympathizers, and it would be useful for Ross to encourage the GOM. 
PolCouns added that a recent EU parliamentary delegation had been able to meet publicly 
with some of those dissidents, a small but important opening that could be expanded. This 
also could give the Personal Envoy a better measure of the extent of self-government the 
Sahrawis themselves desire.  ¶ 
 
12. (C) Ross got his bottom line from Morocco only on the following day when he met King 
Mohammed VI, as reported from Algiers (Ref A). Press coverage of the visit and his 
overall tour was largely upbeat. Ross met the Prime Minister in a traditional Moroccan jelleba 
and wore a Fassi shawl when meeting the King, eliciting a smile in the official photo. These 
touches, along with his use of Arabic in meetings and with the press were highly praised.  ¶ 
 
13. (C) In subsequent briefings for the Parliament and also with the press, a range of senior 
government officials praised Ross and underscored GOM determination to pursue 
the negotiations with Algeria and the Polisario. RABAT 00000179 003.2 OF 003 
 
  ------------------ Harston,s Farewell ------------------ ¶ 
 
14. (C) On February 26, Ambassador Morris hosted a farewell coffee for P-5 Chiefs of 
Mission plus Spain with UN Special Representative for Western Sahara and MINURSO head 
Julian Harston, who is returning to Belgrade. Harston described his farewell calls on the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Interior as upbeat, and he said he felt that he was 
leaving MINURSO in better shape than he had inherited it two years ago. He declared that he 
has recommended that the UN reduce the size of the military contingent, given the fact 
that there are probably only 500 Polisario fighters on the eastern side of the berm in contrast 
with the 10,000 to 15,000 the Polisario claimed to have under arms. He noted that 
Morocco still maintains 60,000 to 80,000 troops in the territory.  ¶ 
 
15. (C) The Russian Ambassador asked if MINURSO,s name should be changed since a 
referendum appears unlikely, and Harston responded that he thought that would be more 
trouble than it was worth and that to his knowledge UN peacekeeping operations never 
changed names -) even if the mission changed. Harston opined that Algeria holds the key to 
a settlement. A summit followed by meetings of experts could be a good format, but Algeria 
is not ready for a summit. Harston also said that the CBMs are useful for the Sahrawis, but 
they are not building confidence among the negotiators and, thus, are not advancing peace. As 
for human rights, Harston felt that respect has declined since the change of Walis in January. 
Finally, he said he believed that an independent Western Sahara is unrealistic because 
the territory has no real economy, and the limited fishing and tourism along with fruit and 
phosphate production offer little for a viable state.  ¶ 
 
16. (C) Comment: Harston is leaving on better terms with the GOM than he enjoyed during 
his tenure. Ross,s linguistic skills and cultural sensitivity appear to have helped win the hearts 
and minds of the Moroccans, and overcome their residual suspicions-based on his spending 
far more time in Algeria than here. Both in senior officials, public pronouncements and the 
Foreign Minister,s private comments to Charge, the Moroccans seem to be giving a bit more 
acknowledgment to a role for the Polisario than in the recent past. That subtle shift, along 
with the message from the King (reported reftels) suggests that Ross is already having an 
impact, at least from the Moroccan perspective. He does seem to have won more confidence 
from King Mohammed VI than was ever enjoyed by his predecessor, Peter Van Walsum. The 



UNSYG seems to have done well in choosing a regional specialist for this role. We hope that 
he will do as well in choosing Harston,s replacement. End comment.  ¶ 
 
17. (U) Tripoli minimize considered. 
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1.  (C) Summary:  Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri (TFF) told  Charge February 25 that he 
would go to the Sharm el Sheikh  donor conference and looked forward to meeting the 
Secretary.   He believed that Mauritania should be included in what he  viewed as an Arab 
Maghreb Union (AMU) meeting there and that  the U.S. should do more to support 
reconciliation and new  elections in Mauritania.  He praised the Mitchell mission.  TFF 
thought channeling Gaza aid through the Islamic  Development Bank would not help Hamas, 
which Qatar was trying  to assist.  King Mohammed VI had sent TFF to Bahrain in a  show of 
support; now Morocco was in a spiraling spat with  Iran.  Morocco was pleased with the visit 
of UNSYG Western  Sahara Personal Envoy Ross but disappointed that it had not  heard back 
yet from him on messages to Algerian President  Bouteflika from the King.  TFF welcomed 
the release of the  Human Rights Report.  Morocco did not agree with all of its  contents but 
was committed to the ongoing dialogue with the  Embassy, which had helped improve the 
human rights  environment.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Charge and A/DCM called on Moroccan Foreign Minister  Taieb Fassi Fihri (TTF) 
February 25 to deliver the annual  Country Reports on Human Rights Practices and discuss 
both  Western Sahara and Middle East developments (per demarches  reftels).  TFF was 
accompanied by the Director General  responsible for Arab/Islamic Affairs, Mohammed 
Azeroual;  Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita and Americas Director Fouad  Yazorgh.  Fassi Fihri 
opened by assuring us of continued  close cooperation with the USG during Charge,s stint.     
 
MEPP/Sharm/Mauritania  --------------------  ¶ 
 
3.  (C) At the outset of the 75-minute meeting, TFF moved  directly to discussion of the 
Middle East situation.  He said  he would attend the donor meeting in Sharm el Sheikh, then a 
 meeting of the six ministers to discuss the Arab peace  initiative, and the subsequent Arab 



ministerial in Cairo to  prepare for the Arab League summit in Qatar.  Morocco would  make 
a modest pledge for Gaza, building on assistance already  delivered, probably to help 
reconstruct a hospital.  These  were challenging times, partly due to Iranian meddling  through 
various puppets.  In response to Charge,s  transmittal of the offer from Secretary Clinton for a 
meeting  with the four North African Foreign ministers in Sharm, TFF  accepted in principle, 
noting that Morocco always welcomed  any effort at promoting harmony in the Maghreb 
region.  He  wondered at the response of Algeria, given its refusal of a  trilateral last fall.  He 
also wondered if he might be seeing  Secretary Clinton in other formats, including a follow up 
to  Secretary Rice,s meetings with the Arab Peace initiative  group of eight ministers in New 
York, just prior to the UNSC  Gaza vote in January.  He stressed that he would welcome a 
 side meeting/pull aside.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) TFF also expressed concern at the exclusion of  Mauritania from what could be 
considered a continuation of  traditional USG meetings with the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) 
 ministers.  Maintaining the fragile AMU was important, he  said.  After Mauritania opened 
diplomatic relations with  Israel, Qadhafi had tried to call a meeting of the four  Ministers to 
exclude and expel Mauritania.  Morocco had  opposed this, and it did not happen.  While 
Morocco believed  that the putsch should not be maintained, there was a process  of transition 
underway that required both reconciliation and  an election.  Morocco is a neighbor and had 
to deal with  whoever is in control, fearing a breakdown in security.  So  far General Abdel 
Aziz has agreed to a free election, a  transitional government, and committed himself not to 
run as  head of the State Council or as a general; so he cannot use  the resources of the state to 
support a run.  Returning to  the Maghreb/AMU theme he noted that the five AMU chiefs of 
 security (intelligence) had just met ) in Nouakchott.  He  hoped the USG would reflect on this 
as a good initiative and  consider playing a bridging role in Mauritania.  Charge  underscored 
that the U.S. also wants free and fair elections,  but we do not believe that elections on June 6 
represent a  solution to Mauritania,s problems.  Charge stressed that  U.S. policy toward 
Mauritania has not otherwise changed,    RABAT 00000172  002.2 OF 003      i.e., we could 
not accept the junta and insisted on a rapid  return to full democracy.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Charge also noted the importance at the Sharm meeting  of staying focused on helping 
the Palestinian Authority (PA)  as the legitimate leader of the Palestinian people and to 
 support Abbas not Hamas.  Mechanisms, including those being  considered by the gulf 
countries that could eventually  channel support through local authorities could undermine 
 that goal and the USG believed they should be avoided.  TFF  said that Morocco believed it 
was vital to support Abbas.  The GOM had held steadfast against Hamas and anything that 
 could support it and had helped kill a Qatari proposal to  channel funds to Hamas.  The 
Islamic Development Bank,  however, was not a terrorist bank.  It was a standard,  effective 
and transparent method of delivering assistance  with a good track record and he did not 
understand why this  would be a problem.  TFF claimed that Algeria would put its  USD 200 
million donation not in the mechanism, but directly  into the hands of the local administration. 
   ¶ 
 
6.  (C) In response to Charge,s brief on Sen. Mitchell,s  mission, TFF congratulated the 
President and the Secretary on  their choice of Mitchell.  Mitchell was well known in the 
 region, and Morocco would do what it could to make his effort  a success. 
 
    Iran/Bahrain  ------------  ¶ 
 



7.  (C) TFF said King Mohammed VI was troubled by Iran,s  aggressive attitude toward 
Bahrain and its manipulation of  Arab proxies.  On hearing of Natiq Nuri,s reassertion of 
 Iranian claims to Bahrain, the King immediately wrote and  released a letter of support to the 
Bahraini monarch and sent  TFF to Manama to demonstrate this in a tangible manner.  The 
 Iranians called in the Moroccan Charge in Tehran and issued a  communique via IRNA 
criticizing the GOM.  Many states, such  as Tunisia had issued statements of support for 
Bahrain, but  no other has been so subjected to Iranian ire.  In response,  TFF said he had 
called in the Iranian Ambassador to protest  the public complaint and recalled his Charge in 
Tehran for  one week of consultations.  He believed that the Iranians  want to mobilize public 
support in Morocco for their  position, but Morocco would make its own public statement. 
 This would put Morocco in a more antagonistic position than  the Bahrainis, with whom Iran 
was rushing to make up.  (Note:  The MFA issued a press release on Feb. 26 about TFF 
calling  in the Iranian Ambassador and expressing Morocco,s deep  astonishment at Iran,s 
approach and utter rejection of the  territorial claim.)  
 
   Western Sahara  --------------  ¶ 
 
8.  (C) On Western Sahara, for once not at the top of the  list, TFF said that Morocco was 
pleased with UNSYG Personal  Envoy Christopher Ross, visit and believed that Ross had 
 sufficiently reflected on his mission and had made a good  impression.  Ross, concern about 
avoiding an unproductive  fifth round was sensible and preparation was a good idea.  Ross 
told him that the UNSYG appreciated the key role of  Algeria, but he himself believed that 
Morocco still  exaggerated it.  TFF said Morocco did not want to minimize  the role of the 
Polisario and understood that it was with it  that a deal had to be struck, but ... only Algeria 
can  convince the Polisario.  The FM defended the presence in the  GOM Manhasset 
delegation of Royal Sahrawi Council (CORCAS)  head Kalihenna Ould er Rachid and noted 
that Sahrawi  representation in the delegation was a fundamental issue for  Morocco.  The 
Polisario was not the sole legitimate  representative of the Sahrawi.  The key to the problem, 
he  admitted, was confidence.  The GOM welcomed Polisario  participation in elections in the 
Sahara, preparation of  cadre for future autonomy.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) TFF said Mohammed VI is now personally invested in  getting a solution and 
underscored the risks Morocco was  taking even by going down the path of autonomy.  He 
was aware  of the importance of human rights, saying Morocco was not a  colonizer.  The 
GOM was open to new approaches, a role for  former Algerian FM Brahimi or for a former 
PM, but wondered  whether even they would be able to move Algeria,s military  rulers.  He 
said the King was serious about reaching out to  Algeria, including on security and had passed 
an operational  message via Ross.  He expected that if Bouteflika had  responded positively, 
Morocco would have heard back from  Ross, but it had not so far.  The GOM proposed a 
mixed  commission to discuss everything, even if the border was not    RABAT 00000172 
 003.2 OF 003      on the table.  Regional security discussions with the  Polisario as a 
participant were a non-starter, however.  Morocco would await Boutefilka,s re-election, he 
said  philosophically.  Charge hoped that Ross could travel on his  next trip to the Western 
Sahara and speak to all the people  there.  Just as you do, replied the Minister.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Continuing the Sahara discussion, Charge handed over  the newly released human 
rights report and noted that the  embassy, as in years past, was going to publicize the report, 
 including with a press release in which he would note both  progress and problems.  While 
the report addressed the  conditions in 2008 he wanted to raise two current concerns --  first, 
there is an impression that the admirable restraint  shown by security forces in the Western 



Sahara in 2008 had  slipped since the change in the Wali (centrally-appointed  governor) a 
few weeks ago.  Second, he raised the detention  of a human rights activist, who had said that 
drug-related  corruption reached high levels.  This was hard to understand  considering 
Morocco had arrested over 70 security officials  in Nador.  Morocco has made progress in 
human rights, but as  outlined in the report, we still generally have concerns  about limitations 
on freedom of expression, impunity of  security forces, and trafficking in persons, specifically 
the  need for Morocco to establish a legal distinction between  human smugglers and 
traffickers.    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) TFF appreciated the cooperation with the Embassy  through the human rights 
dialogue, which had helped his  Ministry convince others of the need for changes, and he 
 hoped it would continue.  On the detained activist, whom he  said was well known under the 
name of Zorro, there was  concern that he had made scattershot accusations, possibly  due to 
mixed motivations.  He said the King was determined to  act against drug-based corruption 
and admitted that the  government had already arrested over 100 security personnel  and 
civilians in the Nador ring, 70 percent officials.  The  matter is now in open judicial process 
and we would have to  await the outcome, he said.    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) Comment:  Morocco clearly remains engaged on Middle  East peace and, as usual, 
appears to be sticking with Saudi  Arabia on intra-Arab issues.  While it remains reluctant to 
 treat the Polisario as an equal partner in the Western Sahara  negotiations, the offer to Algeria 
seems sincere.  Kalihenna  may be an expendable bargaining chip but not without a  bargain. 
 The Minister accepted the criticisms in the human  rights report, without the all-too-familiar 
recriminations  heard from other quarters.  Unlike in past years, he appeared  relaxed about 
embassy contacts with pro-Polisario activists  in the Sahara, a trust born of our scrupulous 
treatment of  their allegations.  We believe he shares our view that the  report and our 
dialogue has helped push the security agencies  to improve conditions on the ground.  End 
Comment.      
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  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000067    SIPDIS    STATE FOR NEA/MAG AND 
NEA/IPA    E.O. 12958: DECL: 01/20/2019  TAGS: PREL PGOV KPAL KWBG VE WI 
MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO CLOSES EMBASSY IN CARACAS, BUT CHAVEZ GAZA 
 STANCE WINS KUDOS    REF: CARACAS 00067    Classified By: Acting DCM Elisabeth 
Millard for reasons  1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Venezuela's decision to appoint an Ambassador to the  POLISARIO's self-declared 
government-in-exile in Tindouf  prompted Rabat to close its Embassy in Caracas, Ministry of 
 Foreign Affairs (MFA) Americas Director Fouad Yazorh  confirmed to PolCouns on January 
15.  An MFA press release  that day cited Venezuela's "growing hostility" toward  Moroccan 
sovereignty over Western Sahara and Caracas's  support for the "phony" Sahrawi Arab 
Democratic Republic as  reasons behind the closure. Yazorh emphasized that Morocco  and 
Venezuela would continue to maintain diplomatic  relations, but a non-resident Ambassador 
would represent  Rabat's interests.  Although the staff of the now-closed  Embassy had been 
transferred to Santo Domingo, Yazorh was  uncertain whether representation would fall to the 
Moroccan  Ambassador in Santo Domingo, or to one of the other Moroccan  missions in Latin 



America.  Yazorh will travel to Costa Rica  and Mexico the week of January 26th in the hopes 
of rallying  assistance in getting Chavez to back off representation in  Tindouf, and support 
Morocco's position on the Western Sahara.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) The GOM announcement to close the mission in  Venezuela comes at a time when 
the Moroccan press had been  lauding the policies of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, 
 particularly his decision to expel the Israeli Ambassador  because of the conflict in Gaza. 
 Venezuelan Charge  d'Affaires Jose Clavijo Murzi told Poloff on January 14 that  he had just 
received a busload of Moroccan MPs who had come  to congratulate him on President 
Chavez's stance on Gaza.  An  open letter in the independent Arabic-language daily Al 
 Massae called for "appointing Chavez as Caliph" of the Muslim  nation.  The letter praised 
Chavez for taking action on Gaza  when Arab leaders had done nothing and claimed that this, 
 coupled with his condemnation of Israel during the 2006 war  with Lebanon, qualified him to 
be the Caliph. It turned out  that the visiting MP's were only from the opposition, led by 
 Islamist-oriented PJD party chief Benkirane, who quickly  backtracked from a proposal to 
take a delegation to Caracas  to thank Chavez, after being "reminded" of the Venezuelan 
 stance on Sahara.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Comment:  Irked by Chavez's stance on Western Sahara,  Morocco has intended to 
close its mission in Caracas for some  time, but it was Venezuela's decision to appoint an 
 Ambassador to Tindouf that pushed the GOM to act.  The GOM  had been lobbying 
Venezuela without success to support its  position on the Western Sahara.  Morocco's 
dedication  to diplomatic persuasion, which has had success elsewhere in  Latin America, will 
likely keep relations from full rupture.      
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 VZCZCXYZ0013 RR RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #0041/01 0151830 ZNY CCCCC ZZH R 
151830Z JAN 09 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 
9541 INFO RUEHLI/AMEMBASSY LISBON 1233 RUEHMD/AMEMBASSY MADRID 
6081 RUEHFR/AMEMBASSY PARIS 5149 RUEHCL/AMCONSUL CASABLANCA 
4455 RHMFISS/HQ USAFRICOM STUTTGART GE  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 
000041    SIPDIS    STATE FOR INL, INR, L AND NEA/MAG  PARIS AND MADRID 
ALSO FOR DEA    E.O. 12958: DECL: 01/14/2029  TAGS: SNAR MOPS PHSA PINR 
PREL KCRM KTIA MO SUBJECT: EMBASSY RECOMMENDS MARITIME 
INTELLIGENCE EXCHANGE  AGREEMENT WITH MOROCCO    Classified By: DCM 
Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b), (c) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  This is an action request.  Please see para  ¶6.  Embassy recommends 
development of an agreement between  the United States Government (USG) and the 
Government of  Morocco (GOM) authorizing the USG to pass "real world, real  time" 
detection and monitoring (D and M) intelligence to the  GOM for use in law enforcement 
operations at sea.  End  summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) The Royal Moroccan Navy (RMN) has requested this  capability to assist the GOM 
with its efforts to combat  narcotics and human trafficking as well as smuggling.  The  request 
came after the RMN's successful participation in  Phoenix Express 2008 in April 2008.  The 



maritime partnership  between the USG and GOM has progressively improved over the  years 
through cooperation, joint exercises and training.  During recent consultations, GOM officials 
expressed an  interest in moving beyond training towards carrying out "real  world" missions 
with U.S. intelligence assistance to improve  maritime governance in Morocco's national 
waters.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) The RMN has requested U.S. assistance in monitoring  and identifying "contacts of 
interest" (COIs) in Moroccan and  international waters.  According to the GOM, hundreds of 
 small fishing and pleasure craft are involved in smuggling  and trafficking.  While the GOM 
possesses patrol boats  capable of intercepting COIs, it lacks sensors and  intelligence to 
conduct effective D and M operations against  these small craft.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) To combat this scourge, Embassy proposes intelligence  transfer operations be 
undertaken within the parameters of  several existing international agreements to include:  the 
 United Nations (UN) Convention Against the Illicit Traffic in  Narcotics Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances (1988), UN  Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 
Against the  Safety of Maritime Navigation (1988), and the UN Convention  Against 
Transnational Organized Crime (2000).  All operations  would be conducted in a manner 
consistent with the laws,  regulations, and policies of the USG and GOM and the UN 
 Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982).    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) The proposed agreement would contribute to building a  sustainable maritime law 
enforcement capacity in Morocco  capable of stopping narco-trafficking, smuggling and 
illegal  migration, as well as maintaining sustainable fishing stocks.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Action Request:  The Embassy recommends an exchange  of diplomatic notes to 
constitute the agreement, which might  contain the below attached provisions.  Please advise 
 concurrence.    ¶ 
 
7.  (SBU) Begin Text of Diplomatic Note:  The Embassy of the  United States of America 
presents its compliments to the  Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of the Kingdom 
of  Morocco and has the honor to refer to intelligence transfer  to combat narcotics, weapons 
and human trafficking and  smuggling.    Uniformed officers of the Royal Moroccan Navy 
(hereafter,  &the embarked officers8) may be embarked in selected United  States Navy 
vessels or aircraft, or other vessels and  aircraft under the tactical control of the armed forces 
of  the United States and used for the time being on government  non-commercial service 
(hereafter, &Patrol Craft8).  When  embarked, the United States shall facilitate regular 
 communications between the embarked officers and their  headquarters in Rabat.    The 
embarked officers shall be empowered to grant U.S. Patrol  Craft, on behalf of the 
Government of the Kingdom of Morocco,  authority to enter the Morocco territorial airspace 
or sea  and archipelagic waters to obtain and transmit information to:    (a) direct Moroccan 
Navy assets to stop, board, and search  vessels suspected of violating Morocco laws or 
regulations;    (b) direct Moroccan Navy assets in the performance of  fisheries surveillance 
and law enforcement activities in the  Exclusive Economic Zone of the Kingdom of Morocco, 
to include  the stopping, inspecting, detaining, directing to port and  seizing of fishing vessels 
in accordance with the national  laws and regulations of the Kingdom of Morocco;    (c) direct 
Moroccan Navy assets to stop, board, and search  vessels located seaward of any State,s 
territorial sea and  claiming registry or nationality in the Kingdom of Morocco  for the 
enforcement of applicable laws and regulations of the  Kingdom of Morocco.    In all cases 
arising in waters subject to the jurisdiction of  Morocco, or concerning Morocco flag vessels 



seaward of any  nation,s territorial sea, the Government of the Kingdom of  Morocco shall 
have the right to exercise jurisdiction over a  detained vessel and/or persons on board 
(including seizure,  forfeiture, arrest, and prosecution), provided, however, that  the 
Government of the Kingdom of Morocco may, subject to its  Constitution and laws, waive its 
right to exercise  jurisdiction and authorize the enforcement of another  State,s law against the 
vessel and/or persons on board.    Assets seized as a result of any operation undertaken in 
 waters subject to Moroccan jurisdiction pursuant to the  proposed operations shall be 
disposed of in accordance with  the laws of the Kingdom of Morocco.  Assets seized as a 
 result of any operation undertaken seaward of the territorial  sea of Morocco pursuant to the 
proposed operations shall be  disposed of in accordance with the laws of the Government 
 exercising jurisdiction.  To the extent permitted by its laws  and upon such terms as it deems 
appropriate, one Government  may, in any case, transfer forfeited assets or proceeds of  their 
sale to the other Government.    The Embassy of the United States of America avails itself of 
 this opportunity to renew to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs  and Cooperation of the Kingdom 
of Morocco the assurances of  its highest consideration.  End Text of Diplomatic Note.      
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 VZCZCXYZ0022 OO RUEHWEB  DE RUEHRB #1154/01 3511420 ZNY CCCCC ZZH O 
161420Z DEC 08 FM AMEMBASSY RABAT TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 
IMMEDIATE 9440 INFO RUCNMGH/MAGHREB COLLECTIVE 
PRIORITY RUEHBJ/AMEMBASSY BEIJING 0509 RUEHMO/AMEMBASSY MOSCOW 
0424 RUEHSA/AMEMBASSY PRETORIA 0260  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 001154 
   SIPDIS    STATE FOR IO/PSC, IO/UNP, DRL/NESCA AND NEA/MAG    E.O. 12958: 
DECL: 12/12/2018  TAGS: PREL KPKO PHUM PBTS UN WI MO SUBJECT: HARSTON 
ASSESSES MINURSO AND THE WESTERN SAHARA  NEGOTIATIONS    Classified 
By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  MINURSO Head of Mission Julian Harston  briefed the P-5 plus Spain on 
December 12.  Harston believed  that Morocco is finally ready to assent to Ambassador 
 Christopher Ross' appointment as the UN Secretary General's  (UNSYG's) Personal Envoy 
for Western Sahara.  Harston  believes that little progress can be made in Manhasset over  the 
next year, but Ross could still set the stage for  progress in the future.  Harston declared that 
an alliance  between the Polisario and Al Qaeda in the Lands of the  Islamic Maghreb 
(AQIM) is unthinkable.  Harston dismissed the  500 Polisario fighters as no match for 
Morocco's 80,000  troops in Western Sahara, but he opined that the Polisario is 
 outmaneuvering Morocco politically and diplomatically.  Finally, he said he failed to 
understand why Morocco, which  has a good human rights record -- including in Western 
Sahara  -- opposes a human rights mandate for MINURSO.  End summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On December 12, British Ambassador Timothy Morris  hosted a MINURSO briefing 
for the U.S., Chinese and Russian  Ambassadors, the Spanish DCM, and the French Political 
 Counselor.  DCM and British Political Officer also  participated.  Characterizing himself as a 
"friend and a  critic" of Morocco, the UNSYG's Special Representative for  Western Sahara 
and MINURSO Head of Mission Harston said he  had also met with the South African 
Ambassador and  unofficially with the Moroccan Coordinator at the Ministry of  Interior 
during this visit to Rabat.    ¶ 



 
3.  (C) Making it clear that this would probably be his last  briefing for the P-5 plus Spain, 
Harston said MINURSO is  working well.  (Note:  He indicated that he had heard from  the 
Moroccans -- but not from the UN -- that he is being sent  by the UN to Belgrade in January. 
 End note.)  Harston  thought MINURSO's force structure could be re-examined with a  view 
toward cutting 20 personnel and reducing the USD 45  million annual budget.  He quickly 
added that MINURSO is  nonetheless "cheap and effective."    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Noting that Moroccan relations with the UN  Secretariat were not "terribly good," 
Harston said he  understood that Moroccan Minister of Foreign Affairs and  Cooperation 
Taieb Fassi Fihri's December 14 and 15 visit to  New York was designed to pave the way for 
UN Secretary  General Ban-ki Moon to announce Ambassador Christopher Ross' 
 appointment as his new Personal Envoy for the Western Sahara.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Ambassador Riley asked what Moroccans were looking  for in his replacement, and 
Harston replied what he really  thought they wanted was no successor, i.e., no MINURSO 
Head  of Mission or Special Representative for Western Sahara.  Morocco would like 
MINURSO to be a peacekeeping operation  with no political component.  Harston also 
underscored  Moroccan unhappiness over the handling of previous Personal  Envoy Peter Van 
Walsum's departure and the Moroccan view that  it represented a political victory for the 
Polisario.  In  fact, Harston said, in his view Polisario diplomacy is more  effective than 
Moroccan diplomacy.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) In response to French Political Counselor Frederic  Clavier's question about inducing 
Algeria to help reach a  settlement, Harston opined that nothing will happen before  Algeria's 
presidential election -- partially because  international interest in Western Sahara is lacking. 
   ¶ 
 
7.  (C) When the British Ambassador asked about wider  security issues in the Trans-Saharan 
region, Harston observed  that the essentially ungoverned Western Sahara is  problematic. 
 However, he declared, an alliance between the  Polisario and AQIM is unthinkable because 
the organizations  have totally different objectives.  Harston assessed that in  the territory the 
Polisario has no more than 500 fighters  armed with Soviet equipment from the 1960s facing 
80,000  Moroccan soldiers.  As for suggestions that the Polisario is  building a capital in 
Tifarity, Harston said five buildings  and an empty school in a town without water hardly 
make a  capital    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Chinese Ambassador Yuanxing Gong asked about the  future of the Manhasset talks. 
 Harston replied that he saw  little likelihood of progress in the near term.  However,  Harston 
still felt that Ross should look for openings that  might be possible a year from now.  Spanish 
DCM Alfonso  Portables observed that Morocco is very good at  procrastinating, and Harston 
agreed citing the slowness of  Ross' appointment.  He observed that the UN was in no hurry 
   either though since the Secretary General was still smarting  from the verbal mauling that 
the former Moroccan PermRep had  given him in October.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Harston's closing comments were on human rights.  He  declared that Morocco has a 
good story to tell on human  rights, including in Western Sahara.  Therefore, he failed to 
 understand why Morocco opposed a human rights mandate for  MINURSO, which Harston 
himself neither sought nor supports,  and why Morocco had sent former MFA Secretary 



General Omar  Hilale back to Geneva as Ambassador to oppose any human  rights initiatives 
on Western Sahara there.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Comment:  Although the Moroccans have not liked any  recent MINURSO 
representatives and Harston has made some  missteps, we share his perception that 
MINURSO is working  well.  The Mission also agrees with his observations that the 
 Polisario and AQIM have very different objectives and there  that has been some progress on 
human rights on this side of  the berm.  In addition to its small force in the territory,  the 
Polisario may have up to a few thousand "troops" in  Algeria, but they are still no match for 
the Moroccans.  Given the standing GOM request for his ouster, the Moroccans  did not offer 
and Harston did not request any formal  meetings.  Even if Harston is correct that the 
Manhasset  talks are not likely to make much progress in the next 12  months, they remain the 
principal formal vehicle for  resolving the 33-year-old Western Sahara dispute.  End 
 comment.      
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 S E C R E T RABAT 001140    NOFORN    STATE FOR AF/S, AF/RSA AND NEA/MAG 
   E.O. 12958: DECL: 12/08/2018  TAGS: PREL PGOV MO ZI SUBJECT: TSANGVIRAI 
IN MOROCCO    Classified By: Polcouns Craig Karp for Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (SBU) Morgan Tsangvirai was in Morocco at the end of  November-early December. 
 Tsangvirai received a prize for  promotion of democracy on November 29 in Tangier at the 
first  Med Days 2008 Conference.  The Conference was organized by a  NGO, Amadeus, 
which is run by the son of the Foreign  Minister.    ¶ 
 
2.  (S/NOFORN) On December 1, Tsangvirai was in Rabat where  he and a delegation met 
with Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi  Fihri.  MFA Africa chief Bendahane (protect) told us the 
 discussions were warm, with the Moroccan side expressing its  support for Tsangvirai and the 
MDC.  Tsangvirai later met  with Moroccan External Service (DGED) Chief Yassine 
Mansouri.   (Comment: Morocco had previously provided Tsangvirai  clandestine financial 
support and likely added to that during  this trip.  Morocco would welcome the departure of 
Mugabe,  who has opposed its claim to the Western Sahara.  End  Comment.)       
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AND EUR/ERA    E.O. 12958: DECL: 12/05/2018  TAGS: PREL PGOV ECON EFIN 
MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO'S "ADVANCED STATUS:" A ROADMAP TO AN 
 UNCLEAR DESTINATION    Classified By: Economic Counselor Stuart Smith.  Reasons 
1.4 (b) and (d  ).    ¶ 
 
1. (C) Summary: The European Union's attribution of "advanced  status" to Morocco reflects 
the close relationship between  the Cherifien Kingdom and its European partners, but is  likely 
to change little in the short run in relations between  the two parties.  European diplomats are 
careful to stress  that the document itself is a "roadmap" which will be given  "body" in future 
exchanges between the two sides.  Ultimately, in addition to "reinforced political 
 cooperation," the two speak of negotiations aimed at  concluding an expanded free trade 
agreement which will  provide Morocco with a status akin to that of countries in  the 
European Free Trade Area.  Given the difficulties that  have beset previous attempts to widen 
the existing trade  agreement to services and particularly agriculture, however,  the task will 
not be an easy one.  Indeed, some diplomats in  bilateral Embassies here characterize the 
agreement as a  facesaving one, aimed at finding an uneasy middle ground  between 
Morocco's desire to move agressively to secure  tangible advancement in its relations with 
Europe, and the  EU's reluctance to take such concrete steps.  At the very  least, however, the 
new nomenclature distinguishes Morocco  from its neighbors in the region, and offers 
Moroccan  diplomats an opportunity to push the envelope further.  End  Summary.    ¶ 
 
2. (SBU) Though European and Moroccan officials continue to  hail the new designation as a 
signal achievement for Morocco,  its true import remains opaque.  Most recently, in 
 presentations to the Casablanca business community, EU  Ambassador Bruno Dethomas 
characterized the move as  "recognition by the European Union of the bulk of political  and 
economic reforms" undertaken by Morocco.  As other EU  diplomats have done in meetings 
with us, he characterized the  status as a "roadmap" towards a destination, rather than  arrival 
at the destination itself.  What that destination  will ultimately look like will be determined 
through future  exchanges between the two sides.  Officials at the Foreign  Ministry here point 
particularly to plans for regular summits  between Moroccan and European leaders, and to 
Morocco'  enhanced access to European bodies.  EU diplomats stress to  us that these 
meetings will not necessarily occur on a  regular schedule, but will instead be determined on 
an "ad  hoc" basis.  They concede, however, that they will give  Morocco additional 
opportunities to influence European  policy, even if Morocco is not (as some in the press have 
 enthusiastically speculated) able to be in the room when  policy on Western Sahara is 
debated.    ¶ 
 
3. (SBU) The most detailed outline of the potential offered  Morocco by its newfound status is 
contained in the "Joint  EU-Morocco Document on the Reinforcement of Bilateral 
 Relations/Advanced Status," which EU DCM Jerome Cassiers  shared with us in a recent 
meeting.  In it, the bilateral  working group the two parties created last summer agreed that 
 advanced status should translate primarily into a  strengthening of political cooperation that 
reflects each  party's strategic priorities, as well as Morocco's  progressive integration into the 
EU's internal market.  This  market access would occur notably through appropriate  financial 
assistance and harmonization of Moroccan  legislation with EU standards.  EU officials have 
been  careful to stress, however, that assistance levels are set  through 2010, and it is only in 
outlying years that the  status may translate into additional resources.  Still to be  determined 
are both the nature of the body which will take  over from the working group in pursuing the 
plan of action  the document establishes and the "contractural link" that  will replace the 
association agreement.    ¶ 



 
4. (SBU) The joint document provides a laundry list of  actions that the two parties anticipate 
will occur as a  result of Morocco's "advanced status."  Among the most  notable:    Political: 
a regular Morocco EU summit, as well as ad hoc  meetings between foreign ministers and 
sectoral ministers, ad  hoc participation by Moroccan officials in EU committee and  group 
meetings in Brussels, and coordination in multilateral  bodies.  Creation of a mixed 
parliamentary commission,  reinforcement of party exchanges, and Moroccan observer  status 
in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.    Security and Judiciary: Joint 
development of border security  measures, and reinforcement of cooperation in this area, 
 "once negotiations on a readmission agreement are concluded."    RABAT 00001122  002 
OF 003       Establishment of a new legislative and institutional  framework for refugee status 
in Morocco, operational  cooperation in reinserting prisoners into society, gradual  adhesion 
of Morocco to Council of Europe conventions.    Human Rights: Reinforced dialogue and 
cooperation in  combating racism and xenophobia, gradual Moroccan adhesion to  Council of 
Europe conventions, cooperation on measures aimed  at enhancing the rights of women, the 
handicapped, and  children.    Economic: Establishment of a long-term goal of integrating 
 Morocco into the common European economic space through  legislative harmonization, 
conclusion of a "global and  strengthened free trade agreement," economic and social 
 cooperation, Moroccan membership in trans-European networks  and sectoral cooperation. 
   Human: Reinforcement of cultural, educational and scientific  exchanges, and the inclusion 
of new actors in "avenues of  dialogue" between the two societies.    ¶ 
 
5. (SBU) The joint document spells out at length plans to  cooperate or coordinate actions in a 
range of economic areas,  including transport, energy, telecoms, agriculture,  fisheries, 
mining, and the environment.  Much is left  open-ended, and in his presentation in early 
December to the  Moroccan patronat, Dethomas was at pains to emphasize that  its 
engagement would be critical.  Explaining the "roadmap  concept," he stressed that it 
essentially is a laundry list  of possibilities, whose realization will depend on the  "ambition 
and engagement of public and private actors."  To  that end he encouraged Morocco's leading 
business  confederation to "identify and prioritize its interests,  bring concrete proposals, and 
draw attention to potential  obstacles" to their realization.  In this phase before future 
 institutions are determined, he underlined the important role  that the existing sub-commitees 
under the Association  agreement will play.    ¶ 
 
6. (SBU) Dethomas noted that the two key preconditions to  achievement of this common 
economic space are conclusion of  bilateral agreements in the areas of agriculture and services 
 (unlike the U.S. FTA, the European agreement covers only  trade in goods.  On December 1, 
the Moroccan government  launched its second round of national consultations aimed at 
 finalizing Morocco's offer on services.  Khalid Sayah, who  heads the working group that is 
coordinating the effort,  indicates that the two sides will exchange offers before the  end of the 
year, and should resume negotiations next January.   Agreement could be reached, he 
suggests, by the end of 2009.   Dates remain to be set for agricultural negotiations, which 
 have not progressed rapidly in the past.    ¶ 
 
7. (C) Comment: As described to us by European officials,  "advanced status" is very much a 
framework whose precise  contours remain to be determined.  It represents an extension  and 
deepening of bilateral exchanges, but effects will be  felt only gradually, given pre-existing 
Moroccan-European  cooperation under the Association Agreement.  Institutional 
 engagement is what the EU is all about, however, and the  arrangement may make a 
difference over the long time horizon  that encompasses Morocco's reform process.  For 



example, the  parliamentary exchange could provide a badly needed mechanism  to upgrade 
that currently disfunctional institution.  Clearly  more important is the political message that 
the new status  sends.    ¶ 
 
8. (C) Comment Continued: By highlighting Morocco's "special"  relationship, particularly 
with regular summits, Europe's  decision demarcates Morocco from the rest of the Maghreb, 
and  highlights its leading role in the process by which Europe  has defined its relationship 
with its southern neighbors.  Already, Moroccans tell us some other North African countries 
 have reacted negatively to the designation.  Morocco will  have to take some hard decisions 
in sensitive economic and  political areas.  For now, it clearly has enjoyed a "feel  good" 
moment in its relations with Europe.  Most important,  as its European vocation is critical for 
both future growth  and current stability in Morocco, it is a development worth  welcoming. 
 One possible way the Europeans might balance  sensitivities in the region could be quiet 
institutional  engagement with or support for the Arab Maghreb Union.  End  Comment.     
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1.(C) Summary: A government-affiliated CORCAS member from  Laayoune has indicated 
that the CORCAS is losing its stature  in Morocco, and is moribund.  Mohammed Talib, said 
the  unpopular CORCAS Chairman, Kalihenna Ould er Rachid remains a  problem.  In the 
coming elections, El Himma's PAM would be  trying to crack the Istiqlal party/Ould er 
Rachid family's  dominance of the Sahara political scene.  Talib said dialogue  in the Sahara 
would be furthered by a follow-up mechanism to  last week's human rights conference in 
Laayoune and that some  pro-government figures in Sahara were advocating opening the 
 political door to peaceful pro-independence activists.  Talib  is a familiar and relatively 
credible interlocutor, whose  links to the GOM may be closer than meets the eye.  End 
 summary.    ¶ 
 
2. (C) During an embassy meeting, Talib, a member of the  GOM's Royal Coordinating 
Advisory Council on Sahara (CORCAS),  told POLCOUNS November 7 that CORCAS was 
in disarray.  It  hasn,t met in months, he said.  The dictatorial Chairman,  Kalihenna Ould er 
Rachid remained a major problem; there was  a petition to the King from nearly half the 
council to remove  him at the last meeting, and Talib thought this would get a  majority at the 
formal annual meeting scheduled for December.   Talib himself has emerged as one of the 
most vocal members  of CORCAS and perhaps the most visible in the media, far  more, 
recently, than Chairman Kalihenna.  CORCAS was not  mentioned in the King's Green March 
Day speech, only  representatives of the Sahrawis, a formula the Monarch has  used since at 
least the last Manhasset session.  Since that  time, Kalihenna has been almost invisible. Talib 



charged that  Kalihenna has the support of only three members, has abused  the administration 
of the Council, naming his son as  executive director, and was involved in funding abuses, 
like  paying luxury hotel bills for family members.    ¶ 
 
2. (C) Talib remains associated with the local arm of the  Consultative Human Rights Council 
(CCDH).  Talib said that  the process began by last week's CCDH human rights conference 
 in Laayoune is advancing by convening a "follow-up"  committee.  Human rights activists 
are to be invited, even  those with pro-separatist leanings.  They would be invited as 
 individuals, not in their organizational capacity, which was  an obstacle at the large meeting. 
 There is growing  sentiment, he said, that there should be more space given for  political 
activity, even to pro-independence activists,  although not to those who, "after night falls, 
encourage the  youth to throws rock and Molotov cocktails," a possible  reference to 
CODESA activist Ali Salem Tamek.   ¶ 
 
3. (C) Talib felt that the King's proposal in his November 6  speech, to begin implementing a 
measure of self government  for Sahara (along with other regions) with or without an 
 autonomy agreement, was good and achievable.  This was  important, as there was declining 
local optimism over current  prospects for a settlement.  The problem is that the Ould er 
 Rachid family -- Kalihenna and his brother Hamdi, the acting  mayor -- dominate local 
politics, through a political machine  that combines patronage and pressure.  Tribal factors are 
 key, he said, but he noted that the tribes themselves are  divided and often on both sides, 
particularly the dominant  Rguibat.  Talib, himself a Sahrawi only by marriage and  distant 
ancestry, said he was a member of El Himma's Movement  for All Democrats, and was 
considering running for local  council on the affiliated Party of Authenticity and Modernity 
 ticket in the 2009 communal elections.    ¶ 
 
4. (C) Comment: Talib's appearances in regime-affiliated  media and visibility and closeness 
to officials, observed in  Laayoune, would appear to indicate some government  sponsorship. 
 Nevertheless, like others among the growing  handful of open-minded pro-government 
human rights activists,  he may be among those who can play a role in building bridges  to 
pro-independence elements.  This dialogue can help build  the on-the-ground confidence that 
may be key to a political  settlement.  We have been urging authorities to advance human 
 rights in the territory, which would also expand political  freedoms and confidence.  End 
Comment.      
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CASABLANCA 4355  C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 RABAT 000983 
   SIPDIS    FOR NEA/MAG, IO/UNP    E.O. 12958: DECL: 10/10/2028  TAGS: PREL 
PBTS PHUM WI AG UN MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO SEEKS TO BLOCK ALGERIAN-
PROPOSED  RESOLUTION ON WESTERN SAHARA    Classified By: D/Polcouns David 
R. O'Connor for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)  .    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  Ambassador Riley, along with all other  North and South American 
Ambassadors, was convoked by the  Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) to discuss 
the  Government of Morocco's (GOM) objection to the latest  Algerian-proposed UN 
resolution on Western Sahara.  The MFA  urged the United States, and all other countries, to 
abstain  from voting on the text of the Algerian proposal.  Morocco's  effort to block the 
Algerian proposal highlights the GOM's  strong interest in preventing any "roll-back" on the 
work  former UN Special Envoy for Western Sahara Van Walsum made on  the Western 
Sahara negotiations before his departure this  summer.   End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) On October 10, Ambassador Riley and all other North  and South American 
Ambassadors were convoked by MFA Secretary  General Omar Hilale (Deputy equivalent) to 
discuss Morocco's  objection to the latest Algerian proposed resolution on  Western Sahara 
 (Note: All Embassies in Rabat had been  convoked to receive the same message from MFA 
but, possibly  because of space constraints, held meetings with groups of  countries based on 
apparently departmental/continental  groupings).  Hilale urged Ambassadors from the US, 
Canada,  and Brazil, and representatives from Mexico and numerous  other South American 
countries to abstain from voting on the  text of the Algerian proposal.    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) The proposed text calls for the UN Special  Committee dedicated to the question of 
Western Sahara to  "consider the situation in Western Sahara and to report  thereon to the 
General Assembly at its sixty-fourth session."   The text also underscores support for Security 
Council  Resolution 1754 (2007), which called for the parties to enter  into good faith 
negotiations without preconditions and "with  a view to achieving a just, lasting and mutually 
acceptable  political solution, which will provide for the  self-determination of the people of 
the Western Sahara."    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) Hilale criticized Algeria for submitting an  un-negotiated text for a UN vote with no 
Fourth Committee  input.  Morocco called the text an attempt by Algeria to  "freeze the 
position of the General Assembly to that of  October 2007."  In particular, Morocco objected 
to Algeria's  refusal to make reference to "the efforts made since 2006."  Such language, 
Hilale argued, had already been accepted by  the Algerians in several other previously 
negotiated  documents including: the Report of the Committee of 24 at its  meeting in 
Djakarta in May 2008; the Declaration of  Ministerial Summit of the Non-Aligned Movement, 
held in  Teheran in July 2008; and official communiques of the  Algerian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in which it welcomed  Security Council Resolutions 1783 and 1813.  Hilale said that 
 Morocco remains prepared to work with Algeria on creating a  negotiated draft resolution. 
   ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) Embassy Rabat can forward the Algerian text and  detailed Moroccan objections in 
the event that the Department  does not receive them via UN channels.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C)  Comment:  Morocco's effort to block the Algerian  proposal highlights the GOM's 
strong interest in preventing  any "roll-back" on the work former UN Special Envoy for 
 Western Sahara Van Walsum made on the Western Sahara  negotiations, outside of Security 



Counsel Resolutions, before  his departure this summer.  Van Walsum's mediation efforts 
 had tipped in Morocco's favor toward the end of his tenure,  as punctuated by his high-profile 
declaration that  independence for the Western Sahara was not a realistic  option.  Morocco 
appears to have been stung by Van Walsum's  ignominious departure from his post.  Morocco 
bitterly  complained about the lack of consultation it was given by the  UN about Van 
Walsum's possible departure before it happened.  The speed of his removal gave increased 
political prestige to  the POLISARIO and Algeria, adding to the sense of Moroccan  defeat. 
 Morocco, on the defensive for the first time in  years after a string of diplomatic victories on 
the Western  Sahara, appears determined to limit the damage: hence the  high profile step of 
convoking all Ambassador's in Rabat on  this issue.  End Summary.       
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DISCUSSES ALGERIA, SAHARA  AND US MILITARY ASSISTANCE    REF: RABAT 
814    Classified By: POLCOUNS Craig Karp for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (S) Summary: During an unexpectedly wide-ranging pre-UNGA  discussion, MFA 
International Security Chief Karim Halim  (strictly protect) complained about "bumps" in the 
normally  good security cooperation between Morocco and Algeria.  Halim  griped that the 
current level of USG military assistance to  Morocco was "peanuts" given Morocco's 
"remarkable" level of  partnership with the USG, including within NATO and the UN.  He 
also asked the USG to be specific on what it wanted from  Morocco on the Trans Sahara 
Counter Terrorism Partnership.  Halim, who was expressing his personal views rather than 
 official Moroccan policy, made some surprising criticisms of  Morocco's current Western 
Sahara autonomy plan and its  alleged representative council, the CORCAS and the Polisario, 
 which he said was was even more unrepresentative.  He  suggested the plan was not widely 
consulted and called for  greater attention to Saharan tribal leaders.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) During a recent meeting, ostensibly to discuss the  upcoming Guantanamo Advisory 
Review Board session (Reftel),  MFA Director-level Chief of International Security Affairs 
 (our principal working level PM/and CT interlocutor) Karim  Halim over the summer.  He 
said that Algerian rhetoric  blaming Morocco for allowing the weapons, explosives, and 
 manpower to cross its borders, fueling the recent upsurge in  Algerian terror attacks, had even 
affected "operational  channels" normally characterized by cooperation.  He ascribed  the 
change to desperation and "scapegoating," and to  Algeria's "Stalinist" political system. 
 Halim griped that  Algiers would always put short-term self-interest above  rapprochement 
and regional priorities, even if, in the long  term, such a strategy was not in Algeria's interests. 
 In  response to a question about Mauritania, he said cooperation  and security on the 
Mauritanian border had not been affected  by the recent coup. (Note: There are recent pres 
reports  about ongoing Moroccan military assistance to Mauritania. End  note.)    ¶ 
 



3.  (C) Halim argued that Morocco had been a "good and  sincere partner" to the USG, NATO 
and UN on issues of  terrorism and regional security.  In contrast, he found the  level of USG 
military assistance was "peanuts" in comparison  to the GOM's commitment and activity.  He 
said that Morocco  did not waiver when it came under fire from its Arab  partners, who 
accused it of collaboration with Israel for  signing on to NATO's Operation Active Endeavor 
in the  Mediterranean.  Halim added that Morocco has been helpful in  the Forum for the 
Future initiative and has helped advance  U.S. interests in the face of sometimes withering 
criticism.  "We have made a deliberate and strategic decision to ally and  orient ourselves with 
the West," he said, "but it's not  always easy being a fault line."  The GOM is grateful for the 
 Millennium Challenge Compact, he added, but still needed  significant financial and 
technical assistance in the  security sphere.    ¶ 
 
4.  (S) Halim agreed that resolving the Western Sahara  conflict was important for regional 
stability but said,  "speaking personally and frankly, I don't support the  autonomy plan.  It's 
not workable."  Halim explained that he  is half Sahrawi and visits the territory often.  He said 
that  it was a point of pride among unionist Sahrawis that their  votes were the key that put the 
ruling Istiqlal party in  power in the 2007 parliamentary elections.  However, he said  that 
most "realistic" Sahrawis believe that tribalism is too  great a force to make the autonomy 
plan, as currently  constructed, viable.  In his view, Morocco should continue  its unilateral 
reform measures in the territory, and trust  that progress will entice the refugees to return.    ¶ 
 
5.  (S) Halim said that family and tribal ties are stronger  than political ties in the south, which 
is why neither the  Polisario (which is primarily made up of members of the  Rgibat tribe) nor 
the Royal Consultative Council on Western  Sahara (CORCAS) (which is weighted toward 
the Rgibat and  Tekna tribes) could actually lead or build a consensus in an  autonomous 
Sahara.  "The Polisario does not represent me  politically or tribally and neither does 
CORCAS head  Khalihenna," he emphasized.  "Morocco and the West" need to  start talking 
to the Sheikhs (tribal leaders) now if they  want a smooth transition later, he explained.  He 
added that  the greatest threat to stability lay with frustrated  pro-polisario youth on both sides 
of the berm who might lose  patience with the slow pace of progress and turn to violence.      ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Comment: Halim is a long standing Embassy contact and  has always been forthright 
in his communications.  It is not  clear if his comments on Moroccan and Algerian security 
 cooperation are based on fact or personal frustration.  Generally transcending their broader 
political bitterness,  the long-standing cooperation between the security services  nonetheless 
has been known to fluctuate.  His doubts about  Sahara autonomy versus a more direct 
integration may reflect  those of many Sahrawis inside Morocco, some of whom hold 
 important positions in the GOM. End Comment.      
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WELCH E.O. 12958: DECL: 09/04/2018 TAGS: OVIP PREL PBTS UNSC AG WI 
MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO FURIOUS WITH UN ON VAN WALSUM 
REMOVAL, STALLS ON REPLACEMENT AND SEEKS SRSG'S HEAD RABAT 
00000832 001.2 OF 003 Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).  ¶ 
 
1. (C) Summary: Moroccan Foreign Ministry Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita told PolCouns 
September 4 the GOM was deeply unhappy with the UN and its "bad faith" in ending the 
UNSYG Personal Envoy for Western Sahara Peter Van Walsum's mandate, and had conveyed 
this in a letter to the SYG. Bourita felt the Manhasset process was damaged by the UN 
allowing the Polisario to force Van Walsum out, a view reflected in local press. Bourita said 
the GOM did not want to re-engage without assurances on preserving the "progress" Van 
Walsum made, particularly his conclusion that independence is "unrealistic." It also seeks 
clarification of next steps in the talks before it could accept a new Personal Envoy. 
The Moroccans appreciated the qualities of nominee Chris Ross but may view his multiple 
tours in Algiers with suspicion. The GOM letter to the SYG also conveyed a demand for the 
removal of MINURSO head SRSG Julian Harston, including for internal messages suggesting 
a human rights monitoring role for MINURSO. These tactical issues will invariably come up 
in the Secretary's discussions in Rabat. We should urge that the GOM to move beyond the 
Van Walsum transition, while stressing the importance of keeping Manhasset on track -- even 
given its poor near-term prospects, and focus on how it can entice both the Algerians and 
Polisario to consider autonomy. End Summary.  "Serenity, Responsibility and Firmness" ------
---------------------------------  ¶ 
 
2. (U) Moroccan media reported September 4 that the Kingdom, via Foreign Minister Taieb 
Fassi Fihri, had addressed a letter to UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon protesting 
Van Walsum's departure. Press accounts focused on the SYG's and the UN Security Council's 
praise of Van Walsum's contribution, subsequent to his telling the UNSC that independence 
for the Western Sahara was unrealistic. The letter regretted what it called an Algerian-
orchestrated campaign to discredit Van Walsum. Morocco would, however, continue to 
support the pursuit of negotiations with "Serenity, Responsibility and Firmness." The MFA 
issued a communique that maintained that the UNSC had called for intense and substantive 
negotiations on its basis. The statement indicated this mandate should govern future rounds of 
negotiations towards an agreement, which would be based "on autonomy and nothing but 
autonomy."  ¶ 
 
3. (C) Nasser Bourita, the Foreign Minister's Chief of Staff (and Sahara negotiations working 
lead), called in PolCouns September 4 to explain that the letter took a tough approach toward 
the UN and conveyed the GOM's displeasure at the way Van Walsum and its own "sincere" 
approach were treated. Bourita underscored that the last UNSC resolution, approved at the 
end of April, praised Van Walsum following his Council briefing -- including his assertion 
that independence was unrealistic. The UN had then noted publicly the coherence of SYG 
views with those of Van Walsum. Since that time Morocco has pushed for a fifth round of 
talks. Those points were made in late July in New York directly to Ban Ki Moon by Foreign 
Minister Fassi Fihri and DGED Director General Mohammed Yassine Mansouri. They passed 
the SYG a letter from King Mohammed VI expressing support for Van Walsum, recognizing 
the advances in the UNSCR and debates, and calling for another round. Barely a week later, 
the SYG responded in a letter to the King saying he would consider the GOM's points.  ¶ 
 
4. (C) Bourita said the GOM then heard nothing until late August, when PermRep Sahel 
sought clarification from Ban Ki Moon on Van Walsum's article about his departure. UN 



U/S Lynn Pascoe, then "informed" him that Chris Ross was the UN's choice to replace Van 
Walsum. Bourita noted that there had been no consultation either on ending Van Walsum's 
tenure or on possible replacements. The GOM viewed being presented with a "fait accompli," 
in the face of its own efforts to directly engage the UN, as "lacking respect." Even the 
King was upset, Bourita said. Moreover, removing Van Walsum in response to public 
Polisario objections had set a bad precedent, and not just for the Western Sahara, for any 
UN mission. If any mediator can be ousted when a party finds fault with him, mediation is 
doomed, he said.  ¶ 
 
5. (C) Bourita confirmed that Fassi Fihri had written the SYG September 1, to express his 
disappointment with the UN's actions and deep concern about the process. Morocco 
worried that the "progress" obtained by Van Walsum and the Security Council would be 
rolled back following his ouster. While there had been no advances in the talks with the 
Polisario, there had been progress in the Security Council resolutions focusing on a political 
settlement. He again recalled the UNSCR's call for "realism" and its endorsement of Van 
Walsum, which came only after hearing his conclusions, and the subsequent SYG expressions 
of support for Van Walsum and his positions. Bourita recalled that the autonomy plan was 
not Morocco's alone; it had been elaborated with the "Friends." Bourita hoped the "Friends" 
would now engage with the UN to maintain momentum. Morocco's own reengagement on the 
process would be contingent on preserving the "progress" made by Van Walsum. The GOM 
also sought clarification of the objectives and modalities of the contemplated fifth round. 
Only then would the GOM seriously consider a replacement for Van Walsum, he 
said.  Getting Personal ----------------  ¶ 
 
6. (C) Bourita said the GOM was aware of Ross's sterling record and that he personally had 
been impressed when they had met Ross on the margins of an earlier Manhasset 
round. Bourita went through Ross's CV, and after citing the posting to Fes, dwelled on Ross' 
three tours in Algiers, implying suspicion about Ross' impartiality. Morocco 
sought clarification of his views of Van Walsum's ideas. PolCouns noted that when the USG 
lobbied in favor of Van Walsum, the one thing all agreed on was the need to preserve the 
process. He underscored Ross's reputation as one of the State Department's top diplomats in 
the region for a generation. His Algerian contacts might be an asset, given the problems Van 
Walsum had there. (Comment: Bourita subsequently got back to PolCouns with assurances 
that the GOM had no problem with Ross personally, but given problems with the 
process, wanted assurances on substance, including that he would get better support from the 
SYG than Van Walsum did. End comment.)  ¶ 
 
7. (C) Bourita allowed that his Minister's letter also demanded the ouster of Special 
Representative of the Secretary General (SRSG) Julian Harston, the head of the 
UN MINURSO mission responsible for Western Sahara. The letter cited multiple concerns 
and reports, including well-worn complaints about Harston's apology to the Polisario, when 
the Front protested vandalism by MINURSO military observers against some prehistoric 
glyphs in the desert between the berm and the Algerian border. Bourita added that the GOM 
had reports that Harston was trying to promote an expanded mandate for MINURSO to 
monitor human rights in the Western Sahara. PolCouns recalled that adding human rights to 
the mandate had not come up in the UNSC since before the current negotiations, but the 
international community did consider human rights important, in the territory, where there 
had been improvements, as well as in the Polisario-controlled camps.  COMMENT -------  ¶ 
 



8. (C) The GOM may have reason to be unhappy about the ouster of Van Walsum at what it 
sees as the Polisario's behest, and it may have felt some heat from press and Parliament about 
it. The Moroccans may see the UN's unwillingness to stand up for Van Walsum and his 
conclusions as partly due to personal politics within the Secretariat, including by the SRSG. 
GOM support for Van Walsum grew with the increasing criticism of him by the Polisario. 
They clearly want to institutionalize the statements of Van Walsum and the USG that 
independence is "unrealistic" as a position of the SYG and the Security Council. They may 
have overreacted with this recent letter, which could crimp the growing international 
sympathy for an autonomy-based political solution. They probably can be persuaded to 
accept Ross, but they may demand some assurances from the UN in return for their support. 
The Moroccan diplomatic accomplishments on Sahara have sometimes gotten bogged 
down over tactical issues. It will be important to keep them focused on preserving the 
Manhasset process and on how they might enhance interest of the other parties in 
the autonomy-based solution. End comment.  ¶ 
 
9. (U) Tripoli Minimize considered.  
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1.  (C) Summary:  The Government of Morocco (GOM) is  exploring the possibility of 
increasing its peacekeeping  profile by creating a UN-sponsored regional training center 
 and/or augmenting its own ability to carry out peacekeeping  operations.  It is soliciting 
preliminary international  reaction to both.  Even with this support, the GOM would face 
 other challenges to these initiatives, such as resource  constraints and a lack of "buy-in" from 
its own military  leaders.  In addition to the advantages of possibly receiving  material and 
training for its armed forces, Morocco likely  calculates these initiatives, if they came to 
fruition, could  garner good will with other countries through peacekeeping  training and 
contributions, which the GOM could then parlay  toward meeting its goals on the Western 
Sahara issue.  Despite these initiatives, the GOM is unwilling to commit  peacekeepers for 
Sudan at this time.  Although Morocco's  vision for these initiatives is purely in the idea stage, 
the  GOM has opened a dialogue with at least the U.S. and Canada  to solicit ideas and gauge 
our support.  End summary.    --------------------------------------------- ---------  Morocco: 
Exploring Higher Profile Role in Peacekeeping  --------------------------------------------- --------- 
   ¶ 



 
2.  (C) On August 7, A/PolCouns met with Moroccan Ministry of  Foreign Affairs (MFA) 
Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita to  discuss the possibility of the Government of Morocco 
(GOM)  establishing a UN-endorsed regional training center for  peacekeeping in Morocco, 
and other ideas for increasing  Morocco's peacekeeping profile.  The purpose of the meeting 
 with Bourita was to follow-up on a series of meetings in  mid-July between A/PolCouns and 
MFA Office of United Nations  Affairs Counselor Amine Chabi to engage the MFA at a 
higher  level and to seek clarification of MFA's ideas.  The GOM is  in the process of 
"preparing the terrain" diplomatically to  see if countries like the U.S. and Canada would 
support the  idea before moving any further.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Although still in the idea stage, the MFA solicited  the U.S.'s opinion of the GOM 
creating a Morocco-based UN  facility that would specialize in the training of soldiers, 
 officers, and diplomats from Francophone Africa and the  Middle East to increase their 
effectiveness in peacekeeping  deployments world wide.  Bourita underscored the GOM's 
robust  experience in peacekeeping operations, dating back to the  1960s, including past 
deployments to Angola, Bosnia,  Cambodia, Haiti, and Somalia, and current peacekeeping 
 operations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cote  d'Ivoire (1,500 security 
personnel) and Kosovo, i.e., a fully  staffed military hospital.  He also cited Morocco's 
 experience in "new areas of peacekeeping," such as  post-conflict reconciliation as a basis of 
Morocco's  peacekeeping credentials.  In addition to its experiences in  Bosnia and Kosovo, 
the GOM had grown from its own  "reconciliation experience" -- after Morocco's infamous 
 "years of lead."  In addition to raising its standard of  human rights protections, Morocco has 
gained valuable  experience in striking a balance between providing justice to  a post conflict 
society without causing a break in that  society or destabilizing the country, Bourita 
explained.  He  expressed his belief that a demand exists for this kind of  training among 
countries in West African and the Middle East.   In addition to the U.S., Bourita said that the 
GOM had  opened a dialogue with the Government of Canada, through its  Pearson 
Peacekeeping Center, to add to Morocco's reflection  on the training center idea.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Morocco's training center concept is the latest  indicator of Morocco's desire to explore 
ideas that may  increase its peacekeeping profile.  In April, Morocco tabled  with the U.S., 
through UN channels, a proposal to commemorate  the 60th anniversary of UN peacekeeping 
by sponsoring a  high-level meeting at the next UNGA to discuss lessons  learned from past 
UN deployments and prospects for future    RABAT 00000753  002 OF 004      ones.  Bourita 
said that Morocco would like to see greater  codification in the UN of peacekeeping to "bring 
it in line  with modern times."  Bourita underscored that despite  peacekeeping being around 
for over half a century, it has yet  to be codified in serious way in the UN.  He also cited a 
 number of areas of peacekeeping in need of reform such as  addressing the bias of Western 
countries leading peacekeeping  missions, seeking better burden sharing in peacekeeping 
 forces away from poor countries and toward rich ones, and  checking the European Union's 
(EU) effort to "regionalize  peacekeeping" -- a notion the GOM opposes.  When asked to 
 square the GOM idea of opening a regional training center  with its criticism of the EU, 
Bourita countered by citing  Morocco's unique skills and experience, the cost  effectiveness of 
training "locally," and the ability to train  in Arabic and French.  Bourita underscored his 
"train  locally, deploy globally" point by saying that it is often  politically difficult for 
countries, citing Morocco as an  example, to deploy peacekeepers within the region that it 
 resides.    ¶ 
 



5.  (C) Bourita said that apart from the training center  idea, Morocco was also reflecting on 
the possibility of  expanding its peacekeeping operational capacity by increasing  the overall 
size of its peacekeeping-trained forces.  The GOM  is considering training additional 
Moroccan forces in  peacekeeping in order to establish a three-part troop  rotation system, 
whereby one third of its peacekeeping forces  could be deployed at any one time while two-
thirds of its  peacekeepers would be based domestically to rest, refit, and  train.  Although 
Bourita did not mention specific targets,  with current overseas deployment figures, Morocco 
might be  looking to establish a peacekeeping contingent of  approximately 4,500 security 
personnel, putting it in the  league of Nigeria and Ghana (currently the two largest 
 peacekeeping contributors among Africa countries with over  5,200 and 3,200 personnel 
currently deployed to UN  peacekeeping missions, respectively, according to UN  figures). 
 The MFA's expansion idea seems to be in line with  Ref A reporting that we have seen 
indicating that Morocco may  be willing to increase is peacekeeping force contribution to  the 
DRC.    ------------------------------  ... But Many Constraints Exist  ------------------------------ 
   ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Training, equipment shortfalls, and security  requirements in the Western Sahara will 
likely constrain  Morocco's vision of increased peacekeeping capacity.  According to Chabi, 
the GOM would welcome U.S. assistance to  meet these shortfalls.  Specifically, the GOM 
would be  interested in exploring any possibilities of U.S.-provided  training for Moroccan 
soldiers, police, and diplomats in the  areas of peacekeeping/building, preventative 
diplomacy, and  post-conflict development.  He also mentioned large lift  capacity helicopters, 
e.g., Chinook-class, as a key operating  constraint for Morocco.  Complimenting U.S. efforts 
 supporting resolution of the Sahara conflict, Chabi said that  if the issue could be resolved, 
Morocco would contribute more  troops to UN peacekeeping operations.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C)  GOM initiatives are also suffering from a lack of  "buy-in" from the Moroccan armed 
forces.  Despite the steady  signals from MFA that the GOM is interested in at least  preparing 
the diplomatic terrain for an increase in its  peacekeeping posture, we have heard scant 
corroboration of  this effort through GOM military channels.  According to  embassy military 
personnel, the Moroccan armed forces have  not requested equipment or training in support of 
 peacekeeping operations.  Although a U.S. military police  unit trained Moroccan personnel 
in PKO as part of the  "African Lion" training exercise in June 2008, top level  officers, 
including Armed Forces Commander General Abdelaziz  Bennani and Army Operations 
Chief Colonel Abdelfatah, have  not tabled this issue in discussions with embassy officers. 
 Military Intelligence Chief and newly promoted Brigadier  General Abdallah Hamdoun flatly 
denied any knowledge of the  initiative when asked by embassy defense attaches in early 
 July, suggesting a lack of MFA consultation with the military    RABAT 00000753  003 OF 
004      on this issue.  (Comment: The military's lack of knowledge  about the MFA's 
peacekeeping proposals is unsurprising given  the palace's penchant for keeping the military 
at arms length  from policy decision-making, stemming back to several failed  military coup 
attempts in the early 70s.  Consequently, the  lack of "buy-in" from the military on the 
government's  peacekeeping efforts is likely to delay implementation of any  new initiatives. 
 End Comment.)    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Another area of potential challenge for GOM  peacekeeping initiatives are past 
allegations of Moroccan  soldier sexual misconduct during peacekeeping deployments to  the 
DRC in 2004 (Ref B) and Cote d'Ivoire in 2007 (Ref C).  Moroccan soldiers have been 
identified to have engaged in  soliciting prostitutes, fathering unwanted children, and in  some 
cases, accused of rape.  However, Morocco's rapid  response to these events, through 



professional investigations  and the meting out of punishments, is likely to ameliorate,  if not 
fully reverse, concerns of Moroccan expansion of its  peacekeeping activities.    -----------------
-------------------  ... And Deployment to Sudan Unlikely  ------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Bourita told us that it would not consider  contributing to a peacekeeping operation in 
Sudan at this  time.  Morocco considered the quality of the peacekeeping  forces already 
committed there and their management by the  African Union (AU) to be poor.  Morocco was 
also  uncomfortable with the command of the force being shared  between the UN and the AU 
-- an international body from which  Morocco withdrew in 1984.  In addition, the GOM was 
not  satisfied that there was agreement among the warring parties  to invite a peacekeeping 
force into the country -- a point  reiterated to us by Brigadier General Hamdoun in early July. 
 Finally, the GOM was not comfortable with the rules of  engagement set for the current force 
in Sudan -- although he  did not elaborate on what he meant by this.    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Speaking more broadly, Bourita told us that the GOM  will only consider 
participating in a deployment if minimum  criteria are met.  Although not set in stone, he said 
that  the below list of principles serves the MFA internally as a  guideline when considering 
peacekeeping deployments.  Bourita  considered the first two, if not first three, of the criteria 
 to be absent from the Sudan context.    -- (1) All parties to the conflict in a country must 
agree to  host peacekeeping forces.  Without political consensus on  this point, a successful 
deployment is impossible.    -- (2) The peacekeeping deployment has a clear mandate from 
 the UN via a UN Security Council Resolution.    -- (3) The nature of the peacekeeping 
operation and how it  will be carried out must be established in detail before the  deployment 
begins.  One of the major strategic decisions in  this regard is whether the operation will have 
a military or  humanitarian component, or a combination of both.    -- (4) The territorial 
integrity of the state requesting the  peacekeeping force must be respected.    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) Comment:  Morocco's exploration of its peacekeeping  profile by hosting a UN center 
for training and/or by  expanding its own capacity has multiple potential payoffs for  Morocco 
and the U.S.  The possibility of receiving funding,  equipment, and training -- from foreign 
countries -- to  further professionalize its armed forces presents the  immediate potential 
payoff for the GOM.  Morocco would  undoubtedly parlay any increased peacekeeping 
capacity into  winning favor with countries toward legitimizing its claims  to Western Sahara. 
 In the long run, it would also provide a  new mission for forces in the Western Sahara should 
the  impasse with the POLISARIO be overcome.  For the U.S., the  initiatives represent the 
prospect of increasing peacekeeping  capacity world wide, further improve upon its bilateral 
 relationship Morocco, and send a message of reward and  recognition of Morocco's 
improvements in human rights and    RABAT 00000753  004 OF 004      peace building in the 
region.  After appropriate  consultations with affected embassies and other actors, it  might be 
productive for the Department to instruct Embassy  Rabat to provide preliminary reflections 
to the GOM on its  proposed peacekeeping initiatives.  End Comment.    
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1.  PolCouns delivered reftel points to Ministry of Foreign  Affairs (MFA) Chief of Staff 
Nasser Bourita on July 22.  Bourita responded positively but noncommittally, saying that  the 
Government of Morocco (GOM) supported the idea in  principle but still had concerns about 
the Office of the High  Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) stemming from what it 
 perceived as Morocco's unfavorable treatment at the Universal  Periodic Review session in 
Geneva on April 8 and during an  OHCHR delegation visit to Morocco in 2006.    ¶ 
 
2.  Bourita said the GOM was also sensitive to how questions  on Western Sahara would be 
managed by the regional office if  it was based in Rabat since the UN does not recognize 
 Moroccan sovereignty over the territory, and the GOM strongly  opposes the UN's treating 
Western Sahara as a separate  entity.    ¶ 
 
3.  PolOff followed up with Bourita on August 11, when the  latter said that there had been 
"no evolution" in the GOM's  thinking on the subject.  Bourita reiterated the GOM's 
 discomfort with its previous experiences with the OHCHR and  said that it would have to 
consider the question over a  longer period of time.      
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1.  (C) Summary: United Nations High Commissioner for  Refugees (UNHCR) Western 
Sahara Operations Director Sergio  Calle-Noreno (protect) said that he had received an 
agreement  in principle from the Government of Morocco (GOM), the  Polisario, and Algeria 
in May to attend a conference in  Geneva in July to discuss and sign an accord on allowing 
land  crossings between Moroccan and Polisario controlled territory  as part of the UN's 
Confidence Building Measures (CBM)  program in Western Sahara.  However, recent 
Polisario  statements criticizing UN Special Representative Peter Van  Walsum and 
threatening to reconsider participation in the  Manhasset process have had a chilling effect on 
the May CBM  thaw.  Calle-Noreno has built a coalition of embassies in  Rabat willing to 
fund the demining and other equipment  necessary to facilitate land crossings and does not 



want to  miss this window of opportunity.  As a result of intensive  recent advocacy on his 
part, all three parties have  tentatively agreed to meet in Geneva under UNHCR auspices in 
 September, but Calle-Noreno is concerned that the commitments  are not firm.  He urgently 
requested USG assistance in  convincing the three parties to move forward on this issue.  End 
Summary.    ------------------------------------  Air Transport: Low Volume, High Cost  -----------
-------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On July 29, United Nations High Commissioner for  Refugees (UNHCR) Western 
Sahara Operations Director Sergio  Calle-Norena met with PolOffs to brief the Embassy on 
the  state and status of UNHCR's CBM program in Western Sahara.  Currently, the CBMs 
consist of a weekly reciprocal UN family  reunification flight that ferries approved family 
members  between the Polisario camps near Tindouf and Laayoune,  Dakhla, and elsewhere in 
Moroccan-controlled territory.  Each  aircraft (which is leased from MINURSO on a fee for 
service  basis) carries approximately 37 people (less when weather and  temperatures dictate). 
 The selection process for  participation in the family unification visits is detailed  and 
involves time-consuming verification steps.  In 2004, the  first list of approved beneficiaries 
was drawn up and was  updated in December 2007 and January 2008.  Five thousand  people 
have participated in the program so far, but 30,000  individuals remain on the list.    ------------
----------------------------  Land Crossing: Higher Volume, Lower Cost  ----------------------------
------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Calle-Noreno and UNHCR believe the most affordable  and efficient way to increase 
both the frequency of family  unification visits and the number of participants is to  encourage 
the three parties to cooperate on clearing a  section of the berm dividing the territory to allow 
for land  crossing via bus.  Both sides of the berm are heavily mined.  On the Moroccan side, 
up to 40 km west as far as Makhbas  would need to be demined and, on the Polisario side, up 
to 12  km east as far as the "border" with Algieria require  demining.  In addition to demining 
along the main roadway,  clearing would be necessary up to 100 meters off each side of  the 
road.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Crossing by land would allow between 87 and 100  individuals to travel per busload at 
a fraction of the price  of the current air exchange.  The specially reinforced and  modified 
buses necessary to traverse the terrain would  represent a one-time cost of between USD 
80,000 and 100,000,  but annual operating outlays would be negligible in  comparison to the 
aircraft usage fees.    --------------------------------------------- --  Proposed Berm Breach 
Provokes Algerian Military  Concerns  --------------------------------------------- --    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Calle-Norena acknowledged Algeria's concerns that  dismantling part of the berm and 
demining at Kilometer 75  (the most geographically feasible spot to create a land  crossing) 
would open an unprotected straight-line route to  Tindouf from Morocco.  For this reason, he 
said, the Algerian    Government considers demining a strategic threat and wants  firm 
security assurances and practical mitigating measures.  It will agree, according to Calle-
Noreno, only if there is  parallel dismantling and an agreed amount of artillery and  heavy 
military equipment and a mutual draw down of troops on  both the western and eastern sides 
of the line near the berm  breach point.    -------------------  Pieces in Place...  ------------------- 
   ¶ 
 
6.  (C) In May, Calle-Noreno said he had gotten agreement  from the three parties to meet in 
Geneva in July at UNHCR  headquarters to resolve final issues and publicly sign an  accord 
on the land crossings.  However, recent tensions over  statements by UN Special 



Representative Peter Van Walsum on  the "realism" of Morocco's autonomy proposal and the 
 Polisario's subsequent unofficial refusal to attend the next  Manhasset round if Van Walsum 
is still in place led all sides  to call a halt.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) In the past two months, through intensive "shuttle  diplomacy" between Moroccan, 
Polisario and Algerian  ministries and power brokers, he succeeded in obtaining  tentative 
verbal agreements to resume the planning process  and build towards a rescheduled Geneva 
conference, to be held  from September 13-19 or 22-26.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) As part of his May round of negotiations,  Calle-Noreno approached foreign embassies 
in Rabat to solicit  financial and political support. He reported that the Nordic  Countries 
(Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and Norway) all  committed to funding demining.  The German 
government offered  to provide appropriate buses for transport as well demining  services. 
 The Dutch also offered buses and demining support.   However, he is concerned that interest 
and commitments may  evaporate if the land crossing initiative appears to be mired  in 
Manhasset politics or far from an agreement.    -------------------  ...But Nudge Needed  ---------
----------    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Calle-Norena requested USG assistance in urging  Morocco and Algeria to support and 
move forward on the CBM  initiative, particularly since no date has been set for  Manhasset 
V.  He felt that the U.S. was well positioned to  push the Moroccans toward agreeing to meet 
in Geneva in  September, and believed the USG could play a similarly useful  role in Algiers. 
 He said that framing the CBMs as a  "humanitarian concern" rather than a political issue 
could  help make it more palatable to the antagonists.    ¶ 
 
10. (C) Calle-Norena has discussed this issue extensively  with the Moroccan regional 
Governor of Laayoune and Boujdour  Mohammed Dryef, senior Polisario leadership, 
Moroccan  Ministry of Interior (MOI) Director-General Mohiddine Amzazi  (Deputy 
Secretary equivalent), MOI Governor Khalid Zerouali  (Under Secretary equivalent), and 
Algerian MFA Director of  Human Rights and General Political Affairs Lazhar Soualem. 
 Amzazi gave him a tentative verbal agreement on the September  Geneva meeting, but made 
public Moroccan commitment  conditional on Calle-Noreno's obtaining firm commitments 
from  Algiers and Tindouf.  Calle-Noreno is currently in Algeria  until August 12 attempting 
to firm up support there.    -----------------------  UNHCR Personnel Changes  --------------------
---    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Calle-Norena also touched on upcoming personnel  changes at UNHCR.  He is 
scheduled to transfer out of his  position in the fall and will be succeeded by Fatiha Sadi, a 
 Sudanese national and Senior Nutritional Officer in Geneva.  Her appointment is causing 
some concern in Rabat as she  served with UNHCR in Tindouf from 2002 to 2004.  Calle-
Noreno  said that some within the Moroccan Government see her as  tainted as a result.  His 
Moroccan interlocutors expressed  their unhappiness to him and other UNHCR officials in 
Geneva  but the Moroccan Government has not "yet" submitted a formal  request for Sadi to 
not occupy her position.      -------  Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) While Morocco does not oppose the CBM program, it  certainly is not enthusiastic or 
committed to it.  Comments  from MFA and MOI officials lead us to believe that the GOM 
 tolerates the program as the "cost of doing business" on the  international stage, but would 
not consider it a loss if it  ended or was curtailed.  However, because Morocco is so 
 conscious of its international image, it is loathe to appear  obstructionist or uncooperative, 



and will not take actions in  the humanitarian field that would make it appear so.  The CBM 
 program is one of the few current areas of success in the  Western Sahara peace process.  All 
three parties may be  willing to move on this area to show their commitment to  progress as a 
counterpoint to the perceived Manhasset  stalemate.  After appropriate consultations with the 
affected  embassies and other actors, it might be productive for the  Department to instruct 
Embassy Rabat and Algiers to approach  their respective host governments and encourage 
support for  this next phase of the CBM program.  End Comment.      
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1.  (C) Summary:  The Moroccan Royal Armed Forces (FAR) are  modernizing but remain 
weighed down by long-standing  problems.  King Mohammed VI, who in 1999 inherited a 
military  in need of professionalization, has implemented some needed  reforms, but much 
remains to be done.  Civilian control, if  ascribed to the person of the King, is complete, but 
there is  no real Defense Ministry.  Outside the FAR, there is only a  small administration. 
 The military remains plagued by  corruption, an inefficient bureaucracy, low levels of 
 education in the ranks, periodic threats of radicalization of  some of its soldiers, political 
marginalization, and the  deployment of most of its forces in the Western Sahara.  There have 
been some indications of pending changes in the  leadership.  In general, the U.S. and 
Morocco share a robust  military relationship with prospects for even closer ties in  the future. 
 The health of the relationship is evident by  increased U.S.-Moroccan military training 
exercises and  Morocco's purchase of sophisticated weapons from the U.S. to  include 24 F-
16s this year.  We anticipate that the  U.S.-Moroccan military relationship will continue to 
flourish  but Morocco's ability to absorb its new high-end military  purchases and restrictions 
on high quality Moroccan  information sharing with our attaches represent two  challenges 
ahead.  This mission-coordinated report draws  heavily on valuable reporting and analysis 
from the embassy's  military components, the Defense Attache Office and the  Office of 
Security Cooperation.  End Summary.    ------------------  All the King's Men  ------------------ 
   ¶ 
 
2.  (C) As Commander-in-Chief of the Moroccan Royal Armed  Forces and Minister of 
Defense, King Mohammed VI maintains a  highly centralized role over the military.  No troop 
 movements, exercises, or even travel of officers domestically  or abroad happens without the 
King,s approval.  As a result  of the 1971 and 1972 coup attempts by the Moroccan Army and 
 Air Force respectively, the Palace increased control over the  military, marginalized it from 
policy making, and restricted  its interaction with foreign military interlocutors and the  press. 
 The Alaouite dynasty depends upon, among other  things, a strong military, the leadership of 
which, however,  must remain sufficiently docile so as not to arouse  suspicions of disloyalty. 



 The only civilian structure  responsible for the FAR is not a Defense Ministry but rather  an 
entity under the Prime Minister responsible for the  Administration of the National Defense. 
 It is headed by  Minister-delegate Abderrahmane Sbai, whose role is  essentially restricted to 
that of comptroller.  As far as we  can tell, political-military policy on issues such as 
 peacekeeping appears centered in the Foreign Ministry.  All  other major defense matters are 
decided in the Palace.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Over the past decade, Morocco has transitioned from a  conscript to an all-volunteer 
military force of approximately  218,000 soldiers.  Of the three services, the Army is 
 dominant with approximately 175,000 personnel.  There are  approximately 13,000 personnel 
in the Air Force and 7,800 in  the Navy.  Though nominally subordinate within the military 
 structure but answering directly to the King, the  Gendarmerie, which consists of 
approximately 22,000  personnel, conducts paramilitary, royal guard, and internal  and border 
policing missions.  Though a few legacy conscripts  remain in the military, professional 
reforms have made  voluntary military service an attractive career option for  Moroccans with 
opportunities for a steady income and some  upward mobility.  The average military salary for 
enlisted  soldiers is approximately 2,000 dirhams (USD 270) per month.  An officer's starting 
salary is approximately 6,000 dirhams  (USD 850) per month.  With benefits, such as free 
housing,  these are reasonably competitive in the Moroccan context.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) The top military commanders include Military  Inspector General and Army 
Commander, Lieutenant General (Lt  Gen) Abdelaziz Benanni; Operations Chief Lt Gen 
Boughaid  Arroub; and Gendarmerie Commander Lt Gen Housni Benslimane.  Benanni, who 
has become mired in suspicion of corruption,  will reportedly be retired soon.  Arroub, who 
came out of  recent retirement, is tipped by some to succeed Benanni.  Arroub, historically 
pro-French, appears to have become  increasingly pro-U.S. in the last 5 years.  Another rising 
 star in the FAR is General Mohamed Larbi Tamdi, who is  responsible for army logistics and 
force sustainment.  There  is some military staff in the Palace, likely influent, about  which 
little is known.      ¶ 
 
5.  (C) King Hassan II and his son, King Mohammed VI, have  maintained the Gendarmerie 
as a force relatively independent  from the FAR since 1972, in part as a check against a 
 military coup.  While it most visibly serves as a State  Police/Highway Patrol, it has a wide 
range of units.  Its  commander, Lt Gen Benslimane, likely reports in some way  directly to 
the King.  He also leads the Moroccan National  Soccer League, making him a popular figure 
inside and out of  military circles.  While there is no direct proof of  Benslimane being 
involved in corrupt activity, low ranking  Gendarmerie assigned to highway patrols are 
expected to pay  approximately 4,000 dirhams (USD 540) to their immediate  supervisors 
with extralegal earnings from motorists above  which they can keep for themselves, according 
to one credible  anecdote.    --------------------------------------------- --   
Military Operations Dominated by Western Sahara  --------------------------------------------- -- 
   ¶ 
 
6.  (C) The FAR is composed of over 200,000 soldiers and  outclasses most militaries in 
Africa but has significant room  for improvement.  Along with concerns regarding aging 
 equipment and an overtaxed force, the FAR is plagued by  institutional corruption, leadership 
that will not step  aside, and low morale among mid-level officers.  The FAR is  preoccupied 
with operations in the Western Sahara region with  between 50 and 70 percent of its total 
strength deployed  there at any one time.  The force in Western Sahara -- a  landmass roughly 
two thirds the size of California -- is  considered to be stretched thin with a reported estimated 



 operational readiness rate of just 40 percent.  Morocco does  not consider the POLISARIO -- 
the ethnically Sahrawi  resistance based in Tindouf, Algeria, seeking to make the  Western 
Sahara an independent state -- to be a conventional  military threat.  However, the FAR 
remains vigilant in  guarding against a renewed POLISARIO insurgency effort.  Morocco 
built a berm or sand wall along the eastern and  southern borders of the Sahara in the 1980s, 
which  effectively eliminated the POLISARIO's ability to launch hit  and run raids, leading to 
the 1981 cease-fire, which has been  fully respected.  The POLISARIO continues to maintain 
a  small, lightly armed presence at a few desert crossroads in  the small remaining part of 
Western Sahara outside the berm.  Despite occasional expressions of concern, the GOM 
almost  certainly is fully conscious that the POLISARIO poses no  current threat that could 
not be effectively countered.  The  POLISARIO has generally refrained from classic terrorist 
 bombings, etc.  Although the specter is sometimes raised,  there is no indication of any 
Salafist/Al Qaeda activity  among the indigenous Sahrawi population.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) While the border between Morocco and Algeria is  closed, and relations remain cool, 
we do not believe that  Algeria poses an imminent conventional military threat to  Morocco. 
 Nonetheless, the FAR has contingency plans and  "wargames" in training exercises for a 
possible Algerian  attack, but the FAR does not have troops deployed along the  border. 
 Instead, the FAR remains stationed in garrisons,  hundreds of kilometers away from the 
border, from which they  could deploy in the unlikely event of an Algerian incursion  into 
Morocco.  Any confrontation between the two countries  would likely take place through the 
proxy of the POLISARIO,  which Algeria has supported materially in the past and could  do 
so again if hostilities between Morocco and the POLISARIO  recommenced.    ------------ 
 Peacekeeping  ------------    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Motivated to win over other countries to its claims  to Western Sahara, Morocco is 
active in United Nations (UN),  engages in peacekeeping activities, and occasionally sends 
 troops to assist friendly countries.  Morocco is an  experienced contributor to UN 
peacekeeping efforts, deploying  to countries like Angola, Bosnia, Cambodia, Haiti and 
 Somalia.  It currently has over 1,500 peacekeepers deployed  to Cote d,Ivoire and the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo  (DRC).  Morocco also supports a military hospital in 
Kosovo  under NATO command.  Morocco has sent medical personnel to  Niger to assist with 
famine relief and recently re-deployed  military forces to Senegal for an annual five-month 
&cloud  seeding8 operation for drought relief.  Peacekeeping  contributions in recent years 
have been tarnished by  allegations of sexual wrongdoing in the DRC and Cote  d,Ivoire.    ---
------------------------------------------ ---  Corruption Remains the Single Greatest Challenge  ---
------------------------------------------ ---    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Corruption is prevalent at all levels of Moroccan  society and the military is also 
plagued by it, particularly  at the highest levels.  This may partly reflect a grand  bargain 
struck by King Hassan II following at least two  nearly successful coups in the 1970's:  remain 
loyal, and you  can profit.  (Those whose loyalty was in question were  subject to sometimes 
decades of harsh imprisonment.)  Credible reports indicate that Lt Gen Benanni is using his 
 position as the Commander of the Southern Sector to skim  money from military contracts 
and influence business  decisions.  A widely believed rumor has it that he owns large  parts of 
the fisheries in Western Sahara.  Benanni, like many  senior military officers, has a lavish 
family home that was  likely built with money gleaned from bribes.  Leadership  positions in 
regional sectors are a significant source of  extralegal income for military leaders.  There are 
even  reports of students at Morocco's military academy paying  money to increase their class 
standings in order to obtain  positions in lucrative military postings.  Command in the 



 southern sector, i.e., Western Sahara, given the predominance  of military activity there, is 
considered to be the most  lucrative of the sectors in this regard.  Because command in  the 
southern sector is also considered critical to high level  advancement in the FAR, positions 
there are highly sought  after.  Consequently, positions in this sector are often  jealously 
"guarded" by a number of influential families in  the military.  The GOM seems to be looking 
for ways to stop  corruption, especially among the formative military ranks of  Colonel and 
below, but not much is being done to stop the  corruption in the general officer ranks.    -------
------------------------------------  Retiring High Level Officers Also a Problem  --------------------
-----------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Senior officers refusing to retire to allow younger  officers to move up the ranks has 
become a significant  problem for the FAR.  Officers nearing the mandatory  retirement age 
do not want to retire since this would mean  relinquishing bribes, money-skimming, and some 
related  sources of income.  Even for those officers not &on the  take,8 giving up government 
positions and paychecks is  economically difficult for a sustained retirement.  This 
 "gerontocracy" problem, coupled with the King's notorious  micro-management of the 
military has had a negative impact on  the morale of mid-level military leaders.    ---------------
------------------------------ ------  Radicalization:  Under Control But Lingering Menace  --------
------------------------------------- ------    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Though now viewed as a minor problem, reporting  suggests that small numbers of 
FAR soldiers remains  susceptible to Islamic radicalization.  The GOM first  encountered this 
problem following the 2003 Casablanca  bombings when investigators identified military 
members as  co-conspirators.  Following the bombings, the FAR undertook  steps to identify 
extremists and implement preventative  measures, such as closing prayer halls on military 
bases, to  address the problem.  Subsequently, Morocco,s internal  security services have 
identified and apprehended several  military and gendarmerie personnel in other terrorist 
cells,  some of whom had stolen weapons from their bases for  terrorism.  Acknowledging this 
threat in a speech to the  armed forces in May 2008, the King stated his desire to  "immunize" 
the armed forces from the threat of radicalization  and to promote the values of tolerance and 
moderation in the  ranks.  During this same time frame the military forced 30  officers to 
retire early, allegedly because they were deemed  potentially radical and hostile to the 
Government.  Subsequently, the FAR removed all mosques from army bases and  deployed 
military counterintelligence, i.e., 5th Bureau,  undercover officers to monitor local "off-post" 
mosques for  potentially radical activities.  These officers refer cases  to the Gendarmerie if 
criminal charges can be pursued.    ---------------  Winds of Change  ---------------    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) Since the 1970's the military itself has been  perceived as the greatest threat to the 
throne and internal  security in Morocco, not surprising given Morocco's own  history and the 
broader context of the coup-ridden Middle  East and Africa.  Of late, however, there is a 
general    perception that the relationship between the Palace and the  FAR is beginning to 
change to one of greater trust.  The  King's growing confidence is partly signaled by a recent 
 significant increase in military spending, particularly for  modern hardware, although this is 
primarily a function of the  GOM's perceived threat from Algeria and the fact that it is  cost 
prohibitive at a certain point to maintain older  military equipment.  The GOM increased the 
military's  operating budget to more than USD 2 billion in 2007,  significantly more than in 
previous years.  Likewise, the FAR  is undergoing a significant modernization process, paying 
 over USD 2 billion for 24 F-16 aircraft and over USD 300  million for T-6 training aircraft 
from the U.S.  The GOM has  commercially financed these transactions, thus far, but the 
 upfront payments have come from the treasury, which has also  committed to cover monthly 



payments.  The King recently  allowed armed military flights north of Ben Guerir (located 
 approximately 200 kilometers south of Rabat), an act not  permitted in the past due to the 
King,s desire to keep the  military far away from the Palace in Rabat.  The GOM is also 
 looking to make significant purchases of M-1 Abrams battle  tanks in the future.    -------------
-------------------  U.S.-Moroccan Military Relations     Strong but Could Be Better  -------------
-------------------    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) In general, the U.S. and Morocco share a robust  military relationship with prospects 
for even closer ties in  the future.  The health of the relationship is evidenced by  increased 
U.S.-Moroccan military training exercises and the  aforementioned military sales.  Morocco 
has also increased  its activities under a partnership arrangement with the Utah  National 
Guard, which regularly deploys to Morocco to conduct  joint training and humanitarian relief 
operations.  We have  submitted draft proposed language for the Moroccans to  consider for 
an Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement  (ACSA) and a Status of Forces Agreement 
(SOFA), and have  received comments on the ACSA draft from the GOM.  In the  future, the 
Embassy hopes to see improvements in the FAR's  information sharing and accessibility to 
military units and  facilities with our Defense Attache Office.  Although the FAR  regularly 
dialogues with our attaches, quality information is  lacking.  The FAR also does not recognize 
the Embassy Attache  circle, an organization of Military Attaches from various  countries 
residing in Morocco who elect a president to  discuss issues of collective concern with the 
FAR.  It is  apparent that the Palace continues to tightly control the  FAR's interactions U.S. 
and other foreign governments.    ---------------------------  AFRICOM Viewed with Caution  --
-------------------------    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) Previous interactions with GOM officials indicate  that military leaders are opposed 
to AFRICOM basing a  headquarters element in Morocco.  However, Morocco has  offered to 
send a military liaison officer to the AFRICOM  headquarters in Germany and has offered to 
assist U.S.-led  efforts engaging with African countries.  Morocco has also  approached 
AFRICOM representatives to solicit AFRICOM support  in providing chemicals needed for 
their cloud-seeding  operations in Senegal and providing logistics to assist with  a proposed 
locust control program.    -------  COMMENT  -------    ¶ 
 
15.  (C) The Mission is optimistic that the U.S.-Moroccan  military relationship will continue 
to improve, but there are  potential speed bumps in future.  We anticipate that  cooperative 
joint training exercises will continue to occur  at a robust pace, although the vast majority of 
this activity  will likely take place in Morocco because of continued  restrictions on the travel 
of FAR personnel.  While we  anticipate that the Palace will continue to modernize the 
 military, with the notable possible acquisition of M-1 Abrams  tanks, we are increasingly 
concerned that Morocco, not used  to the high operating costs of these high end items (and 
 other budgetary pressures) may make it increasingly difficult  for the Moroccans to make 
payments on purchases.  If payments  become a problem for the GOM, this could sour 
relations  temporarily.  While we believe that there are some signs of  the King's increased 
confidence in the FAR, we believe that  the monarchy still calculates that the military 
represents  the biggest potential threat to the crown.  FAR officers  will, therefore, continue to 
be distanced from policy making   input and restricted from engaging in detailed discussions 
 about Moroccan military strength and intentions with foreign  military officers, including our 
attaches.      
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1.  (C) Senior Moroccan Interior and Foreign Affairs  officials praised, with some 
reservations, the Department's  2007 Human Rights Report and the Government of Morocco 
 (GOM)/Embassy dialogue that informs it.  They agreed to a  schedule and framework to 
govern the next cycle of discussion  and asked to expand the process to include other 
 congressionally-mandated rights reports.  While acknowledging  that reform is not a straight-
line process, they cautioned us  against characterizing 2008 as a year of regression for 
 Morocco, insisting that the Kingdom's decision to choose the  path of progress is 
"irreversible."    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) Chief of Staff  complained that the separate 
Morocco and Western Sahara human  rights reports were inconsistent with other Department 
 documents which combine the two geographic regions under one  heading.  He also asked the 
USG to implement assistance  projects in the disputed territory.  We reminded him that 
 although the USG supports Morocco's autonomy initiative, only  a negotiated agreement 
would lead to international  recognition of Moroccan sovereignty.  End Summary.    -----------
---------------------------------  Institutionalizing the Human Rights Dialogue  ----------------------
----------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) During a July 15 planning meeting to discuss the 2008  cycle of the joint 
Morocco/Mission human rights dialogue, GOM  representatives included Ministry of Interior 
(MOI) Director  General Mohiddine Amzazi (Undersecretary equivalent),  Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs Chief of Staff Nasser Bourita,  and the MOI's and MFA's DRL Office 
Director equivalents.  PolCouns, Human Rights PolOff and Casablanca-resident 
 LabOff/PolOff attended for the Embassy.  Amzazi and Bourita  both noted that the 2007 
Human Rights Report was balanced and  "good" because the dialogue allowed the 
Government of  Morocco (GOM) to make its case.  The process was important to  help both 
sides "find the truth."    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Amzazi added that the GOM had decided to establish a  standing working group of 
personnel from the MFA, MOI and  Ministry of Justice (MOJ) to focus on human rights 
questions.   Amzazi expressed hope for the creation of a permanent  channel and structure for 
the dialogue.  He proposed  broadening it to include all congressionally-mandated rights 
 reports and requested a master schedule to govern the new and  wider process.  The GOM 



officials accepted the following  Embassy proposed timeline for the 2008 human rights 
dialogue  (Ref B):    -August 15:  Begin working level consultations at relevant  Ministries 
and submit list of questions.    -October 15: Embassy receives the GOM's response to 
questions  and incorporates into Human Rights Report Draft.    -Mid November: Full meeting 
of the Human Rights Dialogue  prior to the Human Rights Report's submission to 
Washington,  followed by working level follow-up as needed.    -December 2: Embassy 
receives final and answers to all  questions and issues related to the Human Rights Report.    -
Mid January: Begin separate and similar process for  Trafficking in Persons Report    ----------
--------------------    TIP Plan of Action Highlighted  ------------------------------    ¶ 
 
5. (C) LabOff stressed the need for Morocco to draft anti-TIP  specific legislation, prosecute 
and report on the sentencing  of traffickers of forced child labor, and to create a formal  legal 
procedure to identify and protect victims of  trafficking in order for Morocco to be returned to 
Tier 1  status (Ref E).  PolCouns outlined a USG offer of assistance  to build the GOM's 
judicial statistical reporting capacity  which has already been presented to the MOJ.  Finally, 
copies  of the TIP Plan of Action were passed to the Moroccan  officials.    ----------------------
----------  Two Steps Forward, One Step Back  --------------------------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) PolCouns concurred that the dialogue not only helped  to inform the Human Rights 
Reports but also appeared to have  had some positive effects on the human rights situation in 
 general, particularly in the Western Sahara.  He encouraged  the GOM to continue making 
improvements.  Although he  understood that reform involved both forward and backward 
 movement, he expressed concern over some reverses in the  early part of 2008, especially in 
the areas of freedom of  expression and press, the subtle tightening of political  space around 
the (Islamist) opposition Party of Justice and  Development (PJD), as well as strong security 
reaction to  protests over joblessness and price increases.  He noted that  the GOM itself 
admitted that abuses had occurred during the  legitimate dispersal of a protest blockading the 
port town of  Sidi Ifni (Ref A).    --------------------------------------------- ----  There is Freedom 
Within, There is Freedom Without  --------------------------------------------- ----    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Amzazi disagreed with the contention that 2008 marked  a year of regression for 
Morocco in the area of human rights  (Refs A and C).  He admitted that there were some 
missteps  early in the year but said that every instance of "tension"  should not be construed as 
wholesale backsliding.  Amzazi  added that Morocco's decision to move forward on the path 
of  progress was "irreversible."  He pointed to the recent  appointment of a Parliamentary 
Commission of Inquiry to  investigate police behavior during recent riots in Sidi Ifni  (Ref A) 
as an example of Parliament flexing its  constitutional muscle and the willingness of 
sovereign  ministries (i.e. those under direct royal control) to submit  themselves to scrutiny 
for the first time in recent history.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Amzazi said the MOI would accept and abide by the  Commission's findings and 
recommendations.  He also insisted  that political freedoms in Morocco were not tightening, 
 despite recent incidents in which the PJD was denied  permission to hold events.  He noted 
that the PJD  participated on an equal footing with all other parties in  the 2007 parliamentary 
elections cycle, and some of its  members currently serve on the Sidi Ifni Commission of 
 Inquiry.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Amzazi strongly rejected any suggestion that the  recent imposition on Al Jazeera's 
Rabat Bureau Chief of a USD  7,000 fine and the sentencing of a human rights activist to  six 
months in prison for spreading false information about  deaths in Sidi Ifni represented an 



attack on press freedom  and freedom of expression (Ref C).  He characterized their  crime as 
incitement (Note: Although both men subsequently  apologized for disseminating mistaken 
information received as  events were unfolding, it would be difficult to dispute  Amzazi's 
contention that rumors of rapes and deaths could  have sparked broader violent 
demonstrations and actual  deaths. End note) and said that he personally had hoped for a 
 stronger sentence for both.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Amzazi complained that Al Jazeera showed little  gratitude to Morocco, one of the 
only Arab countries to allow  it to open a bureau, and the channel consistently and  unfairly 
criticized the Government.  He encouraged us to "go    walk the ground" in Sidi Ifni and "see 
a different reality"  than has been reported.    -----------------------------------  Western Sahara: 
Don't Bust My Chops  -----------------------------------    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Both Amzazi and the MFA's Bourita dug in their heels  on the issue of the Western 
Sahara.  In response to an  inquiry about measures taken against officers frequently  cited for 
abusive or improper behavior in Western Sahara,  Amzazi insisted that there was no 
difference between the  situation in "southern Morocco" and the rest of the country  saying, 
"We are not out of control."  He added that internal  investigative mechanisms were robust, 
effective, and were  used to uphold standards of behavior (Comment: This does not  square 
with the evidence on the lack of real judicial  investigation of abuses committed by officers. 
End Comment).  Somewhat testily, Amzazi denied any linkage between the  recent transfers 
of two officers out of the territory and  their being named in the last session of the dialogue, 
 insisting that the move was part of the standard police  five-year rotation cycle (Note: Even 
though the officers had  been there longer than five years. End Note.)    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) Bourita disagreed that allowing more space for civil  society in the territory would 
either help build trust in the  Manhasset process or promote reconciliation.  In contrast to 
 assertions by the Moroccan Embassy in Washington (Ref F),  both Bourita and Amzazi 
categorically denied any intention or  possibility of allowing independent human rights NGOs 
in the  territory to legally register saying, "We will not allow  organizations run by separatists 
to operate legally, it's  against the law and the Constitution, although they are  allowed to 
function."  In the case of the Sahrawi Association  of Human Rights Violations Victims 
(ASVDH), this is in spite  of a court decision ordering the Government to approve its 
 registration application.    ------------------------  MFA: We Need Another Hug  ------------------
------    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) Bourita argued that Morocco had extended its hand to  Algeria and the Polisario on 
several levels and in different  ways, only to pull it back empty.  He griped that Algeria and 
 the Polisario prefer the status quo to progress and that they  were using UN. mechanisms 
such as Manhasset and the Security  Council to prevent breakthroughs.  Bourita wondered 
why UN  Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and the USG did not take  concrete steps to signal 
displeasure with the "other side's"  delaying tactics.  He suggested that the Secretary General 
 ask the Security Council to issue a clear resolution in favor  of the Moroccan proposal, and 
lay out what it believes should  be the next steps in moving towards a solution.    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) Continuing, Bourita complained that the separate  Morocco and Western Sahara 
Human Rights Reports were  inconsistent with other State Department documents such as  the 
International Religious Freedom and Trafficking in  Persons reports, which combine the two 
geographic areas under  one heading.  He was particularly miffed that, this year, the  two 



Human Rights Reports were initially posted on the  Department's website as one document 
and then split into two  after three days and reposted.    ¶ 
 
15.  (C) Bourita requested a concrete symbol of the USG's  commitment to the Moroccan 
autonomy proposal such as the  construction of a school or hospital in the disputed  territory 
using USG funds.  He complained that the USG spends  large amounts of money on 
humanitarian assistance in Tindouf  and asked "Don't Moroccan school children deserve new 
books  as well?"    ¶ 
 
16.  (C) In response, we observed that minor details such as  report structures were technical 
and should not be construed  as signaling change in long-standing US policy one way or 
 another.  The USG's very real and strong support for the  Moroccan autonomy proposal does 
not alter the fact that,  until an agreement is reached, the international community  will not 
recognize Moroccan sovereignty over the territory.  This should encourage the GOM to make 
conditions on the  ground as favorable as possible to win an accord.    -------  Comment  ------- 
   ¶ 
 
17.  (C) Amzazi's support for the dialogue and the three  ministries' willingness to 
institutionalize the human rights  dialogue process is a sign of the GOM's commitment at the 
 highest levels to discussing and operationalizing human  rights concepts.  This would seem to 
validate our strategy of  conducting strong and frank behind-the-scenes advocacy  coupled 
with encouragement, and balancing accurate and  sometimes critical reporting with 
expressions of support for  progress.  This has produced concrete improvements (Ref  B).  We 
will continue to engage privately with the GOM and to  reach out to human rights activists in 
Western Sahara and  Morocco proper.  As previously noted, brick and mortar  projects in the 
territory would not be productive (Ref D).  End Comment.      
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1.  (C) Moroccan Minister of Foreign Affairs Taib  Fassi-Fihri's spent early summer lobbying 
Sub-Saharan African  countries, mostly on Western Sahara.  From 19 to 23 June, the  minister 
visited four Sub Saharan countries and he worked the  corridors of the African Union,s (AU) 
summit meeting in  Sharm-El Sheikh, Egypt from 29 June to 1 July.  According to  the 



Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs Director of African  Affairs Abdellatif Bendahane, the 
minister,s efforts bore  mixed results.  In Kenya, he solidified the shift of Kenya to  the 
Moroccan point of view and in Cameroon he won a positive,  but weak, statement from the 
Central African Heads of State.  In Niger, he sought inclusion in a regional security 
 conference.  At the AU summit, the FM pushed for a strong  stance on Zimbabwe.    Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs Roadshow  --------------------------------------------- ---   ¶ 
 
2.  (C) From 19 to 23 June, Moroccan Minister of Foreign  Affairs Taib Fassi-Fihri and head 
of Moroccan intelligence  Mohamed Yassine Mansouri travelled to Niger, Kenya, Mauritius 
 and Cameroon.  With the exception of Niger, the visits  focused on gathering support for the 
Moroccan position on  Western Sahara, the driving principle for most Moroccan  activities in 
Sub-Saharan Africa (reftel A).  In Kenya, where  recognition of the Saharawi Arab 
Democratic Republic (SADR)  was frozen on 26 June 2007, the Minister met with 
 counterparts to continue to encourage Kenya's stance  regarding the SADR.  In Mauritius, 
which recognized SADR in  June 1982, the Minister lobbied for a change in the Mauritian 
 policy, which is likely to be announced in the near future,  following on a similar change 
from the Seychelles.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Fassi-Fihri used his travel to Cameroon to attend a  heads of state meeting of the 
Economic and Monetary Community  of Central Africa (CEMAC), composed of Cameroon, 
Gabon,  Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea and Congo and  discussed political ties 
and bilateral issues.  At the end of  the conference, CEMAC issued a statement on the 
Western  Sahara calling for continued support of the UN's framework,  while welcoming 
Morocco's autonomy plan as a starting point  for future negotiations.  Although the statement 
was a small  diplomatic victory for Morocco, Bendahane expressed  disappointment in the 
weakness of the declaration's language.      ¶ 
 
4. (C) The first stop on the Minister's trip, in Niamey,  Niger, he sought Nigerien assistance 
securing an invitation  from Mali to attend a counter-terrorism information-sharing  meeting 
in Bamako with Algeria, Chad, Libya, Niger,  Mauritania and possibly Burkina Faso.  The 
meeting will focus  on Tuareg unrest and extremist activities of al-Qa'ida in the  Maghreb. 
 Moroccan efforts have yet to produce an invitation  to the conference, their participation 
allegedly blocked by  Algeria (reftel B).    Engagement at the African Union Summit  ----------
----------------------------------- -------    ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) The only country on the African continent  abstaining from membership in the 
African Union (AU), because  of the AU,s admission of the Saharawi Arab Democratic 
 Republic (SADR), Morocco did not participate in the AU,s  Sharm-El Sheikh conference in 
Egypt.  However; in a bold, but  unusual step likely facilitated by the host Egyptians, the 
 Minister worked the corridors of the conference.  He sought  principally to gather support for 
Morocco's Sahara policy and  also to express displeasure regarding Zimbabwe,s recent 
 election.  Morocco, who is at odds with Zimbabwe over their  support for the POLISARIO, 
communicated the message, &We  condemn the elections in Zimbabwe, we condemn Mugabe 
 directly, he is anti-democratic, and is bad for Africa.8  The Minister's presence in Sharm-El 
Sheikh also served to  counter POLISARIO lobbying efforts in the context of the  summit.    ¶ 
 
6. (SBU) Comment:  According to Moroccan information, 21    RABAT 00000651  002 OF 
002      African countries recognize SADR, eight recognize Moroccan  sovereignty over the 
territory, with the remaining countries  maintaining a neutral stance.  Though some countries 
have  vacillated with their support for either cause, Morocco seems  to be gaining momentum 



with small African states with the  recent freezing of relations between the Seychelles and 
SADR  in March and the imminent change in position of Mauritius.  Several interlocutors 
though have expressed doubts about  further progress as Algeria, Nigeria, South Africa and 
 Ethiopia, regional powers on the continent all recognize, and  some of them provide support 
to, the SADR.  End Comment.      
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1.  (C) Summary:  Morocco is very much an African country.  Its foreign policy toward Sub-
Saharan African countries, like  its worldwide foreign policy, is dominated by a single issue: 
  promoting its sovereignty over Western Sahara.  The Western  Sahara issue, in parallel with 
the broader rivalry between  Morocco and its North African neighbor, Algeria, has shaped a 
 "for us or against us" perspective, resulting in strong  bilateral relationships with countries 
supporting the  Government of Morocco (GOM)'s Sahara claims and weak, or even 
 antagonistic, relations with countries that support the  POLISARIO or recognize the so-called 
Sahrawi Arab Democratic  Republic (SADR).  The positive side of this classic  carrot-and-
stick diplomacy has tried to win over countries to  the GOM cause with assistance, sometimes 
military, and even  outright bribery.  Morocco also has mobilized its private  sector entities in 
this effort, particularly parastatals.  The stick side has ignored or worked against countries that 
 disagree.  Morocco withdrew from the African Union (AU) in  1984, when the AU admitted 
the SADR.  It engages with Africa  multilaterally through the UN, to which Morocco 
contributes  more than a thousand peacekeepers in Africa.  Beyond the  Western Sahara issue, 
Morocco's Africa policy is shaped by  the problem combating of illicit migration, in 
partnership  with its European neighbors.  The Moroccan MFA is floating a  nascent idea for a 
"South Atlantic Security Organization" to  counter smuggling and trafficking between Latin 
American and  West African countries.  In addition to political ties,  Morocco has some 
ongoing economic links and benefits from  significant religious and cultural ties to several 
African  countries.  This survey focuses on Moroccan relations with  Sub-Saharan Africa 
outside the Maghreb.  End Summary.    African Identity and Commitment  -----------------------
--------    ¶ 



 
2.  (U) Broadly, Morocco is strongly and publicly committed  to its African identity, along 
with its Arab, Mediterranean,  and to a lesser extent, Atlantic identities.  Historic trade  and 
religious ties go back millennia.  Large numbers of  Africans migrated to Morocco, many as 
slaves, and became  integrated into both blood and culture, part of the unspoken  and little-
appreciated Moroccan mosaic.  One of the  characteristic forms of Moroccan music, Gnawa, 
is of  Sub-Saharan origin.  More recently, sporting ties such as the  soccer African Cup of 
Nations, engrave that association into  modern popular consciousness.    Carrots for 
Morocco's Supporters  --------------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) For Sub-Saharan African states, the recognition of  Morocco's sovereignty in the 
Western Sahara, or abstaining  from taking a position on the issue, is the litmus test on  which 
relations are evaluated.  Changes, which in recent  years have been almost invariably in favor 
of the Moroccan  position, often result from direct engagement by Morocco and  are generally 
a precondition for assistance, investment and  support.  Modest by international standards, 
Morocco has  extended a hand to assist countries whose foreign policy is  aligned with 
Morocco's; this assistance has had both  bilateral and regional implications.  In the past year, 
 Moroccan King Mohammed VI established the Alaouite Foundation  for Sustainable 
Development, a fund directed toward projects  on the African continent and also intended as a 
political  tool.  Furthermore, Morocco has given direct payments to   foreign government 
officials in exchange for their support on  Western Sahara, though we have not heard of these 
recently.    ¶ 
 
4.  (SBU) Within the last few years, Morocco sent military  supplies to the Seychelles that 
were then forwarded to the  Comoros.  Once received by the Comoros, the equipment was 
 used to expel rebels from an outlying island.  The details of  this transaction became public 
after the Comoros thanked the  GOM on the margins of the last Arab Summit in Damascus, 
Syria  in April of this year for the support.  About the same time,  the Seychelles withdrew its 
recognition of the SADR.    ¶ 
 
5.  (SBU) Senegal's support for Morocco has resulted in  significant bilateral assistance from 
Morocco.  The GOM has  assisted Senegal with de-mining in the southern, Casamance 
 region of the country.  Likewise, Morocco endorsed and  supported Senegal's hosting the 
March 2008 Summit of the  Organization of the Islamic Conference.    ¶ 
 
6.  (SBU) For the inauguration of the President of  Guinea-Bissau, Morocco flew down 
supplies for the reception  for 500, including the tents, tables, chairs, flowers and  food. 
 Likewise, when the Liberian soccer team ran into visa  issues ahead of attending training in 
Germany, the GOM  stepped in to offer assistance.  In May 2008, the Liberian  national team 
trained for ten days in Morocco at the GOM's  invitation.    ¶ 
 
7.  (SBU) Moroccan support for countries supporting its  sovereignty over Western Sahara 
was also evident when Zaire's  former president Mobuto's partisans found refuge in Morocco 
 as the government collapsed.  Even today, Congolese remain a  significant percentage of 
asylum seekers in Morocco.    ¶ 
 
8.  (SBU) The creation of the Alaouite Foundation for  Sustainable Development, recently 
formed and still in its  initial stages of development, was announced by King Mohammed  VI 
at the dedication of an optometry clinic built near Dakar,  Senegal from funds provided by the 
monarchy.  The Alaouite  Foundation anticipates undertaking additional development and 



 humanitarian assistance projects in Niger, Sierra Leone,  Senegal and Cote d'Ivoire, all 
countries friendly to  Morocco's Sahara cause.    ¶ 
 
9.  (U) In February, 2002, King Mohammed VI brought together  the heads of states of 
Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea to  reactivate the Mano River Union (MRU) -- a Western 
African  grouping of countries begun in the 1970s to focus on economic  and security 
development.  Though the MRU had been active in  the 1980s, strife among the three nations 
stifled diplomatic  progress and the organization declined.  In May 2008, the  three countries, 
along with Guinea-Bissau and Cote d'Ivoire,  signed an agreement to control their borders and 
cooperate in  development issues.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) It should be noted that Algeria, which is far  wealthier, has tried to outbid Morocco, 
but it has been  regularly outclassed by deft Moroccan diplomacy.  One  exception is South 
Africa.  In the Apartheid era, the African  National Congress received significant support 
from the GOM,  but in 2004 moved to support the SADR, in return, some  allege, for 
significant Algerian financial incentives.    Sticks to Dissenters  --------------------    ¶ 
 
11.  (SBU) A review of the countries supporting the SADR  reveals the legacy of the Cold 
War as Algeria's supporters  provided recognition and legitimacy to the SADR.  Likewise, 
 glancing at the African countries that diplomatically  supported the SADR in the past but 
have terminated their  support and/or are now supporting the GOM position is  reflective of 
their maturing process away from populist  nationalism that dominated Africa at 
independence.  Though  there are a few exceptions, the recognition of the SADR by an 
 African nation generally results in Morocco's diplomatic  shunning of that country or active 
diplomacy against it.    ¶ 
 
12.  (S) The GOM has long opposed the Government of Robert  Mugabe in retaliation for 
Zimbabwe's support of Algeria and  the POLISARIO, and has made clear its disapproval of 
Mugabe's  current heavy-handed effort to remain in power (reftel).  Recently, the GOM has 
extended diplomatic support to Morgan  Tsvangirai, the leader of the Zimbabwean opposition 
Movement  for Democratic Change in retaliation for Zimbabwe's support  of Algeria and the 
POLISARIO.    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) Tensions between South Africa and Morocco in recent  years have risen and they 
have engaged in open squabbling,  which escalated after a South African envoy went in April 
 2008 to Tifarity in the trans-berm buffer zone in the Western  Sahara and pledged to help 
construct a sports facility there.  Also, at the last United Nations Security Council debate on 
 the Sahara, the South African Ambassador compared the Israeli  treatment of Palestine to the 
Moroccan presence in the Sahara.    "Stuck in the Middle" Neutrality as a Response  -----------
---------------------------------- -    ¶ 
 
14.  (SBU) The Government of Niger, which has chosen to  remain neutral and back the 
United Nations efforts in the  Sahara, enjoys a relatively close relationship with Morocco. 
 Fearing Algerian interference, particularly along their  common border where Niger is 
currently engaged in a conflict  with Tuareg rebels, Niger is hesitant to back Morocco's 
 Saharan claims.  Coping with this situation, the Nigerien  government has resorted to playing 
Algeria and Morocco off of  one another.  Recently, wanting to increase military training  in 
Morocco, Niger threatened to send forces to Algeria for  training.  Concerned about a 
potential loss of influence,  Morocco added the additional training authorizations.    ¶ 
 



15.  (SBU) Also choosing to stay neutral and back the United  Nations efforts in the Sahara, 
Liberia enjoys a relatively  close relationship with Morocco.  Liberia ended its  diplomatic 
recognition of the SADR and established its  Embassy in Rabat in 1997 where its primary 
mission is to  attract Moroccan investment to Liberia and encourage trade  between the two 
countries.  Liberian officials rate their  success at encouraging business relationships as poor. 
 However, Morocco is currently providing educational support  to Liberia with over 50 
Liberian students in Moroccan  universities across the nation and in numerous programs of 
 study.    Self-Exile from African Union, But Not Africa  --------------------------------------------
-    ¶ 
 
16.  (SBU) Morocco remains the only country in Africa not  participating in the AU. 
 Stepping out of the Union in  protest of the inclusion of the SADR has not lessened 
 Morocco's commitment to peace on the African continent  though.  Morocco has historically 
been a contributor to  United Nations peacekeeping efforts in Africa and publicly  highlights 
its significant and generally positive  contribution to UN peacekeeping.  On May 29, 2008, 
the  International Day of United Nations Peacekeepers, Morocco  celebrated the 50th 
anniversary of its strategic partnership  in Africa with the United Nations.  Morocco has 
participated  in 15 United Nations peacekeeping operations on four  continents and is 
currently the 12th largest contributor of  forces to the United Nations in the world (sixth 
among  African countries and second in the Arab world).  It  currently has over 1,500 
peacekeepers deployed, most of them  in Cote d'Ivoire and the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC).  Operationally, these missions have apparently been quite  successful.  However, 
Moroccan peacekeeping contributions  have been tarnished by allegations of sexual abuse of 
local  women by the individual members of the contingent in the DRC.  (Note: The UN was 
not able to confirm allegations made in  Cote d'Ivoire, although the GOM claims to have 
punished  wrongdoers.  End Note.)    ¶ 
 
17.  (SBU) Morocco participated in the original UN  peacekeeping mission in Somalia, but its 
involvement ended as  the situation deteriorated.  Recent AU involvement has been  cited by 
the GOM as its reason for avoiding involvement.  Furthermore, the GOM has avoided any 
engagement in Darfur,  citing the significant AU role.    ¶ 
 
18.  (SBU) Morocco has also engaged in attempts to resolve  sub-regional conflicts within 
Africa, such as its role in  developing the Mano River Union between Sierra Leone, Liberia 
 and Guinea.  In an effort to further its position, Morocco is  advancing an initiative to create a 
"South Atlantic Security"  organization to counter smuggling and trafficking between  Latin 
America and West Africa.  Morocco's proposal would  extend as far south as Equatorial 
Guinea and west to the  island nation of Cape Verde.    Beyond the Political  -------------------- 
   ¶ 
 
19.  (U) Morocco is also the beneficiary of a legacy of  historical religious authority over 
several North African  countries.  Moroccan sovereignty over North Africa at one  time 
extended into parts of present day Algeria, Mali and  Mauritania with tribes ranging as far 
south as Senegal.  The  Moroccan King, who claims to be a descendant of the prophet 
 Mohammed, enjoys some religious credibility as "Commander of  the Faithful" with West 
African Muslims outside Morocco's  borders.  In 2007, the King hosted a conference of the 
Tariqa  Tijania, a major Sufi Islamic movement that originated in  Morocco and claims 
millions of adherents in West Africa.    ¶ 
 



20.  (SBU) Only eight miles from Europe across the Strait of  Gibraltar, Morocco is a land 
bridge for immigrants going from  Sub-Saharan Africa to Europe and beyond.  Partnering 
with the  European Union, Morocco was recently granted 190 million  euros partially to 
support countermeasures against illegal  migration.  Reports in the Moroccan media press 
recently  claimed that as a result of Morocco's efforts, clandestine  immigration, through 
Morocco, is down 91 percent from its  rate three years ago.  That reduction may be increasing 
the  presence of frustrated migrants here.    ¶ 
 
21.  (SBU) In addition, reflecting ties that developed over  centuries during the trans-Saharan 
caravan trade in salt and  gold, etc., Morocco has growing economic engagement with  Sub-
Saharan countries.  Moroccans invest in banking,  telecommunications, and transportation, 
among other sectors.  The GOM also funds training for other Africans in Moroccan 
 universities, and the deployment of Moroccan technicians to  African countries.  One recent 
example was the 2006  deployment of Moroccan army de-miners to Senegal.  Just in  May 
2008, Senegal signed a contract with Morocco's national  electricity office for a concession 
for rural  electrification.  The airline, Royal Air Maroc (RAM), is  turning its home base of 
Casablanca into a regional hub for  West Africa.  Some of these ties are subsidized, and are 
 likely to reinforce political concerns, particularly on  Sahara.  One likely example is the 
newly opened RAM air  connection to Monrovia.    
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1.  (C) Summary:  During a two-hour exchange the Algerian  Ambassador declined to identify 
what he referred to as many  specific issues that prevent good relations between Algeria  and 
Morocco.  He opined, however, that the Moroccan proposal  to re-open the border was 
designed to curry favor with the  United States and France.  He thought the Algerian Prime 
 Minister,s April visit to Tangier was positive and that  backsliding must be avoided.  He was 
careful to talk about  the rights of the Sahrawi people rather than the Polisario.  For our part, 
Ambassador Riley briefed the Algerian  Ambassador and DCM on the evolution of U.S. 
policy on Western  Sahara, our invitation to the Polisario and our desire to  facilitate better 
Algerian-Moroccan relations and strengthen  regional integration.  End summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On May 27, the Ambassador and DCM met with Algerian  Ambassador Larbi Belkheir 
and Algerian DCM Boumedian Guennad  for a two-hour exchange on Algerian-Moroccan 



relations and  regional issues.  The Ambassador started the conversation by  asking about the 
Algerian Prime Minister,s visit (Ref B).  Belkheir, a former Minister of Interior and former 
Chief of  Staff to the Algerian President, explained that he had gone  to great lengths to get his 
Prime Minister to attend the 50th  anniversary of the Tangiers Conference.  In fact, he had 
even  engaged the Government of Tunisia to persuade it to cancel a  conference on the same 
theme.  He emphasized that the Prime  Minister had attended in his capacity as FLN leader 
and had  not been upset by Moroccan Minister of State El Yazghi,s  diatribe about Western 
Sahara ) comments disavowed by other,  embarrassed members of his own political party.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Ambassador Belkheir continued by providing a  historical perspective starting in the 
1970s.  He noted that  the 1972 Ifrane Accord on border demarcation had never been 
 implemented.  Belkheir noted that the Algerian Government was  deeply offended when the 
late King Hassan II proposed that  the Islamist FIS be allowed to come to power as an 
 experiment.  As terrorism spread in Algeria, Morocco provided  no assistance.  Claims 
resulting from the 1993 expulsion of  Algerians remain a bilateral issue.  However, Hassan II 
and  the Algerian President had met on the border in 1993 to avert  a war between the two 
neighbors.  Moreover, Morocco had never  provided an explanation of the abrupt cancellation 
of the  planned June 2004 visit by the Algerian Prime Minister.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Commenting on how much Western Sahara explains the  strained relations, Belkheir 
said that Algeria had proposed  autonomy plans leading to a popular vote in the past.  Algeria 
had also arranged for Hassan II to meet with  Polisario leader Abdelaziz in Oran in 1991.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Ambassador Riley took the opportunity to explain the  evolution of U.S. policy on 
Western Sahara (Ref D),  emphasizing our invitation to the Polisario to meet USG  officials in 
Washington, our urging the GOM to meet with the  Polisario, our belief that an independent 
Western Sahara is  unrealistic, and our efforts to improve Algeria,s relations  with Morocco 
and to strengthen regional cooperation through  the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU).  Belkheir 
responded by  asserting that there are people on both sides of the frontier  who simply do not 
want good relations.  He said that the GOA  believes the recent Moroccan proposal to reopen 
the border  and to address all other issues is a Moroccan effort to curry  favor with France and 
the United States.  As for the AMU,  Belkheir asked rhetorically if all other AMU members 
would  really like to see rapprochement between the two largest  economies.  He concluded 
that the important thing is to avoid  any backsliding.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Comment: Asked several times in several ways, what  Algerian and Moroccan 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs and  Interior might discuss, the 1993 claims and the Ifrane 
Accord  were the only concrete things that Belkheir would identify,  but this is more specific 
than he has been before and    RABAT 00000496  002 OF 002      comports assessments we 
have heard from his staff and some  Moroccans.  Apart from mentioning the Polisario leader, 
 Ambassador Belkheir scrupulously avoided mentioning the  Polisario.  Instead, he always 
spoke about the rights of the  Sahrawi people.  We believe that Belkheir,s views accurately 
 reflect Algerian policy as reported by Embassy Algiers.  It  remains up to the Moroccans to 
demonstrate the good faith of  their proposals, perhaps by offering to address separately  the 
specific issues highlighted by Belkheir, or by the  Sahara-related gestures requested in Ref D. 
 For the near  term at least, the political calendar renders prospects for  rapprochement bleak. 
 The potential benefits, however, may  make it still worth pursuing by the USG and other 
friends of  the Maghreb countries.  End comment.      
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1.  (C) Summary: Sahrawi dissident Mahjoub Saleck of the Khat  al-Shahid faction of 
POLISARIO saw a significant decrease in  nationalist fervor among young Sahrawi in his 
first  authorized visit to POLISARIO controlled areas of Western  Sahara since 2006.  Saleck 
saw a disturbing focus instead on  making money -- legitimately or illegitimately -- which he 
 sees as posing a risk of increased contraband smuggling, drug  trafficking and, potentially, 
support for terrorism.  While  Saleck sees no possibility of a linkage between POLISARIO 
and  AQIM, he sees regular deconflicting of activities between the  POLISARIO, AQIM and 
Tuareg involved in drug trafficking.  Saleck says POLISARIO is concerned about the 
perceived  affinity of Mauritania's General Aziz to Morocco but believes  their business 
connections with the Mauritanian military in  smuggling activities will protect them.  End 
Summary    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Saleck visits:  Khat al-Shahid President Mahjoub  Saleck called on Charge January 8 
following a two week visit  to POLISARIO controlled areas of Western Sahara.  Spanish-
based Saleck, who last visited the Embassy in 2007  (REFTEL), said he had been able to get 
authorization for his  fist visit in two years because of a December Human Rights  Watch 
report that had chastised the POLISARIO for suppressing  dissident Sahrawi voices who 
advocated settlement options  other than independence.  As in his previous visit, Saleck 
 angled for funding for his organizations information  activities in the camps and thoroughly 
condemned the POLISARO  leadership under Muhammed Abdelaziz as corrupt and more 
 interested in the profitable status quo than the welfare of  the Sahrawi people.  Saleck saw 
everyone looking to the new  U.S. administration for the future of talks.  He said Morocco 
 would accept Ambassador Ross as SRSG but had "played tough  for five months to show 
they could bring down an SRSG as  easily as the Algerians."  He suggested the Moroccans 
would  have preferred a "third-world" SRSG "because they can be  bought off."   Comment: 
Post has seen web references  suggesting that Saleck was expelled from his presidency of 
 Khat al-Shahid in December 2008 following an interview in  which he advocated autonomy 
negotiations.  Saleck presented  himself as though he is still the dissident movement's head. 
 End Comment    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) All About Money Now:  Saleck told Charge he had seen  a significant change in the 
orientation of his Sahrawi  contacts noting, "nobody is talking politics anymore --  everything 
is about how the make money (legally or  illegally), how to get a passport, and how to get a 
visa."  Saleck noted that 75% of the Sahrawi are under 35 and had  been born in the camps. 
 He claimed most were politically  disillusioned seeing POLISARIO President Abdelaziz 
profiting  handsomely from the status quo.  He noted significant  increase in wealth noting 
some of his contacts had gone "from  owning 20 goats two years ago to five Toyotas now" 



with most  of the wealth coming from contraband sale of UN relief  supplies and, more 
importantly, the growing drug trade.  He  worried that the newer generation of politically 
disaffected  Sahrawi youth were increasingly drawn to these illicit  activities and were making 
themselves available for hire to  anyone -- including Al Qaeda.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) An Illicit Crossroads:  Saleck saw illegal activity  throughout his trip starting at the 
main bordering  Mauritanian town of Zoerate where POLISARIO openly sells U.N. 
 assistance.  He noted that the Mauritanian's actively support  this because the goods are cheap 
-- smuggled fuel, for  instance, being half the cost of fuel elsewhere in  Mauritania.  Saleck 
crossed over into Western Sahara near the  extreme northeastern Mauritanian border town of 
Bir Mogrein  which he saw as a crossroads of illicit activity.  Aside from  POLISARIO 
contraband activities, SALECK claimed there are  active drug smuggling convoys (often 
escorted by Tuareg  serving as security), Pakistani alien smugglers, and the  regular presence 
of Al Qaeda.  Saleck emphasized he did not  see any direct cooperation between Al Qaeda 
and POLISARIO  noting that AQIM/GSPC was an enemy of the government in  Algiers -- the 
same Algiers government that is the principle  benefactor and protector of the POLISARIO. 
 He did believe  that POLISARIO coordinates with both AQIM and the Tuareg to  deconflict 
their activities (with the POLISARIO getting a  commission on the Tuareg drug activities). 
 He did believe  that individual Sahrawi are being recruited by AQIM and noted  that, 
compared to past years, he saw many more Sahrawi  "long-beards" who had trained in Algeria 
preaching a radical  form of Islam.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Concern About Mauritania:  Noting that most Sahrawi  have a closer personal and 
ethnic affinity to Mauritania than  Algeria, Saleck noted that the POLISARIO was concerned 
about  the August 6 could [coup] led by General Aziz who is seen as having  close ties to 
Rabat.  He added that there had nearly always  been a senior Mauritanian military or 
government figure of  Sahrawi stock and that none are included in Aziz' government.   He 
alleged that the POLISARIO is still reasonably  comfortable because they maintain business 
dealings with  senior Mauritanian military in the contraband and narcotics  realms. 
 HANKINS 
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SUB-SAHARAN  MIGRANTS    REF: A) CASABLANCA 0071       B) 07 CASABLANCA 
0193    Classified By: Principal Officer Douglas C. Greene for Reasons 1.4 (b),  (d).    ¶ 
 
1. (C) Summary: According to survivors, two hours after an early  morning clandestine launch 
from the northern town of El Hoceima, either  Moroccan Navy or security force officials 
deliberately stabbed holes in  a zodiac carrying more than 70 illegal sub-Saharan migrants, 
leaving  more than 30 dead.  Moroccan officials have vehemently denied  involvement in the 
sinking of the boat, which occurred on April 28. To  the contrary, they claim to have been 
responsible for rescuing a number  of those in jeopardy. Human rights organizations in the 
region have bee  unable to determine the facts surrounding the incident but have  indicated 
that the Moroccan vessel may have been involved in the sinkin  of the craft.  They have also 
called for the GOM to further  investigate the incident.  End Summary.    -------------------------
--------  Some Survivors Tell a Tragic Tale  ---------------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Interviews with some survivors appear to support recent reports  that in the early 
morning hours of April 28, approximately 30  sub-Saharan migrants drowned while 
attempting to cross the Mediterranea  and enter Spain.  According to Pastor David Brown 
(protect), who assist  sub-Saharan migrants in Morocco, up to 36 people may have died  in the 
incident.  Pastor Brown's representative in Oujda, a northern  Moroccan city located near the 
Algerian border were migrants often find  refuge, has spoken to three survivors of the 
incident, all of whom tell  the same story.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Three Nigerian survivors claimed that they were two hours  offshore in a zodiac-style 
boat, overcrowded with approximately 70  people, when Moroccan authorities approached 
their vessel.  They accuse  the Moroccans of stabbing holes in their craft which, according to 
one,  sank like a stone.  The survivors said they were rescued by another  Moroccan boat 
before being arrested and deported to the Algerian border   After being dropped in the desert, 
the Nigerians  made their way back  to Oujda to seek help from Brown's colleague.  The three 
also claimed  that a second boat escaped unharmed and successfully crossed to Spain.    -------
---------------------------------  Morocco Categorically Denies Allegations  -------------------------
---------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) The very first report of the drowning deaths occurred on April  28, the day of the 
incident, when the Ministry of the Interior (MOI)  circulated a press release saying that ten 
sub-Saharans were found dead  off the coast of El Hoceima during a rescue operation by the 
Royal Navy  In addition to the bodies, the MOI reported that the Royal Navy rescued  124 
sub-Saharans and 24 Moroccans (this number waslater reported as 193  total) from three boats 
on the same day.  An Embassy contact and  journalist speculated that the announcement of the 
drowning of 10  sub-Saharans was highly unusual and may have indicated that there was 
 more to the situation than initially reported.      ¶ 
 
5.  (C) However, the situation heated up after a May 7 article in the  Spanish newspaper El 
Pais, which published allegations of a deliberate  sinking of the clandestine vessel.  In 
response, Kahaled Naciri,  Minister of Communication and official spokesman for the GOM, 
formally  denied all accusations made against the Moroccan Navy regarding its rol  in the 
drowning deaths of from 10 to 30-plus sub-Saharan  migrants.  Naciri told French-language 
daily Le Soir, that Qthe Royal  Navy was not behind this tragedy. To the contrary, it 
intervened at a  good moment, when the boat began taking on water, to save human  lives and 
lend a strong hand to the survivors.  Embassy Naval Attach  learned Friday, however, that a 



senior official of the Royal Moroccan  Navy is in Nador overseeing an investigation.    --------
-------    RABAT 00000425  002 OF 002      Who to Believe?  ---------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) According to the Moroccan Association of Human RightsQ(AMDH)  office in Oujda, 
the actual cause of the sinking is still unclear.  Interviews with several of the survivors 
revealed conflicting versions  of the incident.  Some victims testified that the authorities 
slashed  holes in their craft while others reported that their boat was damaged  when it ran into 
the Moroccan patrol boat's propellers.  The AMDH  was only able to confirm that an incident 
did occur and that, according  to them, ten people drowned and 160 were rescued.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) On May 9, Amnesty International called on the GOM to open an  investigation into the 
incident. Amnesty's representative in Oujda  claimed that reports from survivors confirm that 
28 people, including  four children between the ages of two and four, died as a result of  their 
boat being jostled and punctured by members of the Moroccan  security forces.  The migrants 
told Amnesty that the stabbing of the  boat was in response to their refusal to stop when 
ordered to do so by  the Moroccan Naval or security forces as they attempted to reach 
 international waters.    -------  Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
8. (C) Nearly two weeks after the incident occurred the facts are still  unclear.  Information 
from the independent AMDH and Amnesty  International appears to indicate that the 
Moroccan Navy or security  forces could have been involved in the sinking of the migrants 
boat,  either deliberately or accidentally.  The current naval investigation  may provide 
clarifying details.  In any event, this tragic incident  highlights the tensions between Moroccan 
authorities and the increasing  population of clandestine sub-Saharans in Morocco.  Moroccan 
authoritie  are stretched to the limit guarding against both illegal migration and  terrorism. At 
the same time, sub-Saharan, as well as an increasing  number of Asian, clandestine migrants 
still see Morocco as the highway  to Europe's El Dorado and a better future. Increasing global 
food price  and struggling economies may increase pressure to migrate north, furthe 
 aggravating the situation on Morocco's Mediterranean shore.  End Comment.    GREENE 
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1.  (C) SUMMARY: Feeling good about progress in New York,  Morocco renewed its call for 
better relations with Algeria on  May 5, broadening its standing appeal to open the closed 
 border in a quest for comprehensive normalization.  MFA Chief  of Staff Bourita confirmed 
Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri  called in the Algerian Charge to pass a formal diplomatic  note, 
calling for a joint meeting of Foreign and Interior  Ministers as a first step. He verbally noted 
that Sahara  could be off the table.  The Foreign Minister briefed the  press, in part to 
underscore that the initiative was  personally blessed by the King, Bourita said.  The Algerian 
 Charge separately told us he considered the offer to be  sincere.  He had no formal response 
from Algiers, but allowed  that gentle USG encouragement of a positive response could be 
 helpful.  We think we could also urge concrete Moroccan  gestures, particularly in Sahara, 
that could help reinforce  their sincerity and the initiative.  It may also be  worthwhile to 
consult with P-5 and "Friends" influentials.  END SUMMARY.    Retooled Moroccan 
Initiative  ----------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (U) Broadcast media reported late May 6 that Moroccan  Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri 
called in the Algerian Charge  d'Affaires on May 5 to offer a broad initiative to improve 
 relations.  Following on a press release, the Minister  briefed the media, underlining that the 
initiative built on  Morocco's March 20 public call for opening the closed border.   This was 
now a broadened request to comprehensively review  and improve bilateral relations.  This 
should be launched by  a joint meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Interior,  to be held 
as soon as possible to address all pending  bilateral issues.  This is the immediate action item 
the GOM  proposed.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) MFA CoS Nasser Bourita told PolCouns May 7 that the  Moroccan proposal offered 
what the Algerians had said they  were looking for, when they publicly reacted to the GOM's 
 earlier public appeal that the border be reopened.  In  subsequent commentary on the 
desirability of reopening the  border, Algerian spokesmen had referred to the need to  address 
all issues between the two countries.  This, Bourita  said, Morocco was now ready to do 
comprehensively, including  practical items like academic exchanges, which would not 
 require border opening to move forward.  Fassi Fihri had  verbally conveyed to the Charge 
that Algeria could take the  lead on setting the agenda of the talks, all bilateral issues  could be 
on the table and the contentious issue of Sahara  should be put to the side.  Bourita 
unsurprisingly commented  that instead, the Sahara question could for now remain in the  UN 
channel.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Bourita acknowledged that Morocco accepted the  indirect messages it had heard from 
the Algerians.  The GOM  recognized that the border issue was a sensitive one that  could not 
be resolved quickly -- this initiative could become  a process of growing engagement.  He 
also specifically  mentioned readiness to discuss the properties owned by  Algerians that were 
seized here decades ago.  (Note: This is  an issue we previously informally had heard was an 
important  element of their dispute, but one not mentioned formally in  recent years by a 
competent GOM official.  End note.)    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Bourita said that the GOM had also learned from the  limited response to its previous 
public initiative.  That is  why the initiative was proposed in a formal diplomatic note  (full 
text below).  Bourita said the GOM again took a public  approach, partly to quiet domestic 
voices who criticize any  opening for their own purposes, such as USFP ex-chairman and 
 Minister of State El Yazghi, who, by mentioning the Sahara,  disrupted the otherwise positive 
atmosphere at the April 27  Tangier conference (Ref. B), but did not prevent close  discussion 
between the Prime Ministers.  The public  announcement and MFA press release on the new 



initiative were  delayed late enough in the day May 5 so that they did not  make the news 
cycle until late May 6 for broadcast or May 7  for the press.  Bourita pointed out that press 
release  contained verbatim the operative text of the diplomatic note.   He highlighted the fact 
that both diplomatic note and press  release clearly referred to the "Government of His 
Majesty  the King," to underscore to the Algerians and the Moroccan  public the personal 
support of Mohammed VI for this  initiative.  Mindful that the high-powered Algerian 
 Ambassador was back home, Minister Fassi Fihri had called him  personally to brief on the 
proposal, a half-hour before  summoning the Charge.    Algerian Diplomat positive -- Soccer 
flap defused  --------------------------------------------- ----    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Algerian Charge Boumedienne Guennad (strictly  protect) told PolCouns he believed 
the Moroccan proposal was  "sincere."  While he did not have a formal reaction from  home, 
he said that Ambassador Belkheir, after receiving his  post-demarche briefing, had reacted 
positively.  He allowed  that a low-key USG intervention with Algerian authorities 
 encouraging a positive response to this initiative could be  helpful.  In the aftermath of the 
meeting of Prime Ministers  in Tangiers (Ref B), which featured positive discussion of  non-
Sahara issues, he was hopeful a process of direct  discussions could be launched    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) On timing, the Charge called the initiative  opportune.  Just a few days before, there 
had been a soccer  match in Algeria between a local team and a visiting Moroccan  Club that 
had been broadcast nationally on Moroccan  television.  When they played the Moroccan 
national anthem,  the last line referring to God, country and King was dropped.   The 
Moroccan press, ever prone to sensationalism, made a  mighty hubbub, charging a deliberate 
insult.  Even the  pro-palace Le Matin, which should have been more responsible,  exploited 
this, Guennad regretted.  And the Moroccan Foreign  Ministry had issued a release that it 
would ask in Algiers  for an explanation.  Thus, when he had been called in,  without 
explanation, by the MFA, Guennad expected to be  dressed down by the Minister, who did 
not mention the affair  -- to the Charge,s relief.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) In fact, Guennad said, he had a letter from the head  of the Algerian Soccer Federation 
claiming that the problem  was the dropped line was missing from the CD provided by the 
 visiting Moroccan team.  Such were the longstanding  suspicions between the neighbors that 
minor incidents like  this could quickly blow up -- exacerbated by those who did  not want to 
see improvements in relations.  At any rate, at  least, Fassi Fihri's demarche defused the 
soccer dispute.    Text of Proposal  ----------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (U) Embassy,s informal translation of the text of the  GOM diplomatic note passed to 
Algeria follows:    Begin text.    The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of the 
 Kingdom of Morocco presents its compliments to the Embassy of  the Democratic and 
Popular Republic of Algeria in Rabat and  has the honor to request it to transmit to the 
honorable  Algerian authorities the following:    The Kingdom of Morocco reiterates its 
sincere commitment  towards normalizing its bilateral relationship with Algeria,  fraternal and 
neighboring nation.    The Kingdom of Morocco calls, once again, for the reopening  of the 
land border between the two countries, closed since  1994, and the resumption of bilateral 
cooperation in its  various aspects.    The Government of His Majesty the King expresses its 
full  readiness to engage as soon as possible with the Algerian  authorities in dialogue and 
consultations required for this  purpose.    Morocco proposes a joint meeting be held of 
Ministers of  Foreign Affairs and Ministers of Interior of both countries  to comprehensively 
evaluate the state of bilateral relations,  to consider outstanding issues and to determine, by 
mutual  agreement, the modalities for an effective and sustainable  revival of the relations 



between the two fraternal nations.    The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of the 
 Kingdom of Morocco seizes this occasion to renew to the  Embassy of the Democratic and 
Popular Republic of Algeria in  Rabat of its expression of highest consideration.    End Text. 
   ¶ 
 
10.  (U) Press and public comment here has been generally  positive, even from outlets often 
critical of the government,  albeit with limited confidence some individual grousing at  the 
prospect of rapprochement with Morocco's traditional  rival.    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) COMMENT:  There are good reasons to be skeptical, as  we were of the Moroccan 
appeal for border opening just after  the March 2008 Manhasset Round.  At that time, the fact 
that  the appeal was made publicly, without a direct diplomatic  approach, suggested it was 
principally a public relations  exercise, although it did gain some positive reaction from  some 
Algerians.    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) COMMENT CONTINUED:  This time, however, after  hearing the details from both 
the MFA and the Algerian  Embassy it seems there may indeed be a potential opening  toward 
the Morocco-Algerian rapprochement the USG has  increasingly supported.  We obviously 
defer to Embassy  Algiers on the reception this initiative may receive there.  Nonetheless, the 
Algerian Charge's point that USG  encouragement of the Moroccan offer in Algiers could be 
 useful, is one Washington may find worth serious  consideration.  Perhaps more senior 
engagement may be  productive, or an offer of a venue, should a neutral one be  desired.  It 
also may be well worth consulting with the P-5  or the Sahara "Friends."  We also believe the 
USG should ask  the Moroccans now to make some symbolic gesture of sincerity  on the 
ground in Sahara, such as those suggested in Ref. B,  particularly on the human 
rights/impunity issues that were  successfully kept out of the UNSC resolution.  END 
COMMENT.    
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1.  (C) Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri expressed  his country's deep 
appreciation for support from the  Department and Washington generally, when briefed by 
 Ambassador telephonically on our plans for an explanation of  vote in New York and of 
reaching out to the Polisario.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Comment: The Moroccans will likely attempt to pocket  the advantages gained in the 
SYG report, Van Walsum's  statement and the final text of the resolution and any 
 accompanying explanations by Security Council members.  They  have scheduled a 
CORCAS Congress May 2-3.  The GOM is not  likely to depart from the autonomy proposal 
and does not  appear ready to show additional flexibility.  It is not clear  that they would now 
be willing to meet Polisario  representatives, as anything approaching equals, outside the 
 Manhasset process.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Comment continued:  Aside from encouraging improved  relations between Morocco 
and Algeria, for whom the Sahara  dispute remains a neuralgic issue, the USG may also 
 effectively encourage positive movement by continuing our  efforts to push for 
improvements on the ground in the Western  Sahara.  The Moroccans could take some steps 
to build  confidence that the autonomy proposal is genuine, and if  agreed, would be 
implemented.  Specifically, they could allow  human rights organizations run by Polisario 
sympathizers to  register as legal Moroccan organizations.  They also could  remove known 
human rights abusers from the territory (we have  raised this in our human rights discussions). 
 Finally, on  the heels of the April 28 release by a court of a Sahrawi  prisoner who was on a 
hunger strike, they could release some  Sahrawi prisoners of conscience.  In the current 
environment  such gestures could be read by Sahrawis on both sides of the  berm as 
increasing the proposal's credibility.  End Comment.    
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1. (C) Summary: UNHCR Deputy High Commissioner Craig  Johnstone, at the end of a 
regional tour, told Ambassador  Riley UNHCR can live with the imprecise number for 
Sahrawi  refugees in the Tindouf Camps.  He said UN agencies get  around the dispute by 
counting both the number of rations  (reflecting a donor estimate) and of supplemental 
rations,  which gives a higher total, placating Algeria and the  Polisario.  He discounted the 
possibility of major diversion  of food aid.  Johnstone, a former U.S. Ambassador to Algeria, 



 personally speculated that it might be possible to sell some  form of "extreme autonomy" to 
the Polisario.  He was engaged  in promoting the CBM program.  On Morocco, UNHCR's 
local  chief said there are only 800 registered refugees, growing by  less than 200 per year. 
 The GOM needed to have legislation  that would establish a procedure and responsible 
authority  for asylum for refugees.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2. (U) Ambassador Riley and Polcouns met visiting UNHCR  Deputy High Commissioner for 
Refugees Craig Johnstone at  latter's request April 4.  Johnstone, a former U.S.  Ambassador 
to Algeria, was joined by his chief of staff and  UNHCR Morocco head of Mission Johann 
Van der Klaauw.  Johnstone had just flown in from Laayoune and before that  Tindouf, 
having seen the Sahrawi refugees and Polisario  leaders, and from Algiers.  He was here for 
the ceremonial  opening of the UNHCR office in Rabat, the mission here having  only in the 
last year received formal recognition from the  GOM.    Saharan Refugees in Tindouf: The 
Number Problem  --------------------------------------------- ---    ¶ 
 
3. (SBU) Ambassador Riley raised the question of the number  of refugees in the camps in 
Tindouf.  With such a stable  population, why was it so difficult to get a real count?  Pointing 
to a related article in that morning's newspaper, he  asked, were international donations being 
diverted?    ¶ 
 
4. (C) Johnstone acknowledged the precise number was  controversial, even though there is 
no dispute regarding the  order of magnitude.  The Algerians claimed 135,000.  European 
 donors had counted the number of tents in an aerial  photograph multiplying by a surveyed 
number of persons per  household, to yield 90,000.  The way the UN got around the 
 difference politically was that it supplies 90,000 rations  and 35,000 supplementary rations, 
saying only it is supplying  125,000 rations.  This satisfies the Polisario and the  Algerians. 
 Even with the supplementary rations, however,  there are clearly nutritional problems in the 
camps.  Anemia  is widespread among the children, and Johnstone said he was  going to 
ensure that the UN took steps to address this.  While it was true that some diverted 
commodities had found  their ways into public markets, this was not at all unusual  in refugee 
situations.  Recipients often trade received  commodities for other essentials, like yeast, which 
is not  part of the donated food basket, but is needed to turn the  donated flour into bread. 
 This was more a problem for WFP  than UNHCR, which programatically was responsible 
principally  for medical assistance and education in the camps.  The UNHCR  assistance 
budget for the refugees in Tindouf was only USD 3  million.  The Government of Spain 
contributes some USD 9  million.    Veteran Reflections on Addressing the Sahara Dispute  ---
------------------------------------------ --------    ¶ 
 
5. (SBU) UNHCR is also responsible for the UN's humanitarian  Confidence Building 
Measures (CBM) program of exchange visits  (and telephone exchanges) between the 
refugees in Algeria and  their family members in Western Sahara.  As to the CBM's 
 themselves, Johnstone said he would be trying to promote the  implementation of the 
agreement at Manhasset that there be  land-based exchanges, which would enable more 
family members  to benefit.  Ambassador noted continuing strong USG support  for the 
program.    ¶ 
 
6. (C) In trying to continue and strengthen the CBM program,  Johnstone said he had been 
peripherally discussing the  political dispute over Western Sahara, although this was not 
   part of the UNHCR mandate.  While the Polisario leaders had  continued to insist that their 
situation remained strictly  one of decolonization, and they had a right to a referendum  on 



independence, he thought it might be possible to work  through this rhetoric.  It had been clear 
over the years that  Morocco would not give up the Sahara.  Perhaps a referendum  could be 
proposed that, while not offering a chance to vote  for outright independence, could contain 
an option for  something a bit less that could meet minimal Moroccan needs,  such as one 
king - two countries, or some other "extreme form  of autonomy."  He recalled that during his 
time in Algiers,  he had met King Hassan II and then Ambassador to Morocco  Nassif, in a 
ultimately successful effort to promote a gas  transit pipeline through Morocco.    The 
Refugee Situation in Morocco  ---------------------------------    ¶ 
 
7. (SBU) UNHCR Mission Chief Van der Klaauw noted that the  formal recognition from the 
GOM, which allowed UNHCR to  operate more freely as a diplomatic mission in Morocco, 
and  more formally, had in practice turned out to be somewhat of a  mixed blessing.  He had 
formerly been able to obtain  residency permits from the Consular Section of the MFA.  Now 
 that the GOM recognized UN refugee documents, the MFA  officials were on a sort of 
technical strike, not issuing any  permits.   This should now shift either to the Ministry of  the 
Interior or some other, perhaps hybrid, domestic  government body.  UNHCR had taken 
Moroccan officials to some  European countries to see how asylum applicants were 
 processed there.  And it had offered a proposed skeleton  draft for the necessary legislation. 
 In the meantime, he was  unable to get work permits for those to whom UNHCR had  granted 
asylum.  Instead UNHCR was sponsoring entrepreneurial  training and micro loans so they 
could work in the informal  sector, a la Morocaine, which he said the authorities were 
 tolerating.    ¶ 
 
8. (U) Van der Klaauw asserted the refugee population is not  large.  There are only 800 
certified refugees in Morocco.  He  was using prescreening to turn away many economic 
migrant  candidates.  Of the 80 applications accepted per month, UNHCR  only granted status 
to some 20 percent.  And this had been  stable over the past two years.  UNHCR does not 
provide  financial support for the refugees, except for some 30-40  cases of widows, or 
children.  Some Moroccan NGOs also help.  Over the past few years, the most applicants 
were Congolese  and Iraqis (although their numbers had diminished recently -  now only 14 - 
16 percent), and Nigerians, who are essentially  economic migrants and are all rejected.  He 
said the number  of refugee applications in other countries in the region,  Algeria and 
Mauritania were about the same.    ¶ 
 
9. (SBU) Comment:  Due to his experience and interest in  North Africa, it can be expected 
that Johnstone may well take  a more active part in the Sahara situation, at least by  putting 
the force of his office behind successful CBM's.  End  Comment.    
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000246    SIPDIS    SIPDIS    STATE FOR NEA/MAG AND IO/UNP    E.O. 12958: DECL: 
03/16/2018  TAGS: PHUM PREL PGOV PBTS WI MO SUBJECT: MOROCCO: 
CONCERNS OVER MANHASSET AND HAPPINESS  OVER RIGHTS REPORT    REF: 
STATE 024302    Classified By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d). 
   Summary  -------    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) Chief of Staff  (CoS) Nasser Bourita told Deputy 
Chief of Mission (DCM) and  PolCouns that the Government of Morocco (GOM) was 
concerned  over the direction of the Manhasset negotiations.  Although  he did not make a 
direct request, Bourita appeared to  intimate a desire for a meeting between Foreign Minister 
 Fassi-Fihri and NEA A/S Welch after the March round of talks.   Bourita stated that the 
GOM did not have high hopes for the  March Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) 
 Ministerial and Summit in Senegal.  The rest of the meeting  was devoted to the DCM's 
official transmittal of the Morocco  and Western Sahara Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices  for 2007 to the GOM and a discussion of its contents and  implications.  After a 
cursory initial review, Bourita  expressed thanks for recognizing the GOM's achievements and 
 urged the U.S. to evaluate Morocco and the POLISARIO by the  same standards.  End 
Summary.    Concern Over Manhasset  ----------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) During a March 11 meeting in his office, MFA CoS  Nasser Bourita told the DCM and 
PolCouns that the Manhasset  process "is good, but is in danger" as a result of POLISARIO 
 and Algerian obstructionism.  He warned the USG not to  underestimate the "capacity of the 
other side to misuse" the  process for political purposes rather than resolution of the  conflict. 
 Without specifying the source or exact nature of  the GOM's concerns, he said that Morocco 
would be the "last  to leave the process," but that the USG and Morocco must  "evaluate the 
dangers together."  Continuing obliquely, he  added, "We want to share our concerns with 
you."    Human Rights Happiness  ----------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) When presented a copy of the Morocco and Western  Sahara Country Reports on 
Human Rights Practices, Bourita  expressed gratitude for the USG's willingness to recognize 
 Morocco's progress in human rights, and admitted that, at the  same time, Morocco was ¬ 
perfect" and needed to continue  working on reform.  He refuted the contention that there was 
 a different standard for human rights between Morocco proper  and Western Sahara, and 
attributed such sentiments to "human  rights nebulae" within the UN and the international 
NGO  community that are being used as propaganda tools of the  "other side," i.e., the 
POLISARIO and Algeria.  Bourita said  that inclusion of the Western Sahara report as an 
addendum to  the Morocco report was in keeping with international legal  decisions and other 
USG public reports regarding disputed  territories, such as Kosovo.  He expressed 
appreciation for  the USG's continued participation in the annual Human Rights  Dialogue, 
and said that it had paid dividends for both sides.   He added that, rather than being a bone of 
contention  between the two governments, the report had become a tool for  constructive 
engagement from which Morocco "had learned."    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Bourita then turned to the issue of fairness and  balance in reporting in relation to the 
POLISARIO and  Algeria, saying that talk of violations must be framed by  discussion of 
references.  Bourita said that Morocco has  signed international human rights conventions and 
aligned its  laws with international standards, in contrast with the  POLISARIO.  Bourita said 
that the notion of POLISARIO  "jurisdiction" within Algeria was laughable, adding that 
 violations in Tindouf occurred within Algerian borders and  Algiers had to take responsibility 
for actions taken by those  it harbors.  "Algeria cannot cede legal responsibility for  Tindouf 



any more than we could for Meknes," he scoffed.    Low Expectations for OIC Summit  -------
------------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Bourita expressed a certain weary resignation about  the March OIC Summit in 
Senegal, saying that it would produce    the "same resolutions and statements and the same 
lack of  progress."  He feared that the level of interest accompanying  the OIC summit would 
not be met with a commensurate level of  achievement.  Bourita added that the debate over 
intellectual  property and information sharing within the OIC was  interesting in that "some 
countries" were using the  discussion and mechanisms to "share information we don't want 
 them to have."  He drew a parallel between a proposal to  re-write the OIC charter to allow 
for more internal democracy  and Morocco's current state of political reform.  Bourita  said 
that some factions in both the OIC and Morocco were  pressing for greater democratic 
changes, while others sought  to use existing democratic space more effectively before 
 opening up new avenues of political growth.  "We don't know  who is right yet," he said. 
   Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Bourita seemed to hint at a desire for a high level  meeting, perhaps between Foreign 
Minister Fassi-Fihri and A/S  Welch, after the latest Manhasset round.  Although  deliberately 
circumspect, Bourita appeared to implicate  Algeria as the cause for the current impasse and 
not  necessarily the POLISARIO.  Recent press and public  statements by the GOM and 
surrogates, such as members of the  Royal Consultative Council for the Western Sahara, show 
a  coordinated messaging campaign focused on Algiers rather than  Tindouf.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Comment continued:  Bourita's predictions about the  OIC Summit seem to have been 
borne out by events in Dakar.  Moroccan coverage has been generally respectful partly in 
 response, according to an MFA contact, to the fact the GOM  underwrote most of the 
summit's costs; and the press does not  want to be overly critical of an event in which the 
GOM  invested so much money.  Response to the English versions of  the Human Rights 
Reports, from both Government and civil  society, has so far been positive and appreciative of 
the  reports, "balance."  End Comment.      
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1.  (C) Summary and Introduction:  Moroccan Foreign Minister  Taieb Fassi Fihri called in 
the Ambassadors of the five UNSC  Permanent Members March 7 to formally table a 
complaint about  Polisario activity in the trans-berm area of the Western  Sahara.  He 
acknowledged that Moroccan complaints about this  up to now had not resonated, but he 
insisted they were  serious, and that Morocco may be obliged to react.  We would  not be 
surprised to see this raised at Manhasset and believe  current USG advice that all parties 
should avoid both  provocation and reaction should continue.  We would also  appreciate it if 
Embassies Madrid and Pretoria could confirm  alleged financial assistance for construction in 
Tifariti.  End summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) To Ambassador Riley and his colleagues, Foreign  Minister Fassi Fihri highlighted the 
latest developments in  the trans-berm buffer zone, particularly Abdel Aziz's laying  of a 
cornerstone for a sports complex/stadium at Tifariti, to  be built with support from South 
Africa, housing paid for by  Algeria and a city hall to be sponsored by the Spanish City  of 
Seville.  "This changes everything," he said, as the  Polisario is now talking about populating 
Tifariti and making  it the future capital of its "phantom" state.  This is an  unacceptable 
assertion of a "sovereign" right of the  Polisario to build in Moroccan territory, which the 
GOM  voluntarily did not include inside the berm, but never  relinquished.  He insisted that 
the Polisario had to violate  Mauritanian territory to reach Tifariti and associated areas.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) The Minister insisted that Morocco would not accept  the Polisario,s developing the 
trans-berm territory,  claiming it contradicted understandings connected with the  cease fire. 
 Morocco, he repeated, would "do something"  unspecified.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Fassi Fihri handed Ambassadors a packet of material.  The packet (copy e-mailed to 
NEA/MAG) was covered by a  non-paper that charged Algeria and the Polisario with an 
 aggressive strategy towards the negotiations based on three  key points: exploitation of the 
human rights issue: a vain  effort by Algeria to distance itself from the issue, while  putting 
forward in parallel the "RASD" as an "irreversible  reality," and a policy of creating a fait 
accompli in the  area "east" of the berm.  The non-paper complained about the  creation by 
Polisario of a Ministry for the settlement and  reconstruction of the liberated territories."  It 
claimed  these measures violated UNSCR 1783's call for an atmosphere  favorable to 
negotiation, and that they exacerbated the  security threat in the region, along with terror and 
 migration threats.  Morocco, which kept this "no man's land,"  free of its own military 
presence, could not accept it as a  zone that is either "liberated" or "under the sovereignty" of 
 the Polisario, and the GOM believed it should have no  civilian presence )- as is currently the 
case.  It declared  that Morocco cannot ignore any challenge to the status quo or  its territorial 
integrity.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) The packet also included the Sahrawi Press Service  release of a letter of 
congratulations sent by Bouteflika to  Polisario Chief Abdel Aziz on the occasion of the 32nd 
 anniversary of the Sahrawi Republic; a Polisario communique  on the celebration of the event 
at Tifariti, which noted that  Abdel Aziz had laid the foundation stone for the sports  complex; 
and the Moroccan MFA communique following the event  stating that it would not tolerate 
any change in the status  quo.  It also included copies of an exchange of letters from  1991, the 
time of the cease fire, between King Hassan II and  UNSYG Perez de Cuellar in which the 
King stated that Morocco  had the right of control, but was voluntarily abstaining from 
 policing its territory (implying beyond the berm) in order to  maintain the cease fire and to 
give the peace process a  chance of success.  The SYG's response took note of and  expressed 
satisfaction over that restraint.  Ambassador Riley  noted interest in details of what had been 



announced.  Other  Ambassadors were generally in a listening mode, undertaking    to convey 
the message to their capitals.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Comment:  The Polisario has indeed announced that it  would build a city hall and 
settle Tifariti and has claimed  Seville would fund a dam for water storage, although it is  not 
clear that a dam would make much difference in  habitability.  The MINURSO team site there 
has to truck in  its water from Algeria.  There are barely any functional  buildings in Tifariti, 
which mission staff has visited.  A  small compound there houses the two-room headquarters 
of the  Polisario,s "second military district," and a museum  features a Moroccan jet fighter 
allegedly shot down by the  Polisario during the bombing attack that destroyed the tiny  ex-
Spanish district headquarters during the pre-1991  fighting.  The compound also houses an 
equipped but empty  hospital and a school building, both paid for by Spanish  regions but 
neither functional.  The GOM apparently did not  make a major fuss over their construction a 
few years back.  The celebration of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic,s  (RASD,s) 
anniversary on February 27 seems notable, according  to MINURSO sources, for the absence 
of the formal parade of  military equipment the Polisario has conducted there on the  past two 
anniversaries.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Comment continued:  The Moroccans have indicated no  expectation of real progress 
in Manhasset.  They continue to  push the trans-berm question, however, expending important 
 diplomatic effort.  It is possible to interpret the 1991  exchange of letters as an indication that 
the GOM would leave  the trans-berm areas alone.  The message is not only  diplomatic, 
however.  Press and MINURSO report the Moroccan  Royal Armed Forces (FAR) has been 
conducting, for the first  time in many years, major maneuvers, reportedly involving  some 
2500 military.  These are being conducted near the berm,  mostly in the south near Aousserd, 
away from Tifariti.  We  believe past USG counsel to all parties that they avoid any 
 provocation or falling victim to one has been correct and  should continue.  End comment.    
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1.  (U) The U.S. Mission welcomes the U.S. delegation to the FTA  Joint Committee meeting. 
 The FTA, together with the recently signed  USD 697 million Millennium Challenge 
Account (MCA) Compact, is one  of our two most visible bilateral accords.  Although 
Morocco has  embraced trade liberalization, you will find a country that is  increasingly 



debating whether this policy has benefited its trade  partners more than Morocco itself. 
 Critics point particularly to  agreements with the U.S., Turkey, and the Arab States as 
examples  where trade is more imbalanced than it is with the European Union.      --------------
----  General Background  ------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) We had anticipated this debate would lead Morocco to  prefer to treat the joint 
committee meeting more as a technical  "in-house" exchange between experts than an 
opportunity to highlight  the agreement publicly.  Nonetheless, your hosts are preparing a 
 joint press conference and an outreach session with business  associations.  These two events 
are scheduled for Friday, March 14  in Casablanca.  The Joint Committee meeting itself is 
scheduled for  the afternoon of Thursday, March 13 in Rabat.    ¶ 
 
3.  (SBU) Recently installed Minister of External Commerce  Abdellatif Maazouz, who 
previously served as the Directeur General  of the Maison de l'artisan, will head the Moroccan 
delegation.  Maazouz's Ministry was previously only a supporting player on  bilateral trade 
policy.  In his initial public interviews, Maazouz  has highlighted several broad priorities for 
his Ministry:  operationalizing Morocco's free trade agreements; developing and  effectively 
publicizing a "Made in Morocco" logo and image that  attracts international customers; 
elaborating a national export  strategy that includes reorganizing the Ministry; simplifying 
export  procedures; and ensuring Morocco is in conformity with its  international obligations. 
   ---------------  Growth in Trade  ---------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (U) The primary purpose of the Joint Committee, of course, is to  review developments in 
bilateral trade, and we believe we have a  very positive story to tell.  After a decade in which 
trade remained  stagnant at around a billion USD per year, trade nearly doubled in  the two 
years since the agreement entered into force.  Public  criticism stems from the fact that while 
Morocco's exports have  grown significantly over the period (up 35 percent), American 
 exports have exploded, increasing by over 150 percent.    ¶ 
 
5.  (U) As you know, we confront the added complication of clashing  statistics.  The 
underlying imbalance is even starker in Moroccan  figures, as is evident below. 
         MOROCCAN FIGURES             U.S. FIGURES  Exports from Morocco to the U.S.: 
 2005  USD 290.7 Million            445.8 Million  2006  USD 234.3 Million (-19pct)   521.4 
Million  2007  USD 349.7 Million (+49pct)   609.9 Million    Exports from the U.S. to 
Morocco:  2005  USD  700.0 Million            525.0 Million  2006  USD 1019.5 Million 
(+46pct)   878.4 Million  2007  USD 1916.6 Million (+88pct)  1343.0 Million    ¶ 
 
6.  (U) If questioned about this imbalance, we recommend  accentuating those areas where 
Morocco has enjoyed success, such as  textiles, as well as pointing out the macro factors that 
have  contributed to the imbalance.  Textiles, one of the key industries  targeted by the 
government, has seen a 43 percent rise in exports to  the U.S.  Additionally, while the FTA 
has certainly had an impact on  our bilateral trade, so too has a booming Moroccan economy, 
a  depressed dollar, and a very disappointing 2007 Moroccan grain  harvest.    ¶ 
 
7.  (U) Regarding the statistical disparity itself, with the support  of the Commercial Law 
Development Program (CLDP), the Foreign Trade  Division of the U.S. Census Bureau 
agreed to a merchandise trade  reconciliation study with Morocco.  Post believes the study 
will  find that a large portion of the disparity stems from transshipment  of Moroccan exports 
through Europe.  However, the initial exchange  of information in the study has just begun, 
and final conclusions  will not be available for some time.    ----------------------------------------



----- -----  Moroccan Frustration at Gaining U.S. Market Access  -----------------------------------
---------- -----    ¶ 
 
8.  (SBU) Chief among the issues that Morocco is likely to bring to  the table is its frustration 
over securing the certificates  necessary to permit it to ship some agricultural products to the 
 United States.    In an October 2007 meeting, the Animal and Plant  Health Inspection 
Service (APHIS) advised Morocco that it had all  the information that was needed on this 
issue and that the process  had entered an internal review.  Morocco will at the very least look 
 for an update on the situation.  It has asked for a private meeting  with Agricultural Minister 
Aziz Akhannouch, which we suspect is  intended to push the issue.    ---------------------------- 
 No Movement on Transshipment  ----------------------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (SBU) Since implementation, Moroccan interpretation of  permissible transshipment under 
the FTA's rules of origin has denied  preferential treatment for some U.S. originating goods. 
 Moroccan  customs officials continue to insist that transshipments from a  third country must 
be preceded by an order (as reflected in an  invoice or bill of lading) from a Moroccan 
customer before departing  the U.S.  This restrictive interpretation effectively prevents U.S. 
 companies from pre-staging U.S. originating goods in Europe, prior  to receiving an order 
from a Moroccan customer.  Morocco's stance on  this issue was explained in a response to 
AUSTR Donnelley's letter  and during a February 29 DVC.  During the DVC, the Moroccans 
 compared the specific language included in the U.S.-Jordan FTA  against the corresponding 
language found in the U.S.-Moroccan FTA.  In short, the Moroccans understand our position 
and our desired  interpretation, but insist it is neither what was negotiated nor  what was 
written into the agreement.  Given this firm Moroccan  stance, our only recourse is to treat 
Moroccan goods in the same  manner when they arrive in the U.S. via Europe, with the hope 
that  this will ultimately induce the Moroccans to display greater  flexibility in future.    -------
-------------  Wheat Quotas Removed  --------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (SBU) Although the FTA created provisions for U.S. wheat  producers to benefit from 
new tariff-rate quotas (TRQs) on durum and  common wheat, they went unfulfilled in 2006. 
 In 2007, as a result  of the country's extremely poor harvest (down 81 percent from 2006), 
 the government eliminated tariffs on all imported wheat through May  31, 2008, effectively 
rendering the quotas meaningless.  The GOM has  suggested that implementation difficulties 
during the first year of  the FTA were related to the incompatibility between the calendar 
 year TRQ and the local marketing year.  When Moroccan grain  production returns to normal 
levels in 2008, implementation issues  will likely resurface.    RILEY      SENSITIVE BUT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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 S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 03 RABAT 000194   SIPDIS   SIPDIS   E.O. 12958: DECL: 
02/27/2018  TAGS: PREL PINS OVIP MO SUBJECT: NEA A/S WELCH AND 
DIRECTOR GENERAL MANSOURI REVIEW  REGIONAL ISSUES   REF: A. RABAT 
185 (NOTAL)  ¶B. RABAT 0178 (NOTAL)  ¶C. RABAT 0171 (NOTAL)   Classified By: 
Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for reason 1.4 (b, c, and d).   ¶ 
 
1. (S) SUMMARY: On February 25, Director General for  Studies and Documentation 
(DGED) Mohamed Yassine Mansouri  (the Moroccan equivalent of the Director of the 



Central  Intelligence Agency) and NEA Assistant Secretary David Welch  and his party had a 
cordial and frank two-hour exchange on  regional issues, working their way from east to west. 
Welch  explained U.S. plans to maintain and strengthen Lebanese  institutions. He described 
Syria's unhelpful role in both  Lebanon and in the Middle East Peace Process (MEPP), with 
 Mansouri noting that Syria has begun to realize that the  foreign fighters might threaten its 
own internal security.  Welch updated Mansouri on the MEPP, and Mansouri replied that  he 
and Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri had met Israeli Foreign  Minister Livni. Mansouri predicted 
a "monarchical  succession" in Egypt. He said Libya continued to blame Saudi  Wahabism for 
the region's terrorism problem. He expressed  concern about rapacity and brittleness in 
Tunisia. Mansouri  said that Algeria's terrorism problem was returning as  Al-Qaeda focused 
more on North Africa; yet Bouteflika flatly  refused to participate in an AMU security 
summit.  Ambassadors Welch and Riley urged Morocco to stick with the  diplomatic track to 
resolve the Western Sahara dispute and  said diplomatic support for Morocco's autonomy 
proposal was  growing. Mansouri ended the tour with a plea for greater  U.S. assistance to 
Mauritania. END SUMMARY.   SYRIA AND LEBANON  -----------------   ¶ 
 
2. (C) With the Syrian Foreign Minister coming to Morocco on  February 26, Ambassador 
Welch inquired about Syria's  cooperation with Morocco. Mansouri said that while it was  not 
all that Morocco desired, it has improved in the last few  months. Welch said the Syrians have 
recognized that the  foreign fighter pipeline may pose a risk to their own  country. However, 
Syria continued to exert a great deal of  pressure on Lebanon and appeared determined to 
maintain its  interests in Lebanon at any cost. Prior to the Annapolis  conference, Syria had 
been relatively quiet vis-a-vis the  Palestinians. However, three or four weeks ago, it hosted 
 the conference of rejectionists. Damascus has lost the  support of many Arab friends, and the 
Arab League Summit is  insufficient incentive to achieve better behavior.   ¶ 
 
3. (C) A/S Welch asked how Lebanon could be a threat to  Syria; yet Syria is bent on 
destroying Lebanese institutions,  i.e., the government, the army, and the central bank. As a 
 result, the United States was increasing its assistance to  Lebanon, working in tandem with 
Germany, France, the United  Kingdom, and other friends. Mansouri interjected that Saudi 
 Arabia, Jordan and Egypt's positions had evolved. Welch  noted that family, intelligence, and 
business are all one in  Syria. He ended that portion of the discussion by stressing  U.S. 
support for a political solution and a short-term focus  on maintaining and strengthening 
Lebanese institutions.   ISRAEL AND THE MEPP  -------------------   ¶ 
 
4. (S) Turning to Israel, Welch said that the good news was  real albeit unseen. He assured 
Mansouri that the  Israeli-Palestinian talks were addressing all issues and were  making 
progress. He told Mansouri that the Secretary and  then the President intend to return to the 
region. More Arab  financial assistance to the Palestinian Authority would be  helpful. 
Mansouri said that he and Foreign Minister Taieb  Fassi Fihri had met Israeli Foreign 
Minister Livni and found   RABAT 00000194 002 OF 003    her serious.   GAZA AND 
EGYPT  --------------   ¶ 
 
5. (C) The conversation then turned to Gaza and Egypt.  Ambassador Welch noted that the 
GOE had contained 300,000  Palestinians within the Sinai after they spilled across the 
 frontier. Meanwhile, Hamas was not using funds it received  from Iran to improve the 
humanitarian situation. Asked about  the expected transition in Egypt, Mansouri agreed that 
the  army would not control the next transition. He nonetheless  expected a "monarchical 
succession."   THE MAGHREB  -----------   ¶ 
 



6. (C) Moving west, Mansouri said Morocco and Libya enjoyed  very good relations and 
agreed on many regional issues.  Mansouri noted that Libya continues to believe that Saudi 
 Wahabism is the source of terrorism in the region. Welch  acknowledged that Libyan-U.S. 
relations are currently  strained due to historical disputes. Mansouri was surprised  when 
Welch expressed concern about Tunisia. Mansouri said  Morocco is quite concerned about the 
greed and brittleness of  the Ben Ali regime. Mansouri added that the December 
 2006/January 2007 events had scared the GOT.   ¶ 
 
7. (C) Continuing the westward progression, Mansouri  declared that Algeria's terror problem 
was returning, as  Al-Qaeda focused on North Africa to offset reverses in Iraq  and 
Afghanistan. He said that even though senior Algerians  refuse to come to Rabat, Moroccans 
go there. Mansouri said  that Morocco has tried everything to improve bilateral  relations. He 
noted that while counterterrorism cooperation  must work, President Abdelaziz Bouteflika had 
recently  completely rejected a Tunisian initiative to organize a  security summit of Arab 
Maghreb Union (AMU) members.   WESTERN SAHARA  --------------   ¶ 
 
8. (C) Mansouri told Welch and party that Algeria's internal  problems did not prevent a 
solution to the Western Sahara  dispute. He expressed some concern that generational change 
 in Algiers might complicate a solution, declaring that the  older generation had created the 
problem and was best placed  to solve it. Mansouri said the GOM is "very worried about  the 
POLISARIO moving into the area east of the berm."  Ambassador Welch then launched into a 
long discussion of U.S.  support for Morocco,s autonomy proposal and for a diplomatic 
 solution. Both he and Ambassador Riley cautioned against  military action. Welch said that 
while nine UNSC members  still do not back Morocco's position, international support  was 
growing. Mansouri then explained that UN Special Envoy  Peter Van Walsum had expressed 
some disappointment with U.S.  and international support. Welch said we would look at ways 
 to publicly support Van Walsum's efforts to achieve a  solution. He added that the 
POLISARIO would never have an  independent state.   MAURITANIA  ----------   ¶ 
 
9. (C) Last but not least, Mansouri expressed deep concern  about the deteriorating security 
situation in Mauritania and  requested that the USG consider enhanced assistance to  support 
the new democratic government. Welch said that the  U.S. is providing more assistance both 
through the Middle  East Partnership Initiative and the Trans-Saharan  Counterterrorism 
Partnership.   COMMENT   RABAT 00000194 003 OF 003    -------   ¶ 
 
10. (C) Director General Mansouri, who is very close to King  Mohammed VI, clearly 
enjoyed his three hours with Ambassador  Welch and party. The exchange was frank and 
collegial as one  might expect with an ally who shares similar interests and  perspectives on 
many regional and international issues. END  COMMENT.   PARTICIPANTS  ------------   ¶ 
 
11. (U) U.S. Moroccan  ---- --------   NEA A/S C. David Welch DGED Director General 
 Amb. Thomas T. Riley Mohamed Yassine  DCM Robert P. Jackson Mansouri  RAO 
Counselor George Gaydos Gen. Abdeljabbar Azaoui  Executive Assistant to  DAPNSA Elliot 
Abrams  Erin Yerger  NEA Staff Assistant  Kimberly Harrington   ¶ 
 
12. (U) NEA A/S Welch did not have an opportunity to clear  this message. 
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  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000170    SIPDIS    SIPDIS    DEPARTMENT FOR 
NEA A/S WELCH    E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/22/2018  TAGS: PREL PGOV PTER ECON 
MO SUBJECT: SCENESETTER FOR A/S WELCH'S VISIT TO MOROCCO    REF: A. 
RABAT 116       ¶B. RABAT 91    --------------------  Summary and Overview  ------------------
--    ¶ 
1.  (C) Ambassador Welch, the Moroccans will roll out the red  carpet for you, including an 
audience with King Mohammed VI  in Marrakech, as well as expected meetings with Foreign 
 Minister Fassi Fihri and Intelligence Chief Mansouri.  They  are delighted you are visiting 
them before Algiers and will  impress on you their view that Algerian obstinacy is the 
 principle obstacle to Maghreb integration and a solution to  the Sahara dispute.  We hope you 
can underscore the need for  Morocco to improve its human rights practices in the  territories, 
which can build confidence and promote an  autonomy-based settlement.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) The Moroccans have good (but low key) working  contacts with Israel, and have a 
pragmatic approach to the  Middle East Peace Process.  At the same time, the GOM keeps a 
 wary eye on public opinion, particularly during flare ups  such as in Gaza and is loath to 
publicly break with Arab  League consensus positions.  Despite sympathy for Lebanon and 
 support for a Sleiman presidency, they again will stick with  the Arab consensus.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Defense ties with Morocco received a boost last year  with the GOM's decision to 
purchase 24 F-16 fighters. The  timing is good to seek clarity on how they will pay for the 
 aircraft and to reiterate that the USG cannot provide  financing or a loan guarantee for the 
purchase.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) There are visible changes since your 2006 visit, a  sign of continuing growth and 
reform.  However, terrorism is  again on the front pages.  The GOM announced on February 
18  the arrest of a network of 33 terror suspects and cache of  weapons and explosive 
precursors. The Interior Minister  charged that the tourism industry, high level officials and 
 Moroccan Jews were targets and that they may have had links  with Al-Qa'ida.  Details 
remain murky.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) The Moroccans look proudly on their status as major  non-NATO ally.  They help us 
in international fora, as when  they lobbied in 2006 against Venezuela's seat on the UN 
 Security Council.  Two recent Rabat scenesetters (reftels)  cover general and internal issues 
and terrorism.  This  message concentrates on USG marquee issues in the region and  on 
theirs -- Western Sahara and relations with Algeria, the  Free Trade Agreement and our 
vexing school tax problem.  End  Summary and Overview.    ---------------------------  Morocco 
and the Middle East  ---------------------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) The Moroccans jealously guard their distinct  Med-Atlantic North African identity but 
also identify with  the Arab and Islamic worlds.  Al Jazeera appears to be the  information 
source of choice both among officialdom and the  educated public.  They will be keenly 
interested in your  assessment of the state of play in Israel and the Palestinian  Territories. 
 The King's position as Chairman of the OIC's  Al-Quds Committee gives him a platform to 
engage on  Arab-Israeli questions.  He calmly tried to defuse the  dispute over excavations at 
the Jerusalem's Maghrebi Gate in  late 2006.  The Moroccan crown also controls the Bayt Al-
Mal  Al-Quds As-Sharif, an OIC body which supports USD 10 million  in projects in 
Jerusalem every year.    ¶ 
 



7.  (C) Morocco maintains good, if low key, working contacts  with the GOI.  The Director-
General of the Israeli MFA led a  delegation to Rabat in June 2007, laying the groundwork for 
a  meeting between Foreign Minister Livni and then Foreign  Minister Benaissa in Paris in 
July 2007.  Israelis have also  participated in international conferences hosted by Morocco. 
 The Moroccans nominally observe the Arab League boycott, but  in practice some Israeli 
goods are available here, and  indirect travel is hassle-free.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) The Moroccans also provide public support to Abu  Mazen and the Palestinian 
Authority and privately underscore  to us that they are the only Arab government that has not 
 received representatives of Hamas.  Our impression is that  the public, by contrast, is more 
sympathetic to Hamas.  In  engaging in Arab-Israeli affairs, Moroccan officials tell us  frankly 
that they feel constrained by public opinion.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Anti-Israeli and anti-U.S. sentiments among the  Moroccan public spiked during the 
summer 2006 Lebanon war and  after some cooling, seemed to rise again during the recent 
 flare ups in Gaza, although this appears to be ebbing.  Islamist and Pan-Arabist groups have 
demonstrated over Gaza,  but got little traction.  The Moroccans insist to us they  work hard 
behind the scenes to exert a moderating influence  in inter-Arab fora, principally in 
coordination with the  Saudis.  In light of hard public attitudes, however, the GOM  is loath to 
publicly break with Arab League consensus  positions.    -------  Lebanon  -------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Morocco supports the Seniora government, the Sleiman  presidency, and like other 
Sunni states is wary of Hizballah.   In January, the Moroccans told us they were "fed up" with 
 Syrian interference in the Lebanese presidential selection  process and were working in 
tandem with the Saudis to press  Damascus.  Moroccan officials told us privately they were 
 disappointed by the failure of the Arab League to put  meaningful pressure on Syria, but 
argued to us that a public  rupture within the League would have been counterproductive. 
 They talked of supporting a boycott of the Damascus summit.    ----  Iran  ----    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Morocco continues to generally support UNSC  resolutions and sides with us in the 
IAEA, while maintaining  proper relations with the Islamic Republic.  The Iranians buy  a lot 
of Moroccan phosphate, and sell oil here.  The GOM is  steadfastly opposed to Iranian policy 
on Israel and is  relatively open about it.    ----------------------------  Sahara, Algeria, and the 
AMU  ----------------------------    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) The Western Sahara dispute remains Morocco's core  foreign policy preoccupation, 
and GOM officials are sure to  raise it during your visit.  Moroccan confidence in UNSYG 
 Special Rep. Van Walsum appears to have increased following  his early February visit. 
 However, Van Walsum's apparent  failure to nudge the Algerians during his recent tour has 
 reinforced their view that Algiers remains obstructionist and  that no improvement is likely 
during Bouteflika's tenure.    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) We see no greater prospect for progress in the  upcoming March 11-13 Manhasset 
round of talks than in the  previous three.  While there is merit to the Moroccan  critique that 
the Polisario is not the sole representative of  the Sahrawis, undermining the Polisario often 
seems a greater  GOM objective than good-faith negotiations.  We hope they  will not drag 
out CORCAS head Khalihenna during your visit.    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) We urge you to note that Morocco can significantly  improve its chances of achieving 
a Sahara settlement on its  terms if it moves decisively to improve its human rights  record 



and enhance freedom of expression in the territories  and put an end to impunity for serial 
abusers in the local  police force.  You can argue that in so doing, Morocco will  improve its 
chances of achieving an autonomy-based  settlement, by building local confidence in 
Moroccan rule.    ¶ 
 
15.  (C) At bottom, however, the Western Sahara dispute  appears more a product of the 
Moroccan-Algerian rivalry than  its cause, and agreement on Sahara not likely until bilateral 
 issues are at least in process of resolution.  In particular,  the closed border is the greatest 
obstacle to enhanced  relations and regional integration.  While it is Algeria that  keeps the 
border closed, Morocco has refrained from putting  into effect the agreed demarcation. 
 Ultimately, GOM  recognition and demarcation in exchange for Algiers opening  the frontier 
could enhance regional integration and frustrate  terrorists.    ¶ 
 
16.  (C) Although unable to attend, Under Secretary Burns had  hoped last month to bring the 
Moroccan and Algerian Foreign  Ministers together on the margin of AMU meetings.  While 
the  Moroccans say Algeria is not ready, now may be a good time to  lay the groundwork for 
an initiative to bring them together.  One way to begin might be to ask the King if we can 
convey a  message at your next stop.  Rapprochement will not be easy.  We understand Chirac 
tried before leaving office, and even  Putin, during his last visit to the region, got no traction 
 in Algiers.  Nevertheless, we hear that, if returned, a  Zapatero government in Spain may try 
again, and U.S.  engagement a joint effort by the "Friends."  However low the  prospects, we 
judge the risks even lower.    ¶ 
 
17.  (C) There are some encouraging developments,  particularly at the AMU level.  Building 
on the growing  bilateral security cooperation, we just learned the AMU  security chiefs met 
recently in Algiers with European  counterparts.  The AMU has made some progress building 
 economic contacts and interest in integration.  Positive  words about the AMU in any press 
comment could be helpful.    ------  Kosovo  ------    ¶ 
 
18.  (C) One oblique consequence of Morocco's situation in  the Sahara is a reluctance to 
endorse the independence of  Kosovo.  You may wish to again raise this with the Foreign 
 Minister, who told S/CT Dailey and DAS Gray that Morocco  morally supported the Muslim 
Kosovars, but we counsel limited  expectations.    ------  F-16's  ------    ¶ 
 
19.  (C) Morocco's decision, taken last October to purchase  24 F-16 fighters was a coup for 
the U.S. Morocco's plans to  finance its roughly $2.1 billion purchase remains ambiguous, 
 and a source of concern.  This week, we presented to the GOM  a draft LOA on the deal.  If 
time allows, now would be a good  time to ask how Morocco will pay for the fighters, starting 
 with a roughly USD 50 million down payment due next month.    ------------  School Taxes  --
----------    ¶ 
 
20.  (C) We hope you will follow up U/S Burns' comments in  Washington on the need for an 
agreement with Morocco on the  application of tax laws to American schools in the country. 
 Moroccan tax authorities have been ratcheting up the pressure  on schools in the past six 
months, including freezing the  bank accounts of the Casablanca American School.  Senior 
GOM  interlocutors seem to understand they need to show some  flexibility, but additional 
leverage is needed, including  with the King.    ------------------------------------  Economy and 
the Free Trade Agreement  ------------------------------------    ¶ 
 



21.  (U) Although Morocco has recently experienced good  growth with a large increase to its 
tourism industry and in  urbanization, much of the country remains relatively  underdeveloped 
with per capita GDP of less than USD 2,500.  Since the Free Trade Agreement entered into 
force on January  1, 2006, U.S. exports to Morocco have seen a sharp increase,  while 
Moroccan exports have shown smaller gains.  Moroccan  officials have been reluctant to sign 
onto this "good news"  story, however, as their statistics show an even more  unbalanced 
picture, an issue we are working with to  reconcile.  More generally, some Moroccans worry 
about the  country's competitiveness, as its trade deficit has swelled,  while others voice 
concern about increasing disparities of  wealth. 
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  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000152    SIPDIS    SIPDIS    STATE FOR NEA/MAG 
AND IO/UNP    E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/19/2018  TAGS: PREL PBTS UN MO SUBJECT: 
MOROCCAN FM SPEAKS WELL OF VAN WALSUM TO S/CT  DAILEY AND DAS 
GRAY      Classified By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d).    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Summary:  Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri  was cautiously positive on 
the Western Sahara peace process  during a February 8 meeting with S/CT Dailey and NEA 
DAS  Gray.  Fassi Fihri was upbeat on Van Walsum, who recently  told him he hoped for a 
solution based on non-independence,  but still needed a UNSC mandate to push this in the 
Manhasset  talks.  The Foreign Minister remained worried about Polisario  tShreats to return 
to the battlefield, which, if implemented  could turn into a regional catastrophe.  He expressed 
concern  that Van Walsum was under pressure in the UN Secretariat.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) In the February 8 meeting, also devoted to other  subjects (septels), the FM expressed 
appreciation for his  meetings the previous week with the Secretary and  Undersecretary 
Burns.  Our relationship is good, he said, and  he appreciated U.S. efforts to support the 
AMU.  The Maghreb  region can work together, as shown in January meetings the  Foreign 
Ministers had with their European counterparts.  Algeria remains an obstacle, he said.    -------
------------------  Sahara--the Consultations  -------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Fassi Fihri indicated that UNSYG Personal  Representative for Western Sahara Peter 
Van Walsum had left  the GOM with a more positive impression in the course of his  just-
completed visit, which was Van Walsum's first since the  beginning of the re-started process 
of negotiations.  Van  Walsum had told the Moroccans that the fourth round of  Manhasset 
talks, coming March 11-13, should be different than  the previous three.  The Minister hoped 
the UN envoy had a  better vision of  his duties than in the past.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Fassi Fihri said Van Walsum told the GOM he would  deliver a strong message in 
Algiers and Tindouf to get  serious on the negotiations.  Van Walsum conveyed his belief  it 
would be necessary to combine principles with the reality  that an independent state is not 
possible in the Western  Sahara.  While this may not result in substantial progress in  the 
fourth round, then, Van Walsum said, he would try to  express his views in the report to the 
Security Council.  Then it will be up to the Council to authorize an abrupt  change in the 
negotiations to focus them on the Moroccan  proposal, a mandate he did not have now.  If not, 



Van Walsum  had mused, it could mean the end of his mission, in which he  was hoping to 
build agreement on the basis of a  non-independent state.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Fassi Fihri said he told Van Walsum that he needed to  be more courageous both in 
Manhasset and in public about  pushing the non-independence solution he said he favored. 
 The GOM believed he already had a UNSC mandate to concentrate  on the Moroccan 
proposal, due to the second UNSCR's mention  of recent "developments," which could only 
refer to the  Moroccan plan.  Autonomy is important, he said, but the  content has to be 
negotiated, and Morocco he stressed  remained flexible.  If Van Walsum proceeds as outlined 
and  the UNSC does not agree, it would mean all the Moroccan work  was for naught.  Fassi 
Fihri stressed that the proposal was  negotiable but that sovereignty was not.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) He said he urged Van Walsum to press the Algerians on  the recent Polisario threats to 
resume armed conflict and  recent statements that they would be developing and returning 
 civilians to the territory east of the berm.  Van Walsum said  he would.  There was a real risk, 
the FM said, of regional  catastrophe if the Polisario returns to arms.  If they try to  attack, or 
even to supply the so-called buffer zone, they  will be forced to go through Northern 
Mauritania, as they had  in the past.  Any such actions would force Morocco to react 
 strongly.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Fassi Fihri disclosed that the GOM had heard in New  York that SYG Ban Ki-Moon's 
38th floor staff was calling a  meeting of the "political committee" to discuss,  for the  first 
time, how the UN was organizationally handling the  Western Sahara dispute.  The GOM 
understood there was  internal pressure to change the Personal Representative,  suggesting 
that this might be fed by SRSG Harston in    Laayoune.  The GOM was unhappy with 
Harston, who had recently  sent an apology to the Polisario for some damage to monuments 
 caused by MINURSO troops.  Fassi Fihri said he understood Van  Walsum would be 
stopping back home in the Netherlands after  Nouakchott; he would then go to Paris before 
heading to New  York.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Gray noted that the USG has been clear to Algeria,  and in its contacts at lower levels, 
with the Polisario, that  it was time to get serious in the negotiations and the talk  of a return to 
conflict was not acceptable.  The USG was in  an information gathering mode, but we had 
seen nothing so far  on the ground that would indicate trouble.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Comment:  Fassi Fihri appeared to be more supportive  of Van Walsum than in the 
past, and as a result somewhat more  optimistic about the UN process.  Moroccan concerns 
about  Polisario threats to go back to war and develop the  trans-berm area, which Fassi Fihri 
had earlier articulated in  his meeting with the Secretary and others, are deeply felt.  We may 
do well to continue conveying our objections to the  military threats.  End Comment.    ¶ 
 
10.  (U) DAS Gray has cleared this message.    
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  C O N F I D E N T I A L RABAT 000168    SIPDIS  SENSITIVE    DEPT FOR 
DRL/NESCA AND NEA/MAG    E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/23/2020  TAGS: PHUM PREL 
PREF MO WI SUBJECT: MOROCCO GRANTS TRAVEL DOCUMENTS TO WESTERN 
SAHARA  INDEPENDENCE ACTIVSTS    REF: A. RABAT 41       ¶B. 09 RABAT 977 



      ¶C. 09 RABAT 849       ¶D. USUN 91    Classified By: Classified By Political Counselor 
Gregory Thome For Reas  ons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) SUMMARY: The GOM has returned previously  confiscated travel documents to 14 
Sahrawi  activists.  Upon receiving their passports, several  promptly departed for Algeria, 
ostensibly to see  relatives in the refugee camps near Tindouf but no  doubt also to consult 
with Polisario officials.  Western Sahara-based Sahrawi human rights activists  have 
suggested that the GOM timed the returns as a  calculated maneuver designed to mitigate 
Polisario  and Algerian criticism of Morocco's human rights  record at the informal UN 
discussions in Westchester  County.  Nevertheless, the Embassy has frequently  raised the 
withholding of travel documents and other  GOM limitations on Sahrawis' freedom of 
movement with  the government as part of our ongoing human rights  dialogues, and we view 
the returns as a positive step.  END SUMMARY.    -------------------------------------------  High 
Profile Activists Again Free to Travel  -------------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (SBU) Between February 10 and 22, Moroccan  authorities in the Western Sahara issued 
or returned  previously confiscated passports, national ID cards,  Spanish residency permits 
and cell phones to at least  twelve high-profile Sahrawi pro-independence and  human rights 
activists.  On February 11, Djimi  Elghalia, Vice-Chairwoman of the Sahrawi Association  of 
Victims of Grave Human Rights Violations (ASVDH)  was among the first activists to 
receive her passport  in Laayoune.  The following day, officials in Dakhla  issued Aatik Brai a 
passport and returned his national  ID card, and also returned national IDs to Sahrawi 
 activists Dadach Mohamed, Messoud Larbi, Sbai Ahmed  and Ismaili Brahim.  Also on 
February 12, authorities  issued a passport and returned a Spanish residency  permit to 
Khayya Sultana.  Sultana's case had gained  particular notoriety among Moroccan, Sahrawi 
and  international human rights NGOs because of the fact  that she was suffering from a 
serious eye ailment --  which she alleged was inflicted by Laayoune-based  police (Ref A) -- 
that required medical attention  abroad.  Upon receiving her documents, Sultana  immediately 
departed for Spain to consult with  her doctors.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Surprisingly, authorities also issued a passport  for the first time in nearly 20 years to 
prominent  pro-independence advocate Brahim Sabbar.  Sabbar spent  a total more than 10 
years in Moroccan jails, and  Sahrawi celebrations to mark his most recent release,  in June 
2008, were marked by violent confrontations  with police.  International human rights NGOs 
frequently  cited Sabbar's case as an obvious GOM limitation on  Sahrawis' freedom of 
movement.  In response to periodic  Embassy inquiries, GOM officials repeatedly noted that 
 Sabbar's case was "special" and that, under Moroccan  law, no passport could be issued 
because an arrest  warrant against him remained pending.  In a December  2009 meeting with 
PolCouns, Sabbar confirmed that the  warrant was, indeed, the "official" explanation. 
 However,  he noted sardonically, he had presented himself on more  than one occasion to 
authorities to demand that they  either issue him a passport or execute the arrest warrant;  until 
now, they had always politely declined to do either,  he reported.    ¶ 
 
4. (SBU) On Feb. 17, Sabbar again asked authorities in  Guelmin (a largely Sahrawi city that 
is actually north  of the "border" between Western Sahara and internationally  recognized 
Morocco) to issue him a passport.  They  refused, and Sabbar responded by launching a 
hunger  strike in protest.  On February 22, the GOM relented and  granted Sabbar his travel 
document.    ------------------------  Why the Change of Heart?  ------------------------    ¶ 
 



5. (SBU) The GOM's rather abrupt decision to issue or    return travel document took many 
Sahrawi activists by  surprise.  Our contacts in Laayoune, Dakhla and Guelmin  reported 
receiving phone calls from the local police --  and, in some cases, visits from plain-clothes 
officers --  asking them to present themselves at regional Ministry  of the Interior (MOI) 
offices to claim their passports  and/or other identification papers.  In some cases,  authorities 
handed over new passports promptly based  on previous applications (some of which had 
been pending  for years), while in others the activists were told to  re-apply.  Laayoune-based 
authorities and Sahrawis  have also reported having to wait for passports  confiscated in 
Casablanca or elsewhere to be delivered  to Western Sahara.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Brahim Elansari, a Sahrawi activist closely  associated with Aminatou Haidar's NGO 
the Collective of  Sahrawi Human Rights Defenders (CODESA) told Poloff  by phone that he 
expected at least three additional  activists to receive their travel documents soon,  bringing 
the number of resolved cases to 14.  This leaves  three cases remain unresolved, he noted. 
 Interestingly,  Elansari -- who is often a vehement critic of the GOM's  efforts to prevent 
Sahrawis from traveling, noted that  in these cases Moroccan officials have been 
uncharastically  responsive.  When asked why GOM officials experienced such  a sudden 
change of heart, Elansari and others have alleged  that the returns represented a political 
maneuver timed to  coincide with the informal, UN-sponsored Western Sahara  talks held 
February 9-10 in Westchester County under  the auspices of the UNSG's Personal 
Representative  Christopher Ross (Reftel D).  The GOM expected the  Polisario and Algerian 
delegations to criticize Morocco's  human rights record in the territory, and sought to  mitigate 
those attacks, Elansari claimed.  A senior  MFA official, for the GOM's part, stated simply 
that  the return of the passports was the result of normal  legal and administrative processes. 
 MOI officials had  denied or delayed delivery of the documents; the courts  had ruled that 
those officials' decisions were incorrect  and that the passports should be delivered; and the 
 officials complied, he said.    -------------------  First Stop: Tindouf  -------------------    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) A number of activists who received their new or  renewed passports immediately 
scheduled trips to the Tindouf  refugee camps in Algeria, Elansari said.  Sabbar was among 
 those who immediately traveled, ostensibly to see family  members -- but also, it appears, to 
meet with Polisario  leaders.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) COMMENT: We find credible our contacts' suggestion  that the return of the passports 
might have been timed to  influence the informal UN talks in Westchester County.  Whatever 
the case, we see the return of the Sahrawis'  documents as a significant, positive step.  The 
Embassy  had frequently raised the withholding of travel documents  and other GOM 
limitations on Sahrawis' freedom of movement  with government officials as part of our 
ongoing human  rights conversations with the GOM, and we are pleased that,  for whatever 
reason, they have begun to respond.  What  remains to be seen is how the GOM will respond 
to activists  -- especially high profile independence advocates like  Sabbar -- who openly 
traveled to Tindouf once they return.  END COMMENT.      
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1.  (C) Summary:  Moroccan Foreign Minister Taieb Fassi Fihri  was cautiously positive on 
the Western Sahara peace process  during a February 8 meeting with S/CT Dailey and NEA 
DAS  Gray.  Fassi Fihri was upbeat on Van Walsum, who recently  told him he hoped for a 
solution based on non-independence,  but still needed a UNSC mandate to push this in the 
Manhasset  talks.  The Foreign Minister remained worried about Polisario  threats to return to 
the battlefield, which, if implemented  could turn into a regional catastrophe.  He expressed 
concern  that Van Walsum was under pressure in the UN Secretariat.  End Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) In the February 8 meeting, also devoted to other  subjects (septels), the FM expressed 
appreciation for his  meetings the previous week with the Secretary and  Undersecretary 
Burns.  Our relationship is good, he said, and  he appreciated U.S. efforts to support the 
AMU.  The Maghreb  region can work together, as shown in January meetings the  Foreign 
Ministers had with their European counterparts.  Algeria remains an obstacle, he said.    -------
------------------  Sahara--the Consultations  -------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Fassi Fihri indicated that UNSYG Personal  Representative for Western Sahara Peter 
Van Walsum had left  the GOM with a more positive impression in the course of his  just-
completed visit, which was Van Walsum's first since the  beginning of the re-started process 
of negotiations.  Van  Walsum had told the Moroccans that the fourth round of  Manhasset 
talks, coming March 11-13, should be different than  the previous three.  The Minister hoped 
the UN envoy had a  better vision of  his duties than in the past.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Fassi Fihri said Van Walsum told the GOM he would  deliver a strong message in 
Algiers and Tindouf to get  serious on the negotiations.  Van Walsum conveyed his belief  it 
would be necessary to combine principles with the reality  that an independent state is not 
possible in the Western  Sahara.  While this may not result in substantial progress in  the 
fourth round, then, Van Walsum said, he would try to  express his views in the report to the 
Security Council.  Then it will be up to the Council to authorize an abrupt  change in the 
negotiations to focus them on the Moroccan  proposal, a mandate he did not have now.  If not, 
Van Walsum  had mused, it could mean the end of his mission, in which he  was hoping to 
build agreement on the basis of a  non-independent state.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Fassi Fihri said he told Van Walsum that he needed to  be more courageous both in 
Manhasset and in public about  pushing the non-independence solution he said he favored. 
 The GOM believed he already had a UNSC mandate to concentrate  on the Moroccan 
proposal, due to the second UNSCR's mention  of recent "developments," which could only 
refer to the  Moroccan plan.  Autonomy is important, he said, but the  content has to be 
negotiated, and Morocco he stressed  remained flexible.  If Van Walsum proceeds as outlined 
and  the UNSC does not agree, it would mean all the Moroccan work  was for naught.  Fassi 
Fihri stressed that the proposal was  negotiable but that sovereignty was not.    ¶ 
 



6.  (C) He said he urged Van Walsum to press the Algerians on  the recent Polisario threats to 
resume armed conflict and  recent statements that they would be developing and returning 
 civilians to the territory east of the berm.  Van Walsum said  he would.  There was a real risk, 
the FM said, of regional  catastrophe if the Polisario returns to arms.  If they try to  attack, or 
even to supply the so-called buffer zone, they  will be forced to go through Northern 
Mauritania, as they had  in the past.  Any such actions would force Morocco to react 
 strongly.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Fassi Fihri disclosed that the GOM had heard in New  York that SYG Ban Ki-Moon's 
38th floor staff was calling a  meeting of the "political committee" to discuss,  for the  first 
time, how the UN was organizationally handling the  Western Sahara dispute.  The GOM 
understood there was  internal pressure to change the Personal Representative,  suggesting 
that this might be fed by SRSG Harston in    Laayoune.  The GOM was unhappy with 
Harston, who had recently  sent an apology to the Polisario for some damage to monuments 
 caused by MINURSO troops.  Fassi Fihri said he understood Van  Walsum would be 
stopping back home in the Netherlands after  Nouakchott; he would then go to Paris before 
heading to New  York.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Gray noted that the USG has been clear to Algeria,  and in its contacts at lower levels, 
with the Polisario, that  it was time to get serious in the negotiations and the talk  of a return to 
conflict was not acceptable.  The USG was in  an information gathering mode, but we had 
seen nothing so far  on the ground that would indicate trouble.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Comment:  Fassi Fihri appeared to be more supportive  of Van Walsum than in the 
past, and as a result somewhat more  optimistic about the UN process.  Moroccan concerns 
about  Polisario threats to go back to war and develop the  trans-berm area, which Fassi Fihri 
had earlier articulated in  his meeting with the Secretary and others, are deeply felt.  We may 
do well to continue conveying our objections to the  military threats.  End Comment.    ¶ 
 
10.  (U) DAS Gray has cleared this message.      
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1.  (C) SUMMARY: In the second annual session of the  U.S.-Morocco bilateral human rights 
dialogue, our senior GOM  interlocutor used the occasion to criticize the existence of 
 separate human rights reports for Morocco and Western Sahara.   The Moroccans also 
complained that the USG distorted the  government's human rights record in the Sahara, 
"which is the  same" as anywhere else in the Kingdom, they claimed.  The  Moroccans told us 
the Government was working on a revised  press code and held open the possibility that jail 
terms  might be eliminated from the range of penalties for  violators.  Our GOM hosts also 
denied that there were "red  lines" limiting freedom of expression, asserting that Morocco 
 only draws the line on threats to public order.  END SUMMARY.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On January 30, then Charge and PolOffs represented  the Embassy at our second 
annual bilateral human rights  dialogue meeting, hosted by MOI Director General 
Mohyieddine  Amzazi and joined by representatives of the Ministries of  Foreign Affairs and 
Justice.  The four-hour dialogue,  initiated by the Government as a means of providing the 
 Embassy information during the preparation of the human  rights report was delayed for 
months due to the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, reorganization that accompanied the 
 formation of the El-Fassi government.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) DG Amzazi expressed indignation over the USG practice  of producing separate 
Human Rights Reports for Morocco and  Western Sahara reports, noting that the International 
 Religious Freedom Report on Western Sahara is, by contrast,  an addendum to the Morocco 
report.  Commenting on the  problems the report identified in the Western Sahara, Amzazi 
 was adamant that the same human rights standards are applied  in Laayoune as in Tangiers, 
an assertion we hotly disputed.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Amzazi asserted that a new press code is being  hammered out "on the basis of broad 
consensus" between  government and journalists.  He emphasized that no  journalists were 
imprisoned in 2007 and described jail terms  as an "unenforced" aspect of the press code law. 
 He allowed  that the government might eliminate criminal penalties as  long as (onerous) 
civil arrangements are in place to regulate  journalists.  (NOTE: We understand that positive 
elements in  last year's draft that might have been acceptable to the  media community were 
removed or replaced at MOI behest.  With  no consensus, the bill is now in limbo.  END 
NOTE.)    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) On freedom of expression, MOJ Office Director  Abdenebbaoui maintained there are 
no "red lines" but rather  inviolable "principles" that govern Moroccan society.  Amzazi 
 insisted the GOM is getting tougher on corruption with an  ever increasing stream of high 
profile prosecutions.  We  noted continuing credible reports of harassment, arbitrary  arrest 
and beatings of persons suspected of separatist  sympathies in Sahara.  We provided the 
names of four repeat  human rights offenders and recent written complaints from  local 
citizens, which they promised to investigate.  They  maintained the GOM line that freedom of 
expression was  allowed until it crossed the line into threats to public  order.  (COMMENT: 
Subsequent negative response from the MOJ  on repeat offenders has not been convincing. 
 END COMMENT.)    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) In a subsequent lunch, Amzazi slammed the Polisario's  "bellicose" threats to return to 
war, saying they called into  question the point of the Manhasset process.  He complained 
 that the USG spurns the Royal Consultative Commission on  Sahrawi Affairs (CORCAS), 
"the originator of the whole  autonomy initiative," and vowed that the GOM would never 
 grant NGO status to CODESA, an apparently pro-Polisario human  rights NGO, because of 



its rejection of Moroccan sovereignty.   No group with a goal contrary to Moroccan territorial 
 integrity could legally be allowed to register, he said,  unless the group modifies its charter. 
   ¶ 
 
7.  (C) When the conversation turned to domestic politics,  Amzazi offered his personal 
opinion that a healthy, if messy,  process of realignment and consolidation of the Moroccan 
body  politic was underway.  All the major parties are cleaning  house and reorganizing 
themselves.  He said (his former boss)  Fouad Ali El-Himma's new Movement of All 
Democrats offered  promise to build a new national political consensus around a    progressive 
development agenda.      
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1.  (C) Summary:  Ambassador Riley's call on Interior Minster  Chakib Benmoussa February 
5 turned frosty over the human  rights situation in Western Sahara.  Benmoussa thanked the 
 USG for support for the Moroccan peace effort and its  autonomy plan.  He praised the 
Embassy/GOM human rights  dialogue, but shifted gears to protest our insistence at  treating 
the Western Sahara as different from "the rest of  Morocco."  Police and justice activities 
there were the same  as anywhere else, he insisted.  At the same time, he said  that both 
constitution and law in Morocco forbid actions that  go against territorial integrity, and the 
government would  enforce those laws against any protest, even if  peaceful--until the laws 
were changed as part of the  political solution.  He brushed aside our concerns about 
 impunity for serial police abusers in the Sahara.  He decried  the use by the Polisario of 
human rights complaints for  political ends (a concern we see as somewhat valid).  The 
 Ambassador underscored our countries' close cooperation on a  range of issues including 
counterterrorism, and he recognized  the real progress made on human rights.  But he made 
clear  the USG and international community defended the right to  peaceful expression.  End 
Summary.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) Ambassador Riley accompanied by PolCouns, called on  Interior Minister Chakib 
Benmoussa February 5.  The Minister  was joined by Director General Mohieddine Amzazi 
and Director  for International Relations Rguibi.  They discussed the  phenomenon of identity 
appropriation on the Internet and the  Minister expressed appreciation for USG efforts on the 
false  Facebook posting in the name of Prince Moulay Rachid.    ¶ 
 



3.  (C) The Minister expressed deep appreciation for the  previous week's meeting between 
Secretary Rice and FM Fassi  Fihri in Washington and for continuing strong USG support on 
 the Sahara issue, noting we are going down the road together.   The GOM wants a stable, 
long-term future in the Sahara and  in our relations.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) The Minister noted that we had just held a good  dialogue between the embassy and 
the Ministries of Interior,  Justice and Foreign Affairs on human rights in Morocco.  This  was 
important.  Morocco had progressed significantly in human  rights and had become a leader in 
the region in its openness.   He admitted, however, that the situation in Morocco is not 
 perfect and there is progress yet to be made.     
 
SAHARA IS THE SAME, HE SAID  ---------------------------    ¶ 
5.  (C) Benmoussa believed, however, that there was a  confusion on the part of the USG and 
other observers that  there is any difference between the situation in the Sahara  and the rest of 
Morocco, and he felt that GOM efforts to  clarify this had turned into a dialogue of the deaf. 
 He had  also seen reports from Human Rights Watch and the UN Human  Rights 
Commission.  In fact, he said, the situation in all of  Morocco is the same--the same police, 
courts, the same  standards.  The justice system in Sahara functions correctly,  according to 
Moroccan law.  However, the state retains its  responsibility to preserve order and the law. 
 Moroccan law  and the Constitution prohibit any activity that would impact  negatively on 
territorial integrity.  (NOTE:  This also  applies to Islam and the monarchy.  END NOTE.) 
 Secessionist  activity, even peaceful, is illegal and would not be  tolerated.  It would not be 
tolerated in the rest of the  country, for example if the north would try to secede.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Benmoussa said Morocco has laid its autonomy proposal  on the table in the UN-
sponsored peace negotiations with the  Polisario.  Morocco encouraged discussion of the 
autonomy  proposal in the Sahara, but not secession.  He hoped to have  an agreement, and 
said under an agreement the laws may be  changed and debate could take place.  Until that 
time the  laws would be enforced.  Outsiders may say that they should  be allowed to 
demonstrate in the street, he said, but the  government was responsible for order and could not 
permit  actions that resulted in stone throwing and Molotov  cocktails.  "Preserving order is 
our right and duty."  He  said that the GOM never arrests people for private political 
 discussions--in a home or in a cafe.  The GOM allows  pro-Polisario activists to travel abroad 
on Moroccan  passports, he pointed out, where they criticize Morocco and  then the GOM 
allows them to return.  He noted that Morocco,  like many states, criminalizes flag-burning. 
   RABAT 00000121  002 OF 002        ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Benmoussa was particularly concerned about Polisario  threats to return to the 
battlefield and noted their threats  to restart the "intifada" which meant attacks inside the 
 Sahara.  He claimed the Embassy got all its information from  separatist activists on the 
payroll of the Polisario.  He  decried their use of human rights for political ends and said  the 
USG should ignore them.  Instead, the GOM was unhappy  about the embassy's amplification 
of their charges.  He noted  the Royal Human Rights Council, the CCDH, had opened an 
 office in Laayoune this year.  A government ombudsman office  had also been established. 
 He pointed out (correctly, in our  view) that there is far less freedom of expression in the 
 Polisario camps in Tindouf than anywhere in Morocco.  Regardless, changes in the Sahara 
would not have any effect  on the negotiations, because Polisario decision-making is  actually 
done in Algiers.    ¶ 
 



8.  (C) The Ambassador noted that the Embassy was preparing  its human rights report and 
was required to note violations,  particularly if violent.  While acknowledging Moroccan 
 progress in some areas, he insisted that individuals have a  right to peacefully express their 
point of view, including  publicly.  He urged the GOM to ameliorate the situation both  for 
human rights concerns and to improve the political  environment for the negotiations.  We 
were happy to have  received GOM input through the human rights dialogue and were 
 incorporating relevant items into the report.  PolCouns  clarified that the embassy had 
received extensive reports on  repeated abuse by several individual security officers in  Sahara 
that were unparalleled in Morocco and had conveyed the  reports to the GOM.  These reports 
came not only from  opponents of Morocco, but also from those who favored  Moroccan rule. 
 Nevertheless, the abusers were still in  place, which we were obliged to note. 
   CONSULATE CASABLANCA  --------------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Benmoussa raised the issue of the consulate in  Casablanca and asked whether the 
security measure instituted  last year would be able to be withdrawn before the coming  local 
elections expected in the summer of 2009, implying that  the government would like to see 
the defensive barriers  removed.  The Ambassador briefed him on our efforts to find a 
 property in or near Casablanca and said we would certainly  have committed to a new 
location by then, having purchased  the property and possibly commenced some construction. 
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1.  (C) On January 16, a pro-Moroccan NGO announced plans to  lead civilians on a march to 
Tifarity, the "capital" of the  trans-berm buffer zone, on January 27.  On January 23, the  same 
NGO announced a postponement for logistical reasons.  The Government of Morocco (GOM) 
has encouraged the march but,  according to the UN, has not formally granted permission due 
 to strong, though low profile, POLISARIO reaction.  Should  the march take place, it has the 
potential to incite violence  and seriously harm the Western Sahara peace process.  End 
 summary.    --------------------------- 
 
-------  A March to Reaffirm Sovereignty...  ----------------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (U) The Association for a Moroccan Sahara (ASM), a  nominally independent but 
somewhat murky pro-Morocco NGO  plans to organize a march to Tifarity, a former town 



and  current outpost in the desert southeast of the Western Sahara  berm on January 27.  ASM 
said that it was organizing the  event to protest the POLISARIO's holding of its December 
 Congress in the same town, which lies in disputed territory.  ASM said it was marching to 
Tifarity to "re-affirm Moroccan  sovereignty" and to ensure the free flow of people and 
 materiel within "Moroccan territory."  To reach Tifarity, the  marchers would have had to 
cross the "berm" that divides the  Moroccan-held zone from the POLISARIO side and 
possibly  traverse minefields and pass armed opposing troops.    ¶ 
 
3.  (U) ASM President Reda Taoujini told a press conference  on January 16 that some 900 
people would participate in the  march from Smara, on the Moroccan side, to Tifarity.  He 
said  that the Moroccan military would provide logistical and  medical support, assure 
security and "clear mines" in advance  of the party.  When asked about the proposed event, 
Minister  of Communications Khalid Naciri said on January 17 that  Morocco "guaranteed 
free speech and circulation" throughout  its territory.  He further added that the POLISARIO 
had  violated Moroccan sovereignty by holding its conference in  Tifarity.  On January 23, 
ASM announced was postponing the  march for "logistical reasons."  It claimed that so many 
 people wanted to join the march (over 2,000 including 50  domestic and international 
journalists) that they had pause  to enhance their supply line.  At the time the ASM criticized 
 another NGO, which planned to organize another march.    ------------------ 
 
-----  ...Over a Desolate Town  -----------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (U) The GOM has made clear its intense displeasure over  the high profile POLISARIO 
Congress in Tifarity in December  2007, as well as with the Congress's declaration that the 
 POLISARIO would be establishing a greater presence in the  buffer zone east of the berm. 
 The Front subsequently  declared it would be moving to actually develop the  "Liberated 
Territories,"  which include Tifarity.  The GOM  holds that the territory is part of Morocco 
and no POLISARIO  activity should be permitted.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) The object of this political brinksmanship is a  desolate backwater.  Before the 1991 
cease-fire, the Moroccan  air Force bombed Tifarity.  The shell of a bombed-out  building 
remains, surrounded by a small cluster of  structures, including a hospital built with aid from 
several  Spanish provincial governments.  The hospital is empty,  however, and there is no 
resident civilian population in  Tifarity; just soldiers, POLISARIO officials, a MINURSO 
base  and a few international deminers.  With the exception of a  some nomads based in 
refugee camps in Algeria, most of  trans-berm buffer zone is equally sparsely inhabited. 
  While  the GOM has repeatedly raised its concern about buffer zone  activities, its real worry 
is the consistent and sometimes  aggressive POLISARIO threats to resume armed activity.    -
--------------------  Political Maneuvering    RABAT 00000071  002 OF 002      ------------------
---    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) The heat of the issue has been raised by the  POLISARIO response to the threatened 
march.  Various  POLISARIO speakers have threatened to confront, detain or  attack the 
marchers.  One threatened a bloodbath if the march  went ahead; another called it a causus 
belli.  In  communications with the Embassy (copied to desk) MINURSO  mission head 
SRSG Julian Harston has expressed his concern  about the march.  Publicly he is hewing to 
the official UN  position that MINURSO is in place only to observe and is only  concerned 
with military activities.  Privately, however, he  indicated he would be urging the GOM to 
restrain the marchers  from crossing the berm.  So far, Moroccan military officials  in the 



Sahara have told them they have not been officially  informed, and no permission has been 
granted yet to cross the  berm.    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) In early January, 2007, ASM publicly announced a  similar march, but canceled after 
the Embassy suggested that  it might jeopardize the beginnings of what would become the 
 Manhasset process.  The ASM publicly cited the Embassy's  intervention as the reason it 
called off the march.  Like  last year, we have conveyed concern to MFA officials, citing  the 
potential disruption to the carefully launched  UN-sponsored peace process and the Moroccan 
initiative.   The  Moroccan response has been "get the POLISARIO to stop making  threats 
and stay out of our territory."  Unlike last year, we  have not contacted and do not intend to 
engage directly with  ASM.  MINURSO's position is that it is in place to observe  the military 
cease fire and has no mandate to interfere in  civilian activities such as the march.    ------- 
 Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) In theory, the ASM could meet POLISARIO civilian  delegations in the buffer zone 
for track-two discussions, but  the confrontational posture of both sides would appear to 
 preclude that prospect.  Taken together, POLISARIO threats to  "occupy" the buffer zone and 
to renew armed conflict could  well be enough grounds for the GOM to want to make the 
 POLISARIO uncomfortable.  Unlike last year, the GOM validated  the ASM's march threat 
with the statement that Moroccans have  the right to go anywhere in the country.  ASM has 
built upon  this to demand protection from Moroccan security forces  during the march. 
 Despite its frequent criticism of the  government and the CORCAS, many here suspect the 
ASM has ties  to at least part of Morocco's security establishment.    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) Comment continued: Despite the temptation to use the  ASM as a proxy to "poke the 
other side in the eye," as one  foreign diplomat put it, the risk levels are high.  If the 
 POLISARIO shoots at the marchers, the Royal Moroccan Armed  Forces, even if they stay 
behind the berm, could feel forced  to respond, escalating the conflict.  It is possible that, 
 with the postponement, the ASM has already been instructed to  pull bank from the rhetorical 
brink.  Such a delay preceded  the cancellation of the march last year.  We and others now 
 have more time to observe and engage-and get through the next  set of contacts, including 
Van Walsum's long delayed  consultations in the region.  End Comment.        
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RABAT 1873    Classified By: DCM Robert Jackson for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    ------- 
 Summary  -------    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) Pro-independence Sahrawi human rights activist [... redacted...] (strictly protect) told 
us there is a sense among  Sahrawis, even  in separatist circles, that something  potentially 
positive is coming out of the Manhasset process.  He hotly disputed Government of Morocco 
(GOM) attempts to  liken separatists to Islamist terrorists like Al Qaeda.  [...redacted...] 
complained that the GOM was harassing his NGO,  especially members with technical skills 
like web site  management.  He described growing contacts with Moroccan  human rights 
groups.  He said Sahrawi civil society (on all  sides) is determined to move forward on 
development,  regardless of the political direction of the Sahara dispute.  End Summary.    ----
-------------------------  Hope and Anger Over Manhasset  -----------------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) On January 16, PolCouns and PolOffs met with  President of the Sahrawi Association 
of Human Rights Abuse  Victims (ASVDH) [...redacted...] (strictly protect throughout)  at the 
Embassy.  [...redacted...] who bills himself (credibly) as more  human rights advocate than 
political activist, does not  disguise his pro-separatist tendencies and contacts with the  senior 
POLISARIO leadership.  He met with POLISARIO  Chief/Sahrawi Arab Democratic 
Republic (SADR) President  Abdelaziz last October in Rome.   He said that there is a  general 
initial agreement in the territory that engagement  through the Manhasset process is a good 
thing, but  pro-independence activists are reserving judgment on their  long-term utility in 
achieving gains.  They are willing to  trust the process a little while longer, but want to see 
 concrete results soon.  He said that pro-independence  Sahrawis have not given up hope, but 
feelings are beginning  to harden around a need for new tactics--to include some  violence in 
the form of sabotage.    ------- 
------------------------  POLISARIO Congress was Symbolic  -------------------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) [...redacted...] said the December POLISARIO Congress in  Tifarity was an important 
symbolic morale boost and,  paradoxically, gave the independence movement renewed desire 
 to continue the negotiation process.  Prior to the Congress,  Dahane said, the POLISARIO 
felt painted into a corner by a UN  process perceived as biased towards Morocco.  They felt 
that  40 years of legal decisions and resolutions had been turned  on their head by the 
international community's rapid  acceptance of Morocco's initiative, and that decades of 
 peaceful diplomacy by the Front had only lost them ground.  After the Congress, held in 
disputed territory and  characterized by bellicose rhetoric, Dahane said that many 
 independence activists believed that the POLISARIO had "made  its point" about not being 
taken for granted and tilted the  scales of influence back towards itself.  As a result, the 
 movement returned to the negotiating table with renewed  confidence and vigor.    -------------
------------------------  Yes, Talk of a Return to Arms, But...  -------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) [...redacted...] cautioned the USG against reacting too  strongly to the POLISARIO's 
recent statements about a return  to armed struggle.   He said that the movement modeled 
itself  after the African National Congress and that massive,  disruptive civil disobedience and 
targeted sabotage attacks  on critical infrastructure were more part of its toolkit now  than 
open war.  He disputed GOM "propaganda" that painted the  POLISARIO and independence 
activists as terrorists and  violent extremists.  He mentioned a recent incident in which  a 
couple of grenades were found outside Laayoune (possibly  dating to the 1980s).  He said that 
the GOM created a media  circus around the find and implied that they were part of a 
 separatist weapons cache.    ¶ 
 



6.  (C) [...redacted...] vehemently argued that the independence  movement had absolutely 
nothing to do with pan-Arab terror  groups such as Al Qaeda.  He said that the POLISARIO 
and  independence activists still bitterly resent the Gulf states  financing of Morocco's war 
against the Sahrawis during the  1970s and 1980s.    -------------------------- 
 
-----  Human Rights Struggle Continues  -------------------------------    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) [...redacted...] described a continuing and increasingly  focused campaign of 
harassment and oppression waged by the  GOM against both pro-independence and human 
rights activists  in the territory.  He said that the GOM is now targeting  pro-independence 
NGOs' ability to communicate their message  to the outside world by targeting leaders 
responsible for web  site publishing and editing.  He pointed to the late December  arrests of 
Brahim Ansari, Mohammed Mayoz and Said Bellal, all  three specifically responsible for 
maintaining the ASVDH's  flagship web site, as an example of this new tactic.  [...redacted...] 
 also mentioned a case in October in which a commercial  photography shop in the territory 
that had developed pictures  of injuries allegedly suffered by Sahrawi activists at GOM  hands 
was pressured by security officials to disclose the  names of the customers who had provided 
the negatives.  He  said that the strategy was having an effect, as Sahrawis were  less inclined 
to take to the streets now than they had been  in the past.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) [...redacted...] was in Rabat to attend the trial of Sahrawi  activist Said Bellal, arrested 
in Smara in December 2007 on  disorderly conduct charges following a demonstration.  He 
was  subsequently charged with leading student demonstrations in  Rabat in May 2007, which 
is why he was being charged here.  Bellal's defense team, led by former vice president of the 
 Moroccan Bar Association Mohammed Aqdim, argued that the  statute of limitations for 
Bellal to be charged "in  flagrante" for a crime allegedly committed in May had long  expired. 
 Additionally, [...redacted...] said that police statements  retroactively placing Bellal at the 
scene of the  demonstrations were patently false.    ----------------------------------------   
 
A Strong Civil Society Must be Developed  ----------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
9.  (C) [...redacted...] further criticized the GOM for refusing to  allow Sahrawi NGOs like 
ASVDH and the Sahrawi Collective of  Human Rights Defenders (CODESA) to register. 
 Without  registration, such groups are unable to accept foreign and  domestic project funding 
or training and cannot advocate  legally within the system for change, nor can they legally 
 engage other NGOs in an attempt to develop "Track Two"  solutions through civil society 
engagement on both sides of  the berm.    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) [...redacted...] said that ASVDH had been offered support by  groups in Denmark and 
Egypt to counsel and rehabilitate  torture victims, but could not implement any projects due to 
 its lack of legal standing.  [...redacted...] insisted that his and  other Sahrawi organizations 
stand ready to work with any  NGOs, separatist or pro-Morocco, to build a better future for 
 all in the territory regardless of negotiation outcomes, but  the GOM's current policy of 
preventing the development of a  truly balanced civil society was hampering grass roots 
 peace-building efforts.    ----- 
--  Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) [...redacted...] is generally perceived as a credible  interlocutor who avoids 
sensationalism.  While an unabashed  independence supporter who says the POLISARIO 
speaks for him,  he remains independent, unlike the other main Sahrawi human  rights 



organization, CODESA, which sometimes appears subject  to POLISARIO direction.  His 
comments about a need to build a  strong civil society as a hedge against violence and to 
 facilitate transition mesh with what we have heard from  our  Sahara-based NGO contacts, 
both separatist and pro-Morocco -  as does his plea for international capacity building 
 assistance (reftel).  End Comment.    
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     Classified By: Ambassador Thomas T. Riley for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    -------  Summary 
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1.  (C) On January 5, CODEL Martinez met Prime Minister Abbas  El Fassi and Speaker of 
the House-equivalent Mustapha  Mansouri among other Moroccan officials.  Interlocutors 
 thanked the delegation for U.S. support for the Moroccan  Western Sahara proposal and 
criticized Algeria and the  POLISARIO.  They highlighted the Government of Morocco's 
 (GOM's) "irreversible" commitment to political, social and  economic reform, praised the 
Free Trade Agreement (FTA),  requested continued and increased U.S. assistance, and 
 provided assurances of Morocco's support in the Global War on  Terrorism.  The Prime 
Minister said that the GOM had formed  an anti-corruption board that included civil society 
 representatives.  Delegation members congratulated Morocco on  the success of its reforms, 
and pressed for continued  improvement of human rights conditions in Western Sahara.  End 
Summary.    -------------------------- 
 
---  Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi  -----------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On January 5, a 7-member Congressional delegation led  by Senate Armed Services 
Committee member Mel Martinez (R-FL)  met with a variety of high-ranking Moroccan 
officials  including Prime Minister Abbas El Fassi, Minister of Economic  and General Af 
fairs Nizar Baraka, Minister of State (Deputy  Prime Minister equivalent) Mohammed El 
Yazghi, and President  of the Chamber of Deputies (Speaker of the House equivalent) 
 Mustapha Mansouri.  At the delegation's first meeting, Prime  Minister Abbas El Fassi began 
by expressing appreciation for  President Bush's recent reference to the positive role  Morocco 
played in the Middle East peace process.  He hoped  the President could visit Morocco in the 
near future.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Turning to Sahara, El Fassi harshly criticized  Algerian imperial ambitions, which 
began by its "taking a  large chunk of historic Morocco."  Morocco had been good to  Sahara 



by providing numerous elements of self government,  including representation in Parliament, 
local councils and  local administrations.  He claimed that the African  governments which 
supported the Algerian position on Sahara  were, like it, all military or one-party states. 
 Morocco's  "historic" autonomy proposal was based to a large degree on  the status of 
Catalonia.  The GOM proposal would even allow  the territory to maintain its own foreign 
relations with  contiguous regions.  He saw no hope for an agreement until  "the army" no 
longer governed Algeria.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) On domestic politics, El Fassi pointed out that  Morocco has taken irreversible steps 
toward democracy.  The  PM insisted that Morocco had complete freedom of the press 
 (Comment: Straining credulity. End Comment) and that there  were no taboo subjects.  His 
own priorities were first,  judicial independence; second, agricultural and social  reform; and 
third, education, including introducing  job-oriented and market-driven curricula.  Fifty 
percent of  the budget was dedicated to social affairs, including 30  percent for education. 
 Good governance was important and he  would work to put asset declaration laws into effect 
for  public officials.  He said the Government has established a  Corruption Prevention Board 
made up of officials, academics  and members of civil society.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) The PM praised the bilateral Free Trade Agreement  (FTA) as advantageous to both 
parties and said that it had  helped break the French monopoly on investment in Morocco.  He 
was grateful for the MCA compact and would chair its  oversight committee.  He appreciated 
U.S. training and  exchange programs, noting their positive long term effect.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Senator Martinez stressed the importance of the long  term relationship.  Senator 
Grassley noted the success of the  U.S.-Morocco Free Trade Agreement.  Senator Thune and 
others  stressed Congressional interest in the Western Sahara issue  and the importance of the 
human rights situation.  Senator  Martinez followed up by noting that while he supported the 
 Administration's backing for the GOM proposal, those in  congress who opposed it did so 
primarily human rights  grounds.  Improvements in this area could help win them over. 
   RABAT 00000029  002 OF 003       He appreciated the GOM's commitment to reform, but 
said that  ultimately reforms would have to focus on the constitutional  role of the King.    ----
----------------------------------- 
 
--  Minister of Economic Affairs Nizar Baraka  -----------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Minister of Economic and General Affairs Nizar Baraka  praised the FTA and MCA 
Compact as the two most significant  U.S./Morocco bilateral events in the past five years.  He 
 remarked that they were key elements in Morocco's plan to  eliminate the social conditions 
that foster radical ideas and  terrorism.  Baraka said Morocco represented a moderate Islam 
 that had clearly chosen democracy over Jihad.  Baraka  remarked that President Bush's 
upcoming trip through the  Middle East represented an "excellent" opportunity to "pull  the 
carpet from under the extremists," by calling for the  creation of a Palestinian State.  Baraka 
assured the  delegation that both the King and GOM would use their full  influence to support 
fruitful and meaningful peace process  negotiations and dialogue.    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) Baraka responded to a question from Senator Thune on  renewable energy resources 
by stating that approximately 10  percent of Morocco's current power needs are supplied by 
 renewable sources (solar and wind), but that Morocco hopes to  increase this share to 20 
percent by 2012.  To do this, he  said Morocco plans to develop nuclear generated electricity 
 that could be sold to Europe.    ¶ 



 
9.  (C) Senator Martinez underlined the significance of the  FTA and MCA, applauding the 
GOM for its investment in human  capital.  Senator Grassley (Chairman of the Senate 
committee  responsible for the approval of the FTA) reiterated the  delegation's desire to 
increase bilateral commerce, while  resolving any FTA implementation issues.  Senator Thune 
 expressed a desire to increase U.S. agricultural exports to  Morocco, noting a 
complementarity between this interest and  Morocco's MCA-supported effort to move to 
higher value/lower  water crops.    ------------------------- 
 
-----------  Minister of State Mohammed El Yazghi  ------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Minister of State (Deputy Prime Minister equivalent)  Mohammed El Yazghi opened 
by stating that Morocco has a  special place in the Arab world as a result of its principled 
 stand on reform and human rights.  Unlike other Arab nations,  Morocco is moving from a 
centralized governmental model  toward a decentralized federalized state with a "flexible, 
 democratic" system based on rule of law.  Yazghi said that  the Government must protect 
human rights in order to allow  Moroccans to exercise their rights as citizens.  He pointed  to 
the new Labor Act, Family Code and Political Party Law as  examples of how the country's 
legal framework is changing to  promote reform.    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Yazghi thanked the delegation for U.S. financial  assistance and the MCA compact. 
 The GOM still needed  training for its judges and magistrates and sought support in 
 reforming and improving its public health and public health  insurance systems.  The GOM 
would also appreciate help in  improving forensic laboratory and investigative  infrastructure 
for use in the fight against terrorism.    ¶ 
 
12.  (C) In response to a question on human rights in the  territory, Yazghi emphasized that 
there is no difference  between the way people in Rabat and Laayoune are treated.  He  said 
that there is a "defamation campaign" underway, in which  many domestic and international 
NGOs are complicit, to  slander the GOMs' administration of Sahara.  However, such  issues 
are allowed to be debated in Morocco, he said, but not  "on the other side."    ¶ 
 
13.  (C) Senators Martinez and Thune told Yazghi that many  members of Congress 
understood and supported the Moroccan  position on Western Sahara, but were critical of 
human rights  issues.  He expressed additional interest in exploring  renewable energy 
partnerships and continued cooperation in  the War on Terror.    ----------- 
 
----------------------------------  President of the Parliamentary Chamber of Deputies Mustapha 
   RABAT 00000029  003 OF 003      Mansouri  ---------------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
14.  (C) President of the Parliamentary Chamber of Deputies  (Speaker of the House 
equivalent) Mustapha Mansouri gathered  a panel of caucus heads for a meeting with the 
delegation and  subsequent dinner.  Mansouri opened by saying that the  bilateral relationship 
was of utmost importance and that the  two countries were separated "only by the Atlantic 
Ocean."  He praised the U.S. and party-based NGOs such as the  International Republican 
Institute (IRI) and the National  Democratic Institute (NDI) for helping to foster democracy in 
 Morocco - and particularly for assistance in monitoring the  2007 parliamentary elections. 
 He said that foreign direct  investment in Morocco was up across the board, not just from  the 
U.S., as a result of U.S./Morocco FTA.  Other  interlocutors requested help in strengthening 



the efficiency  and effectiveness of Moroccan parliamentary caucuses and  sought closer ties 
with the U.S. Congress.    ¶ 
 
15.  (C) Lahcen Daoudi, Vice Chairman of the opposition,  Islamist, Party of Justice and 
Development (PJD) urged the  USG to "get serious about countering terrorism."  He said  that 
recent cancellation of the Paris-Dakar rally showed that  the U.S. must consider the issue 
comprehensively and  seriously, not just from a military perspective.  He said  that poverty 
and corruption and the Moroccan political system  were part of the problem.  He added that 
the U.S. must help  Morocco develop truly independent branches of government.  He  thanked 
the delegation for the recent MCA Compact, but said  that the U.S. needed to do more.    ¶ 
 
16.  (C) The Ambassador pressed Mansouri on the issue of  human rights and encouraged the 
GOM to address complaints  constructively to avoid inflaming an already tense situation  in 
Western Sahara.  Senator Martinez invited Parliament  members to visit Congress.    ¶ 
 
17.  (C) CODEL Martinez did not have the opportunity to clear  this message before departing 
from Morocco.      
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1.  (C) SUMMARY:  On January 3, on the eve of his departure  for the next round on UN-
sponsored talks on Western Sahara,  Foreign Minister Fassi Fihri expressed his frustration 
with  Algeria's unwillingness to move beyond the status quo to  resolve the issue and truly 
cooperate on economic and  security issues.  On the MEPP, the Minister said that the 
 Annapolis and Paris meetings had been successes, but Israel  needed to suspend construction 
in East Jerusalem.  Turning to  bilateral issues, we discussed the Millennium Challenge 
 Account (MCA) implementing legislation being considered by  the Moroccan parliament. 
 The Ambassador used the 40-minute  meeting to request again Fassi Fihri's assistance in 
securing  an agreement on the status of the American schools (septel).  END SUMMARY.    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On January 3, the Ambassador, DCM and Millennium  Challenge Corporation (MCC 
Country Director Muneera  Salem-Murdock called on Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
 Cooperation Taieb Fassi Fihri and Director of American  Affairs Abdallah Salah Eddine 



Tazi.  After again  congratulating Minister of Foreign Affairs Taieb Fassi Fihri  on his 
appointment, the Ambassador underscored the depth of  our bilateral relations and of U.S. 
interest in Morocco, with  no less than three congressional delegations visiting in the  next 
two weeks.  Fassi Fihri thanked the Ambassador but  commented that the coalition 
government,s lack of a clear  majority in the parliament might limit his tenure.     
 
WESTERN SAHARA, ALGERIA AND MEPP  --------------------------------  ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Preliminary to Fassi Fihri,s January 4 travel to New  York for the January 7-9 UN-
sponsored talks on Western  Sahara, the Minister wanted to discuss Western Sahara and 
 bilateral relations with Algeria.  Fassi Fihri said that  three years ago, Morocco had taken 
USG advice to seek  rapprochement with Algeria.  The King had traveled to  Algiers; 
Morocco had agreed to negotiate directly with the  POLISARIO; and the King had called 
President Bouteflika after  the December bombings.  Algeria has not responded, except to  say 
that the continuing closure of the border results from  Morocco,s annexation of the Western 
Sahara.  Fassi Fihri  said that Algeria prefers the status quo, and Morocco fails  to understand 
why Algeria cannot see the benefits of  cooperation on economic and security issues.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Fassi Fihri continued that the POLISARIO also shows  no willingness to compromise. 
 The December POLISARIO  congress in Western Sahara and construction outside the berm 
 were provocative; the threat to take up arms again in 2009  was even more so; and 
POLISARIO calls for a popular uprising  north of the disputed territory were totally 
unacceptable and  in total contradiction with UN Security Council Resolutions.  He concluded 
the meeting by offering to brief us after the  Manhasset talks end on January 9.    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Fassi Fihri praised the Annapolis and Paris meetings.   He said the dinner with the 
Quartet had been useful.  The  Minister noted that Morocco has significant contact with 
 Israel. However, Morocco remains very concerned about new  settlements in East Jerusalem, 
which must stop.  He added  that as long as Israel continues to build new settlements,  there 
can be no normalization.  The Minister added that the  Paris meeting was &very positive8 and 
that &Morocco will  continue to try to contribute to regional peace and  security.8  
 
   MILLENNIUM CHALLENGE ACCOUNT  ----------------------------  ¶ 
 
6.  (U) The Ambassador formally introduced MCC Country  Director Salem-Murdock and 
said that we hoped that parliament  will soon approve the MCA implementing agency, the 
 Partnership Agency for Progress (APP).  Salem-Murdock  explained that while we are 
anxious to begin disbursing the  USD 32 million Compact implementation fund and are also 
 anxious to see the new Moroccan agency staffed, we are  hampered by the slow progress 
toward conclusion of the  Compact Implementation Fund (CIF) agreement, including the 
 conclusion of the tax exoneration accord.  She also pointed  out that much work remained to 
be done before olive trees  could be planted in November.  Fassi Fihri said he had spent  hours 
at parliament between December 31 and January 3    RABAT 00000020  002 OF 002 
     responding to questions about the Compact.  He noted that the  Party for Justice and 
Development (PJD) had wanted to send a  message.  He explained that the absence of MCA 
projects in  Western Sahara and the unique financial controls had raised  concerns, but he 
assured us that the GOM is nonetheless  sensitive to the urgency.    COMMENT  -------  ¶ 
 
7.  (C) The Minister seemed to expect little progress in the  Manhasset talks.  A modest man, 
Fassi Fihri seemed a bit  uncomfortable in his huge new office.  He was very conversant  with 



the MCA and appears committed to implementing it as  quickly as possible.  END 
COMMENT.      
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ABOUT AUTONOMY AND  TRANSITION    Classified By: CDA Robert P. Jackson for 
Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d)    -------  Summary:  -------    ¶ 
 
1.  (C) In the course of several visits to Western Sahara and  conversations with contacts in 
Rabat, we have sensed the  beginnings of a sometimes reluctant willingness by some  pro-
separatists, including human rights activists, to  entertain the idea of autonomy rather than 
independence.  Most Sahrawi interlocutors expressed a desire to run their  own affairs free 
from intimidation.  They are also focused on  economic and social issues like unemployment. 
 Reflecting  developments in Morocco, civil society has flourished in  recent years, nurtured 
by the Government.  While mostly  pro-Morocco, it includes pro-independence elements. 
 Many  civil society interlocutors, on both sides, requested  capacity and mediation training, 
saying it would be an  important part of implementing any settlement.  We believe  that, in 
preparation for a potential autonomous entity, the  USG may wish to consider an exception to 
the restriction on  aid to the territory to permit civil society development and  capacity 
building assistance.  End Summary.    ------------------------------------------- 
 
-- --  A Grudging and Cautious Convergence on Autonomy  ----------------------------------- 
 
2.  (C) During several recent visits to Western Sahara we  heard some ardently separatist 
interlocutors speak of wanting  to live in a territory where the government respected their 
 rights and applied its laws fairly.  The implicit acceptance  of the prospect of some form of 
Moroccan sovereignty in the  territory marked a subtle change from the usual "independence 
 or nothing" line.  Aminatou Haidar, a prominent separatist  human rights activist, wondered 
whether Moroccan troops would  leave the territory quickly and peacefully if an agreement 
 were signed under either outcome.  Some local Moroccan  government officials spoke of 
wanting to resolve differences  on the ground through negotiation and compromise, 
suggesting  a softening of previously tough Government of Morocco (GOM)  stances.    -------
----- 
-----------  Training for Transition  -----------------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) The majority of NGO and civil society (and even some  government) interlocutors in 
Laayoune said they were  desperate for training and capacity building assistance.  Almost to a 
person, regardless of political affiliation, they  said that strong civil society organizations 
(CSOs) will be  necessary to help Western Sahara make a peaceful transition  to whatever 



status the parties agree on in U.N. negotiations.   Abdellah Hirch, NGO member and pro-
Moroccan Sahrawi, told us  the U.S. should not wait until the territory's status is  resolved to 
provide training to CSOs.  "If you wait until  then, it will be too late and you could risk 
disorder."  Mohammed Cherkaoui, director of the newly opened Consultative  Council on 
Human Rights (CCDH) office in Laayoune, asked how  the USG and international 
community could be serious about  resolving the territorial issue if they were not willing to 
 "work on the ground in Laayoune and Tindouf" as well as at  the table at the UN.    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Cherkaoui and the head of another NGO in Laayoune  visited the Embassy on 
November 30 to present a proposal for  track two dialogue amongst Sahrawis in the 
POLISARIO  controlled camps, the territory, and the Sahrawi diaspora.  They described a 
non-partisan process and framework within  which participants, specifically youth, could 
discuss  contentious issues. They said the project's goal was not to  advocate for or against 
any particular proposal but to begin  building non-governmental channels of conflict 
resolution and  trust building to ease transition to whatever territorial  status is arrived at 
through political negotiation.    -------  Comment:  -------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C)  The Government and civil society (both separatist  and unionist) appear to be at an 
important stage in their  social evolution where, for the first time, they are reaching    out to 
each other - but blindly.  The pro-independence  activists have difficulty trusting the 
government's  overtures, and officials' proffered olive branches are not  being met with open 
arms.  Washington may wish to consider  modifying the policy restricting assistance to 
Western Sahara  to permit support to cadre and civil society, at least in the  area of capacity 
building and mediation training.  Ensuring a  viable NGO sector with established, open and 
constructive  lines of communication with the local authorities will be a  key part of 
facilitating the territory's movement towards  autonomy.  End Comment.    
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1.  (C) The Security Wali (territorial police commissioner),  Bouchaib Rmili along with the 
Wali (governor) of Laayoune,  Boujdor and Sakia al-Hamra, who arrived in Laayoune over a 
 year ago, and the new director of the Laayoune Prison, who  arrived eight months ago, appear 
to represent a type of more  enlightened problem-solver the Rabat authorities are sending  to 
Sahara.  If their rhetoric is to be believed, and  independent sources confirm some of their 



statements,  security and prison personnel are modifying their behavior  and acting in a more 
professional manner.  All three men also  seem to have instituted programs to address 
persistent human  rights problems. End Summary.    --------------------------- 
 
----------------  Community Policing: From Maine to Laayoune  -------------------------------------
------    ¶ 
2.  (C) The Security Wali, Bouchaib Rmili, (territorial  police commissioner) has a Ph.D. in 
Criminal Justice and  entered the Ministry of Interior at the unusually high rank  of 
Commissioner in 1989.  He served in several high profile  postings, including as Casablanca 
police chief, before and  after the 2003 bombings.  During his tenure in Casablanca, he 
 visited the United States on a USG program to study police  procedures.  In a late September 
meeting in his new office,  he described to emboffs the community policing program he is 
 piloting in Laayoune - a first for Morocco.  It is modeled  after those he saw in Maine, 
Washington DC and Virginia.  He  has also instituted in-service training for his officers in 
 Laayoune and at the Moroccan central police academy in  Kenitra focused on customer 
service and human rights.  This  step was corroborated by a United Nations Mission for the 
 Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) contact who had chance  discussion with a beat 
cop who mentioned the training.  The  MINURSO contact also mentioned that members of a 
riot police  unit, disbanded in 2006 due to widespread abuses, received  retraining before 
being sent to other commands.  This was an  apparent recognition by the Government of 
Morocco (GOM) that  the unit and its members had used excessive force and  counter-
productive policing methods.    ------------ 
 
----  They Threw First  ----------------    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) Bouchaib confirmed that the police sometimes conduct  operations in schools, (a sore 
point with local human rights  activists) but maintained that his officers only entered 
 classrooms at the request of school officials.  He added that  he felt obligated to maintain a 
police presence outside  schools because groups of students often resorted to rock  throwing 
and other disruptive activity, an allegation we have  also heard from unionist human rights 
activists.  Bouchaib  added that activists hurt their own credibility by  exaggerating events and 
politicizing incidents as mundane  traffic accidents that require police involvement, claiming 
 the arrested individuals are political prisoners.  (Comment:  While such incidents may occur, 
they are probably over-cited  by officials to devalue legitimate complaints.  On December  14, 
well-known Sahrawi human rights activist Brahim El Ansari  was arrested during a traffic 
stop and detained for two days.  End Comment.)    ----------------------------- 
 
---------  Four, Maybe Five, Types of Separatists  --------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) In Bouchaib's view, there are four types of  separatists in Sahara:    a) True believers, 
who receive instructions from the  POLISARIO and manage and instigate activities in the 
region;    b) Recruits, who are indoctrinated by the believers and used  as foot soldiers; 
   RABAT 00001871  002 OF 002        c) Opportunists, who hide behind the mantle of 
separatism  when caught committing crime; and    d) Dreamers, who have not fared well 
under the current system  and hope for a better life under the POLISARIO.    e) Bouchaib 
conceded that there might be a fifth category of  people who become separatists due to 
mistreatment by the  Moroccan authorities.    ------------------- 
 
------  A Philosophy of Proximity  -------------------------    ¶ 



5.  (C) Bouchaib admitted that security forces have made, and  continue to make, errors in 
treatment of prisoners and  detainees, but insisted that they are making progress.  He  has 
instituted a new administrative policy to deal with  police abuse complaints, and is working to 
improve  communications with the population, including those opposed  to GOM policies in 
Western Sahara.  Bouchaib also said that  he is making domestic violence a police priority in 
Western  Sahara.  He is forcing his officers out of cars and onto foot  patrols to increase 
interaction with the population.  What he  termed his Philosophy of Proximity is guided by 
three  principles; "be close to the people, respond quickly to  incidents, comport well."  He 
closed saying that "we are  obligated to try new ideas to build a new Morocco."    ---------------
--------  Prison Progress As Well  -----------------------    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) The new director of prisons, Abdelilah Zanfouri, who  also served in high profile 
institutions in Morocco proper,  has a degree in hotel management and appears to have 
brought  a common sense approach to resolving long standing prisoner  complaints.  In 
response to hunger strikers' demands for  better food and family visitation conditions, 
Zanfouri said  he has improved rations and nutrition, and has instituted a  furlough program 
built around a good behavior.  (Comment:  This and some other improvements were 
confirmed by local  prison activists and an ICRC representative during a  subsequent 
November visit to Laayoune.  End Comment.)  He did  not accede to prisoners' demands that 
up to thirty family  members at a time be allowed entry per prisoner.  Zanfouri  welcomed the 
idea of a visit by emboffs to his facility, but  noted that the decision rested with higher 
authorities.    ------- 
 
-  Comment:  --------    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) Along with territorial Governor M'hammed Dryef, a  highly experienced official 
dispatched last year to improve  the tone in the territory, these officials have put a kinder  and 
more open face on the Moroccan administration.  It is too  soon to tell whether the changes 
they have effected are truly  institutional.  Despite an acknowledgment of this new  approach 
by Sahrawi citizens, and even by pro-POLISARIO  separatist activists, the Moroccan 
authorities are still seen  by many native Sahrawis (now an apparent minority) as  occupiers. 
 End Comment.    
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1. (U) UNHCR Sahara program Chief Mazen Abu Shenab briefed  the Rabat diplomatic 
community December 12 on the HCR  Confidence Building Measures for Western Sahara 
and the  refugees.  Mazen said in CPY 07 HCR had received S2.4 million  in pledges for a 
$3.4 million program, but UNHCR covered the  shortfall with central funds.    ¶ 



 
2. (SBU) The CBM program had several components: family  visits, telephone 
communications, mail exchange, seminars and  a related information outreach program.  Only 
the flight  exchanges of Sahrawis from the Morocco controlled territory  with those from the 
camps were fully operative. The telephone  centers were up, but not fully implemented. The 
mail had not  worked out, but the exchange visitors frequently carry mail  for/to both sides. 
 (We keep urging them to use private  delivery services like DHL)    ¶ 
 
3. (C) UNHCR was working on the CBM budget for 08.  This  would include increased 
funding for the jewel of the program,  the humanitarian exchanges, roughly at the same level. 
They  were working on road crossings, which would mean 120 persons  at a time rather than 
the current 25 per flight, at half the  weekly cost once certain capital expenses were absorbed. 
 Algeria had rejected using the most direct route from Tindouf  via Mahbes to Smara and was 
proposing indirect routes (such  as via Tifarity) that would involve the POLISARIO in the 
 transfers, which the Moroccans had rejected.  Mazen said he  was pursuing various 
compromises and had been granted a  meeting with General Benanni, the head of the 
Moroccan Army  to discuss this, which he interpreted as a good sign.    ¶ 
 
4. (SBU) If the road exchanges could not get underway, HCR  could at least double the 
amount of air exchanges The Flights  cost $7000 each.  Mazen urged the donors to be 
generous and  fund the appeal, or the exchanges might have to stop.  Countries present urged 
HCR to present its request as soon as  possible.  Polcouns noted that last year's request was 
 presented to donors only in April, which made donation  difficult.  Mazen praised the USG 
for being the first and  largest donor and urged others to follow its example.    ¶ 
 
5. (SBU) In discussing the HCR information campaign, he  reported that local Laayoune TV 
is viewable in Tindouf, and  Laayoune radio is receivable so the people in the camps, so  they 
know the Moroccan position.  Also, Polisario radio is  able to be picked up in the Moroccan-
administered territory.  The refugees in Tindouf also watch Spanish television, as do  some in 
the territory.    
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1.  (C) Summary: Moroccan MFA Chief of Staff Bourita  projected that the impending third 
round of negotiations for  the Western Sahara with the POLISARIO would be a real 



 challenge.  The GOM believes it should focus on substance,  but not at all on independence. 
 While appreciating USG  support, he hoped from more backing from the other "Friends."   At 
the same time, the GOM is frustrated with the current  UN-appointed arbiter in the conflict, 
who appeared unduly  deferential to the POLISARIO and Algeria.  While accusing  Algeria 
and the POLISARIO of a smear campaign to malign the  GOM,s human rights record in 
Western Sahara, Bourita  suggested the GOM would work to limit abuses, a changed 
 approach apparently substantiated by an MOI contact.  We will  look carefully for any 
improvement on the ground.  End  Summary.     
 
Third Round of Negotiations Pivotal  -----------------------------------    ¶ 
 
2.  (C) On November 27, PolCouns, visiting Morocco Desk  Officer Randall Kaailau, and 
PolOff met with GOM MFA Chief of  Staff and I/O Director Nasser Bourita.  Bourita said the 
 tough questions of substance must to be addressed in the  third round of negotiations with the 
POLISARIO round lest  critical momentum and the credibility of the negotiations be  lost. 
 He complained that countries such as Spain, Russia,  and the UK, in contrast with the U.S., 
were not pushing hard  for "concrete" results during the third round as they were  satisfied 
with the status quo.  Morocco believed the Sahara  question cannot be resolved by a 
referendum including an  independence option, self-determination is part of the  solution but 
must be defined and must be short of  independence.  UN Secretary General and Personal 
 Representative for the Western Sahara Peter Van Walsum must  accept existing UN Security 
Council resolutions.  Bourita  insisted that they give more favorable treatment to the 
 Moroccan proposal as the basis of negotiations, vice the  POLISARIO proposal, which he 
characterized as nothing new.    ¶ 
 
3.  (C) At the same time, Bourita said the GOM believed: the  Sahara question must be 
resolved peacefully;  &self-determination8 of the Sahrawi people is an integral  part of any 
solution; and, despite the fact that decisions  are made in Algiers, Morocco accepts the 
POLISARO as its  recognized negotiating partner, with which a &win-win8  solution must be 
found.  Bourita called Morocco,s arrival at  this position as the fruition of a sixteen-year 
 &psychological evolution,8 representing difficult and hard  won compromises within the 
GOM.     
 
Frustration with UN Arbiter  ---------------------------    ¶ 
 
4.  (C) Bourita criticized Van Walsum as being a "prisoner of  his own logic" and for 
imposing peace process recipes from  other regions (Note: likely a reference to the Balkans) 
that  do not account for the uniqueness and evolution of the Sahara  negotiations since 
fighting stopped in 1991.  Specifically,  Bourita said that Van Walsum continues to insist that 
the  parties enter into negotiations with no existing  pre-conditions, an orientation that would 
essentially nullify  the recent UN Security Council resolutions, endorsement of  Morocco,s 
latest peace proposal.  Bourita speculated that  Van Walsum was insisting on "no 
preconditions," in order to  gain the trust of the POLISARIO, given its inherently weaker 
 negotiating position.     
 
Algeria Still the Main Obstacle to Peace  ----------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
5.  (C) Bourita said that Algeria (GOA) continues to lack the  political will to support a 
negotiated solution between  Morocco and the POLISARIO and appears to be making efforts 
to  retard future progress.  According to Bourita, given the  recent GOM progress in the UN 



on the Sahara issue, the GOA  has reverted to a policy of UN "containment."  This strategy 
 calls for blocking further GOM advantages in the UN  negotiations, while executing a public 
relations campaign,    both at home and abroad, especially in Europe, designed to  undercut 
Morocco,s international support by highlighting and  exaggerating its human rights 
transgressions in the Western  Sahara.  Bourita called the GOA,s strategy &active and well 
 thought out,8 and, to underscore the point, he said that the  GOA was facilitating the travel of 
Sahrawis to Europe in  order to publicize alleged GOM human rights abuses.  Bourita 
 complained that these activists are abusing their right to a  Moroccan passport by traveling to 
Europe only to smear the  government that had issued their travel documents.    ¶ 
 
6.  (C) Nonetheless, Bourita admitted that the GOM has had  human rights transgressions in 
Western Sahara, particularly  incidents of beating and intimidation of pro-separatist 
 demonstrators, but underscored the relatively small number  and reduction of these incidents 
in recent years.  He also  cited recent progress on prosecuting offenders of these  abuses and 
the training of security forces to guard against  future transgressions.  At the same time, 
Bourita indicated  that the GOM would be willing to do more to improve  safeguards against 
future human rights transgressions.     
 
"The Gentler Gamer is a Sooner Winner"  --------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
7.  (C) PolCouns spoke favorably of GOM progress so far on  the reduction of human rights 
abuses in the Western Sahara,  and he acknowledged Bourita's assertion that some of the 
 activists use the issue to promote their pro-separatist  agenda.  He appreciated the ongoing 
dialogue with the GOM  that was feeding into the preparation of the State  Departments 
annual human rights report.  PolCouns urged the  GOM to move even, citing that a lighter 
GOM hand in Western  Sahara will win more adherents to the peace process in  Laayoune and 
add to the momentum of the autonomy proposal.  This, in turn, could create pressures on the 
POLISARIO  leadership in Tindouf to be more conciliatory at the  negotiating table. 
 Appreciative of Bourita's suggestion of  additional the GOM openness on the issue, PolCouns 
urged that  the GOM continue to issue passports and allow Sahrawis to  travel, and above all 
seek to halt abuses.  That would speak  loudly of Morocco,s toleration and respect.     
 
MOI Too Sensitive-- At Least in Words  -------------------------------------    ¶ 
 
8.  (C) During a subsequent PolCouns/DeskOff meeting November  30 at the Interior 
Ministry, Governor Rachid Rguibi, the MOI  International Relations Chief, displayed an 
unusually, for  him, more open attitude to the human rights/hearts and minds  question. 
 (Note: Rguibi, traditionally the spokesperson for  the MOI's hard line, himself hails from a 
notable Sahrawi  family.)  From the perspective of MOI, which heads the  negotiations for the 
GOM, goals are twofold -- humanitarian,  to rescue the poor Sahrawis confined to the camps 
and  exploited by their "revolutionary leadership," and  geopolitical and anti-terrorist 
considerations.  Citing  "proof," although without any specifics, he charged that  "elements" 
of the POLISARIO had supported extremists in the  heart of the Sahara.  He could not 
substantiate reports in  local media on Tuareg separatist involvement in the recent  rocketing 
at the Algerian airbase at Djanet.   
 
Moroccan  information was that it was AQIM aided by someone inside the  Algerian military. 
   ¶ 
 



9.  (C) We pressed hard on reports of abuses by security  forces in Sahara.  We noted the 
importance for the  negotiations of wining hearts and minds of those who are not  activists, 
but may share their leanings against Moroccan role  for practical reasons.  He complained that 
the  pro-separatists have full individual rights, even though they  are acting as agents for the 
POLISARIO, citing free issuance  of passports (note: the lifting of all restrictions is quite 
 recent.).  They go around the world insulting our country and  we let them return without any 
bother.  He repeated the  long-standing position that Morocco cannot permit the  existence of 
separatist organizations, even if totally  non-violent.   
 
"We refuse to open discussions with the  separatists of the interior."    ¶ 
 
10.  (C) Rguibi indicated, however, that the Government has  begun to review this approach. 
 Recently, instructions have  been given to security forces to exercise restraint.  The 
   authorities cannot permit demonstrations, which might lead to  civil war.  However, when 
police intervene there is always a  risk of overreaction, by individual officers.  Morocco has 
 demonstrated that it would punish abuses by the jailing of  the officers in the beating death of 
Hamid Lambarki.  They  are currently awaiting trial in the Laayoune prison.  This  has had a 
deterrent result, but he indicated that now the  Government is trying to broaden its 
prohibitions against  abuse.     
 
Comment  -------    ¶ 
 
11.  (C) Based on Bourita's assessment, other interlocutors,  and commentary we have seen in 
the press, the Moroccan  approach to the just-confirmed round 3 (reftel) will be tough  and 
inflexible regarding discussion of the POLISARIO  proposal.  In contrast, we are struck by 
indications of  changing thinking about treatment of the Sahrawis in the  territories, 
particularly from long-time hard-liner Rguibi.  Possible GOM evolution from using sticks to 
carrots in  dealing with the Sahrawi population and political dissidents,  may reflect Embassy 
and USG representations, and increasingly  those of other countries here.  It may also stem 
from the  recent engagement in the Sahara of the CCDH (Royal Human  Rights Council, 
which has a direct line into the Palace).  Other embassies have told us they also detect a 
change in MFA  tone, including an increased openness to have foreign  visitors in the 
territory.  It remains to be seen, however,  if this change in tone is just for our benefit or 
whether it  translates into actual improvement of conditions on the  ground.  End Comment.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


